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Introduction

Maria Luisa Rivero and Angela Ralli

This volume grew out of the workshop on the syntax of Balkan languages,
organized by Angela Rall i and Irene Phil ippaki-Warburton, held in Athens in
1996 in connection with the Glow Colloquium The idea behind this workshop
which featured Brian D. Joseph and Maria Luisa Rivero as invited speakers, was
to provide a forum where comparative work related to the syntax of Balkan lan-
guages could be presented. This is also the basic goal of the present collection.
The volume brings together seven papers on syntactic topics in which leading
and new researchers in Balkan syntax examine aspects of the grammar of mainly
Albanian, Bulgarian, Greek, and Romanian.

It is well known that the languages of the Balkan peninsula belong to dif-
ferent famil ies but share an impor tant number of l ingu i s t i c features, which
derive from long and extensive contact. In the study of the syntax of these lan-
guages, many i n t e r e s t i n g ques t ions arise, especial ly wi th respect to the
funct ional categories. In some, such as Greek, these categories have been studied
qui te extensively . In languages such as Albanian, by contrast, funct ional cate-
gories have received less at tent ion. From this point of view, a comparative study
of the syntax of Balkan languages is of major importance and can not only con-
t r ibute to our knowledge of these i n d i v i d u a l languages from a typological
perspective, but also play an important role in the development of l inguis t ic
theory.

While the papers in this volume do not attempt to present a systematic
overview of Balkan syntax, they constitute an important step toward the analysis
of some intricate phenomena characterizing these languages, such as subjunctive
complements, to name jus t one. By stressing the role of funct ional categories in
syntax, the authors deal with topics that are of much traditional interest in syn-
tactic analysis and have also proven fundamental in determining the typological
characteristics of the Balkan languages. The approach that inspires most of the
proposals in the volume is the Principles and Parameters framework (Chomsky
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4 MARIA LU1SA RIVERO AND ANGELA RALLI

1981, Chomsky and Lasnik 1993) and subsequent developments under the min-
imalist program (Chomsky 1995).

There is a long and rich tradition of Balkan l inguist ics , but it has by and
large focused on historical issues and mainly dealt with phonology and mor-
phology. Much less attention has traditionally been directed toward the syntax of
the Balkan languages per se or to its place in Universal Grammar. The genera-
tive framework and its conception of Universal Grammar allows for treatment
under a cohesive system of what appear to be unrelated language dependent phe-
nomena. This approach has opened new venues in the study of Balkan languages
that have led to a considerable body of work whose results are radically different
from those found in traditional studies, and which deal with topics of fundamen-
tal interest to l inguis t ic theory. The papers collected in this book aim to add
momentum to these exis t ing studies on Balkan syntax by carefully examining
phenomena that shed further light on current theoretical problems and controver-
sies. They provide in-depth studies of topics related to funct ional categories in
both nominal and sentential constructions, covering many of the areas that have
preoccupied syntacticians in the past forty years. Brian D. Joseph distinguishes
two approaches to comparative syntax and exemplifies them in view of nega-
tion. Carmen Dobrovie-Sorin, I l iyana Krapova, and Anna Roussou deal with a
common topic in Balkan generative l inguist ics: raising and control in subjunc-
t ives. Dal ina K a l l u l l i is concerned with semantic and syntactic effects of dou-
bl ing clitics, another topic with a long tradition in generative grammar. The two
papers that close the volume deal wi th topics that have a shorter history in
generative grammar. Antonia Androutsopoulou examines the s t ruc ture of
determiner phrases, and Maria Luisa Rivero delves into verb movement. The
following introduct ion is intended to provide both a summary of the proposals
in each of the papers and a sketch of the basic theoretical background in which
each stands.

Concerned with the philosophical underpinnings of comparative l inguist ics ,
Brian D. Joseph argues in his "Is Balkan Comparative Syntax Possible?" for a
distinction between the ''comparative syntax of Balkan languages", that is, indi-
vidual languages compared with languages of the Balkans or elsewhere, and
"comparative Balkan syntax", that is, Balkan languages with the Balkan
Sprachbund kept in mind. For Joseph, both types of investigation are useful,
but they serve dif ferent purposes: the first advances our understanding of the
Balkan languages as natural languages, while the second deepens our knowledge
of the effects of contact on these languages. Joseph presents two case studies
invo lv ing Balkan negation to show the value of one or the other comparative
perspective. The first , which is of direct relevance to a comparative Balkan
syntax and deals with issues of language contact and diachrony, concerns similar-
ities and differences in Greek and Albanian of the functions of the modal negator
with in i t ia l m, namely Modern Greek m i ( n ) and Albanian mos. S imi lar i t ies
include the fact that these m-negators serve in both languages as modal and
nonf in i t e negators, are found in complements of verbs and nouns of (earing,
participate in word formation with different levels of productivity, and are used
in isolation to express prohibitions. Modern Greek Mi! and Albanian Mos! both
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correspond to English 'Don' t! ' This last use finds no counterpart in Ancient
Greek or Sanskrit, and Joseph suggests that it could be a Balkan innovation that
spread through contact from one language to the other. The second type of study,
which is of interest for the comparative syntax of Balkan languages, is
exemplified by the discussion of a negative fused with an auxiliary, that is, the
jo in ing of a negat ive marker with a verb to form a single word un i t . Joseph
argues that there are reasons to consider the Greek indicative negator dhen, as in
Dhen idhe 'He did not see', a verbal aff ix similar to n't in English won't.
According to Zwicky and P u l l u m (1983), English n't is not a syntactically
generated cl i t ic but a morphologically generated aff ix . Joseph argues that
typologically speaking, negative fusion is a widespread phenomenon and thus
could have arisen independently in each of the Balkan languages that show it,
and he suggests that certain developments in Tsakonian seem to lend support to
this view. As an aside, it should be noted that most recent generative reseach
seems to fall in to the category Joseph labels "comparative syntax of Balkan
languages" and that most papers in this volume take such an approach in the
study of these languages.

Carmen Dobrovie-Sorin in "Head-to-Head Merge in Balkan Subjunctives
and Locality," I l iyana Krapova in "Subjunctives in Bulgarian and Modern
Greek," and Anna Roussou in "Control and Raising in and out of Subjunctive
Complements" deal with raising (to subject), control, and obviation. Before
summar iz ing the content of each of these papers, we wish to provide a back-
ground as to why raising and control are very prominent topics of discussion
when dealing with Balkan languages.

A notable feature of the early development of generative theory is that f ini te
clauses are viewed as islands for control and raising operations, as reflected in
constraints such as the tensed-S condit ion of Chomsky (1973) or its successors.
A consequence of th is view is that discussions of raising to subject construc-
t ions, as in the French and Spanish examples in (1b) and (1d), and of control
patterns, as in (2), are closely associated with nonf in i te embedded clauses, most
notably those with i n f i n i t i v e s . (Hereafter embedded clauses are shown wi th in
brackets.)

(1) a. // semble [que les enfants travaillent.] Fre
'It seems that the children are working. '

b. Les enfants semblent [t travailler.]
"The children seem to work.'

c. Parece [que los ninos estan aqui.} Spa
'It seems that the children are here.'

d. Los ninos parecen [t estar aqui.}
'The children seem to be here.'

(2) a. Brigitte vent [PRO chanter.] Fre

b. Brigida quiere [PRO cantar.] Spa
'Brigitte wants to sing.'
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A more recent distinction closely connected to the infinitive/finite contrast
is the phenomenon often called obviation in the Romance literature, which is
exemplified in (3) (Picallo 1984, among others).

(3) a. Brigitte veut [qu'elle chante.} Fre
'Brigitte wants her to sing.'

b. Brigida quiere [que cante.] Spa
'Brigitte wants her/him to sing.'

In languages like French and Spanish, when the volition verb takes an infini t ive
complement as in (2), reference must be to only to one individual, so the as-
sumption is that the subjects of the two clauses corefer (i.e., control). However,
when the verb takes a complement in the subjunctive, such as chante/ cante in
(3), reference is to two individuals , or the subjects are disjoint (i.e., obviation).

It is well known that the Balkan languages have lost nonfinite clauses
(Joseph 1983) and substituted for them clauses with verbs variously inflected for
tense/aspect, person/number, and/or mood, usually labeled "subjunctives" by
Albanian and Modern Greek grammarians and "conjunctives" by some Bulgarian
and Romanian grammarians. As a result, these languages offer a picture that
differs from the one described for French and Spanish, which poses a variety of
challenges to received views on control and raising with infinitives and on ob-
viation with subjunctives. We know, for instance, that Ancient Greek displayed
in f in i t i va l clauses reminiscent of those of French and Spanish above, but that
such clauses are now absent from Modern Greek, where they correspond to so-
called na-clauses or subjunct ives, and that other languages of the region have
evolved along parallel lines. To illustrate, the French and Spanish alternations
with raising verbs in (1) correspond in Modern Greek to (4) (Roussou, this
volume) with the complement in (4b), the clause with na, shown in bold from
now on. Syntactic alternations with raising verbs in Romanian are shown in (5),
and these examples contain embedded sa-clauses sometimes called conjunctives.

(4) a. Fenete [oti la pedja dulevun.] Grk

seem-3SG that the children work-3PL
'It seems that the children work.'

b. Ta pedja fenonde [na dulevun.}
the children seem-3PL na work-3PL
'The children seem to work.'

(5) a. S-a nimerit [ca copiii sa Rom
REFL-has-3SG happened that children.the sa

fie acolo.]
were here
'It happened that the children were here.'

sa
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b. Copii s-au nimerit [sa fie acolo.]

children.the REFL-have-3PL happened sa were here
The children happened to be here.'

In Balkan languages, the sentences with vol i t ion verbs corresponding to
those in (2) are of the type in (6). Other than the na-clauses of Greek and sa-
clauses of Romanian, these examples i l lustrate the Albanian te-clauses and the
Bulgarian da-clauses.

(6) a. Brixhida do [te kendoje.} Alb

Brigitte wants te sing-3SG
'Brigitte wants to sing.'

b. Petur iskase [da procete knigata.] Blg

Peter wanted da read-3SG book.the
'Peter wanted to read the book.'

c. O janis deli [na fiji.] Grk

the John wants na leave-3SG
"John wants to leave.'

d. Rodica vrea [sa citecisca.] Rom

Rodica wants sa read-3SG
'Rodica wants to read.'

It is also interesting that the French and Spanish sentences in (2-3) contrast
in interpretation in the way described, while those in (6) are ambiguous and can
be interpreted as i n v o l v i n g two ind iv idua l s , as in English Brigitte wants
someone to sing lor (6a), and so on. This last interpretat ion most closely
corresponds to the reading of the sub junc t ive complement with the n u l l subject
in Spanish (3b), which means that obviation effects seem to be absent in these
Balkan complements.

As to thei r morphosyntactic structure, one characteristic of the conjunctive
or subjunct ive clauses in these Balkan constructions is that they display verbs
that in a pretheoretical sense are "finite": they are overtly inflected for person,
number , and tense or mood. For instance, Greek dulevun in the Raising
construction in (4b) is the third person plura l of the Present Tense. Another
characteristic is that these clauses contain modal particles, which are reminiscent
of complementizers but not quite like them.

In brief, when speaking of raising, control, and obviation, the absence of
i n f i n i t i v e s makes Ba lkan languages display in te res t ing properties that
d is t inguish them not only from languages like English or French, which lack
nul l subjects and have a l imited use of subjunctives, but from languages like
Spanish, with n u l l subjects and productive subjunctives that alternate with
in f in i t i ve s . The s i tua t ion just described has raised two basic questions answered
in a var ie ty of ways as the theory has evolved, which has contributed to
subs t an t i a l l y enr ich generative t h ink ing , in particular the Government and
Binding model, when research on Balkan languages experienced considerable
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growth. Simply put, one basic question is whether bona fide subject raising or
control exists in these Balkan languages. The other question pertains to the
phrase structure of the conjunct ive/subjunct ive Balkan clause with its modal
particle and its inflected verb and its effect on the f ini te /nonfini te distinction and
the nature of the embedded subject in raising and control. In the fo l lowing
paragraphs we review some of the early answers these questions received and
how they evolved in the Government and Binding model. Later in this volume,
Dobrovie-Sorin, Krapova, and Roussou address them from more recent perspec-
tives.

As to raising to subject as in (4b) and (5b) and its appropiate analysis,
Soames and Perlmutter (1979.159-69) tell us that in Greek the derivation of
such sentences involves a subject- to-subject t ransformation with movement
properties. By contrast, for Ingria ( 1 9 8 1 ) Greek has no bona fide movement in
these cases, and he suggests that the overt NP is base generated in the matrix
clause and a pronounlike item is the subject of the embedded clause (and see
Chomsky (1995) for a recent minimalist reinterpretation of this analysis in
terms of feature checking and movement). Government and Binding proposals
wi th the same flavor as these early views inc lude Grosu and Horvath (1984) on
Romanian and Rivero (1987) on Greek, who postulate NP movement leaving an
anaphoric trace, and Motapanyane (1991) , who argues in the case of Romanian
for an expletive l i t t l e pro generated as the subject of the embedded clause
forming a chain with the base-generated matrix NP. Turning to control as in (6),
Joseph (1976) suggests a dis t inct ion between the transformations of equi-NP
deletion and subject pro-drop for Greek; expressed in Government and Binding
terms, this could correspond to the PRO versus pro of Iatridou, who dis t in-
guishes two types of subjunctives on this basis in an early paper published only
in 1993. Or, in th is view, the control theory of the Government and B i n d i n g
model may be fu l ly operative in Greek. By contrast, Ingria (1981) proposes a
different idea, which expressed in current terms, is that Greek displays pro and
lacks PRO (and does not seem to exploit the control module), as also advocated
by Philippaki-Warburton (1987).

The featural content and the phrase structure of the Balkan subjunc-
t ive /conjunc t ive clause have attracted much at tent ion when one speaks of
raising, control, and obviat ion. This is because the modal particle and the
inflected verb have played crucial roles when defining finiteness and the nature of
embedded subjects. The basic question concerning the particle seems at first
sight to be rather s imple , consis t ing in whe ther it is a Complementizer
(category C) or, roughly speaking, an inflect ional item (category I). However,
generative answers to this seemingly innocent question suggest an in t r ica te
s i tua t ion that was not ant ic ipated in t radi t ional grammars and raises many
chal lenging questions. Householder, Kazazis, and Koutsoudas (1964, section
7.13, p. 166) reflect grammatical tradit ion when they at t r ibute to Greek na a
double role, and see this item sometimes as a modal particle and sometimes as a
subordinat ing conjunct ion. In the generat ive l i terature this double role is
formalized in a variety of ways. A prevalent view first found in Farkas (1982)
for Romanian consists in the hypothesis that the modal particle is not generated
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in the C position but may raise there in the course of the derivation, which
gives it chameleonlike characteristics. Another treatment with modal particles
and complementizers sharing properties is found in Rivero (1989): the two cate-
gories are generated in different clausal positions, roughly C and I, but neverthe-
less agree in mood features. A third view, rephrased in current terms later in this
volume, is found in Dobrovie-Sorin (1994): the modal particle has an
ambiguous or hybrid status, or can be considered both a Comp and an Infl
e lement . Thus, a variety of generative positions now exists on why modal
particles may play a double role. Some of the farreaching implications of this
are reconsidered in this volume by Dobrovie-Sorin, Krapova, and Roussou.

As to the phrase s t ructure of the modal particle, we just mentioned one
prevalent v iew, which is that it is not base generated or merged in the C
position. This has also been expressed in a variety of ways. An early view stated
by Ingria (1981 .144) is that Greek na is an element of Aux rather than a
Complementizer; recall that Aux is the node where Chomsky (1957) locates
English tense affixes, modals, auxiliaries, and negation. Ingria assumes an X-bar
system where V is the head of the clause, so na is for him more precisely a
specifier of the VP. Rudin (1983, 1986) also views Bulgar ian da as an element
in Aux and gives arguments against its being a Complementizer. These are men-
tioned by Krapova later in this volume and recall arguments by Ingria for Greek
na. The analysis of funct ional categories in the Government and Binding model
provides much better tools for capturing the idea that modal particles arc not
generated or merged in C. One comparative proposal, first published in Rivero
(1991.5()a-b) is that in Balkan languages including Bulgarian such particles head
a mood phrase (MP) above the tense phrase (TP); by contrast, in some Slavic
languages such as Slovak they are specifiers of TP.

Having dealt at some length with some early ideas, we can now briefly
summarize the proposals on rais ing, control, and obviation in this volume.
Carmen Dobrovie-Sorin argues for a new solution rooted in earlier ideas, based
on two core hypotheses. First, she modifies proposals by Koster (1978 and later
work) and adopts the hypothesis that the subjects of sub junc t ive clauses in
Balkan languages are sometimes in t r ins ic anaphors and sometimes contextual
anaphors, which el iminates the need to postulate PRO in these languages. For
Dobrovie-Sorin, this move has the advantage of un i fy ing the analysis of raising,
control , and obviation under a theory of anaphoric b inding . The second basic
hypothesis behind Dobrovie-Sorin's treatment concerns the constituent structure
of Balkan subjunct ive clauses. Based on the bare phrase structure theory of
Chomsky (1995), she argues that funct ional heads that include the modal parti-
cle, the negat ion, and the c l i t ic pronouns merge with each other to form a
complex X° that is merged with the VP (Head-to-Head Merge). The simplif ied
constituent structure resulting from this Head-to-Head Merge is at the source of
the transparency of Balkan subjunctive clauses for raising and control operations.

Il iyana Krapova compares subjunctive complements in Bulgarian and Greek
and establishes a parallel between the two as to control and a difference as to the
order of overt subjects . Following Varlokosta and Hornstein (1993). she pro-
poses that Bulgarian and Greek share two classes of subjunctives distinguished
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on the basis of tense specification. The subjunctive complementing verbs such
as the modal in (7a) are anaphoric to the matrix tense and have a PRO subject.
The subjunctive complementing verbs such as the volitional in (7b) are not
anaphoric and have a pro subject.

(7) a. Ivan moze [ PRO da speceli pari.] Big
'Ivan can make money.'

b. Ivan iska [pro da sledva.]
'Ivan wants to go to college.'

In this view, subjunctive verbs determine whether the clause contains PRO or
pro, and the modal particle plays no role in this respect. In this way Krapova
differs from Terzi (1991), who argues that PRO is essentially connected to the
modal particle that raises to C. A difference between Bulgarian and Greek is the
position of the overt subject. In Bulgarian, the subject may precede the particle
or follow the verb (8). In Greek, the unmarked order is for the subject to follow
the verb (9).

(8) a. Iskani [Ivan da zamine .] Blg

b. Iskam [da zamine Ivan.]

'I want Ivan to leave.'

(9) Qelo [na erdoun ta pedja.] Grk
I want the children to come.'

To account for this difference, Krapova attr ibutes to the modal particle a feature
that varies in strength. In Bulgarian, the feature may be strong and attract the
subject overtly, or it can be weak. In Greek it is weak and does not attract the
subject in the overt component. According to this theory, postverbal subjects are
not the result of movement to C of the particle and the verb, an alternative con-
templated by several researchers in the past and also discussed by Roussou in
this volume.

In "Control and Raising in and out of Subjunct ive complements," Anna
Roussou explores two interrelated ideas. She first proposes that finiteness is a
property of the Complementer system interacting with the inflectional system
and should not be associated just with tense or agreement. According to this
view, complements of raising and control verbs appear similar, irrespective of
whether they are in the in f in i t ive or the subjunctive. The similar i ty resides in
that these complements are reduced clauses that lack an agreement subject projec-
tion and possibly a f ini te position in the C system. Roussou then proceeds to
uni fy control and raising under a new movement theory. Following Manzini and
Roussou (1997), control involves the overt NP base generated (i.e., merged) in
the matrix position attracting by movement from the main verb a thematic role
as aspectual feature, and another thematic role from the verb of the embedded
clause, which lacks a subject position; thus, the overt NP comes to be associ-
ated with two different roles. Agreement between matrix and embedded predicate
is the result of this movement that pied-pipes (j> features such as person and
number . Raising to Subject is very similar, the difference being that only a
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thematic feature is attracted to the subject generated in the matrix sentence, and it
comes from the lower verb (agreement between the two predicates also follows).

Here, then, we have three alternative views on raising, control, and obvia-
tion, and new answers for two of the basic questions raised in this area of syntax
and semantics concerning the languages of the Balkans.

Dalina Kallulli , in "Clitic Doubling in Albanian and Greek" deals with
clit ics as funct ional categories and with their syntact ic and semantic effects on
the clause. She studies doubled Accusatives, as in (10) with clitic and double
shown in bold.

(10) a. An-a e lexoi libr-in. Alb

Ann-the it read book-the

b. / Anna to djavuse to vivlio. Grk

the Ann it read the book
"Ann read the book.'

Cl i t ic doub l ing is often cited among d i s t i n g u i s h i n g characteristics of Balkan
languages, and an early semantic discussion of ( indef in i te ) doubling is found in
Kazazis and Pentheroudakis (1976). Precise generative analyses for this phe-
nomenon, however, were first proposed for Romance and Semitic languages
( inc lud ing Jaeggli 1982 and Borer 1984) and served as one of the bases for the
rich syntactico-semantic analysis of Greek by Anagnostopoulou (1994). In these
and other works that we leave unci ted, doubl ing is variously related to the
animate, human, specific, definite, or referential features of nominal expressions.
K a l l u l l i takes a d i f ferent posi t ion by a rgu ing that in Albanian and Greek,
Accusative doubl ing indicates that nominal expressions are defocused. focus
being defined as the most in fo rmat ive part of the ut terance. Sentences with
doubl ing as in (10) can be fe l ic i tous replies to Who read the book? (answer:
A n n ) or What did Ann do with the book? (Read ( i t ) ) , but not to What did Ann
do? (Read the book) nor to What did Ann read? (The book). In brief, doubl ing
is possible when the subject or the verb are in focus, but not when the direct
object is in focus. In this, K a l l u l l i differs from Anagnostopoulou, who speaks
of def ini teness and referential i ty as crucial factors. This semantic hypothesis is
implemented structurally via Sportiche's analysis of c l i t ic constructions (1995),
which makes compatible ear l ier proposals on c l i t i c movement (as in Kayne
1975) and on cl i t ic base-generation (as in Jaeggli 1982 and Borer 1984, above).
Namely, Ka l lu l l i adopts the idea that the clit ic is base-generated as the head of a
func t iona l projection, and the double raises (cover t ly ) to the specifier of this
projection to check a feature, which is one current method to account for the co-
occurrence of c l i t i c and double. The re levant feature of accusative cl i t ics in
Albanian and Greek is determiner (D), so they must double determiner phrases
(DP) not (bare) noun phrases (NP). As a result , definite and indefini te noun
phrases as DPs may always be doubled; see ( 1 1 ) . By contrast, bare singulars as
NPs can never be doubled (12-13):

( 1 1 ) a. An-a dome t e - ( a ) blente nie fustan. Alb
Ann-the wanted te-(her) buy a dress
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b. / Anna idele na (tis) ayorasi ena forema. Grk
the Ann wanted na (her) buy a dress
'Ann wanted to buy a dress.'

(12) a. An-a donte te blente fustan. Alb
Ann-the wanted te buy dress

b. / Anna Idele na ayorasi forema. Grk
the Ann wanted na buy dress
'Ann wanted to buy (a) dress.'

(13) a. * An-a donte t- a blente fustan. Alb

b. */ Anna idele na tis ayorasi forema. Grk

Here, then, we have some new ideas on how the parallel accusative doubling
of Albanian and Greek relates to information structure, combined with a recent
analysis of c l i t ic constructions in Universal Grammar.

The essays by Androutsopoulou and Rivero that close the volume deal with
topics with a shorter history in the development of generative theory that have
received considerable attention in recent years: the movements of nouns and
verbs and their respective relationship to the func t iona l structure of the noun
phrase and of the clause.

While the argument structure of noun phrases is counted among traditional
topics in generat ive grammar, the study of the funct ional structure of such
phrases bears more recent dates. Interest in this topic was sparked by the DP
hypothesis, or the idea, developed most prominent ly by Abney (1987), that
noun phrases consist of a determiner heading a funct ional projection with the
noun phrase as complement. Among Balkan languages, it seems that Romanian
first attracted attention from this new perspective (Dobrovie-Sorin 1987, Grosu
1988), but considerable work on this and other Balkan languages soon followed.
Arnaudova (1996) provides a useful list of references on the topic and summa-
rizes the main positions as to the analysis of adjectives.

In "Adjec t iva l D e t e r m i n e r s in A l b a n i a n and Greek," A n t o n i a
Androutsopoulou touches on several connected aspects of the functional structure
of DPs. Her main aim, however, is a precise analysis of the determiners that are
shown in bold and precede the adject ive in the examples in (14) and related
st ructures . Such items, glossed DET and dubbed adjectival determiners
accompany in Albanian the determinerl ike noun suff ix -in, and in Greek the
prenominal or first determiner to.

(14) a. djal-in e mire. Alb
boy-the DET good
'the good boy'

b. to vivlio to kalo. Grk
the book DET good
'the good book'
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Androutsopoulou's analysis of these patterns is intended to account not only for
similari t ies between the two languages, hut also for differences, which include
how definiteness is marked. For her, adjectival determiners indicate reduced
relative clauses with the phrase structure most recently proposed by Kayne
(1994). To s impl i fy : in both languages, the bottom of the phrase structure for
these nominal expressions is a small clause with the noun as subject and the
adjective as predicate. This small clause appears embedded in a f u n c t i o n a l
structure whose top layer is a DP projection that takes another DP projection
headed by the adject ival aeterminer as complement . Wi th in this common
structure, a major difference between the two languages results from how the
highest D is f i l led via overt movement. In Albanian, the inflected noun djal-in
raises out of the small clause and its f inal landing site is the D of the DP that
closes the projection, that is, the highest DP; in this way the inflected noun
comes to precede both the ad jec t iva l determiner e heading the complement or
second DP and the adjective mire that remains in the lower part of the structure.
In Greek, the first determiner to and the noun vivlio constitute the subject of the
small clause that raises, and this phrase lands in the Spec of the DP headed by
the adjectival determiner, or the second to in the example. Subsequently, the to
of to vivlio raises from the specifier of the second DP to the highest D. This
means that raising a noun phrase invo lves not only head or X movement in
Albanian , but also phrasal or Xm a x movement in Greek. Support for this
hypothesis includes the observat ion that nouns preposed around adjectival
determiners can in Greek be followed by their complements, as in (15), which is
a sign of phrasal movement , whi le the same is impossible in Albanian , as
illustrated in (16a). In Albanian, only the noun is preposed around the adjectival
determiner, as in ( I 6 b ) , which is a sign of head movement.

(15) o davmasmos ja ton Aristoteli o meyalos. Grk
the admiration for the Aristotle DET great
'the great admiration for Aristotle'

(16) a. *Admirim-i per Aristotelin i madh. Alb

admiration-the for Aristotle DET big

b. Admirim-i i madh per Aristotelin.
admiration-the DET big for Aristotle

'the great admiration for Aristotle'

Proposals by Pollock (1989) based on Emonds (1978) are the source of
recent interest in V movement, as in French Jean lit souvent t des lirres ' John
often reads books,' wi th lit raising to a funct ional head past soitvent. In "Last
Resort and V Movement in Balkan Languages." Maria Luisa Rivero compares
Bulgarian and several stages of Greek, f i r s t proposing that in Bulgarian, rules
that front V past the aux i l i a ry or pronoun in (17) are s ty l i s t ic (Chomsky and
Lasnik 1977).

(17) a. Cel e knigata. Blg
read has book.the
'He has read the book.'

me

m

dhi
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b. CeteS ja.
read-PRES.2SG it
'You are reading it.'

c. Ceti ja!
read-IMP.2SG it
•Read it!'

In minimal i s t terms, the difference between syntactic and stylistic V movements
resides in the Last Resort Principle: syntactic rules apply to check formal
features, whi le the styl ist ic rules operate in the PF branch to satisfy an output
condition, not to check features. In other ways, stylist ic and syntactic V move-
ments are s imi lar . The styl ist ic rule ra is ing V to the checking domain of an
attractor most closely resembles a syntactic rule, as when V incorporates to li in
C in questions: (Pitani se) iel li e knigata ~(\ wonder if) he has read the book?'.
Still , this Bulgarian process is not driven by Last Resort, as no formal features
in the attractor match those of the raising V; rather, V structurally supports li.

As to Greek, earlier stages resemble Bulgarian in displaying V rules with
stylistic properties. In Bulgarian and medieval Greek, imperative Vs like that in
(17c) can also follow the cl i t ic ; see (18a) and (18b). That is, s tyl is t ic rules do
not check features, so they need not be obligatory.

(18) a. Ela i ml kai.il Blg
Come and me tell-IMP.2SG
'Come and tell me!'

b. Alla me eipe. MedGrk
Other.things me tel l-IMP.2
'Tell me other things.'

Standard Greek, Cappadocian, and Cypriot Greek have undergone changes. In
Standard Greek, cl i t ic pronouns do not require support, f ini te V raising past a
cli t ic is not found, and imperat ive rais ing is a formal feature-checking or
syntactic operation and thus obligatory. In Cappadocian and Cypriot Greek,
cl i t ics require support, as in Bulgarian, and a rule raising finite Vs reminiscent
of Bulgarian exists, but imperative raising is as in Standard Greek. Thus Greek
is in te res t ing in that it shows a diachronic connection between s tyl is t ic and
syntact ic impera t ive ra is ing, and changes in this rule support the view that
economy conditions like Last Resort define a core grammar that can be violated
but only at a cost, which influences diachronic change. That is, irrespective of
cl i t ic requirements, imperative raising has been reinterpreted as the less costly
formal feature-checking operation.

To conclude, contributions in this volume cover from an updated perspec-
tive a variety of topics on syntax and the PF and LF interfaces, including verb
movement, the internal structure of DPs, c l i t ics , complementizers, modal parti-
cles, agreement, negat ion, recent theoret ical debates such as the pro/PRO
controversy, control, and checking theory. The cross-linguistic perspective each
paper affords is intended to deepen knowledge of what counts as universal, even
though it may appear disguised as variation. We hope that those concerned with
questions of generative theory and Universal Grammar, formal syntacticians,

Cet
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comparativists of various persuasions, and those specializing in the Balkan lan-
guages irrespective of orientation will find this volume challenging and useful.

Note

The support of the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada
(Research Grants 410-94-0401 and 410-97-0242) is gratefully acknowledged.
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Is Balkan Comparative Syntax Possible?

Brian D. Joseph

1. Preliminaries

The question asked in the t i t le to this paper might seem to have a self-evident
answer, especially in the context of the other papers in this volume, all of which
deal with some aspect of the syntax of two or more languages of the Balkans.
However, it is not as irrelevant or trivial a question as it might at first seem, for
despite the successes of these studies and others to be cited below with regard to
taking a comparative perspective on the various languages in the Balkans, the
logically prior question of whether it is in fact possible or even enl ightening to
do comparative Balkan syntax needs to be explored.

As a starting point, consider the following succinct statement of the goal of
Universal Grammar: the determination of the ways in which all languages are
alike and the ways in which they differ. To that end, comparative syntax plays
an important and even crucial role.

To illustrate the power of such an approach, one need only look at what has
been accomplished regarding the pro-drop (or nul l subject) parameter, to choose
one area that has been heavily investigated." Taking a comparative perspective
on pro-drop—the possibility some languages show of omitting overt expression
of unemphat ic sub jec t pronouns in tensed clauses—has suggested various
correlations between the possibi l i ty of such omitted ( n u l l ) subjects and the
occurrence of other syntactic and morphosyntactic phenomena. For example, the
occurrence of overt subjects in expletive constructions such as those involving
weather verbs or extraposition has been shown (Lightfoot 1991) to correlate
with a language not allowing pro-drop, as in English or French, and the absence
of such subjects with a language al lowing pro-drop, as in Spanish. Similarly,
Jaeggli and Safir (1989b.29-30) define "morphological uniformity" in verbal
paradigms in terms of the structure of verb forms—a "uniform" paradigm being
one in which forms are either all stem + affix or all bare stem, but not mixed,
with some bare stem and some stem + affix—and suggest fur ther that "null

17
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subjects are permitted in all and only languages with morphologically uniform
inflectional paradigms."

Clearly, if only one language were looked at, it would be harder to be sure
that any property that was identified as correlating with the possibility or im-
possibility of pro-drop was a significant one; thus comparison, and especially
cross-linguistic comparison, is at the heart of the enterprise of universal gram-
mar. Correlations such as these for pro-drop may indeed be wrong; for instance,
the notion of morphological uniformity that Jaeggli and Safir promote seems to
be of dubious value, and the very definition of a "pro-drop language" is far from
clear-cut, as argued elsewhere (e.g., Joseph 1994), especially in the face of sen-
tences from English, a putative non-pro-drop language, in which initial material
including subjects can be deleted, and of the construction-specific reversal of the
usual pro-drop setting in French and Greek.1 Sti l l , without comparative syntac-
tic methodology, no one would be in a position to evaluate such claims and
correlations.

Examining the nature of null subjects is an example of doing comparative
syntax by focusing on a particular construction or syntactic feature. Yet, there
are other ways of focusing this enterprise, inc luding looking at genetically
related languages—the basis for comparative syntax in the traditional sense, for
example, as practiced by Wackernagel (1892) in his classic study of an aspect of
Indo-European word-order patterns—or a combination of the genetic and con-
struction-specific approach, as with studies of clit ics in Romance languages
(e.g., by Kayne 1991 and others) or verb-second phenomena in Germanic (e.g.,
by Weerman 1989 and the authors represented in Haider and Prinzhorn 1986,
among others).6

Yet another basis for the comparison of languages has been areal, compar-
ing languages that are geographically related, and much interesting work has
been done under this rubric in the comparative syntax of the languages of the
Balkans. Included would be works examin ing , for example, from various
perspectives wi thin generative grammar, the structure of verb phrase and the
domain of verb movement (Rivero 1990, 1994), the properties of subjunctive
clauses and modal inflection vis-a-vis control phenomena and clitic climbing
(Terzi 1992), the realization of Tough Movement constructions in languages
with finite subordinate clauses (Joseph 1980, 1983), and multiple w h - q u e s t i o n s
(Rudin 1988), as well as the uncovering, within a more traditional descriptive
framework, of numerous shared morphosyntactic and syntactic features such as
the structure of the future tense, a postposed definite article, the pleonastic use of
weak pronominal forms as verbal markers, and the general absence of nonfinite
complementation, all presented by Sandfeld in his classic work (Sandfeld 1930)
on the Balkan languages and discussed, along with others, in the enormous
literature on Balkan linguistics.

While the results of areally based comparative syntactic investigations have
often served to shed light on aspects of Universal Grammar, an areal perspective
has been especially interesting when the languages in question show other
common characteristics that unite them, that is, when they show traits l ink ing
them as a "Sprachbund," to use the German designation as a technical term in

7
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English. A Sprachbund is an area where long-term intense and intimate contact
among speakers of several different languages has led to massive structural
convergence in languages that were once quite different from one another.9The
languages of the Balkans constitute perhaps the best-known and most deeply
investigated case, but other examples include South Asia (Masica 1976) and
Meso-America (Campbell, et al. 1986). Among the syntactic characteristics of
these other Sprachbunde are, for South Asia, the use of conjunctive participles
for serialization, SOV word order, and dative subject constructions, and for
Meso-America, the occurrence of nominal possession of the type his-dog the-
man, the absence of switch reference marking, and nonverb-final word order (vs.
SOV languages in surrounding areas).1"

Still, some of these results, especially those from the generatively based
investigations mentioned above, may well pose some problems when viewed
from the Sprachbund perspective, since Sprachbund phenomena generally are
attributed to language contact in some form. The exact nature of the contact that
leads to a Sprachbund is often a matter of some controversy, in that there is
debate as to whether it is substrate influence from one population shifting to a
target language, superstrate influence of one language over the others in the area,
massive bi- or mul t i l i ngua l i sm often of an imperfect sort, sociolinguist ic
accommodation, or some combination of such situations that has led to the
convergence in the Sprachbund. Nonetheless, contact in some form is invariably
responsible, and language contact would seem to be more of an accidental
happenstance in the history of particular languages that could render comparative
syntax less interesting than it might otherwise be.

It is valuable therefore to explore this issue more deeply; accordingly, in
what follows, four ways in which the results of some types of comparative
syntactic investigations are potentially problematic are discussed in some detail,
with an eye toward determining whether the enterprise of comparative Balkan
syntax is possible and if so, to what limits it is subject. With those issues
addressed, some specific case studies invo lv ing negation in the Balkans are
discussed in order to illustrate what different approaches to comparative Balkan
syntax might yield in the way of insights.

2. Some problematic aspects of comparative syntax in the Balkans

First, it seems fair to ask whether the results that have been obtained from recent
generative comparisons of the syntax of various Balkan languages are revealing
beyond what might be found if one were to compare any arbitrary set of typolog-
ically related languages chosen on a basis other than geography. That is to say,
especially when one realizes the role that language contact has played in shaping
the Balkan languages, in what way does a claim about parallels in the structure
of the clause among the Balkan languages advance our knowledge? For instance,
the analysis given by Rivero (1994) for verb movement in the Balkans, which
proposes the structure in (1) for the "Balkan clause":
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(1) Pan-Balkan Clause Structure (following Rivero 1994)

is interesting and well argued in its own right, but what does it show? In par-
ticular, it seems not to point to a uniquely Balkan clause structure, but rather
merely extends to these languages analytic principles—in this case, the
"exploded Infl" analysis given by Pollock (1989) for clause structure—which are
assumed to be part of Universal Grammar. In that case, however, such an
analysis seems to call into question any special value that might be posited for
Balkan syntactic parallels. That is to say, if the analysis assimilates Balkan verb
structures to well-known universal principles, then this is really a matter of
comparative syntax more generally, not comparative Balkan syntax in particular.
Moreover, given that the Sprachbund effect is a matter of some type of language
contact, one can legitimately wonder if any of the results obtained by such an
analysis provide insights into the Balkan Sprachbund as a contact induced pheno-
menon.

Such criticisms are to be leveled not just at relatively recent work of this
type. The same could be said of the results reported in Joseph (1980; 1983.
232ff.), for instance, where a possible parallel was identified between Greek and
Romanian in the realization of Tough Movement in a language without an
infini t ive. As indicated in (2), it was claimed that in each of these languages, as
the earlier in f in i t ive was replaced by finite subordinate clauses, constructions
developed that avoided having an transitive complement verb that is both finite
and objectless; this was achieved in Greek through a copying type of Tough
Movement, as in (2a), in which a pronominal object in the subordinate clause
copying the ''raised" nominal renders the transitive verb nonobjectless, and in
Romanian by a "passive" type of Tough Movement, as in (2b), in which the
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subordinate clause is passivized through the reflexive passive construction and is
thus detransitivized:

(2) a. Taanglikai ine diskola na
the-English-NTR.NOM.PL are-3PL difficult-NTR.NOM.PL SUBJ

ta[ katalavi kani's.

them-NTR.ACC.PL understand-3SG someone-NOM.SG

'English is difficult to understand.' ( l i t . "The-English (things) are
difficult that someone understand them.")

b. Asta nu-i greu sa se fuca.
this not 1S-3SG hard SUBJ REFL do-3SG
"This is not hard to do.' (lit."This is not hard that it be done.")

Still, even if of interest, the parallel seen here is a rather abstract and "deep" one.
Moreover, it cannot be a matter of language contact since the form of the
construction in each language is quite different, involv ing what can descriptively
be called copying in Greek but is a reflexive or passive formation in Romanian.
Rather, the parallel seems to have to do with a universal tendency in Tough
Movement constructions, whether the result of a syntactic rule or the outcome
of other rules, to "prefer" or select a nonf in i t e complement, as reflected in the
prevalence of nonf in i te subordinate clauses cross-linguistically in Tough Mo-
vement sentences. Thus, if, due in large part to some aspect of Universal
Grammar, the cross-linguistic tendency is to be captured formally, the parallel is
not very interesting from a Balkanological point of view, though it does provide
additional input into the universal characterization of Tough Movement.

Such examples therefore do tell us something, but they do not reveal any-
thing about Balkan-particular characteristics, or at least not in the same way as
does f inding parallel structures such as those noted above in section 1. That is, it
has been taken to be quite significant with regard to their common development
that many languages in the Balkans exhibit (to take four widespread and com-
monly noted Balkan features) a future tense with an invariant prefixlike marker
based—historically at least—on a verb meaning 'want ' , as in (3a); a definite
article that is postposed wi th in the noun phrase, as in (3b); the use of pleonastic
weak personal pronouns coindexing object noun phrases and thus serving
roughly as object agreement markers or t rans i t iv i ty markers on the verb, as in
(3c); and finite (i.e., person-marked, tensed) subordinate clauses where English
and many other European languages, at least, use nonfini te complementation, as
in (3d)."

(3) a. Alb do (te) puno j = Blg ste rabotja = Grk da dulevo (< earlier de
(na) dulevo) = Rom o sa lucrez
'I will work.' (historically, "wants-(that)-I-work")

b. Alb ujk-u = Big vulk-kut - Rom lup-ul 'the wolf (lit., "wolf-the")
c. Alb e pashe Gjonin = Blg gledax go Ivan = Grk ton ida ton jdni =

Rom / 'am vazut pe Ion
T saw John.' (lit. "him I-saw (the-)John.")
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d. Alb perpiqem te ndihmoj = Blg opitvam se da pomogna =
Grk prospaQo na voidiso = Rom incerc sa ajut
'I try to help.' (lit. "I-try that I-help")

Given that these parallels are not the result of a common inheritance from Proto-
Indo-European " and that they represent a divergence from earlier stages of each
of these languages, the convergence they show is striking and provides an
important starting point for an investigation into the language contacts that gave
rise to them. Such, however, is not the case with parallels that can be attributed
to the workings of Universal Grammar.

Second, as some of the features discussed here already show, the syntactic
similarities found in Sprachbunde and other contact situations tend to be su-
perficial in nature and are really a matter of a convergence in surface structure,
rather than in deep structure or a set of rules by which underlying forms are
realized on the surface. The Balkan features illustrated in (3), for instance, can all
be readily described in terms of gross surface patterns—what may be character-
ized as "target structures" that speakers aim at—and such is the case also with
the convergent verb serialization structures that, as noted above, are found in
many South Asian languages, with convergent word order patterns such as the
South Asian OV structures or the Meso-American non-verb-final order, and with
the his-dog the-man expression of possession in Meso-America, where the target
structure is a desired output. Similarly, in the ongoing contact situation in
Kupwar village of Maharashtra state in India involving Kannada, Marathi, and
Urdu speakers, as described by Gumperz and Wilson (1971), among the conver-
gences is the Kupwar Kannada use of 'be' after predicate adjectives, paralleling
the Marathi and Urdu surface pattern and diverging from the Standard Kannada
absence of 'be' in that context.

Languages in such s i tuat ions may show "deeper" similarities or even
differences in the ways these surface forms are generated synchronically (or, more
generally, are integrated into the grammars of individual languages), but the
surface forms themselves, the output of generative rules of syntax, would seem
to be the critical level at which to judge similarities that would reveal the exis-
tence of a Sprachbund. For instance, it would not matter what the processes are
in individual languages that lead to basic verb-final order in South Asia, for
example, whether it is an underlying SOV order or an obligatory object-fronting
process from an underlying SVO order, or something else, as long as the surface
similarity is there, the phenomenon will be salient for linguists and presumably,
more important, for the speakers, too. Alternatively, if the processes by which
verb-final order is generated in a language are so constrained by Universal
Grammar that there is really just one possibility and no other options, then all
that matters is the presence of the target structure in the language output, not the
processes that give rise to it. In such a case, Universal Grammar would be re-
sponsible for the deep similarity, and the structure would thus be uninteresting
from the Sprachbund perspective of language contact.

Within the Balkans, this situation can be illustrated by the convergence in-
volving perfect-tense formations with the verb 'have', where a superficial
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similarity has long been noted between Albanian and Macedonian regarding the
fact that they both have a past perfect consisting of the past tense of 'have' with
a (generally passive) participle, Greek can be added to this as well, for
example, Alb kisha lidhure 'I had lied', Grk ixa demeno I had tied', :, and Mac
imav storeno 'I had made'. However, as Friedman (1983) remarks, "[although]
the superficial resemblance between the Macedonian and Albanian forms has
been noted at least since Sandfeld, these forms play very different roles in the
structure of their respective languages", especially in terms of the relationship to
other verb tenses and formations in each language. Thus there are deeper
differences in how these forms are embedded in their respective verbal systems,
yet such differences are irrelevant to the similari ty the forms show in terms of
surface structure.

Such an emphasis on surface structures is really to be expected if the basis
for the spread of such features—that is, the basis for the development of contact-
induced areal convergences—is at least limited bi l ingualism, transfer, and reverse
interference, for surface forms are the point of contact between speakers. It
should also be noted in this regard that lexical borrowing, which is a
quintessential ly surface-oriented phenomenon that is widespread in the Balkans,
can easily shade off into construction borrowing and thus into the realm of
syntax. This point can be i l lustrated by the Greek construction exemplified in
(4a) consisting of repetitions of a perfective verb form with the morpheme for
'not ' sandwiched in between, but wi th the meaning "whether one VERBs or
not'. This construction, as noted by Banf i (1985.80), occurs wi th the verb
'want' in several Balkan languages, as in (4b), the form being third person plural
in Albanian and the Turkish negation fol lowing the usual suffixal pattern for the
language:

(4) a. Grk fiji defiji
'whether one leaves or not'

b. Grk deli de Bell - Blg sre ne sre - Rom vrea nu vrea
'whether one wants to or not'

= Trk ister isiemez
•wil l ingly or not' (lit."want-AORIST.3SG want-NEG.AOR1ST. 3SG")

= Alb donin s'donin
'whether they want to or not'

One interpretation of these facts that suggests itself, in the face of the mild pro-
duc t iv i ty it shows in Greek and the widespread occurrence of the 'want' for-
mation, is that the 'want ' construction is the starting point, which has spread
via loan translation throughout the Balkans; but this borrowing has become the
basis for extension to other verbs, with the result that it has become a syntactic
pattern rather just an isolated lexical form. In such a view, it is hard to dist in-
guish something that is in essence lexical borrowing of a phrase from the
borrowing of what is in essence a syntactic pattern. A surface borrowing can
thus have repercussions into and throughout the syntax.

17
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If similarities in contact situations are focused on the surface, it therefore
becomes potent ia l ly problematic to view the syntactic similarities among
Balkan languages in terms of deep syntactic features such as parameter settings,
as Rud in (1988) did, for instance, for parallels in mult iple wh-ques t i on
constructions in Bulgarian and Romanian. Sprachbund significance for such
features would be inconsistent with their deep nature, since the '"action" in lan-
guage contact, so to speak, is at the surface, not at a deep level, yet contact is
crucial for the development of a Sprachbund.

Third—and this is a problem that pervades much of Balkan linguistics—
most of the relevant studies have been based just on a comparison of the mod-
ern standard languages, when in fact the crucial period for the "Balkanization" of
all the languages in the Balkan Sprachbund was some 400 to 700 years ago and
involved contact at the level of the regional dialects, not of the standard lan-
guages. Instructive here is the observation made by Masica (1976) and seconded
by Campbell et al. (1986) that some l inguist ic areas are "the relics of past con-
tacts, no longer active and others are in the process of for-mation and extension
because of on-going interaction and change" (Campbell et al.. 533). Most of the
features that make the Balkan Sprachbund interesting are ones that are the result
of past contacts, not ongoing contact in the present day.

In a sense then, looking at an on-going contact situation such as that
mentioned above invo lv ing Urdu, Marathi, and Kannada speakers in Kupwar is
more crucial for understanding the Balkan Sprachbund than are constructs from
modern syntactic theory. Similar ly, current contact wi th in Greece involving
standard Modern Greek interacting with Arvanitika, the variety of Tosk Albanian
spoken in Greece for some 600 years or more, or Aromanian, also known as
Vlach, the variety of Romanian spoken in Greece for at least several centuries,
provides important insights into the formation of the Balkan Sprachbund, for
these typically village-based situations approximate the contact situation in the
Balkans 600 years or so ago in ways that an examination or comparison of the
various present-day, generally urban-based, standard languages cannot. What one
sees in examin ing the urban standards is perhaps the aftereffects of contact
several centuries ago, but it is not such a direct window on the conditions that
gave rise to the Sprachbund effects.

As an example 9 of insights from such relatively recent contact in the
Balkans, consider the following, which involves the assimilation of the interpre-
tation of the understood subject with the gerund in Arvani t ika to the current
Greek pattern for the present active participle (or "gerund") in -ondas. In what is
the result of an innovation that most l ikely took place in fairly late Medieval
Greek, given the f ixing of the current form of the gerund in that period,2" the
Modern Greek -ondas form permits an interpretation of its understood subject as
coreferent only with a main-clause subject, as in (5):

(5) Ojdnisj ide ti mariaj; perpatdndas[/*j s to dromo.
the-John-NOM saw-3SG the-Mary-ACC walk-GRD on the-road
'John saw Mary while he/*she was walking on the road.'

ji
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In standard Albanian, however, based on the Tosk dialect, either subject or object
control of understood subject of a gerund, for instance, duke ecur ' (while)
walking' , is possible, as indicated in (6):

(6) a. Njerif afrohej [0[duke ecur. ]

man-NOM.SG.INDEF approached-3SG.lMPF GRD walk-PPL
'A man was approaching (while) (he was) walking. '

b. Vajzai pa njeri: [0;/; duke ecur.]

gii-I-NOM.SG.DEF saw-3SG man-ACC.SG.INDEF GRD walk-PPL
'The girl saw the man (while) (she/he was) walking. '

In Arvanit ika, on the other hand, even though it is also part of the Tosk dialect
group, one finds only subjec t control , as in Modern Greek. Therefore, the
influence of Greek on Arvani t ika is l ike ly , with the pattern of interpretation for
the gerund in Arvani t ika being influenced by the Greek pattern, based on recog-
nition by Arvanit ika speakers that the Greek form and the Arvanit ika form are
parallel, to be identified cross-linguistically as being the same type of grammati-
cal element. S ign i f ican t ly , such an identif icat ion is ul t imately surface based and
is precisely the sort of development one expects to find in intense contact situa-
tions where there is at least some bi l ingual ism. Although it is not clear exactly
when the change in Arvani t ika took place, it is most l ikely to have been recent,
after Arvani t ika speakers became increasingly b i l ingual ; indeed, such bi l ingua-
l ism is the norm in v i r tua l ly all Arvani t ika communi t ies nowadays, wi th the
younger generation tend ing toward exclusive use of Greek. Nonetheless, in the
period of widespread b i l i n g u a l i s m , these Arvan i t i ka commu-ni t ies mirrored
aspects of the m u l t i l i n g u a l vil lages prevalent in the Balkans in centuries past
and thus provided a window of sorts onto the conditions of the past.

Fourth, as the discussion of the 'have'-perfect already demonstrates, much of
what is attended to in Balkan l i n g u i s t i c s is s imi lar i t ies among languages,
without as much at tent ion being paid to the differences these languages show.
This is more true of t radi t ional descriptive studies, perhaps, than more recent
generative studies, for the latter generally attempt to develop a typology accord-
ing to which the languages under investigation can be said to fall into one or the
other class of languages. However interest ing the differences might be, though,
and however important it might be to investigate them—for only by knowing
the extent of differences can we judge whether there really are s ignif icant simi-
larities—they are not something that arises by language contact, so in a sense
they fall outside of the purview of at least traditional Balkan l inguis t ics .

These four issues loom large in any attempt at comparative Balkan syntax,
but they are not insurmountable . In what follows, a path toward their resolution
is charted.

3. Toward a resolution

Once one takes all of these problems into consideration, it becomes clear that a
Balkan comparative syntax is indeed possible, but the success of the enterprise
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depends on what one's goals are. For example, for the purposes of tying any re-
sults into the Sprachbund phenomenon so well documented for the languages of
the Balkans, the most enl ightening comparisons will be those involving surface
phenomena, which are l ikely to be transferred in language contact situations. On
the other hand, comparisons involving parametric variation or parallels at deeper
levels of structure are i l lumina t ing insofar as they shed light on Universal
Grammar, for instance, or clarify the extent of a superficial similarity, although
they do not provide any input into an understanding of the contact that created
the Balkan Sprachbund.

What is most useful here as a means to a resolution is a distinction that
draws on and is somewhat analogous to Schaller's (1975) distinction between
"language of the Balkans" (a purely geographic designation that takes in any
language that occurs wi th in the geographic bounds of the Balkans) and "Balkan
language" (a designation for those languages of the Balkans that participate in
the Balkan Sprachbund and show parallels due to language contact). Using that
dichotomy as a basis, one can distinguish between working on the "comparative
syntax of the Balkan languages," that is, examining the syntax of individual
languages of the Balkans in comparison with other languages of the Balkans and
elsewhere, and doing "comparative Balkan syntax," that is, examining the syntax
of Balkan languages keeping the Sprachbund in mind. Even more generally, one
can further dist inguish "linguistics of the Balkans" from "Balkan linguistics,"
the former being the analysis of the languages in and of themselves, the latter
being the analysis with regard to Sprachbund.

The recognition of such a distinction means that the different aims of com-
parative syntax can be clarified. Just as the distinction between "language of the
Balkans" and "Balkan language" is a useful one, so too are the ones proposed
here for comparative syntax and for studying the languages in the Balkans more
generally. The goals of each enterprise are different, and thus success is measured
in different ways.

With all this now in place, a discussion of some facts concerning negation
in the Balkans can be examined as case studies where both types of perspectives
can frui t ful ly be taken.

4. Two case studies in Balkan negation

4.1. M-negators

The first area of interest starts with the formal parallels evident in one of the
negation markers in both Greek and Albanian, as well as in most non-Vlax
dialects of Romany (the language of the Gypsies) spoken in the Balkans. In each
of these languages, a negator beginning with [m] is found for nonindicative
negation, as well as some other funct ions discussed later on; the forms in
question are Modern Greek m i ( n ) (Ancient Greek [m£] <uii>), Albanian mos,
and Romany ma.
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There are clear cognate forms elsewhere in Indo-European to these Balkan
#m-negators, and the paths of development to the attested forms are well under-
stood. In particular, Sanskrit ma, Avestan ma, and Armenian mi all point to a
Proto-Indo-European *me as the source for the Greek, Albanian, and Romany
forms, and Tocharian ma is generally taken to do so also." Ancient Greek me
continues PIE *me directly, from which Modern Greek [mi] developed by regular
sound change; the f inal -n found in some forms of m i ( n ) , especially those
marking verbal negation, was added to inherited mi by analogy to the f ini te
verbal indicative negator den, which itself derives from Ancient Greek [ouden]
(<ouSev>) 'nothing; not at al l ' . As for Albanian, mos derives from a composite
*me-kwid ('not' + 'anything') by regular sound change; sorre 'blackbird' from
*kwersna, for example, provides examples of the vowel development of *e to o,
the assibilation of *kw to 5 before a front vowel, and to a certain extent also the
reduction of the final syllable needed to derive mos. An Indo-European "pedigree"
for present-day Balkan mi/mos/ma guarantees that the Turkish general negation
marker—me/-ma—is not in any way responsible for the occurrence of m-
negators in these other Balkan languages, however un l ike ly such a scenario
might be in any case.

Due to a lack of suff icient information about the range of uses of ma in
Romany, attention hereafter is focused on the Greek and Albanian m-negators.
Similar ly , even though a form [mi] occurs in the expression of a negative impe-
rative (i.e., a prohibition) in the Macedonian spoken in the area around Thessalo-
niki , at least into the first half of the twent ie th century, this occurrence seems
clearly to be a matter of the borrowing of the Greek formation into Macedonian,
as discussed most recently by Topolinjska (1995.310), most likely through the
medium of bil ingual speakers; thus, it is not of immediate concern here.

Besides the formal parallels, there are a number of functional parallels be-
tween Modern Greek mi(n) and Albanian mos. The various funct ions these ele-
ments f u l f i l l are given in (7), and examples of these uses are given in (8), with
the two displays fol lowing the same order of presentation for these uses; mi(n)
and mos are glossed as mi and mos, respectively, and some relevant explanatory
details about various of the uses are included in parentheses:"

(7) Functions of Balkan m-negators
a. modal negator (in Grk, of subjunctive clauses; in Alb, of subjunctive

and optative verbs)
b. nonf in i te negator (in Grk, of active participles; in Alb, of active par-

ticiples (gerundives) and the inf in i t iva l formation)
c. introducer of prohibitives and negator of hortatives (in Grk, with fi-

nite verb forms, not with imperatival forms per se; in Alb, with
imperatives and hortatives)

d. introducer of negatively evaluated clausal complements to verbs and
nouns of fearing (in Grk, on its own as complementizer or with
another morpheme in mi'pos; in Alb, with complementizer se (as se
mos), though ef. (h) regarding another interpretation of se mos)
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e. introducer of tentative main-clause questions (in Grk, with variant
mipos)

f. independent utterance expressing negative actions (i.e., prohibitions)

g. negative combining element in word formation (in Grk, in isolated
formations; in Alb, more productively)

h. pleonastic negator in clausal complements to heads with negative
force (in Grk, e.g., embodizo 'prevent ' ; in Alb, e.g., frike 'fear' ,
thus overlapping somewhat with (d))

i. negator of ellipted (i.e., "understood") elements

j. negator of nonverbal lexical items and consti tuents (not in Alb,
unless (g) belongs here, or vice versa)

(8) Examples of uses in (7) (i = Grk; ii = Alb)

a. i. Bori na ruin exun kimiOi.
can-3SG SUBJ mi have-3PL slept

'It is possible that they haven't gone to bed yet.' (lit., "It can that they
have not slept.")

ii. sikur te mos jete bujku usta
if SUBJ mos be-3SG.SUBJ farmer-NOM.DEF craftsman

'if the farmer were not a craftsman'

b. i. Min exondas idea ja ola aftd,
mi have-ACT.PPL idea-ACC about all-these

o janis tin pandreftike.
the-John-NOM her-ACC married-3SG

'Not having any idea about all these things, John married her.'

(Veloudis 1982.22)

ii. per te mos e marre/duke mos marre asgje
INFINITIVAL mos him take-PPL/GRDV mos take-PPL anything

'in order not to take him' / "(while) not taking anything'

c. i. Min to petaksis!
mi it-ACC throw-2SG

'Don't throw it out!'

ii. Mos u beni merak!
mos NONACT make-2PL care

'Don't worry!'

d. i. To eskase apo fovo ruin ton xtipisun.
it-ACC burst-3SG from fear-ACC mi him-ACC beat-3PL

'He ran off for fear that they might beat him.'

(Mackridge 1985.300)

ii. Kam frike se mos na shaje.
have-ISO fear that mos us-ACC scold-3SG

u
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I fear lest he scold us.'

e. i. Mil] ides to pedi?
mi saw-2SG the-child-ACC

'Did you perhaps (happen to) see the child?'

ii. Mos e njihni ate?
mos him know-2PL him-ACC

'Do you (perhaps) know him?'

f. i. Mi! (NB: *min! (with final -n))

'Don't!'

ii. Mos!

'Don't!'

g. i. mite "not even; neither' (cf. ute 'not even; neither ' for segmentabi l i ty) ;
mid en 'nought; zero' (cf. the f ini te indica t ive negator den); mide "not
even; neither' ( infrequent; cf. nde 'not even; neither'); nn'pos (variant of
m i ( n ) in main-c lause t en ta t ive questions and with complements to
verbs and nouns of fearing, and cf. complement izer pos ' tha t ' ) ;
miyar ( i s ) 'perhaps' (in tentative questions; rather infrequent—note that
miyaris also occurs, even more rarely)

ii. mosbarazi " inequal i ty ' (cf. barazi 'equali ty ' ) ; mosbesim 'mistrust ' (cf.
besoj I t rus t ' ) ; mosnjohje ' ignorance' (cf. njoh I know'); mosqeni
'nonexistence' (cf. qeni 'being ') , etc.

h. i.' Fovame na minn erdi.
fear-ISC SUBJ mi come-3SG

I am afraid that he may come.' (NB: ^ I am afraid he may not come.')

(Veloudis 1982 .11)

i." de se embodied na min milds.
NEC you-ACC prevent-1SG SUBJ mi speak-2SG

"I do not prevent you from speaking. ' (NB; ^ I do not prevent you
from not speaking. ')

(Thumb 1964.200)

ii. Kain frike se mos na shaje.
have-1SG fear that mos us-ACC scold-3SG

'I fear lest he scold us.'

i. i.' Parkarizmena ke mi aftokinita itan pandu.
parked-NTR.PL and mi automobiles-NTR were everywhere

'Parked and unparked cars (i.e., "Cars that are parked and (ones that are)
not (parked)) were everywhere.'
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i." Mi ta xerja su ekso.
mi the-hands-ACC your outside

'Don't (put) your hands out!'

(Mackridge 1985.244)

i.'" Mi xirotera
mi worse-NTR.PL.COMPVE

'What next? God forbid!' (lit. "(May) not worse (happen)!")

ii. si mos me keq
how mos COMPVE bad

'in a lamentable state' (lit. "how (might) not worse (happen)?")

j. i.' se periptosi mi pliromis tis epitaji's

in case-ACC mi payrnent-GEiN the-check-GEN

'in (the) case of nonpayment of the check'

i." / mi kapnistes kddonde edd.
the mi smokers-NOM sit-3PL here

'Nonsmokers sit here.'

ii. [No examples unless some of (g) belongs here]

The lists and examples in (7) and (8) show that there are some rather strik-
ing parallels between Greek and Albanian with regard to the use of their
respective m-negators. In fact, only the last, constituent negation, is found just
in Greek, and otherwise the overlap is considerable. Still, there are some
differen-ces as well to note in their use, beyond any signaled in the parenthetical
notes in (7).

For one thing, as a word-formative element, the m-negators show differences
in productivi ty. In particular, the mite type of formation is rather limited in
Greek, but mos- is a fairly productive derivational element in Albanian, espe-
cially with deverbal nouns in -im. If, however, mos- in this function is paralleled
actually by mi as a constituent negator, as in (7/8j)—for instance, mi pliromi
'nonpayment ' , mi kapnistis 'nonsmoker'—then both are fairly productive, and
Albanian would then have the full range of uses found in Greek.

Second, Albanian mos is used for negation in conditionals, for example, ne
mos gaboj 'if I am not mistaken' , while Greek now uses the finite indicative
negator den in such constructions, for example, an den se pistepso 'if I don't
believe you' . For Greek, this use of den is found for at least (twentieth century)
demotic Greek—the situation in Ancient Greek and in at least early twentieth
century katharevousa Greek was different,21 with conditional clauses negated with
the w-negator. The causes of the change to use of the indicative negator in condi-
tionals in Greek may be tied up with the development of moods and thus is
tangential to the matters at hand here, but in terms of what to compare between
Greek and Albanian, this change means that care must be taken. Similarly, with
regard to verbal moods used with the m-negators, in prohibit ives (cf. (7/8c)),
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Albanian mos is used with imperative mood forms, while Greek mi(n) is used
with nonimperative forms; given this d is t r ibut ion, the Albanian prohibitive
usage could be taken simply to be a case of nonindicative negation, as in (7/8a),
while Greek shows a special usage that does not reduce to nonindicat ive nega-
t ion , inasmuch as m i ( n ) cannot be used wi th the imperat ive. Moreover,
following up on prohibitive uses, it should be noted that independent mos,
besides the prohibitive value it has (cf. (7/8f), which is paralleled in Greek, can
also have nonprohib i t ive exclamatory value, as in (9), while in Greek
independent mi has only prohibitive value:

(9) Eshte vrare Kajoja! Mos!
is-3SG slain-PPL Kajo-NOM.DEF mos
'Kajo has been slain! Oh No!'

Finally, the question-particle use in (7/8e) is broader for Albanian mos than
for Greek m i ( i i ) . In particular, mos can have overt negative dubi ta t ive value,
while mi(n) is only dubitative (and thus at best only weakly negative).

(10) Mos eslite e forte?
mos is-3SG strong-FEM
'She isn ' t strong, is she?'

The approach taken here in the presentation of these similarities and differ-
ences has primarily been of a pretheoretical, somewhat descriptive and informal
sort. Still, these facts are of some interest in regard to formal and comparative
issues. For instance, they raise interest ing questions concerning the extent to
which these functions are all really separate or instead can be collapsed: for
example, does the question usage in (7/8e) involve some negative force, espe-
cially for Greek, in the same way that the modal negation does? Also, are all the
m-elements that are employed here the same formal element in some relevant
sense? It is noteworthy in this regard that in Greek some instantiations, particu-
larly those attached to verbs, al low a f ina l -n before vowels and some
consonants,"4 as the examples in (8a)-(8e) show, while some, for instance, the
independent prohibi t ive utterance (8f), prohibit it, and so forth. Ul t imate ly , a
theory of morphology and indeed even a semantic theory should have something
to say about such questions,""1 but they are relevant too for issues in the formal
syntax of these languages.

The independent word status of the prohibit ive utterance in (8f), for in-
stance, has been taken by Rivero and Terzi (1994) as part of the evidence for
treat ing negation in Greek as being formally distinct from clit ic pronouns in
terms of their blocking properties in verb movement to Comp. There are indeed
differences that permit such an interpretat ion, and further more, there is good
evidence that the cl i t ic pronouns of Greek are best analyzed as affixes—as
morphological entit ies and not syntactic ones (as argued in Joseph 1988, 1990).
Sti l l , if the independent prohibit ive utterance is a dist inct element from the
verbal negator, as their di f ferent ia l behavior regarding final -n could suggest,
then part of the evidence for treating negation in the verb phrase as having
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special properties d is t inc t from the so-called cl i t ic pronouns evaporates.
Albanian would be more amenable to such an argument, since there are no
formal differences between the independent prohibitive utterance mos and the
verbal negator.

Returning to the matter of the potential Balkanological import of these
comparisons made between Greek and Albanian with regard to their m-negators,
crucial to any insights here is consideration of the historical development of
these various functions in these languages. The following observations are criti-
cal in the evaluation of these facts.

First, all of the functions in (7) for m i (n) are found in Ancient Greek for me
except for ( 7 f ) : in the entirety of the Ancient Greek corpus, there are no in-
stances of the independent usage of me expressing negative actions, such as pro-
hibitions, except in ellipsis, where it occurs with other words, as in (7i). An ex-
ample of the e l l ip t ica l prohibit ive is given in ( 1 1 ) :

( 1 1 ) me moi su (Euripides Medea 964)
me me-DAT you-NOM
"None of that to/for me!' ( l i t . "Not to-me you" (with an understood 2SG
verb such as 'give' or 'do'))

Moreover, there are parallels elsewhere in Indo-European to most of the other
funct ions, except again the independent prohibitive utterance usage (though the
non-prohibit ive exclamatory value of the independent negative utterance has a
parallel in Sanskrit),"6 the tentat ive question usage, and the use wi th comple-
ments of fearing. Given that Ancient Greek had both the question usage and the
'fear'-complement usage and that there are numerous uncertainties about the pre-
history of Albanian, it is tempting to think of these Greek-Albanian parallels as
innovations that spread from Greek to Albanian; but such a spread would have
occurred, if at all, in an early, pre-Balkanizing period of contact between the
languages. Alternat ively, the occurrence of both the question usage and the
'fear'-complement usage in Ancient Greek and Albanian could be taken to war-
rant positing these as inheritances from Proto-Indo-European, even if they are
not found elsewhere in the Indo-European family.

What all this means is that of the various uses without solid comparative
jus t i f ica t ion as inheritances from Proto-Indo-European, the independent pro-
hibi t ive utterance use (7f) has the best chance of being a real Balkan innovation,
since it clearly must have arisen in Greek after Ancient Greek. It may well have
come about as an extension of the el l ipt ical use understood as a prohibition, as
in (7/8i), though it is not clear whether it spread from Greek to Albanian or vice
versa or was an independent creation in each language.

It is important to note, however, that this is exactly the sort of word that
one might suppose would be very frequent in everyday contact situations, so that
it is a good candidate for having spread in the intense contact and (often im-
perfect) b i l i ngua l i sm that gave rise to the Balkan Sprachbund. A speaker of one
of these languages, when confronted with a parallelism between their mi and
another's mos (or vice-versa), could easily have noted a difference in the extent ol
usage of the form in the other language and could have used that as the model for

m
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extending their use of their own native element. As a caique, then, a sort of
loan-translation, it would have been transmitted superficially, but it could have
been integrated into the receiving language differently from the way it fits into
the syntactic structure of the model language. Thus, what would be most salient
from the point of view of the speakers who are in contact with one another
would be the function that particular surface forms have, for that is where the
model for the caique and extension would be found.

In such a case, therefore, working out the formal and sometimes abstract
details of where each element fits in its respective system is certainly important,
but more for the syntax of the ind iv idua l languages than for comparative syntax
of the Balkan languages; the comparative Balkan aspect, in terms of what is
revealed for the Balkan Sprachbund (that is, for comparative Balkan syntax), fo-
cuses more on the surface and on the function. Nevertheless, tracing the history
of the forms and their respective func t ions in each language highl ights a
possible Sprachbund feature,"' the independent prohibitive use of an m-negator,
thus contr ibut ing to the goal of comparative Balkan syntax in the sense de-
veloped above. Even if it should turn out that this usage arose independently in
each language, so that it is not a contact-induced feature in one of the languages,
the ident i f ica t ion of a possible shared feature through comparative syntax is
crucial to determining the extent to which the feature is a syntactic Balkanism—
an aim of a true comparative Balkan syntax.

4.2. "Negative fusion"

Another set of negation facts to be considered here is more of the other sort, that
is, interesting from the perspective of comparative linguistics of the Balkans (as
opposed to comparative Balkan linguistics).

At issue here is a phenomenon that can be referred to as "negative fusion":
the jo in ing of a negative marker with a verb to form a single word unit. An
example from earlier stages of English is Old English nille 'not wants ' , which
represents the negative marker ne fused with wille 'he/she wants ' . To a certain
extent , negative fusion is found in Modern English too, in the analysis of
Zwicky and Pul lum (1983) whereby -n't is not merely a syntactically generated
clitic form of not but rather is a morphologically generated affix; thus, won't, in
their view, does not synchronically represent a reduction of will + not but rather
is an independent formation with n't being an affixal realization of the feature of
negat ion." Moreover, the degree of fusion can vary wi th in a language, for
alongside the fused -n't in English there is the more independent free form not,
seen in (12a) and (12b); however, even not shows some degree of dependency, as
it is generally separable from most auxiliaries, as in (12a) and (12b) , but none-
theless cannot be separated from do, as shown by (12c) and the contrast between
it and(12a) , (12b), and (12d):

(12) a. John will definitelv not win
b. John must definitely not win
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c. *John did definitely not win
d. John definitely did not win.

Within the Balkans, a wide range of evidence for negative fusion is avail-
able. In South Slavic, for instance, there are isolated grammaticalized and fully
univerbated forms in which the negative marker has fused with the verb—for
example, the prohibitive marker nemoj found in Macedonian, Bulgarian, and
Serbo-Croatian and the negative future marker based on 'have' found in
Bulgarian as the form njama and in Macedonian as nenia. In addition, though,
there are more productive ways in which negative fusion is evident in South
Slavic. Alexander (1995) has shown, for example, that the prosodic behavior of
the negative morpheme ne in verbal groups and clit ic sequences exhibits some
degree of fusion in that it forms a single prosodic domain with other elements
but is nonetheless quite readily analyzable as a separate element; the Serbo-
Croatian negative future based on 'want ' , for example, necu 'I won't ' , is a case
in point, since cu in general shows some synchronie cli t ic-l ike properties
(though not necessarily in this combination), making the synchronie analysis of
the form quite transparent. Some combinations are less parsable, such as the
Serbo-Croatian negative of 'be' (e.g., nisani 'I am not,' etc.), which has a ful l
paradigm and a clear connection to nonnegated clitic forms of 'be' but shows a
contraction of the negative with 'be' that gives a synchronically unpredictable
result."y

In Greek, negative fusion is found with the indicative negator den, which,
following Zwicky and Pullum's criteria, is best analyzed as a verbal affix be-
cause, as discussed in Joseph (1990), it is fixed in its position on the left margin
of verbal complex, it is restricted to being only a verbal negator, and it shows
some semantic idiosyncrasies, for instance, in the expression den mu les, which
means 'by the way' but is literally 'you don't say' and thus is negative in form
without any negative semantics.

Moreover, a further argument can be developed for the affixhood of den: it
cannot be doubled in and of itself even when the semantics of doubled negation
are appropriate. Thus, the Greek equivalent of 'I don't not smoke for health rea-
sons but because I hate the taste' cannot have *de(n) de(n) but must resort to a
c i rcumlocutory paraphrase. Also, the doubl ing of den is not possible even
though Greek allows two "slots" for negation elements when each has a different
form; thus, den can co-occur with the nonindicat ive negation element mi in the
combination na mi den, which can occur for some speakers in a negative com-
plement to f o v a m e 'I fear', as in (13):"'

(13) Fovame na mi den erdi.

tear-ISG SUBJ mi not come-3SG
'I am afraid that he may not come.' (Veloudis 1982.11)

This situation is parallel to the argument Zwicky (1987) gave for the English
possessive 's as a (phrasal) affix, based on what he terms a "shape condition" that
blocks a phonological form, something that in his conception of grammar, with
a "phonology-free syntax" in which syntactic rules cannot make reference to
phonological elements, ought to be a matter of morphology and not syntax.
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Nonetheless, despite being generally affixal and thus a fused element, den
does seem to have some independence in the sense that it can be picked out in a
"mention" func t ion; that is, one can say tse olo 'den' si'mera 'You are qui te
negative today' ( l i t . : "You are all 'den' today'), a possibility that seems some-
what anomalous for affixes, though admittedly perhaps not impossible. The
English equivalent You are all 'n't' today is distinctly odd, suggesting that fused
(i.e., morphological) forms in general are not available to be mentioned.

Thus in Balkan Slavic and Greek, at least, negative fusion can be found to
varying degrees. Such a s i tuat ion typica l ly makes one wonder if there is
something "Balkanological" going on here, that is, something of interest for
comparative Balkan syntax in the sense defined above in section 3. Here, the
answer is probably not, for the usual reasons: the observed negative fusion could
be an inherited tendency, and moreover, it is typologically quite a "natural" phe-
nomenon.

For one thing, a consideration of a broader range of Slavic data shows that
fusion between the negative marker and a verb, especially with the verbs 'have'
and 'be,' is widespread in non-Balkan Slavic, inc lud ing both East and West
Slavic. Thus one finds njama 'there is no', from the verb 'have' , in Belorussian;
ne treated as a prefix on the verb in both Czech and Slovak; special negated
forms in Serbian of 'want ' , 'have' , 'can', and 'be'; and so forth. ~ Moreover, this
s i tua t ion is not surprising, since the oldest avai lable Slavic, Old Church
Slavonic, shows fused forms of "be ' , for example, nesnib I am not' (= *ne +
esmi).

Looking more widely yet, one can note cases of negative fusion throughout
Indo-European, such as Latin nolo I do not want ' (= *ne + wolo 'want ' ) , or Old
Irish ni "is not' (from *nest < *ne + est). Sometimes the details of the fusion,
even the apparently very common sort wi th 'be', are such that it must have
happened independent ly . Thus, L i thuanian nera 'is not ' , wi th a synchronically
irregular contraction of ne 'not ' plus yra 'is', occurred in Baltic after the inno-
vative replacement of inherited *H) esti (cf. Old Li thuanian esti ' i s ' ) byyra as
the third person s ingular present form of 'be'. Final ly, the fusion was not
complete in all the languages: in Gothic, the negative marker ni is dependent,
occurring as an encli t ic between a lexical preverb and the verb in forms such as
mip-ni-qam 'did not come with ' .

Therefore, negative fusion can occur independently and so could have arisen
on its own in each of the Balkan languages that show it. Furthermore, there is
direct evidence that it has occurred independently in the Balkans, for in early
twentieth century Tsakonian, often called a dialect of Greek but divergent enough
to perhaps warrant (at that t ime, at least) its being called a different language, a
"negative" auxi l ia ry verb 'be' developed. This negative auxi l iary is a crucial
piece of verbal system, since 'be' is used with a participle to form an ordinary
present tense. The relevant forms are given in (14), where some irregularities can
be noted that argue against a ready synchronic analysis of at least some negated
forms into the synchronic negative marker o with a positive form of 'be':
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(14)
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Positive

1SG
2SG
3SG

eni
esi
en i

1PL
2PL
3 PL

erne
etne
in "i

Negative (= Neg + Positive)

1SG
2SG
3SG

oni
6 si
on 'i

1PL
2PL
3 PL

ome
6the
un 7

The synchronic negator o derives from earlier u (Ancient Greek < ou >) and
most l ikely was extracted out of a contraction o f /u / plus vowel-initial forms of
verbs (e.g., auxil iaries in the present and imperfect tenses, the prefixed
"augment" past tense marker in the simple past). Thus the contraction in the
negative forms is regular diachronically, deriving from */u + e/ and 3PL */u +
i/, and for all but the third person plural form is synchronically regular also as /o
+ e/; but for the third person plural form, the contraction is not regular
synchronically, for /o + i/ would not be expected to yield [u]. Similarly, reduced
forms of 'be' show synchronic irregularities: the third person singular positive
form is en or n, but the corresponding negative is 6, with no [n].

It must be concluded, therefore, that these facts concerning negative fusion
in the Balkans are interest ing from the perspective of the "linguistics of the
Balkans" or the "comparative syntax of the Balkans" but not from the perspec-
tive of "Balkan l inguist ics" or "comparative Balkan syntax." Each language
reveals an interesting phenomenon, but its occurrence in each language need not
be attributed to language contact in any form and thus is not immediately
relevant to the concerns of the invest igat ion of the Sprachbund as a contact-
induced phenomenon.

5. Conclusion

The extended examples in the previous section show the virtues of keeping both
types of pursuits in mind, and, clearly, researchers must be cognizant of both.
Both enrich our understanding of language in general and of the languages in the
Balkans specifically. The more we know about language in general, the better
able we are to judge the particulars of the languages of the Balkans, both in
terms of how these languages fit into the general domain of natural human
languages and in terms of how they fit into the more specific domain of "Balkan
languages." Moreover, the two approaches work well together: pursuing the
comparative syntax of Balkan languages identif ies possible candidates for
comparative Balkan syntax, and when working in the Balkans one must always
keep the Sprachbund in mind, even if we end up learning more about individual
languages when we feel free to reject language contact and focus just on the
language-internal syntax of one language in comparison with the language-
internal syntax of another.
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Notes

This paper was developed for the "After-GLOW" Workshop on Balkan Syntax, held in
Athens in April 1996. 1 would like to thank the workshop organizers, Angela Ralli
and Irene Phi l ippaki-Warbur ton, for the inv i t a t i on that gave me the oppor tuni ty to
try these thoughts out on a knowledgeable audience, whose insightful comments were
useful to me as I revised the paper for this volume. I also owe a debt of gratitude to
Victor Friedman, of the Universi ty of Chicago, and Nick Nicholas, of the Univers i ty
of Melbourne, both of whom also provided numerous important suggestions for
improv ing the paper. N a t u r a l l y , all are absolved of any complici ty in remaining
errors.

1. My source for this characterization of Universal Grammar is David Perlmutter.
based on class lectures he presented at MIT over twenty years ago that I was privi-
leged to have been able to sit in on. I do not know if this view is original with him or
if he was passing on what he had learned from someone else, but I am pleased to be
able to acknowledge the role he played in sharpening my unders tanding of l inguis t ic
theory through such statements.

2. See, for instance, the papers in Jaeggli and Safir (1989a).
3. For example, it is not at all obvious why there should be any l ink between the

structure of verbal paradigms and the poss ibi l i ty of nu l l subjects. Moreover, Jaeggli
and Safir (1989b) themselves, in the face of a counterexample from Dutch (discussed
in their note 19), retreat somewhat and suggest that perhaps "up to one stem identical
form [in a paradigm wi th stem + affix forms otherwi.se/BDJ], excluding imperat ives,
is permitted" (p. 40).

4. As discussed by Thrasher (1974), sentences like:
(i) Seems l ike no one cares! (= It seems like no one cares!)
( i i ) Can't get there from here! (= You can't get there from here!)

suggest that English has some pro-drop-like structures, but as he points out, more
than just subjects can be deleted:

( i i i ) Gotta run! (= I 've gotta run)
( i v ) Cold? (= Are you cold?)
(v) Guy over there is crazy! (= The guy over there is crazy!).

Moreover, such strings are not possible in subordinate clauses (e.g., *John warned
Man that 0 can't get there from here) suggesting that pro-drop is not at work in these
English utterances. S t i l l , when faced wi th jus t sentences l ike (i) and ( i i ) , an English-
speaking ch i ld conceivably could develop an analysis akin to a nul l -subject analysis ,
making it unclear what it means to speak of a "pro-drop" or "null-subject" language.

5. See Joseph (1994) regarding the retention of weak subject pronouns in one
Greek cons t ruc t ion , a locat ive in ter rogat ive const ruct ion wi th pun 'where is/are?'
(e.g., Pun das 'Where is he'.''), even though Greek generally is a well-behaved typical
pro-drop language; s i m i l a r l y , Morin (1985, 1988) analyzes void and voila 'here
is/are' in French as subjectless predicates in an otherwise non-pro-drop language.

6. See Nevis et al. (1994) for access to the l i terature on Romance cl i t ic studies
and Germanic V2 up through 1992. Roberts (1997) provides some updat ing on more
recent work, with discussion.

7. See, e.g., Schaller (1975, 1977) and Banfi (1985) for references.
8. There is no r e a l l y su i tab le , wide ly agreed-upon Engl i sh term, though

"linguist ic area" is sometimes used (cf. Campbel l , Kaufman, and Smith-Stark 1986,
for example). "Convergence area" probably conveys the meaning best, but I adopt
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the German term nonetheless, fol lowing the vast majority of scholars wri t ing in
English in th is practice.

9. It is often the case tha t languages in a Sprachbund are not related to one
another, or at least not closely related; in the case of the Balkans, although most of
the re levant languages are Indo-European, they represent d i f ferent subgroups
(branches) of the Indo-European fami ly .

10. As this last trait shows, part of what makes languages in a Sprachbund of
considerable interest is not just that they converge on one another but that this con-
vergence represents a divergence from their previous stages and from other geneti-
cal ly and geographically related languages. Furthermore, for Sprachbund members
that are genetical ly related, the convergent features are not a matter of a shared inheri-
tance from their common ancestor.

11. Language abbreviations here are "Alb" for Albanian, "Big" for Bulgar ian ,
"Grk" for Greek, and "Rom" for Romanian; elsewhere, "Mac" is used for Macedonian
and "Trk" for Turkish.

12. As Eric Hamp has remarked on occasion, Proto-Indo-European did not even
have a de f in i t e article, so the postposed art icle cannot possibly be an inheritance
from the common ancestor of these languages. Similar observations hold for the
other features cited here.

13. For example, by Sandfeld (1930.106), who discussed th i s convergence in
the context of seeking an explanat ion for the apparently innovat ive occurrence of a
'have ' -p lus -pa r t i c ip le p luperfect in Aromanian and Megleno-Romanian, the most
cen t ra l ly Balkan var ie t i es of Roman ian (as opposed to its absence in Daco-
Romanian) . The existence of parallel forms in Greek, Albanian, and Macedonian led
Sandfeld to suspect language contact as the source of the Aromanian and Megleno-
Romanian format ion , and he e v e n t u a l l y concluded that "il semble preferable de
penser a une influence grecque" (p. 106).

14. That is, passive when formed from a transi t ive verb and active when formed
from an in t rans i t ive verb.

15. Admit ted ly , in the context of a comparison with English, the occurrence of a
past perfect wi th 'have' and a par t ic iple may not seem remarkable, but it is note-
worthy that Romance languages typ ica l ly use 'have' with a part iciple for a regular
past tense (e.g., the French passe compose, the (Daco-)Romanian perfectul campus)
and not for a perfect tense, and that the 'have' perfect is not found elsewhere w i t h i n
S lav ic .

16. The Greek p luper fec t cited here consists of the past of 'have' w i t h a
(generally passive) part iciple; there is also a pluperfect, innovated in the Medieval
Greek period and formed wi th 'have' fol lowed by an invar ian t verb form, which
his tor ical ly continues the older i n f i n i t i v e , but which synchronically may be nothing
more than a variant par t ic ipia l form, for example, fxa desi 'I had tied', as discussed in
Joseph (1983). There are present perfect forms corresponding to these pluperfects in
Albanian, Macedonian, and Greek (and even a future perfect in Greek), but in Greek at
least it seems that p luperfect was the starting point for this type of perfect (see
Joseph 1999 for some discussion).

17. In Turkish, the usual meaning of the jux tapos i t ion of the aorist with a nega-
t ive aorist form is "as soon as', for example, gelir gelmez 'as soon as (s)he comes'.
Whi le th i s anomaly regarding ister istemez may point to tha t pattern wi th tha t
part icular root being a borrowing into Turkish, it must be noted that the verb ol- 'be'
also shows an anomalous meaning for the aorist-plus-negative-aorist construc-t ion
(olur olmaz means 'any old; jus t any'), suggesting that irregularit ies here may well be
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a func t ion of the high frequency of these verbs. Clearly, the Balkan side of this
construction needs fur ther invest igat ion (see Joseph (in press)) for some suggestive
discuss ion) .

18. Including much of my own earlier work, I regret to relate.
19. The Arvani t ika facts and the analysis given here are taken from Tsitsipis

(1981.347); see also Joseph (.1992) for fur ther discussion.
20. The invar iant ending -ondas is the old accusative singular of the present

active part iciple apparently wi th the mascul ine nominat ive s ingular ending -s added
on (though Horrocks 1997 also suggests that the -s may be an adverbial marker, as in
dialectal Greek totes ' then' versus Standard Greek tote, which would be motivated by
the c i rcumstant ia l use of the part ic iple) . The accusative origin of the ending indicates
that nonsubjec t control was indeed once possible (as a part iciple the form agreed in
case wi th the nominal it was associated wi th ) , and it can be speculated that the inno-
va t ive fur ther character izat ion of the ending with a nomina t ive desinence coincided
wi th the form being restricted to subject-only control of its understood subject.

21. Admi t t ed ly , the development of the Tocharian form is not comple te ly
s t ra igh t fo rward , according to some accounts of Tocharian his tor ica l phonology
(especial ly tha t of van Windekens 1976; see Joseph 1991 for some discuss ion) .
Whatever the prehistory of Tocharian ma, the reconstruction of PIE *me is secure.

22. The Alban ian forms and sentences in (8) are taken from Newmark et al.
(1982) and Duro and Hysa ( 1 9 8 1 ) ; the sources for the Greek are g iven where
appropr ia te , w i t h a l l o ther Greek data coming from c o n s u l t a t i o n w i t h n a t i v e
speakers.

23. The terms "demotic" and "katharevousa" refer respectively to the low and
high style var ie t ies of Greek that func t ioned in a diglossic re la t ionsh ip for much of
the n ine teenth and twent ie th centuries in the Greek-speaking world. The details of
th i s re la t ionsh ip , wh ich permeates Greek l ingu is t i cs even today, when katharevousa
no longer has the off ic ia l s la tus it held in to the 1970's, are not of concern here; see
Mackridge (1990) for some recent d iscuss ion of the his tory and resolut ion of Greek
d i g l o s s i a .

24. Basically the voiceless stops, which typica l ly become voiced after the nasal
and induce place ass imi la t ion on the nasal: for some speakers, the nasal can then be
deleted under complex part ly soc io l ingu i s t i ca l ly governed condit ions; see Arvani t i
and Joseph (1999) for some discuss ion. Before fr icat ives, the nasal can appear,
main ly in careful speech.

25. Janda and Joseph (1996, 1997) discuss th is issue, proposing the use of the
construct they refer to as the " (morphologica l ) rule constel lat ion" to capture the
s imul taneous s imi l a r i t i e s and differences in the various realizations of mi(n); see, for
example, Janda and Joseph (1986, 1989, 1992) and Joseph and Janda (1988) for mo-
re discussion of conste l la t ions .

26. Thus, ma can occur independently (though often repeated, as ma ma) but only
in the meaning 'Not so!', a somewhat emphatic negation, not a prohibi t ive . There is
also an e l l ip t i ca l use of ma that is prohibi t ive in value, for example, ma sabdam 'Not
a word!' (where the accusative form of sabda- suggests a missing governing verb).

27. Admi t t ed ly , th i s feature would be found ju s t in two languages, though possi-
bly wi th more i n f o r m a t i o n Romany could be added to the l i s t ; s t i l l , there are
Sprachbund features tha t are not found in all the languages—e.g., the postposed
def in i te art icle is absent from Greek, so that it is not essential that a "Sprachbund
feature" be found all over the reaion.
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28. I f ind Zwicky and Pu l lum's argumentation qui te compelling and so opt for
the a f f ixa l analysis of -n't; here; facts such as the total ly idiosyncrat ic morpho-
phonemics for the shape of will in combinat ion wi th -n't are part of their evidence,
for such idiosyncrasies are more typical of af f ixa l combinations than clitic ones. The
histor ical origin of won't as a reduction of will not is i r relevant to the synchronic
a n a l y s i s .

29. In that way, nisam is somewhat l ike won 't in English, discussed in the
previous note.

30. As discussed in section 4.1, the mi that occurs in these complements to verbs
of fearing is pleonastic.

31. Bound forms can, however, occasionally be "liberated" and take on indepen-
dent status, as with the use of -ism in Engl ish as a free noun meaning "a dist inct ive
doctrine, system, or theory" (American Heritage Dictionary, s.v.), extracted from
nouns such as socialism, communism, etc. Thus ment ion migh t be possible in
p r i n c i p l e .

32. See the sketches in Comrie and Corbett (1993) for relevant details.
33. The pan-Slavic nature of negative fus ion , especially with 'be' and 'have ' ,

need not mean that any given fused form in a Slavic language must be an old feature,
and it is not clear just how much of this phenomenon can be or even should be recon-
structed for Common Slavic. S t i l l , its occurrence in earliest attested Slavic and its
widespread nature would suggest that at least some of the fused forms are old, though
they may well have provided a pattern for the innovat ive spread of fusion to other
verbs. I am grateful to Daniel Collins and Charles Gribble for helpful discussion on
this issue.

34. All Tsakonian data, and most of the interpretat ions, are taken from Pernot
(1934) .
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Head-to-Head Merge
in Balkan Subjunctives and Locality

Carmen Dobrovie-Sorin

1. Introduction

The data to be analyzed below belong to three types of constructions, which are
held to be syntactically distinct in GB analyses: control, raising to subject, and
obviation. Extending Dobrovie-Sorin's (1994. chap. 4) analysis of Romanian to
the other Balkan languages, I wi l l argue that the data support a unified analysis
along the lines of Koster (1978, 1984, 1987), who proposes that the same
syntactic configuration, namely anaphoric binding, underlies both control and
subject raising. The phenomenon referred to as obviation can also be restated in
terms of anaphoric binding.

Insofar as it uni f ies control and subject raising, Koster's GB analysis is
conceptually close to minimalist analyses such as those of Hornstein (to appear)
and Manzini and Roussou (1998). The difference between the two models obvi-
ously triggers different implementations. Thus, within GB, it is anaphoric bind-
ing that provides the common basis that allows us to unify bound anaphora (in
part icular control) and NP movement (in part icular subject raising). Within
minimal i sm, on the other hand, anaphoric binding has no theoretical status, and
the relevant empirical generalizations are restated in terms of the Attract/Move
operation. The two implementat ions will be thoroughly compared.

Balkan subjunct ives ' allow their subject DP to enter into a local relation
with an argument of the main clause. Compare the subjunct ive clauses of
Romance languages other than Romanian, which block such a relation. The dis-
t inguishing behavior of Balkan subjunctives will be shown to be due to their
particular constituent structure, which can be more adequately represented within
bare phrase structure (Chomsky 1994) than wi th in X'-theory (Chomsky 1986).

As a result of our investigation, we wi l l be able to circumscribe the proper-
ties that Balkan subjunctives have in common with the inf in i t ives of Germanic
and Romance languages. It seems natural to believe that it is precisely these
properties that allowed the Balkan subjunctive to replace the infini t ive."
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2. Control

In Balkan languages, obligatory control is allowed into subjunctives, despite
the fact that their null subjects are more easily analyzed as pro rather than PRO
(see in particular the Agr features on the verb):

(1) a. Ion a incercat sa -I Rom
John have-3SG try-PART sa4 him-CL.ACC
pedepseasca pe Mihai.

punish-3SG.SUBJ pe Mihai
'John tried to punish Mihai . '

b. Am incepul sa cilesc Cei trei muschetari.

[I]have-lSG start-PART sa read-1SG.SUBJ the three musketeers
I started to read The Three Musketeers.'

c. / -am cernt
him/her-CL.DAT havc-lSG ask-PART

sa recite o poezie.
sa recite-3SG.SUBJ a poem
'I asked him/her to recite a poem.'

(2) Ivan se opita da nakaze Mihail. Blg
Ivan se try-PAST da punish Mihail

'John tried to punish Mihail. '

(3) ProspaQo na fiyo. Grk

try-1SG na leave-1SG

I am trying to leave.'

(4) a. Fillova te lexoj Tre Mitsketjeret. Alb
started-1SG te read-ISC three Musketeers.the
I started to read The Three Musketeers.'

b. Beni u perpoq te ndeshkonte nje njeri te pafajshern.
Beni tried-3SG te punish-3SG a person te innocent
'Ben tried to punish an innocent person.'

c. / kerkova te recitoje nje poezi-
him-CL.ACC asked (I) te reeite-3SG a poem
'I asked him to recite a poem.'

I will argue that this kind of data favors an analysis of control along the lines of
Manzini (1983), Koster (1978, 1984) and Borer (1989), who attempt to reduce
control to anaphoric binding. Given this analysis, Balkan obligatory control
configurations can be shown to obey the same syntactic constraints as their
Romance and English counterparts.

fiyo

rkova

p

put
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2.1. Control and PRO

Within GB theory, control effects are currently analyzed as being triggered by a
particular type of empty category, the "pronominal anaphor", notated PRO (cf.
Chomsky 1981). Because of its intrinsic features, this element (instantiated by
inf in i t iva l subjects) must necessarily enter into a control relation:' it needs a
close antecedent, which fixes its reference, and the antecedent is an element of
the main clause, either the subject or the object, depending on the lexical proper-
ties of the main verb. The relationship that an inf in i t iva l subject is bound to en-
tertain with an element in the main clause is called "control", hence the term
"controlled element" for PRO itself.

This analysis does not easily extend to Balkan languages. It is quite clear
that by virtue of its being identified by the Agr features on the verb, the nul l
subject of Balkan subjunctives is rather of type pro, that is, comparable to the
subjects of tensed clauses (Philippaki-Warburton 1987).

Another argument against the idea that the n u l l subject of subjunct ive
clauses is PRO relates to the fact that Balkan subjunctive clauses are compatible
with both null and lexical subjects. When it is nul l , the subject may be corefer-
ential with an element in the main clause (see (5a)) or it may refer freely (5b):

(5) a. Maria vrea sa piece incline.

Mary wants sa leave-3SG.SUBJ tomorrow
'Mary wants to leave tomorrow.'

b. Eu vreciu sa piece nidine.

I want sa leave-3SG/PL.SUBJ tomorrow
T want that [he/she/they] leave tomorrow.'

These properties are expected if the null subject is pro, but not if it is PRO: in
the "PRO theorem", PRO can only occupy a position that is not accessible to
lexical subjects. But despite the clarity of the data (which is unanimously
acknowledged), most GB theorists propose analyses that assimilate the
controlled subject of Balkan subjunctives to PRO (Dobrovie-Sorin 1987 for
Romanian; latridou 1993, Terzi 1991, and Tsoulas 1993 for Greek; Krapova
(this volume) for Bulgarian).

2.2. Control as anaphoric binding

I will follow my earlier argument (Dobrovie-Sorin 1994.chap. 4) that no empi-
rical evidence exists in favor of the hypothesis that the null subject-of Balkan
subjunctives has the status of PRO. These languages may instead be used as evi-
dence in favor of those proposals that try to e l iminate PRO from the grammar,
by reducing control to anaphoric binding (Koster 1978, 1984, 1987; Manzini
1983; Borer 1989).6 Despite a number of diverging ideas, these proposals all at-
tempt to reduce control theory to binding theory by assuming that PRO has the
status of an anaphor,7 and as such is subject to principle A of binding theory:
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(6) a. An anaphor is bound in its governing category. (principle A)

b. B is bound by a iff B is coindexed with a and a c-commands B

c. The governing category of 6 is the minimal category containing B,
the governor of 6 and a subject.

2.3. Underspecified pronouns and contextual anaphors

According to Borer (1989), the status of anaphor is assigned not to an empty cat-
egory, but rather to a certain kind of Agr (i.e., to the verbal inflections that
identify empty subjects). This is problematic if we assume the GB theory of
binding, according to which only elements occupying A positions are subject to
binding principles. Thus, even if anaphoric features were marked on agreement
morphemes or on clitics (see se/si in Romance), the constraint imposed by
principle A would hold for the empty category identified by Agr (or by cli t ic
traces), because it is the empty category itself rather than its antecedent that oc-
cupies an A position. Restated in this way, Borer's idea is vital for the Balkan
data, in which the controlled subject is identified by Agr features.

The analysis to be developed below, however, differs from Borer's proposal
and comes close to that of Bouchard (1984), insofar as it assumes that a
controlled element is not intrinsically marked as an anaphor but rather has the
status of a contextual anaphor. The notion of contextual anaphor presupposes
the existence of pronominal elements that are underspecified with respect to their
anaphoric or pronominal status. A case in point is provided by French reflexives
(the same is true of the other Romance languages):

(7) a. Je-t rncj lave e-L.

I me wash
T wash myself.'

b. Tii; mej laves e^.

You me wash
'You wash me.'

c. Jea/ij sej lave e-v

John se wash
'John washes himself

d. * Tu; sej laves e-r

you se wash

In (7a), but not in (7b), me (this is true of all first and second person object cli-
tics) is bound in its governing category; this means that me is an anaphor in
(7a) and a pronoun in (7b). To assume distinct intrinsic features ("anaphoric" vs
"pronominal") for me in (7a) and (7b) seems entirely stipulative; it seems more
satisfactory to say that me is underspecified, its anaphoric or pronominal status
being contextually determined: in (7a) principle A is obeyed, and this assigns an
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anaphoric status to me, whereas in (7b) principle A is violated, and this assigns
a pronominal status to me. Compare the case of se, which is inherently marked
as an anaphor and as such must obey principle A ((7d) is ruled out because it
violates principle A).

The distinction between contextual and intrinsic anaphors is particularly
clear if we consider their relation to principle A. This principle has the status of
a well-formedness condition on intrinsic anaphors; contextual anaphors, on the
other hand, are not constrained by this principle but rather are defined by it. In
(8), the term "pronoun" is used in the grammatical sense, that is, "an element
that stands for a nominal expression"; it is neutral with respect to the GB
distinction between pronouns and anaphors:

(8) A contextual anaphor is a pronoun that obeys principle A.

Let us now come back to the nul l subjects of subjunctives in Balkan languages.
Clearly, they differ from se and behave much like me/te:

(9) a. Vreau pro-t sa piece pro; maine. Rom

[I] want sa leave-3SG/PL.SUBJ tomorrow
'I want him/her/them to leave tomorrow.'

b. Eu a!j vrea ca lonj sa piece maine, dar
I would l ike t h a t J o h n sa leave-3SG.SUBJ tomorrow, but

Maria; vrea neaparat sa piece Proi/j poirndine.
Mary wants very much sa leave-3SG.SUBJ after tomorrow
'I would like John to leave tomorrow, but Mary wants
very much him/her to leave the day after tomorrow.'

c. Eu a§ vrea ca loiij sa plece maine, dar

I would like that John sa leave-3SG.SUBJ tomorrow, but

Maria; m -a convins ca

Mary me-CL.ACC have-3SG convince-PART that

trebuie sa piece Proi/j poirndine.

must sa leave-3SG.SUBJ after tomorrow
'I would like John to leave tomorrow, but Mary convinced me that
he/she must leave the day after tomorrow.'

(10) a. Dua pro i re shkoje pro; neser. Alb

(I) want te leave-3SG tomorrow.
T want him/her to leave tomorrow.'

b. Une do doja qe Beni te shkoje neser.
I would like that Beni te leave-3SG tomorrow
'I would like Beni to leave tomorrow.'

(11) Qdo nu fiyune. Grk

[I] want na leave-3PL
I want them to leave.'

fiyune
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In (9)-(l 1) the subject of the subjunctive does not funct ion as an anaphor, be-
cause it is not subject to principle A of binding theory; it behaves instead as a
nu l l pronoun (pro). Compare the examples in (l)-(3), in which the subject of
the subjunctive participates in an anaphoric binding relation imposed by obliga-
tory control verbs.

The distinction between intrinsic and contextual anaphors allows us to keep
the subject of Balkan subjunctives distinct from Germanic and Romance (other
than Romanian) i n f i n i t i v a l subjects" while accounting for their common proper-
ties. Because they are identified by Agr features and as such may be assigned free
referential indices, Balkan controlled subjects cannot be assumed to be intrinsic
anaphors but rather may be n u l l p ronouns ( p r o ) that may funct ion as
"'contextual" anaphors: the inherent features of Agr are neutral with respect to the
[+an] and [-an] specification, the choice depending on the context. Compare the
nu l l subject of Germanic and Romance in f in i t ives , which lack Agr features and
as such can assume referential indices only by coindexation with a (local) an-
tecedent; in other words, the n u l l subjects of i n f i n i t i v e s are of necessity
anaphors.

2.4. Control and lack of Case

Hornstein (1999) and Manzini and Roussou (1998) account for the distribution
of i n f i n i t i va l subjects by assuming that in certain languages, -finite Infl cannot
assign Case. I bel ieve that this characterization is indeed correct (contra the
hypothesis of nul l Case proposed in Chomsky and Lasnik 1993). However, the
lack of Case should not be bui l t into the general characterization of control (and
subject-raising) phenomena. It would indeed be entirely s t ipulat ive to assume
that the Inf l of Balkan subjunct ives is unab le to assign Case in control
envi ronments , although it may do so in other contexts (see Romanian A§ vrea
sa vina Ion cu mine 'I would like sa come .SUBJ John with me'). We may
instead assume that Case need not be assigned even if it can be (see unergative
verbs used wi th cognate objects or wi th small clauses, e.g., John lives a
miseable life; They laughed him out of the stage). Note on the other hand that
there is no problem for Move F to apply between two elements that both carry
Case features (cf. reflexive pronouns and their antecedents in English).

2.5. Non-obligatory control

Balkan subjunctives freely license nu l l pronominal subjects, and since such
subjects allow arbitrary interpretation, cases of arbitrary control can be analyzed
as relying on pro. Note that the arbitrary interpretation of the nul l subjects of
indicatives requires second person agreement marking, and so does an arbitrarily
controlled subject in subjunctives:

(12) a. Nu traiefti daca nu munce$ti. Rom
not live-2SG if not work-2SG
'One does not live if one does not work.'
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b. E greu sa fit fericit.

is difficult sa be-2SG.SUBJ happy
'It is difficult to be happy.'

Optional control may also be assumed to rely on pro, since null subjects
can be freely assigned referential indices:

(13) Ion i spera sa fie^ori/j fe licit.

John hopes sa be-3SG.SUBJ happy

'John hopes to be happy.'

Optionally controlled and arbitrary nu l l subjects of Romance and Germanic
infinit ives cannot be assimilated to pro (contra Hornstein 1999), because
in f in i t i va l subjects do not show the characteristic properties of pro, nor is pro
independently attested in these languages. One may instead pursue the line of
inquiry proposed by Manzini and Roussou (1998), who argue in favor of an
interpretative mechanism according to which arbitrary and optional control ob-
tain when the inf in i t ive Infl is related to an operator in Comp, either Gen(eric)
or some specific operator, depending on whether the tense of the main clause is
generic or specific.

2.6. Conclusions

I have so far argued that the Balkan control data are hard to capture by the
standard analysis based on PRO (see the anaphoric pronoun in the standard GB
model or the empty category assigned null Case in Chomsky and Lasnik 1993).
I have instead adopted an alternative line of inquiry, according to which control
is just a case of anaphoric binding. This alternative analysis has a better chance
of being adequate for Balkan languages on the additional assumption that the
nu l l subjects of Balkan subjunctives are pronouns that are underspecified with
respect to +an and +pron features and as such may function as either pronouns or
anaphors, depending on the context in which they appear: in examples such as
(9)-(l 1), the nul l subject is free in the domain of the main clause and as such it
functions as a pronoun; in obligatory-control configurations, on the other hand,
it functions as an anaphor. We therefore do not need to assume that the subject
of Balkan subjunctives is ambiguous as to PRO and pro (contra Terzi 1997,
Krapova (this volume), among many others).

The properties of Balkan subjunctives thus lead us to assume a theory of
control centered around a particular type of linguistic relation, described here as
anaphoric b ind ing , rather than a particular type of l inguistic element. For
convenience, we shall speak of the controlled subject, but the reader should keep
in mind that this label designates not intr insic features but rather an element that
participates to an anaphoric relation, which is imposed by the selectional
properties of the main verb.

fieA
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3. Control and raising to Subject

Note now that by reducing obligatory control to anaphoric binding we necessa-
r i ly end up with the conclusion that obligatory control relies on the same syn-
tactic configuration as raising to subject, as convinc ing ly argued by Koster
(1978, 1984, 1987).1" This is so because raising to subject is an instance of NP
movement, and NP traces have the status of anaphors; hence, they fall under
principle A of binding theory, on a par with controlled subjects, if indeed the lat-
ter are assimilated to anaphors.

It thus comes as a surprise that Borer (1989) tries to avoid this consequence
of her own hypothesis (recall that Borer proposes an analysis of control in terms
of anaphoric binding), by stipulating, as in the standard GB analysis, that raising
verbs subcategorize an IP complement, whereas control verbs subcategorize a
CP projection characterized by Move (V-) I to Comp:

(14) a. John-t seems [jp <?,- to misunderstand what I am saying. \

b. Johni tries [<-p [jp e^ to go. \}

As far as I can see, the only reason for which one might want to maintain that
control is dis t inct from raising is related to 8 theory: the antecedent of a
controlled subject has its own 9 role, whereas a raised subject inherits the 6 role
of its trace. However, wi th in GB theory, this distinction is independently
captured by 6 theory. The 6'chain structures under lying (14a) and (14b) are
indeed different:

(15) a. (NP, e)
b. (NP)(e)

The empty categories in (15a) and (15b) both qualify as anaphors. The one in
(15a) is also an NP trace; this label is simply a descriptive statement of the fact
that the empty category and its NP antecedent belong to the same 8-chain struc-
ture. To put it otherwise, labels such as "NP-trace" and "controlled subject"
capture information concerning the underlying 6 configurat ion. But given the
modular form of GB theory, it is not necessary to establish classes of linguistic
elements on the basis of the type of 6 structure to which they belong. Indeed,
NP traces and reflexives are classed together as anaphors, that is, as elements
that are constrained by principle A, and no subclasses are established to capture
the fact that NP traces, but not reflexives, belong to the same 8 chain as their
antecedent. The same analysis naturally extends to raised and controlled subjects:
they both qualify as anaphors but differ with respect to 8 theory.

The standard GB theory of control in terms of PRO and the alternative theory
that reduces control to anaphoric binding (or NP movement) differ in their
empirical predictions. Since the standard theory postulates that control and
raising rely on distinct syntactic configurations, we expect that some empirical
difference might correspond to the postulated difference between CP and IP
projections." Compare the alternative analyses discussed above: since control is
reduced to b inding , no difference is expected between control and raising
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configurations, since the latter rely on NP movement which is an anaphoric
relation. Koster argues that this prediction is correct in Dutch.

The Balkan subjunctive constitutes further evidence in favor of bringing to-
gether control and raising:

(16) a. Copiii pot sa ajunga Rom

children.the may sa arrive-3PL.SUBJ

dintr -o clipa in alta.

from one moment in another
"The children may arrive from one moment to another.'

b. Tbf/' baiet,iii s -au nimerit

all boys.the REFL have-3PL happen-PART

sa fie t( bolnavi.

sa be-3PL.SUBJ ill
'All the boys happened to be ill. '

c. Copiii faij par sa fie tj foarte obosifi.

children.the your seem sa be-3.SG.SUBJ very tired.
'Your children seem to be very tired.'

(17) Decata mogat da pristignat vseki moment. Blg
same gloss as (16a)

These examples show that Balkan subjunctives are transparent for raising to
subject. " The parallelism between obligatory control and raising comes as a
surprise within the standard GB analysis, but it is expected within the alternative
approach that attempts to reduce control to anaphoric binding.

4. From GB to minimalism: anaphoric binding,
NP movement, and Move F

Let us now compare the GB account proposed here with those minimalist
proposals that are conceptually close to it, in particular Hornstein (1999) and
Manzini and Roussou (1998). These three proposals share the following
assumptions: (i) elimination of PRO from the theory of grammar; (ii) reduction
of control to anaphoric binding; and (iii) unif icat ion of control and subject
raising. It is important to note that within GB, the hypothesis in (ii) is both an
empirical generalization and a theoretical characterization. On its empirical side,
(ii) means that control phenomena show the same constraints as those exhibited
by the anaphoric relation between reflexive or reciprocal pronouns and their
antecedents. And within the GB model, anaphors are subject to principle A of
binding theory. Since within minimalism binding theory and government have
no theoretical status, minimalist accounts assume only the empirical side of (ii)
and treat anaphoric binding phenomena in terms of movement, which inevitably
leads to ( i i i ) . I have argued above that also within GB, the proposition in ( i i i ) is
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a theory-internal consequence of ( i i ) . This is so because the GB operation of NP
movement qualifies as anaphoric b inding (NP traces are anaphors and as such
must obey principle A of binding theory). In sum, the unification stated in ( i i i )
goes in opposite directions in GB and minimalism.

Hornstein (1999) attempts to reduce anaphoric b inding to overt DP move-
ment. To do so, he is led to assume that movement from one 6 position to
another 8 position is allowed, and correlatively that one chain may contain more
than one 6 posit ion. Although I agree with Hornstein that these revisions are
minimalist in spirit insofar as they attempt to eliminate undesirable survivals of
D structure into minimal ism, I bel ieve that the notion of 6 position itself is
another such relic. Thus, if we want to really el iminate D structure from the
theory, we must also el iminate 6 positions, DP movement and A chains. 6
roles need not be assigned to certain syntactic positions (see the 6 positions of
GB theory); the min imal i s t framework should allow them to be directly trans-
ferred from the V that bears them to the DP expression i tself .

It is precisely this l ine of inquiry that is pursued by Manzini and Roussou
(1998), who argue that the antecedent DP of an obligatory control configuration
(and of subject raising) is directly merged in its overt position, its 8 role being
acquired via Move F: 8 roles are assumed to be features on V,1 '1 which are
attracted by the first hierarchically superior DP that satisfies a strong D feature.
Locality constraints are captured by a revised Minimal Link Condition (MLC),
the "Scopal MLC," which essentially says that an attractor of 8 features (i.e., a
DP that satisfies a strong D feature of I or V) can attract a 8 feature F only down
to the next attractor for F. One DP may be assigned more than one 8 role, as is
precisely the case in control conf igura t ions : in John started to work, John
attracts both the external 8 role of started and that of to work. Move F is
f ina l ly restated as "form dependency," which is intended to e l imina te actual
operations such as copying and adjunction in favor of the mere structural relation
between the head and tail of a connected subtree. It seems to me that both Move
F and form dependency look more l ike GB (anaphoric) binding than like GB
movement. In contrast to overt GB movement , Move F and form dependency do
not derive a new syntactic object from a preexist ing one. Both Move F and GB
anaphoric b inding establish a relation between coexisting elements of a given
configuration. Thus, the true innovat ion that is due to the minimalis t framework
is the idea that the foot of a syntactic relation need not occupy a DP position.

5. Obviation

Consider next the examples in (18) and their Spanish counterparts in (19):

(18) a. Ioni vrea so. piece Proi/j devrenie incline. Rom

John wants sa leave-3SG.SUBJ early tomorrow
"John wants to leave early tomorrow.'

j
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(19) a. Juaiif quiere que pro;/*; saiga temp ratio. Spa

John wants that go out-3SG.SUBJ early
'John wants him/her/*himself to go out.'

b. Juan quiere salir.
John wants go out
"John wants to go out.'

The example in (19a) i l lustrates the obviation effect: the subject of a subjunctive
clause cannot corefer with the main subject.1 Two main types of explanation
have been proposed. We may assume that the governing category of subjunc-
tives is the main clause (this characteristic would be due to the particular type of
tense features that characterize subjunctives); hence (19a) would violate principle
B, because the embedded subject, a pronominal element, would be incorrectly
bound by the matrix subject (for this type of proposal see Jakubowicz 1985,
Kempchinsky 1985, and Picallo 1984).

This proposal does not give the correct results for Balkan languages: since
these languages do not show obviation effects, we would have to assume that
the governing category of the subject of Balkan subjunctives is the embedded
clause (see in particular Rivero 1989). But this assumption conflicts with the
fact that Balkan subjunctives allow subject raising as well as obligatory control,
which indicates that in these contexts at least, the governing category of the em-
bedded subject is the main clause.

We may al ternat ively assume that subjunct ive clauses in Romance lan-
guages other than Romanian define a governing category for their subject. Under
this hypothesis the binding conditions are not violated in (19a): the embedded
subject is free in its governing category (the embedded clause). The ungrammati-
cality of (19a) must then be captured by additional principles (Bouchard 1984,
Suner 1986, Everaert 1986, Farkas 1992).

I wil l adopt the latter hypothesis and propose that (20) is the principle re-
sponsible for the obviation effect:

(20) Use an anaphor instead of a pronoun whenever possible.

The point expressed in (20) can be viewed as a particular case of the Avoid
Pronoun Principle.1 7 The ungrammatically of (19a) now follows, since (19a)
does not rely on an anaphoric relation: in Spanish, subjunctive subjects do not
qual i fy as anaphors; only infini t ival subjects do so (see (19b)).

Coming back to Balkan languages, the lack of obviation effects that charac-
terizes their subjunctives reduces to the property discussed in previous sections,
namely the fact that they are accessible to anaphoric binding, and as such they
satisfy (20).

6. Locality and the constituent structure of Balkan subjunctives

We have so far demonstrated that control, raising, and obviation configurations
can be given a unitary analysis by assuming that they all rely on a local relation
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between the embedded subject and an argument of the main clause. We must
now try to find out why Balkan subjunctives allow anaphoric binding and local
movement within GB and minimalism, respectively.

Given the GB definition of anaphoric binding, what sets Balkan languages
apart can now be stated as follows:

(21) In Balkan languages the GC of the subject of subjunctives is the main
clause.

Compare Romance languages (other than Romanian), in which the GC of the
subject of inf in i t ives is the main clause, whereas the GC of the subject of sub-
junctives is the embedded clause. Hence, Romance subjunctives disallow obliga-
tory control and subject raising and show obvialion effects.

The main hypothesis to be developed below is that the generalization in
(21) is due to the fact that the so-called subjunctive particles of Balkan languages
(na, da, te, and sa in Greek, Bulgarian, Albanian, and Romanian, respectively)
incorporate to the verbal cluster.

6.1. Incorporating and non-incorporating C elements

The controversy concerning the status of subjunct ive particles (see Philippaki-
Warburton and Veloudis 1984, Phi l ippaki-Warburton 1987, and Rivero 1994,
who argue in favor of the Inf l status of these part icles, and Agouraki 1991,
Dobrovie-Sorin 1994, and Tsoulas 1995, who argue in favor of their Comp
status) need not be settled. More important than the exact status (Comp, Infl, or
Mood) of these particles is the fact that they indeed show both Comp-like and
Infl- l ike properties: l ike Comp elements , s u b j u n c t i v e particles are sentence
ini t ia l , preceding negation as well as clitics, and may head embedded clauses in
the absence of any other Comp element ; but l ike Inf l elements, subjunc t ive
particles are str ict ly adjacent to the verb cluster (they cannot be separated from
the verb by any nonminimal terms), must be repeated under conjunction, and can
co-occur with wh-elements. This ambiguous status of sub junc t i ve particles is
best captured by assuming that they are generated in Comp (or in some other
func t iona l X position, higher than tense and dist inct from Agr, as suggested by
Rivero 1989), and merged with the verb cluster via a process of incorporation
that merges adjacent funct ional categories (Dobrovie-Sorin 1994.chap. 3). Thus,
the Infl- l ike behaviour of sa (due to incorporation) and its Comp status (due to
the position in which it is generated) can be reconciled.

S u b j u n c t i v e part ic les clearly differ from other e lements . See ca in
Romanian subjunctives and ca in Romanian indicatives and conditionals, which
do not incorporate to the verb cluster and therefore unambiguously qualify as C
elements. Let us first consider the distribution of ca:

(22) a. Vreau ca incline sa vina Ion. Rom

(I) want-1SG ca tomorrow sa corne-3SG.SUBJ John
'I want John to come tomorrow.'
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b. Doresc ca pe Ion sa -I
( I )w i sh - lSG ca pe John sa him-CL.ACC
examineze Pope sen.
examine-3SG.SUBJ Popescu
'I wish Popescu would examine John.'

Ca is obligatory in these examples:

(23) a. *Vreau incline sa vina Ion.
( I )want - lSG tomorrow sa come-3SG.SUBJ John

b. *Doresc pe Ion sa -I
( l )wish- lSG pe John sa him-CL.ACC

exurnineze Popescu.
examine-3SG.SUBJ Popescu

Ca cannot be used if maine and pe Ion stay in postverbal positions:

(24) a. Vreau (*ca) sa vina Ion maine.

(I) want (*ca) sa come-3SG.SUBJ John tomorrow
'I want John to come tomorrow.'

b. *Vreau (*ca) sa -I excunineze
( I )wish- lSG (*ca) sa him-CL.ACC examine-3SG.SUBJ

Popescu pe Ion.
Popescu pe John

These examples show that ca is needed whenever a constituent of the embedded
clause appears in the position that precedes the verbal cluster. Quite clearly, ca
is not required for Case purposes: adverbs do not need Case, and pe assigns ac-
cusative Case (see (22b)). Within the GB model one may assume that ca func-
tions as a governor for dislocated constituents. The characteristic d i s t r ibu t ion of
ca indicates that it does not incorporate to the verbal cluster.

The coexistence of ca and sa in examples such as (22a) and (22b) seems to
plead against the idea that sa is a Comp element: ca would be in Comp and sa
in some Infl position higher than tense (to which the verb raises). This analysis
then is led to assume two Infl positions," whereas ours must postulate two C
positions. Our account has the advantage of predicting that those languages that
allow postverbal subjects make it possible for (the first) Comp to incorporate to
the verb cluster. Because of this incorporation process, a dislocated consti tuent
goes to Spec, C, and in certain languages, for example, Romanian, another func-
tional X category (a second C) is needed in order to govern those dislocated
constituents. In other Balkan languages, Modern Greek in particular, dislocated
const i tuents in sub junc t ives appear c lause- ini t ia l ly (na incorporates to the verb,
on a par with sa, but no counterpart of ca exists). If we alternatively assume that
sa. is not a C but rather some I category, the generalization that such particles
appear only in languages that al low postverbal subjects is more d i f f i cu l t to
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explain: why should it be that such languages have an I position distinct from
T, whereas languages with preverbal subjects have only T?

Consider next the distribution of indicative complementizers, illustrated here
by the Romanian ca, which is lexically dist inct from both sa and ca:

(25) a. §tiit ca vine Ion incline.
( I )know- lSG that comes John tomorrow
I know that John comes tomorrow.'

b. §tiu ca maine vine Ion.
( I )know-lSG that tomorrow comes John
'I know that John comes tomorrow.'

These examples show that although ca. may appear adjacent to the verb (see
(25a)), it does not incorporate to it: dislocated constituents obligatorily precede
the verbal cluster but follow ca.. The la,ck of incorporation observed here can be
attributed to the fact that indicatives (see also conditionals) are not semantically
dependent on the main clause.

In sum, the incorporation of C with the verbal cluster is subject to a struc-
tural constraint , the postverbal position of the subject, and to a semantic con-
straint, tense dependency (see Dobrovie-Sorin 1994) or, perhaps more accurately,
world-dependency (Farkas 1992).

6.2. The X'-theoretic representation of Balkan subjunctives

Coming back to Balkan subjunctive particles, the crucial property that needs to
be captured is the fact that they form a complex X const i tuent with the other
elements of the verbal cluster. This generalization was diff icul t to express wi th in
the GB model, which assumed the extension of X'-theory to functional cate-
gories proposed in Chomsky (1986): each of the functional categories forming
the verbal cluster (V, tense, Neg, and the subjunct ive particles themselves)" had
to project its own maximal projection, which inc luded a Spec posi t ion.
Dobrovie-Sorin's (1993) solution of this theory-internal d i f f icu l ty was to as-
sume a revised version of X'-theory (cf. also Fukui 1986), according to which:

(26) Spec positions of functional categories need not be projected.

This assumption al lows us to generate a configurat ion in which all the func-
t ional categories relating to the verb are adjacent to each other, although each of
them projects its own maximal category. The label X is used here in order to
indicate that we want to remain neutral as to whether subjunct ive particles are C
or I constituents:

57
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In order to obtain a complex X° constituent we still need a restructuring rule:

(28) Adjacent functional X° categories restructure into one X° category.

This allows us to characterize Balkan verbal sequences (particle + Neg + CL +
Adv + V-Infl) as forming a single complex X heading a single functional pro-
jection:

6.3. The locality constraint

We are now able to understand why the main clause counts as the governing cat-
egory of the nul l subject of subjunctives, which is a discontinuous element
formed by an empty category and an Agr element that identifies it, hence the no-
tation (Agr, e), comparable to the (cl, e) notation used for clitic chains (Rizzi
1982, Chomsky 1982).

In order to determine the governing category of (Agr, e) we must first iden-
t i fy its governor. A plausible choice is the subjunctive particle itself (again, its
exact label is irrelevant here). But under this hypothesis, the governing category
of Agr would be the projection of the subjunctive particle, that is, the embedded
subjunctive clause. This is not the result that we are looking for: in order for the
null subject of the subjunctive to be bound by an element in the main clause, it
is the main clause that should count as its goverining category.

(27)

(29)
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Let us then assume that the subjunctive particle cannot be the governor of
the null subject of subjunctives because of the incorporation process postulated
above. The constraint could be formulated as follows:

(30) If a complex X° const i tuent contains a l ink of the chain to which a
given element a belongs, then no element of the complex X° may count
as a governor for a.

According to the constituent structure proposed above, the verbal cluster charac-
teristic of subjunctives is a complex X element (Particle + Neg + CL + Adv +
V-Tense-Agr). Since Agr is a l ink of the chain to which the nu l l subject be-
longs, the principle in (30) prevents the subjunctive particle from counting as a
governor for the nul l subject. The next possible governor is the main verb, and
consequently the main clause constitutes the governing category of the nu l l sub-
ject of subjunctives.

We thus obtain the result that we need, that is, the fact that the main clause
counts as the governing category of the subject of the embedded subjunctive
clause, which in turn accounts for the fact that the subjects of subjunctives can
be bound by an element in the main clause. Compare the subjunct ive of
Romance languages such as French or Italian, in which the elements generated
under C do not incorporate wi th tense (+Agr). Consequently, the Cornp element
counts as a governor for the embedded subject position, and, correlatively, the
CP constituent counts as the governing category of the elements that occupy the
subject position. This analysis explains why the sub-jects of subjunct ives
cannot assume the status of anaphors either in French or in pro-drop Romance
languages such as Italian and Spanish. In these languages, subjunct ive clauses
do not allow control or subject raising, and they show obviation effects:

(31) a.

b.

c.

*Juan
John

*Tu

you

Juani

John
'John

empezo
stalled

parece
seem

quiere

wants
wants

que

that

que

that

que

that

trabaja bien
work-3SG.SUBJ well

estas
be-2SG.

Proj/*i

SUBJ
f e l i z .
happy.

saiga

go out-3SG.SUBJ
him/her/*himself to go

en la escuela.
in the school.

temprano.

early
out.'

Coming back to Balkan subjunctives, our analysis predicts that control and
subject rais ing are blocked by a functional head that does not incorporate with
the verb cluster. This is indeed what happens in Romanian ca subjunctives. The
observation is due to Grosu and Horvath (1987), but their analysis differs from
mine:

(32) a. *To$i

all

[s.ca

ca

eleviij

students. the

exercitiul

exercise. the

s

REFL

asta

this

-mi

have-3PL.

t; sa -I

sa it-CL

nimerit

happen-PART

greseasca.]

fail-3PL.SUBJ
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b. *Bonibelei pot [$'ca in orice moment tj sa explodeze.]

bombs.the may ca in any moment sa explode-3PL.SUBJ

c. *Copiii taij par[§> ca pe profesor ti

children.the your seem that pe teacher

sa fie suparafi.]

sa be-3PL.SUBJ angry

Grammatical examples can be built only by suppressing ca, and by leaving all
embedded constitutents in situ:

(33) a. Toti elevii s -cm nimerit

all students.the REFL have-3FL happen-PART

sa greseusca exercitiul asta.

sa fail-3PL.SUBJ exercise.the this
'It happened that all the students failed at this exercise.'

b. Bombele pot sa. explodeze in orice moment.

bombs.the may sa explodc-3PL.SUBJ in any moment

'The bombs may explode at any moment.'

c. Copiii tai par sa fie suparat, pe profesor.

children.the your seem sa be-3PL.SUBJ angry pe teacher
'Your children seem to be angry with the teacher.'

Obligatory control appears to be subject to the same constraint, namely ca is
precluded:"

(34) a. Ion incepe s -o ajute pe Maria.

John starts s(a) her-CL.ACC help-SUBJ pe Mary
'John starts helping Mary."

b. Ion a incercat sa -I

John have-3SG try-PART sa him-CL.ACC

pedepseasca pe Mihai.

punish-3SG.SUBJ pe Mihai
'John tried to punish Mihai.'

c. Ion va indrazni sa -I

John wi l l dare sa him-CL.ACC

nifrunte pe profesor.

contradict-3SG.SUBJ pe teacher
'John will dare contradict the teacher.'

(35) a. *Ion Incepe ca pe Maria s -o ajute.

John begins that pe Mary s(a) her-CL.ACC help-3SG.SUBJ

b. *lon va tncerca ca pe Mihai

John will-3SG try-INF that pe Mihai
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sa -I pedepseasca.

sa him-CL.ACC punish-3SG.SUBJ
c. *Ion va indraziri ca pe profesor

John wi l l dare that pc teacher

sa -I infrunte."

sa him-CL.ACC contradict-3SG.SUBJ

To summarize, I have argued that, due to their particular consti tuent structure,
Balkan subjunctives headed by subjunct ive particles, as opposed to subjunctives
headed by Comp elements that do not merge with the verb cluster, are transpar-
ent for the binding of their subject by an argument in the main clause.

Let us f inal ly reconsider obviation effects. The examples in (18) were ana-
lyzed above as legitimate control configurations in Balkan, on a par with the
obligatory control examples in (1). Hence, the lack of obviation, analyzed here
as a case of the Avoid Pronoun strategy, is only apparent. This account predicts
that ca wi l l be disallowed in (36), jus t as it is i l l i c i t in (35); but this prediction
seems to be contradicted:

(36) A$ vrea cu maine

would-1SG like that tomorrow

sa plec Proi la nninte.

sa leave-1 SG.SUBJ to mountain

T would like to leave tor the mountains tomorrow.'

This type of Romanian example is comparable to well-known marginal excep-
tions concerning obviation effects studied by Ruwet (1984):

(37) '.'Jj 'aimerais bien que je-t sois enfin

I would like very much that I be-1SG.SUBJ finally

autorise a partir en Israel.

allowed to leave for Israel

'I. would like very much to be finally allowed to leave for Israel.'

(A number of French native speakers insisted that a question mark (or two)
should precede Ruwet 's examples.)

Given our account in terms of Avoid Pronoun, the problem in both (36) and
(37) is that a pronoun is used instead of an anaphor. This possibility seems to
be related to the fact that the event referred to in the embedded clause is viewed as
dis t inct from the event referred to in the main clause: the "distance" between the
two events is marked by the conditional mood, by the passive, by negation, and
so on. We may suggest that anaphoric b inding is not an obligatory choice for
this type of looser relation; coreference between two pronouns belonging to two
distinct governing categories is sufficient. Beyond this similarity, the Romanian
cases of the type in (36) differ from the French examples by being completely
grammatical and productive.

i la
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One may wonder whether the present account is not completely circular for
Romanian: we postulate that the [Agr, e] chain is pronominal in ca subjunctives
(see (36)) and anaphoric in sa subjunctives, but there does not seem to be any
empirical argument in favour of this analysis. This is indeed true if we take into
account only (36), that is, if we consider the obviation problem in isolation. But
the obviation problem cannot be understood independently of control. And obli-
gatory control gives us an empirical argument in favor of the proposed analysis
of obviation: the cases of obligatory control show that an anaphoric relation is
precluded in ca subjunct ives , so we cannot assume that (36) is a case of
anaphoric binding.

6.4. The bare phrase structure of Balkan subjunctives

Although the X'-theoretic representation of subjunct ives sketched in section 5.2
above is able to capture the empirical data, it is s t ipulat ive and too powerful. It
relies on a restructuring rule, which undoes part of the derivation, and it stipu-
lates an adjacency constraint, which has no clear status in the syntax.

The min imal i s t framework, and more precisely the bare phrase structure
(BPS) of Chomsky (1994) allows a restatement of the core hypothesis in more
principled terms. BPS does not require that a given X1 category project a maxi-
mal category.2 4 Hence, the lack of Spec positions for functional projections,
which was st ipulative and against the spirit of GB, is now permitted by the the-
ory itself. It is furthermore possible to dispense with the restructuring rule if we
assume that funct ional X categories need not first merge with a complement, but
may instead merge with each other, an operation that will be referred to as Head-
to-Head Merge. Although Head-to-Head Merge is not explored by current
analyses, it is a possibil i ty opened up by minimal i s t principles. This is not to
say that it has no theory- in terna l problems, some of which wi l l be briefly
adressed below.

The first question is whether Head Merge qualifies as substi tut ion or as ad-
junc t ion . It is di f f icul t to give the asnwer, because under current assumptions
there are two unrelated properties that d is t inguish between adjunction and
subs t i tu t ion:

(38) a. If a category A has selectional features for a category B, set-Merge
(Merge by substitution) applies and A projects. Otherwise pair-Merge
(Merge by adjunction) applies.

b. A category that adjoins to another category does not change its bar
level. A category that substi tutes to another category changes its bar
level.

Although these two definit ions are implici tely assumed to correlate with each
other, such a correlation does not follow from any principle. We therefore expect
to find cases of Merge that qualify as both substitution and adjunction, a contra-
diction in terms. The Head Merge of funct ional categories that we would like to
propose is a case in point. Functional categories such as Comp, Neg, and tense
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are currently assumed to have selectional properties, and therefore, by virtue of
(38a), they should merge by substi tution. However, Head-to-Head Merge does
not ehange bar levels, and as such it qualifies as adjunction. This dif f icul ty may
be solved by s imply keeping the two definit ions separate. I will thus assume
that Head-to-Head Merge may be either of the subst i tut ion or of the adjunction
type, depending on the presence or lack of selectional features (see Comp, Neg,
and tense on the one hand, and pronominal and adverbial cl i t ics on the other).
But regardless of this difference, Head-to-Head Merge does not change bar levels:
several X elements merge to form a complex X element.

Head-to-Head Merge is a possible, not an obligatory, choice for funct ional
categories, which may differ cross-l inguist ically as to whether they merge with a
maximal projection or with another funct ional X category. More concretely, we
can assume a universal characterization of functional categories in terms of their
selectional features (Comp selects Neg, Neg selects T and T selects V), together
wi th parametrizing whether these selectional features are satisfied by merging
with NegP, TP and VP, or with Neg, Tense and V. Given the existence of Head-
to-Head Merge, Comp may directly merge with (Neg and) T or it may merge
with NegP (or with TP in case a Neg element is absent). The first option charac-
terizes subjunctive particles in Balkan languages.

By al lowing funct ional X categories to merge with each other, we can con-
struct syntactic objects that have less structure than those postulated in GB
analyses. Thus, we need not merge each func t iona l X category wi th a com-
plement; we may instead form a func t iona l complex X element and only then
merge it wi th VP. This a l t e r n a t i v e de r iva t ion re l ies on a general ized
transformat ion: a complex structure is obtained by merging two substructures
that are bui l t in parallel.25 the VP const i tuent on the one hand and the complex
func t iona l X e lement on the other. In th i s version of the copy theory of
movement we may pick up a category in a phrase, make a copy of it, and bui ld
another piece of structure by merging this copy with other categories.

Let us now see in more detail how we bui ld a complex X element out of
functional categories such as Comp, Neg, T, and clitics. The relative l inear order
in which these elements appear can be derived from the order in which Merge
applies, and the order in which Merge applies in turn depends on the selectional
features of the functional categories. The derivation would rely on the following
steps:

(a) V merges wi th its arguments and projects VP (or vP, but this alterna-
tive is not relevant for our analysis).

(b) A copy of V is made and merged with Inf l . I assume that the selectional
features of Infl are satisfied not by merging with V itself but rather by
merging (later in the derivation) with the independently constructed VP.
In other words, I merges by subst i tut ion with VP and by adjunct ion
with V.

(c) Pronominal cl i t ics adjoin to T, resul t ing in a const i tuent Pron + V +
T, labeled T.
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(d)
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Neg has a T feature, and as such it attracts T, thus giving rise to a con-
st i tuent Neg + Pron + V + T, labeled Neg.

We have so far derived a complex X° consti tuent by applying Merge
between V, tense, pronominal , and negative cl i t ics . The resu l t ing complex X
element then merges with VP, and a chain is created between the verb in the
complex X and the verb in VP. For readabili ty we use X'-type labels, but the
reader should bear in mind that they have no theoretical status:

At this point in the derivation a constituent is merged into the Spec position of
the complex head:

Let us now consider a language in which T does not have an EPP feature. Such
a language need not (maybe cannot) project the Spec, TP position, and our sys-
tem allows C to merge wi th the complex funct ional X constituent. Since the
latter has the label Neg, it is attracted by C, which has a Neg selectional fea-
ture.26 Once the complex X element is bui l t it is merged with the VP, as above.
This derivation is what we need for Balkan subjunctive clauses:

(39)

(40)
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(41) Comp - Neg - Pron - V + Infl

a. sa nu o vad

that-SUBJ not her-CL.ACC see-ISC
'that I should not see her'

b. a nu o vedea
to not her-CL.ACC see-INF
'not to see her'

65

Rom

The syntactic- objects shown in (41) allow Merge to target their Spec position,
which forces ca to show up

(42) Vreau ca Maria/o prietena/nimeni

( I )want - lSG that Mary/a friend/nobody

sa nu vina maine.
sa not come-3SG.SUBJ tomorrow

T want Mary/a friend/nobody to come tomorrow.'

The representation in (41') is confronted with two interrelated problems. The
first one concerns the Merge between a complex X° consti tuent labeled C and
VP. Since C does not select for V, how come this kind of Merge is allowed?
The assumption required here is that a complex X element inherits the selec-
tional features of the lowest simple funct ional X contained in it. The second
problem comes from the fact that the relation between V and its trace does not
obey the C-command constraint. We may assume that branching nodes internal
to complex X constituents do not count for the computation of C-command.

7. Locality

Let us now see how the bare phrase structure of Balkan subjunctives assumed
above explains why Balkan subjunct ives allow their nu l l subjects to enter
control, raising, and nonobv ia t ing relations with argument DPs in the main
clause:

(41')
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As argued in previous seetions, the fact that Balkan subjunctives allow obliga-
tory control indicates that the lack of obviation illustrated in (43b) is only appa-
rent: (43b) is, as a matter of fact, a control configuration. Although control (see
(43a) and (43b)) and subject raising (see (43c)) differ with respect to 6 structure,
they rely on basically the same type of syntactic relation, characterized as Move
F in Manzini and Roussou's (1998) implementat ion, according to which 6 roles
(construed as 8 features) are attracted from the (embedded) verb to a DP argument
that is direct ly generated (by first Merge) in the position in which it is overtly
realized. Under this view, n u l l subjects, regardless of whether they are pro, PRO
or DP trace, are not projected, and, correlatively, the locality constraint does not
concern the relation between the embedded subject position and an argument in
the main clause, but rather the relation between the embedded V (or Infl), which
carries the 0 features available for attraction, and a DP attractor in the main
clause, which needs 9 features. By assumption, one and the same DP may at-
tract one 6 role, as in subject-raising configurations (see (43c)), or more than
one 6 role, as in control ((43a)-(43b)).

Within Manzini and Roussou's (1998) proposal, the locality constraint on
Move F is stated as a revised version of the MLC, which has the effect that the
movement of a 6 feature is blocked by a minimal attractor. How is this locality
constraint met in Balkan subjunct ives?

7.1. +Finite Infl and locality

In Balkan subjunctives, Move F is allowed out of clauses headed by a +fini te
Infl , that is, by an Inf l that bears Agr features. With in the minimal is t revision
of the theory of pro proposed by Savoia and Manzini (in press), this empty
category is not projected; instead, it is the +finite Infl itself that attracts the rele-
vant 6 feature from V and as such functions as an argument." The problem is
that once a 6 feature is checked by an adequate attractor (i.e., one that checks a
strong D feature), it can no longer move on toward another attractor (this local-
ity constraint follows from (some version of) the MLC). In sum, 6 assignment
would be unable to iiet out of the embedded clause, and the Balkan control and

(43) a. Ion a mcercat sa -l Rom
John have-3SG try- PART sa him-CL.ACC

pedepseasca pe Mihai.

punish-3SG.SUBJ on Mihai
'John tried to punish Mihai.'

b. Ion vrea sa piece devreme maine.
John wants sa leave-3SG.SUBJ early tomorrow
'John wants to leave early tomorrow.'

c . Copiii tai par sa fie foarte obosifi.
children. the yours seem sa be-3PL.SUBJ very tired
'Your children seem to be very tired.'

-l
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NP-raising phenomena would remain unexplained. Note, however, that the at-
tracting properties of +fini te Infl need to be relaxed on independent grounds.
Consider the alternation between nul l subjects and overt subjects in pro-drop
languages. In order to deal with null-subject configurations, we have to assume
that Infl may be a legitimate 0-role attractor, which raises the question of the as-
signment of a 6 role in overt-subject sequences:

(44) a. A    mancat.
have-3SG. eat-PART
'He/she has eaten.'

b. Ion a mancat.
John have-3SG. eat-PART
•John has eaten. '

If the Infl of a mancat attracts the external 6 role in both (44a) and (44b), how
does Ion get a 6 role in (44b)?

A similar problem arises for object cl i t ics in cl i t ic-doubling languages. To
solve this problem I can suggest the fol lowing assumption:

(45) X° constituents may pass on the 8 role that they attract.

By contrast, DP consti tuents that occupy D positions obligatorily retain the 6
role that they attract.

7.2. C + T Merge and locality

The last question to ask is why Move F can bypass the C of the embedded sub-
junc t ive clause. According to Manzini and Roussou (1998), the only legitimate
attractors of 8 roles are DPs or +fini te C elements, which as such are potential
blockers of local relations (due to the MLC). One could then suggest that Balkan
subjunctives do not induce locality violations because their C s are -finite. But
arguably, the C constituent of Balkan subjunct ives (whether we take C to be the
subjunct ive particle itself or a nu l l e lement is irrelevant) and the C that in-
troduces subjunctives in pro-drop Romance languages (other than Romanian) are
alike from the point of view of their +/-finiteness, whether the finiteness of C
is related to the Agr features of the embedded Infl or to the type of T element.2*
And yet, C induces locality violations in Romance but not in Balkan languages:

(46) c. Juani quiere que /"'°//*/ saiga teinprano. Spa

John wants that go out-3SG.SL'BJ early
'John wants him/her/*himself to go out.

The constituent structure of Balkan subjunctives motivated above on independent
grounds provides us wi th a natural explanation for the fact that they allow local
relations: it is because subjunct ive particles merge with T (or wi th Neg) via
Head-to-Head Merge that they do not induce locality violations:

Rom
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(47) A feature (of a subconstituent) of a complex X° cannot function as an at-
tractor for another feature of the same X°.

This principle is probably related to the principle according to which features do
not move independently but in bundles: since Agr and subjunctive particles be-
long to the same X, they form a bundle that moves as a whole; consequently, no
feature belonging to the bundle may attract another feature of the same bundle.

Once again, our explanation holds regardless of the exact label of the sub-
junct ive particles: (a) if they are indeed under C nothing else needs to be added to
our account; (b) if they are under Mood or some other X belonging to Inf l , we
must consider two logical possibilities: (i) C is not projected, in which case,
nothing else needs to be added; or ( i i) a null C is projected, in which ease we
need to assume that it also merges with the functional complex X.

Consider f inal ly ca subjunctives in Romanian. The data examined in section
6.1 above showed that ca has a preverbal D position associated with it, and since
such a position counts as an attractor for the embedded 8 roles, Move F is pre-
vented from targeting an argument of the main clause. This accounts for the un-
grammaticality of obligatory control and subject raising in ca subjunct ives .
Since according to this account it is not ca itself but rather the associated D po-
sition that counts as a blocking minimal attractor, we expect control and subject
raising to be i l legi t imate in all of the Balkan configurations in which the sub-
junctive particles are preceded by a displaced constituent, even if no counterpart
of ca exists in certain languages, for example, in Greek.

The Balkan data provide insight into the analysis of Portuguese inflected in-
finitives, which neither allow obligatory control nor subject raising. Since the
Balkan subjunctive Infl allows these relations although it contains Agr features,
we cannot assume that it is the Agr features themselves that block control and
subject raising in inflected Portuguese inf ini t ivals . It is instead reasonable to be-
lieve that the blocking effect is due to the embedded subject, which is of
necessity preverbal, and as such acts as a local attractor of the 6 roles of the
embedded V (and Infl).

Notes

This paper pursues the l ine of inqui ry proposed for Romanian in chapters 3-4 of
Dobrovie-Sorin (1994). The main empirical hypothesis is maintained and extended
to the analysis of other Balkan languages. The GB implementa t ion is restated in
m i n i m a l i s t terms. For the purposes at hand the important advantage of the
minimal is t framework comes from the bare phrase structure format, which wil l allow
us to propose a much simpler consti tuent structure for the Balkan verbal cluster. The
proposal made here (see section 6 in particular) has interest ing consequences for the
analysis of c l i t ic iza t ion (see Dobrovie-Sorin and Galves 1998). 1 would like to thank
Larisa Avram, Alexandra Cornilescu, and Charlotte Galves for their comments on
earlier versions of this paper.

1. This term is used in Greek grammars; in Romanian and Bulgarian grammars
the corresponding mood is called "conjunctive."
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2. In other contexts the i n f i n i t i v e was replaced by the participle, but this evolu-
tion is out of the scope of this paper. Joseph (1983) points out a number of problems
regarding the various diachronic explanations to be found in the literature, which all
try to explain the loss of the inf in i t ive as being due to the properties of the in f in i t ive
itself, rather than to the properties of the subjunct ive .

3. In l ine wi th Wi l l i ams (1980), Bouchard (1984), Koster (1984), Manz in i
(1983), and Lebeaux (1985), I assume that obligatory and nonobligatory control are
two distinct syntactic relat ions. I w i l l come back to nonobligatory control in sec-
t ions 2.3., 2.4. and 2.5.

4. Balkan subjunctive clauses are headed by the so-called subjunct ive particles,
the status of which is ambiguous between I n f l and C (see section 6). Since they do not
have any clear counterpart in English, I have retained them as such in the glosses: sa,
da, na, and te for Romanian, Bulgar ian, Greek, and Albanian, respectively.

5. This is an overs impl i f ied presentation of the theory of PRO, but it is suff i -
cient for our present purposes.

6. The reader is referred to these works for theoretical cri t icism and ample empir-
ical evidence against the analysis of control phenomena in terms of PRO. Most prob-
lems remain under Chomsky and Lasnik's (1993) implementat ion according to which
PRO is defined as the empty category that is assigned n u l l Case. For detailed cr i t icism
see Hornste in (1999) and Manz in i and Roussou (1998), who propose instead a
min imal i s t restatement of the GB line of research adopted here.

7. According to Manzini (1983), PRO is not a standard anaphor but an "anaphor
wi thou t a governing category," which is subject to a revised principle A: an anaphor
w i t h o u t a governing category must be bound in the governing category of its do-
main. Manz in i ' s theory may well tu rn out to be r ight for optional control. As to
obligatory control, 1 wi l l assume that the other authors mentioned above are correct
in t ry ing to reduce it to standard binding.

8. Compare Borer (1989), according to whom any kind of controlled subject is
to be analyzed as a case of "anaphoric Agr."

9. This does not force us to assume an in t r i n s i c [+an] feature that would charac-
terize i n f i n i t i v a l subjects: i n f i n i t i v a l subjects are empty categories that are ident i f ied
by no features (compare pro, which is iden t i f i ed by Agr), and therefore they must
necessarily enter a relat ion wi th an antecedent that provides them with the features
necessary for the assignment of reference; otherwise they take arbitrary reference.

10. Al though 1 believe that Roster's proposal is completely r ight , his terminol-
ogy might be confus ing: the obl igator i ly control led empty subject is referred to as
"governed PRO" or "anaphoric PRO," or "obligatory PRO." Given the current theory
of PRO, these labels are contradictory. I believe that Koster has preserved the label
PRO in order to capture the 0 structure differences between controlled and raised sub-
jects (see the discussion in the text above).

11. See in part icular Kayne's (1984) argument in favor of the Comp status of de
in French:

(i) Jean-{ s'est trouve (*(!') e- etre la-bus.
J o h r i j happened (*DE) e; be the re ,

( i i ) Jeaiij essaie de PRO- part ir .
John tries DE PRO leave.

The example in (i) is ungrammatical because de heads a CP projection that counts as
the governing category in which the embedded subject must be bound, and t h i s con-
flicts with the requirement that the NP trace be bound by the raised subject. Compare
the control configuration in ( i i ) , which allows de. Given the ident if icat ion of control
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and NP raising assumed here, some alternative explanat ion must be found tor the pe-
cul iar i t ies in the dis tr ibut ion of de.

12. For reasons that I wi l l not try to understand, Balkan languages differ with re-
spect to the p roduc t iv i ty of raising to subject: Romanian accepts this construction
wi th verbs such as epistemic a putea 'may' , a pared 'to seem', and a se nimeri 'to
happen' . In Bulgarian and Greek, however, speakers tend to accept as "natural" only
the impersonal use of these verbs. Greek shows interesting differences in meaning
between the impersonal and the personal constructions, for those verbs tha t accept
the two env i ronments (Ph i l ippak i -Warbur ton 1987).

13. Manzini and Roussou assume 8 roles to be Asp features. This is reminiscent
of Borer (1994), a l though the implementa t ion is different: there are no func t iona l
Asp projections ( the i r role is played by recursive V projections), and DPs are not first
merged in the Spec positions of AspP but directly merged in their overt position. To
keep the discussion as s imple as possible, I w i l l ta lk about 6 features.

14. By assumption, once a 6 feature is attracted (see the 8 feature of started in
the case at hand) , its trace does not block the at t ract ion of another 8 feature (that of
to work) by the same attractor.

15. This general izat ion should probably be relaxed: a number of interesting ex-
ceptions do exist (see Ruwet 1984 and section 6.3).

16. Rivero (1989) solves th is problem by s t ipu la t ing that Balkan subjunctives
have an ambiguous status depending on the context in which they appear: in raising
conf igura t ions , they cannot count as the GC of thei r subject, whereas in obviat ion
contexts they must count as such. This ambiguous s ta tus of sub junc t ive s clauses is
not supported by independent evidence.

17. Chomsky ( 1 9 8 1 ) uses the Avoid Pronoun Principle in order to account for
the fact tha t in Engl ish , gen i t ive pronouns may be dropped in certain NPs. Jaeggli
(1982) uses the same principle to capture the fact that empty subjects and object cli-
tics are used instead of phonologica l ly realized pronominal subjects and nonc l i t i c
pronominal objects, respectively. Chomsky (1981 .142 .no te 45) also reports a sug-
gestion by J. Gueron, who proposes to derive the obvia t ion effect from Avoid
Pronoun. Bouchard's (1984) Elsewhere Principle and Farkas's (1992) "blocking ap-
proach" const i tu te two other s l igh t ly d i f fe ren t a t tempts at us ing versions of the
Avoid Pronoun Principle in order to account for the obviat ion effect.

18. The existence of t h i s e lement is language specif ic . Thus, a l though all
Balkan languages have subjunc t ive particles comparable to sa, they may lack a coun-
terpart of ca (see Modern Greek in part icular) .

19. In oral speech, examples of th i s k ind are acceptable with heavy focus stress
on the dislocated const i tuent .

20. Arguably, the verb raises to T rather than to sa i t se l f , regardless of whether
we assume inflected verbs to be formed in the lexicon (and raised to an abstract T in
the syntax) or to be formed in the syntax, by raising a V root to the tense features,
hosted under T.

2 1 . 1 follow Dobrovie-Sorin (1994) and Chomsky (1995. chap. 4) in assuming
that Agr does not project a functional category of its own but merely adjoins to tense.

22. Apparent counterexamples exis t :
(i) /- can permis lid Ion

[ I j him-CL.ACC have allowed h im to John

ca mdine sa stea a casa.
t h a t tomorrow sa stay-3SG.SL'BJ at home
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Examples of t h i s type (which are not perfectly grammatical to my ear) differ from
(35) in that the controller is not the main clause subject, hut the indirect object. Lack
of obvia t ion can be observed in Romance languages other than Romanian in s imi la r
cases (see Picallo 1985 and Jakubowie/ . 1985):

( i i ) Le pennilire /dire a Juan que
hirn-DAT (I) shall al low/ tel l John-DAT that he give-3SG the prize

The explanation of the grammat ica l i ty of (i) w i l l then be the same as the one that we
may be led to propose for ( i i ) .

23. In substandard Romanian ca may show up in front of sa sub junc t ives that
lack a dislocated cons t i tuen t . However, even for th i s dialect , ca sa sub junc t ives are
ungrammat ica l w i th obl igatory control and ra i s ing verbs: to be specif ic , the exam-
ples in (35) are ungrammatical even if we delete the dislocated consti tuents and main-
tain ca in front of sa. This indicates that ca does func t ion as a governor of Agr, even
if ca is apparent ly adjacent to sa . and in pr inc ip le incorporation could apply ( for fur-
ther discussion see section 6.2).

24. Bar levels have no theoret ical s tatus w i t h i n BPS, the notions of minimal and
maximal projection are contextual ly defined at each step of the derivation and are not
exclusive of each other:

(i) A category t ha t is not dominated by a category of the same type is maximal.

( i i ) A category that does not dominate any category is m i n i m a l .

I w i l l continue to use the term "X category" as a shorthand for "minimal nonmaximal
category."

25. This mechanism is labelled "side-ward movement" by Nunes (1995), who is
concerned wi th DP movement , and "interarboreal operation" by Bobaljik and Brown
(1997) , who use it in order to deal wi th V-to-T movement. Under the current analysis,
the verb moves out of VP and adjoins to T, which violates strict cycl ic i ty ( formulated
as the "extension requirement" by Chomsky (1995). To solve this problem, Bobaljik
and Brown (1997) argue in favor of a d i f fe ren t k ind of der ivat ion, in which the verb
adjoins to T prior to the Merge of tense and VP. It is the result ing T complex tha t is
subsequently merged with the VP, projecting TP. The Head-to-Head Merge proposed
here extends t h i s kind of de r iva t ion to the other func t i ona l categories. It is worth
no t ing that the relat ions between Neg and T or Comp and Neg differ from tha t be-
tween T and V insofar as they rely first on Merge. Interarboreal operations are thus
needed not only in order to solve the cyc l ic i ty problem of V-to-Tense movement, but
more generally in order to construct complex X categories.

26. In case Neg is not present, we may assume an X head marked with the oppo-
site feature, t ha t is. a n u l l a f f i r m a t i v e head ( t h e selectional feature of C would be
"polarity" rather than "Neg" or "affirmative"). Or, we may assume that C selects T by
t r a n s i t i v i t y (C selects Neg and Neg selects T, hence C selects T).

27. For other a t t e m p t s to e l i m i n a t e pro see Nash and Rouveret (1996) and
Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (1996).

28. It has been proposed more than once that the tense of sub junc t ives is depen-
dent on the tense of the main clause (bu t see Farkas 1992, who argues convincingly
that the correct characteruation of the semantic relation between subjunct ives and
their main clause is world dependency rather than tense dependency. See also
Rochette (1988) , who argues, precisely on the basis of their tense/world dependency,
that Romance subjunctives are IP rather than CP cons t i tuents .

ela entregue el premio.
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Control and Raising
in and out of Subjunctive Complements

Anna Roussou

1. Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss control and raising in the Balkan lan-
guages, which lack inf in i t ives and make use of mood distinctions instead. The
±finite distinction is crucially involved in most analyses of these phenomena
since subjunctive clauses can be characterized as +finite. The question then is
whether the empty subject in control subjunctive complements is PRO or pro
and whether raising is possible out of the relevant complements. In order to pro-
vide an analysis of these issues, I wi l l first consider the notion of finiteness as
such, and in particular how it interacts with mood. It wil l be argued that finite-
ness is not a property solely associated with T or Agr but is a property of the C
system that interacts with the inflectional domain and the properties of the se-
lecting predicate in complement clauses. I wil l next offer an analysis of control
and raising in subjunct ive contexts. Following Manzini and Roussou (1998) I
wil l assume that control reduces to the association of one DP argument with
two thematic positions, while raising involves the association of one DP with a
single thematic position, namely the one provided by the embedded predicate. I
wi l l further argue that the agreement found in subjunctive control and raising
complements is the morphological realization of the dependency formed between
a thematic position in the complement clause and the argument (DP) position in
the matrix. This analysis allows us to treat control and raising in languages with
and without in f in i t ives in a similar fashion: these complements are reduced
clauses that crucial ly lack an AgrS position (the DP subject position)—and
possibly a Fin position in the C system—allowing for the association of the
embedded 0 role with a matrix DP. This analysis will be linked to the notion of
"restructuring" in the sense of creating a single clausal domain. I will f inal ly
consider how an overtly fil led versus nul l C interacts with control and raising,
arguing that an overt C lexicalizes the Fin position, creating a separate clause.
As a result, modulo the Extended Projection Principle (EPP), AgrS is projected,
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and the subject 8 role becomes associated with the embedded subject position,
rul ing out the possibility of control (and raising).

It is a rather standard assumption that there is a strong correlation between
C and I (cf. Rosenbaum 1967, Stowell 1982, among others ). One way of view-
ing this correlation is to assume that syntactically, C binds a temporal variable
in I, so that tense is anchored to the speech time (Enc, 1987). Morphologically,
this relationship can be expressed in various ways. For example, in English the
C that selects a f in i te I, while the prepositional C for is compatible with an in-
f in i t ive , as in ( 1 ) :

(1) a. / think that he will leave/ *to leave.

b. / arranged for Peter to leave/ *will leave.

Simi lar ly , the V2 phenomenon illustrated in (2) as the result of I to C move-
ment (den Besten 1983) is restricted to root f i n i t e clauses, while in embedded
clauses daft realizes the C position:

(2) a. Das Buch hat Peter gelesen.

'Peter has read the book.'

b. Ich glaube daft Peter das Bitch gelesen hat.

'I th ink that Peter has read the book.'

A number of other syntact ic phenomena are taken to be cont ingent on the
±finite dist inct ion. In part icular , raising and control occur only wi th in a -finite
context, as shown in (3a) and (3b) respectively:

(3) a. John seems [t John to be happy.]

b. John tried [PRO to escape.]

In (3a) John raises to the matrix Spec, IP to check its Case feature, given that
the in f in i t i va l I has no Case feature. In (3b) only PRO can appear as the subject
of the embedded clause due to the fact that a -finite I is not a governor, satisfy-
ing the requirement that PRO be ungoverned (Chomsky 1982). Alternatively, we
could assume, following Chomsky and Lasnik (1993) and Chomsky (1995), that
PRO requires a special type of Case, namely nu l l Case, which can only be
assigned by a -finite I.

In the Balkan languages, on the other hand, the correlation between C and I
along the ±finite dis t inct ion seems to hold only partially, since these languages
are characterized by the (complete or partial) absence of inf in i t ives and the use of
the subjunctive instead (see Joseph 1983 for the loss of inf ini t ives in these lan-
guages). As the Modern Greek example below shows, the subjunctive is system-
atically found in contexts associated with the i n f in i t i ve in Romance languages
and English:

(4) a. delo na fiyo. MGrk

want-1SG PRT go-ISC
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b. Voglio an da re. Ita
want-1SG go

"I want to go.'

In (4a) the Greek subjunctive complement is introduced by the particle na. I will
assume that na is actually the subjunctive mood marker (Philippaki-Warburton
and Veloudis 1984). The same realization of mood by means of particles is
found in the other Balkan languages as well (from Terzi 1992):

(5) a. Ion vrea sa manince. Rom

John want-3SG PRT eat-3SG

b. Jani do te haje. Alb
John want-3SG PRT eat-3SG
'John wants to eat.'

The subjunctive particles, corresponding to the MGrk na, are sa in Romanian
(Motapanyane 1994, Terzi 1992) and te in Albanian (Turano 1994, Terzi 1992).
I wil l also assume, following a number of studies in the literature, that the sub-
junct ive particles are the realization of the mood head, which is situated between
C and I/T in the clause structure (cf. Philippaki-Warburton 1992, Rivero 1994,
Terzi 1992, Turano 1994, Tsimpli 1995, among others), as illustrated in (6)
below:

(6) LCp C [MoodP Mood [TP T]]]

In addition to having a subjunc t ive particle, Albanian and Romanian also allow
for a specialized subjunctive C. ca and qe respectively:

(7) a. Ion vrea ca sa manince Rom

John want-3SG that PRT eat-3SG

b. Jani do qe te haje. Alb

John want-3SG that PRT eat-3SG

'John wants him/her to eat.'

Modern Greek, on the other hand, lacks this option. Futhermore, as expected,
the sub junc t ive is incompat ible with the indicat ive C, realized as ca in
Romanian, se in Albanian, and oti in Greek:

(8) a. *lon vrea ca sa manince Rom
the John want-3SG that PRT eat-3SG

b. *Jani do se te haje. Alb
the John want-3SG that PRT eat-3SG

c. *O Janis deli oti na f a i . MGrk
the John want-3SG that PRT eat-3SG

'John wants (him/her) to eat.'
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As the above data show, the morphological correlation between C and I in the
Balkan languages seems to be regulated along mood distinctions, while in
English and German it follows the ±finite divide.

Interes t ingly , in the Romance languages (i.e., French and Italian) which
have in f in i t iva l as well as subjunctive complements, C is neutral to mood pro-
perties (subjunctive versus indicative) but sensitive to the finite versus nonf ini te
distinction, as the French examples below show:

(9) a. Jean veut partir. ( infini t ive)
'John wants to leave.'

b. Jean pense que Marie pan. (indicative)

"John thinks that Mary wil l leave.'
c. Jean veut que Marie parte. (subjunctive)

'John wants Mary to leave.'

In (9b) and (9c) the C is que, while in (9a) C has no phonological realization
(although it is possible to have de inf in i t ivals 1 ) . One difference between Balkan
and Romance languages is that in the former group subjunctive mood is realised
by means of a designated morpheme (the subjunctive particle), while in Ro-
mance it is realised on the verbal form. However, it is not clear whether this
kind of realization is sufficient to account for the differences in the C system.
This is a valid observation, but it need not concern us here (see Tsoulas 1995
and note 4).

Going back to the Balkan languages, we notice that in the absence of inf ini -
t ivals, control and raising occur wi th in subjunct ive complements, as shown in
(10) from Greek:

(10) a. O Janis prospadi.se na fiji. MGrk
the John tried-3SG PRT leave-3SG
'John tried to leave.'

b. 1 fitites fenonde na djavazim poll.

the students seem-3PL PRT read-3PL a lot
'The students seem to study a lot.'

The immediate question that arises then is how control and raising are to be ana-
lyzed in the Balkan languages: if these phenomena require a -finite context, then
the implicat ion is that at least some subjunctive complements should be ana-
lyzed as -f inite. To be more precise, the subjunctive complements that corre-
spond to control and raising in f in i t ives in English and Romance should be
treated as -finite. The next question then is how finiteness is to be defined. Note
that in most analyses the empty category (EC) involved in control and raising
complements is to some extent contingent on what qualifies as a -finite context.
Suppose that -finite corresponds to absence of tense specification, and in partic-
ular the +past specification (Stowell 1982); then if the relevant subjunc t ive
complements do not show T alternations, that is, past tense, they could st i l l be
considered as -finite despite the presence of agreement.
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latridou (1993) considers Modern Greek subjunctive complements and ar-
gues that indeed in this case there is no T specification, since the embedded verb
cannot be inflected for past tense, as the contrast between (1 la) and ( l i b ) shows:

(11) a. ProspaQise na fiji/*efije. MGrk

tried-3SG PRT leave-3SG/left-3SG
'He tried to leave.'

b. Pistevo na fiji/efije oJunis.

believe 1SG PRT leave 3SG/left-3SG the John
"I believe that John wil l leave/left. '

Example (1 la) is a control configuration and disallows past tense subjunctive. In
( l i b ) , on the other hand, the na-clause is a complement to an epistemic predicate
and the embedded T can be specified as +past. According to latridou, the absence
of T specification also implies absence of nominative Case and therefore of a
governor (assuming that Case is assigned under government). Thus, PRO is
possible in (1 la) but not in ( l i b ) since in the latter example the subjunctive T
assigns nominative and therefore qualifies as a governor. The pattern in (1 la) ex-
tends to raising complements as well, and therefore movement of the embedded
subject to the matrix clause is triggered under the need for Case checking, ex-
actly as in English.

Consider next an alternative construal of f ini teness: if finiteness is associ-
ated with agreement, then the Balkan subjunctive clauses will always be finite."
Following this assumption, Philippaki-Warburton (1987) argues that the subject
in control structures cannot be PRO, but must be pro which is independently al-
lowed since Greek is a nu l l subject language. The coreference effect (control)
simply follows from the semantic properties of the selecting predicate. Simi-
larly, Turano (1994) argues for a pro analysis in control complements in
Albanian, assuming along with Borer (1989) that these contexts are characterized
by anaphoric agreement. Moreover, if finiteness and nominative Case are a prop-
erty of Agr, then subjunctive complements cannot allow for raising. Thus, (9b),
which seems like a raising construction, must have a different representation:
what appears as the matrix subject is a topicalized element instead, while the
embedded subject position, as well as the matrix one, is occupied by (an exple-
tive) pro. The same analysis can extend to the other Balkan languages (but see
Rivero 1989 for a different approach).

Terzi (1992) also takes subjunctive complements to be f in i te but relates the
empty category involved to the properties of C and not I. Thus, PRO is compat-
ible with a f ini te (Agr) context provided that C, a potential head governor, is not
lexically f i l led. If C is lexically realised, then PRO will be governed, violating
the PRO theorem.1 In this case the only alternative is to have an overt subject, or
a pro, which is disjoint in reference from the matrix subject, on the assumption
that a s u b j u n c t i v e T is anaphoric (Picallo 1985), creating a single binding
domain between the matrix and the embedded clause: pro cannot be coreferential
with the matrix subject , otherwise principle B of binding theory wil l be vio-
lated. Therefore coreference always implies that the embedded subject is PRO and
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that there is no overt material in the embedded C position. This is illustrated in
(12) below:

(12) a. [ [CPC0 [ j p P R O I ]]] C is null = Conference

b. [ [cp C [jppro I ]]1 C is overtly realized = Disjoint reference

The C position in (12b) can be filled either by an overt complementizer or by I
to C movement (for similar proposals see also Roussou 1994, Varlokosta 1994,
andTurano 1994).

Chomsky and Lasnik (1993), on the other hand, argue that PRO requires a
special type of Case, namely nu l l Case, which can only be checked by a -finite
I. According to Chomsky (1995), an in f in i t i va l I in control complements allows
for a PRO because it has a nu l l Case feature as well as D (the Extended
Projection Principle, EPP) and cp features; all of them are [-interpretable]. An
in f in i t i va l I in a raising context has no Case but only D (and (p) features. Thus,
the embedded subject raises to the first 1 position, where its Case feature can be
checked (cf. Martin 1992). Indeed, Chomsky (1995) takes raising of the Balkan
type in ( l O b ) to clearly show the dissociation between Case and agreement: the
subject DP checks the D and cp features of the embedded I, and in the absence of
Case it raises to the matrix I, where Case checking takes place. Based on these
assumptions, Watanabe (1993) modifies Terzi's (1992) analysis along the
following l ines: a s u b j u n c t i v e I can assign nominat ive Case, if C is lexically
fil led. If C is nu l l , I assigns nul l Case, and therefore PRO, that is, control, is the
only possibil i ty. In raising construct ions the real izat ion of C is not crucial,
since under standard assumptions, raising complements are IPs and not CPs.
More recently, Terzi (1997) argues that it is the mood head, and not T, that
assigns null Case in the Balkan languages.

From the discussion that precedes it is clear that there is no consensus as to
what determines finiteness, and in that respect what condit ions license the nul l
subject in control structures. The latter point is crucial, since different assump-
tions about finiteness give rise to different accounts for the empty subject. In
GB terms, the distr ibution of PRO is regulated by government, while in more
recent accounts it is regulated by null Case, assuming that government is not
conceptually desirable (cf. Chomsky 1995). However, the null Case approach to
PRO is not without problems either: although nul l Case might predict the con-
text where PRO is found, it is not clear what determines the antecedent of PRO,
that is, control proper, which in GB terms is captured under the Minimal
Distance Principle (Rosenbaum 1967): PRO, as an anaphoric element, chooses
the closest antecedent. Similarly it is not clear how arbitrary PRO is accounted
for. Faced with this state of affairs, Manzini and Roussou (1998) and Hornstein
(1999) independently propose the e l imina t ion of PRO. Based on different as-
sumptions, Farkas (1992b) points out that the analyses that determine the prop-
erties of i n f i n i t i v a l and subjunct ive complements in terms of the empty category
involved (as the result of binding, government , or Case) have a serious draw-
back: they focus on the properties of the empty category and to a large extent
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ignore the properties of the relevant complement clauses as these are determined
by the lexical properties of the predicates that select them.

To summarize, the issue of control and raising in languages of the Balkan
type which in general lack inf ini t ives , seems to be dependent on the definition of
finiteness. The picture becomes even more complicated due to the fact that the
licensing requirements of empty categories are not clearly defined either. In order
to provide an account for the Balkan cases, we will first discuss the notion of
finiteness and then turn to an analysis of control and raising in the relevant
group of languages. The proposed analysis will not focus on the nature of the
empty categories involved as it dispenses with PRO, pro and A traces (cf.
Manzini and Roussou 1998). The advantage of this approach is that it allows us
to treat the Balkan cases on a par with their Romance and English counterparts.

2. Subjunctives and finiteness

2.1. C and finiteness

As already discussed in the previous section, finiteness can be defined either in
terms of agreement or T specifications. The data in (l)-(2) from English and
German, and in (4)-(5) from the Balkan languages, on the other hand, showed
that the correlation between C and I can be morphologically manifested in two
different ways: in the former case C is sensitive to the realization of the T head,
while in the latter it is sensitive to the mood head. This typological distinction
might offer a new insight into the notion of finiteness. Note that in more recent
analyses the role of C in the ifinite dist inction has received more attention. For
example, Rizzi (1997) argues for an articulated C structure, splitting C into a
Fin(ite) and force head with the possible interpolation of other heads in between.
Force is the highest C head associated with clause typing features (e.g., Q). Fin,
on the other hand, is the lowest C head that interfaces with the I system, that is,
with T or mood and agreement:

(13) [Forcep Force lTopp/FocP Topic/Focus [FinP Fin [,p !....]]]]

Thus, in Rizzi 's terms Fin is a property of the C system which interacts with
the I system, giving rise to different typological patterns of the type mentioned
above.

Roberts and Roussou (1998) further elaborate on the notion of Fin in con-
nection to Germanic V2. According to their analysis, Fin binds T, which in turn
binds the temporal argument associated with the predicate (the event position in
the sense of Higginbotham 1985), ul t imately anchoring it to the speech time
(cf. Enc, 1987). In V2 constructions Fin is spelled out by attracting V or the
auxiliary; this realization is subject to parametric variation. A similar approach
is taken by Holmberg and Platzack (1995), who argue, though, that Fin may be
realized in C (V2 languages) or in I (non V2 languages). In any case, they point
out that "finiteness is a prerequisite for tense and mood: unless a predication is
related to the time of the utterance via the concept of finiteness, we have no
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basis for expressing the relative position in time of the situation expressed by
the predication vis-a-vis the utterance, and we cannot relate the attitude of the
speaker to this situation" (Holmberg and Platzack 1995.23). As we can see from
the preceding quotation, both mood and tense relate to Fin. Extending this
observation a bit further, we note that the subject is also related to Fin; in other
words, the position associated with the subject features, namely AgrS, also
correlates with Fin. Note that while T must relate to the utterance time so that
the event position of the predicate is temporally evaluated, the same holds for
the subject (AgrS), since the distinction between speaker and hearer (mainly the
person distinction) is also evaluated in connection to the utterance time (see also
Davis 1998). Under this analysis, f in i teness cannot s imply translate to the
presence of tense or agreement but is a correlate of tense and Agr (and mood),
namely the heads that (to a large extent) define the I domain, and Fin, the
position providing the anchoring point to the speech time.4

What emerges from the brief discussion so far is that iden t i fy ing -finite
with -T or wi th lack of agreement is not always correct. Matrix declaratives
with modals, for example, are standardly analyzed as f ini te al though it is not
clear that they have any T specification:

(14) a. John may move to France.

b. John must move to France.

Suppose we interpret the modals may and must in (13) as deontic (permission
and obligation, respectively). It is not clear that there is any temporal specifica-
tion in either of these two cases. Instead the modal shifts the evaluation time to
the future, as Enc (1997) argues. The underlying assumption of her analysis is
that modals are quantif icational expressions over possible worlds: may involves
existential quant i f ica t ion , while must involves universal quantif icat ion (over
possible worlds consistent with obligations, etc.). In (14) the event position of
the verb is by default identified with the utterance time (possibly due to the ab-
sence of T, or an interval provided by T) which shifts to the future under the
scope of the modal. In nonmodalized matrix declaratives, T binds the event posi-
tion associated with the predicate and provides the interval that is evaluated with
respect to the matrix t ime; thus, no modal sh i f t ing takes place. Bu i ld ing on
these assumptions we could take Fin to be the position associated with existen-
tial/universal quantif icat ion (as well as other similar operators, such as generic
ones) over time intervals (T) or possible worlds (modalized contexts).

Overall, the point that is made in this brief discussion is that finiteness is a
property of C interacting with the func t iona l heads in the I domain. If this is
correct, then we would not expect to find major differences between Romance or
English and the Balkan languages when it comes to complement clauses despite
the different realizations as inf in i t ives versus subjunctives. What is crucial is
that these complements exhibit certain properties that are determined by the se-
lecting predicate (or some other operator in the matrix clause).
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2.2. Mood and complement clauses

Let us now consider embedded contexts, which show a clear split in the
Romance and English and the Balkan groups. In general, Romance and English
finite complements, for example, complements to predicates of cognitive state
such as think and believe, show the indicative mood in the Balkan languages
and are introduced by the relevant C. Roughly speaking, finite and indicative
complements correspond to what is often called realis mood. Consider next sub-
junc t ive complements: in the absence of in f in i t ives , the subjunctive in the
Balkan languages has undertaken functions which are typically associated with
inf in i t ives . One such example is the case of control predicates, such as try,
manage, and so forth. Similarly, in languages like English, the use of infini-
tives has extended to constructions that are typically associated with the subjunc-
tive, such as complements to volitional predicates like want, expect, hope, and
so forth. The complement to the latter class of predicates is usually characterized
as "irrealis". The same interpretation extends to the complement of control pred-
icates, such as try:

(15) a. O Janis prospadiae na ftji xdes/*avrio. MGrk
the John tried-3SG PRT leave-3SG yesterday/tomorrow

b. John tried to leave yesterday/*tomorrow.

In the Greek example in (15a) the complement is realized as a subjunctive, while
in the English (15b) it is an inf ini t ival . Nevertheless the same restrictions hold,
namely that the event denoted by the embedded clause is unrealized: the time of
leaving is unrealized with respect to that of trying, hence the restrictions on
temporal reference indicated in the choice of temporal adverbials. This captures
latridou's (1993) observation that control is possible in those complements that
rule out past tense subjunctive, or, in her terms, that lack T. We see that this is
a more general property of these predicates (see also Pesetsky 1991). There is,
however, another class of control predicates whose complement is not an unreal-
ized event. This is the class of implicatives:

(16) a. O Janis katafere na fiji x6es/*avrio.
the John managed-3SG PRT leave-3SG yestrday/tomorrow

b. John managed to leave yesterday/*tomorrow.

The usual subjunctive versus inf ini t ive realization attested in (15) holds for (16).
However, the complement clause in (16) does not denote an unrealized event: in-
stead, its time reference has to be contamporaneous with that of the matrix pred-
icate. This explains the restr ict ions in (16) in connection to the adverb
tomorrow. Where (15) differs from (16) is that the latter, but not the former, as-
serts that John left. Pesetsky (1991) notes that inf in i t ival complements to im-
plicative verbs have an implicit modal reading: If John managed to leave, it
must be the case that he left. The modality in this case corresponds to an epis-
temic must. This could then account for the use of the subjunctive in the Greek
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example, which is typically found in complement position to modal predicates.
Although a lexical decomposition analysis that derives a modal part might work
for implicatives like manage, and for voli t ionals in general, it is not so clear
that it works for try , which does not seem to contain a modal component (cf.
Quer 1998).

Leaving f ini te complements aside for the time being, we note that i n f i n i -
tival and subjunct ive complements cannot be simply characterized as "irrealis".
Farkas (1992a, 1992b) offers an analysis that reformulates the realis/irrealis dis-
tinction and captures mood/finite distinctions in complement clauses by means
of the lexical properties of the selecting predicates. The first assumption is that
sentences (the predicate and its participants) denote situations, that is, individu-
als. The relation of the participants to the situation is determined by the proper-
ties of the predicate. Consider the following example (from Farkas 1992a.80):

(17) #John believes/thinks/knows that Mary is sick and/but he believes/
thinks/knows that she isn't sick.

The proposition denoted by the that complement in (17) has to be true or false
according to John, that is, the matrix subject. This explains the contradiction in
(17). Thus, according to Farkas's analysis, propositions are anchored to worlds
(a collection of situations), which are in turn anchored to individuals. This is the
notion of individual anchoring and is schematically represented in (18):

(18) p = T m w R ( J )

In (18 ) we see the characterization of a situation with p being true (T) in the ac-
tual world (R) as seen by John (the individual anchor). This relation is standardly
expressed by finite/indicative mood in the complement. Note that in (17) the in-
dividual anchor is the matrix subject and not the speaker (unless the speaker and
the subject are the same). Consider voli t ional predicates next:

(19) John wants Mary to leave.

The predicate want introduces a set of worlds (the buletic set): one can have con-
tradicting wishes at the same time; this set of alternatives is anchored to the ma-
trix subject John. The situation denoted by the complement clause is true if it
holds in some world that is added to the background WR (the real world). Accor-
ding to Farkas (1992a, 1992b), the complement to these predicates is realized as
a subjunctive (or i n f i n i t i v e in English type languages). Thus, the complement
to cognitive predicates introduces an independent world (extensional anchoring),
while that of volitionals and others introduces a set of worlds (intensional ancho-
ring). This account provides a better formulation of the realis/irrealis dist inction
(see also Giannakidou 1997 and Quer 1998 for further elaboration).

2.3. Control predicates

Let us now consider the case of (obligatory) control predicates. Apart from world
dependency, one more type of semantic dependency is introduced by Farkas
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(1992b), namely the Subject (Su) dependency, which is linked to the lexical pro-
perties of the selecting predicate. In particular, the assumption is that predicates
may impose restrictions on the type of participants (arguments) in the situation
denoted by the clause. If one of the arguments is a complement clause, then the
matrix predicate may impose restrictions on the referents of the embedded clause.
For example, control predicates require that the reference of the subject partici-
pant in the complement clause be restricted to that of the matrix subject, hence
the coreference effect. It is also possible to find further temporal restrictions (see
the examples above). Infinitival complements are prototypically used to express
Su dependency. In languages without infinitives, this function is taken over by
the subjunctive.

Note that with respect to world dependency, though, predicates like try and
manage do not behave like want in the sense that they do not introduce a set of
worlds. Quer (1998.49) proposes that this problem is overcome if we assume
that the matrix subject "introduces a set of future alternatives right before the
point of causation: at a time to the causer acts in such a way that the actual fu-
ture is in the set of future alternatives where the caused eventuality is realized."
Thus, although these types of predicates lexically imply a set of future worlds,
they do not contribute to the context and therefore are evaluated with respect to
the real world. In other words, they show mixed properties.

One crucial point about control predicates is that in them, unlike cogni-
tives, the matrix subject is interpreted as the agent (the causer in Quer's 1998
terms; see also Pesetsky 1991, Lasnik 1992, and Krapova (this volume)'). This
property sets apart control predicates from the others: their complement clause is
evaluated not in terms of reality seen by the matrix subject (cognitives) or in
terms of the possible wishes or desires of the matrix subject (volitionals), but
simply as being anchored to reality (and also in relation to the speaker), very
much like matrix clauses. The agent of the matrix clause then controls the even-
tuality of the embedded clause. Furthermore this property imposes certain restric-
tions on the embedded predicate. It is well known that control predicates disallow
statives:

(20) a. #O Jams prospadise na kseri tin apandisi.
the John tried-3SG PRT know-3SG the answer
'#John tried to know the answer.'

b. #O Janis epise ti Maria na ine eksipni.
the John persuaded-3SG the Mary PRT be-3SG intelligent
'#John persuaded Mary to be intelligent. '

As (20) shows, this restriction holds independently of the infinit ive/subjunctive
distinction. In tui t ively we can account for the infelicitous status of (20) on the
basis that one does not volit ionally try to bring about states of affairs that al-
ready hold, such as being in the state of knowing something or being intelli-
gent. The sentences in (20) can become a bit more acceptable if the stative read-
ing is not present: for instance, Mary is becoming intelligent, or John is getting
to know the answer. In this case we have a volitional action assigning to the
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unrealized subject of the embedded clause an agentive reading. This restriction
does not hold with raising predicates:

(21) 0 Janis fenete na ine eksipnos.
the John seem 3SG PRT be 3SG intel l igent .
'John seems to be smart.'

This is expected since raising predicates do not have an agent: they lack an ex-
ternal argument in any case.

The above discussion shows that irrespective of the realization of the com-
plement clause, control predicates impose certain restrictions on the embedded
predicate. These are restrictions on the realization and interpretation of its subject
(and possibly spatiotemporal): the Su dependency of Farkas (1992b). This points
to a structural similarity between inf ini t ives and subjunctives that is not made
clear in those analyses that focus on the nature of the empty category involved
in the embedded clause.

3. Subjunctive complements and control and raising

3.1. Control and raising revisited

According to the discussion in section 1, there are various accounts as to the
empty category involved in control constructions (and raising) in the Balkan
languages as well as to its licensing conditions. On the other hand, the discus-
sion in the section immediately preceding clearly shows that the differences be-
tween inf in i t ives and subjunctives in the relevant contexts are rather minimal
and can be restricted to the absence or presence of agreement, while the semantic
properties of the control complements remain the same. Considering agreement,
we have to point out that since coreference is obligatory, the agreement that we
see on the subjunctive verb cannot be referential. What we need to do next is to
see how agreement interacts with control—to the extent that it does.

Manzini and Roussou (1998) provide an al ternative analysis to control and
raising that dispenses with the postulation of empty categories such as PRO and
A traces. Manzini and Savoia (1998) extend this analysis to pro, arguing for its
e l iminat ion . The first basic assumption of Manzini and Roussou (1998) is that
thematic roles can reduce to features (cf. also Hornstein 1999), that is, properties
that enter the computational system (CHL) and are subject to various syntactic
operations. This is implemented as follows: thematic properties are determined
by the aspectual properties of the predicate which project the appropriate config-
uration that licenses them (cf. Borer 1994, Arad 1998, building on assumptions
by Tenny 1994). The prototypical agent corresponds to the initiator or originator
(Or) of the event, while theme corresponds to the measurer of the event (M).
This is a rough approximation, since with some predicates the event is further
delimited (Del) (see also Luhde 1998 for some recent discussion of these no-
tions). A discussion of the exact nature of these properties and their relation to
the syntax-lexicon interface is beyond the scope of the present paper. For our
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purposes it suffices to note that by treating thematic properties as features we al-
low arguments to be associated with more than one 8 role. We furthermore de-
rive the dissociation of thematic and argument positions. Thematic positions are
those lexically determined, that is, by the predicate, while argument positions
correspond to the D feature, which gives us the ±definite characterization of the
DP as well as its 4> features. These positions are clearly situated in the inflec-
tional domain.

Based on these assumptions, Manzini and Roussou (1998) argue that DPs
are merged directly in the position where they surface, satisfying the strong fea-
tures of the designated inflectional head. From their argumental (D) position
they attract the relevant 6 roles:

(22) a. [|p John I [yp kissed Mary.]]

b. [lpJohn lypV0]]

In (22) John is directly merged in Spec, IP to check the strong D feature of I.
From that position it attracts the 6 feature; this follows from the idea that argu-
ments need to be interpreted in some way in relation to the predicate (the Theta
Criterion). Alternat ively, it is the 8 role that looks for a DP to be associated
with. Manzini and Roussou (1998) argue that some operation Attract forms an
ordered pair out of the DP and the thematic or aspectual property of the predicate,
for example, (John, 6) in (22). Thus, in principle nothing prevents us from
having one argument associated with two 6 roles, as is indeed the case in
secondary predication. This is s imi lar to cases where CQ is associated with two
(or more) variables, as in multiple interrogatives and parasitic gap constructions.
What is excluded is a case where one 8 role is associated with two different
arguments; this would amount to a representation where one variable is bound
by two different operators (cf. the Bijection Principle of Koopman and Sportiche
1982). In short, the configurat ion in (22) gives us a simple example of raising
(A movement) without postulating a DP trace, predicting the lack of reconstruct-
ion effects, and so forth (see Manzini and Roussou 1998 for arguments).

Next, consider control: assuming that the inf in i t iva l I has no D feature, we
predict that the DP is merged directly in the position associated with a D feature,
namely the matrix Spec, IP. From that position it attracts the thematic role of
the matrix predicate and that of the embedded predicate, g iv ing rise to obligatory
coreferenee (control):

(23) a. [ipJolin I [Vp tried [1P to [Vp run.\\\\

b. [Jo/ino [ triedei [rune2\\\

We find something similar in raising contexts, the difference being that the ma-
trix predicate has no thematic property that would be associated with the argu-
mental position in Spec, IP:

(24) a. [1P John I [yp seems Ljp to Lyp run (fast).]]]]

b. [ John/) [seems [ to ritiifi]]
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Control and raising, then, differ minimally: the former is a case of a single DP
attracting two thematic features," while the latter is a case of a single DP attract-
ing a single thematic feature. Further differences of course involve the properties
of these two predicates, as discussed in the previous section. As far as the syntax
is concerned, the manipulat ion of thematic features works along similar lines in
the two constructions.

Note that the analysis proposed by Manzini and Roussou (1998) crucial ly
assumes that the i n f i n i t i v a l I has no D feature, contrary to the analysis of
Chomsky (1995), where the presence of a D feature is necessitated by the EPP.'
Let us look at the IP domain and consider the lack of the D feature. I wil l as-
sume that in the articulated IP structure the D (and p) feature(s) of the subject are
associated with the subject position, namely AgrSP. As opposed to Chomsky
(1995), we take AgrS to have semantic content, on the basis that it is the posi-
t ion that realizes the nomina l features of the subject (Roberts and Roussou
1997, 1998). In languages like English, AgrS is spelled out by merging the ful l
DP in the Spec, AgrSP. Going back to the i n f i n i t i v a l clauses, we notice that the
subject position in control and raising complements is not realized, despite the
fact that subjects are otherwise always present in English. The simplest solution
is to assume that AgrS does not project in this case; this is an alternative way of
in terpre t ing the lack of a D feature. Note that this analysis is also consistent
with latridou's (1993) claim according to which I in control complements does
not assign nominative Case, ru l i ng out the possibility of having an overtly real-
ized subject. In the framework of Manzini and Roussou (1998), Case and D po-
sitions are not dist inguished: there are no Case positions seen independently of
argumental (DP) ones. This correlation is captured straightforwardly, as the re-
sul t of the absence of a D feature or AgrS.

Consider next how th i s property interacts with the C domain. In section 2
we discussed the notion of t ' initeness as a property of C that relates to the inflec-
tional domain. Looking at the properties of complement clauses realized as sub-
junct ives and in f in i t ives in Balkan and in Romance and English respectively, we
noted that they have properties typical of - f in i te contexts. In particular, the tem-
poral reference, mood, and subject of the complement clause are restricted by the
selecting predicate, g iv ing rise to the formation of a subject and/or world depen-
dency in the sense of Farkas (1992b). Complement clauses to control predicates
do not have any T specification (cf. latridou 1993), being subject to various
modal readings as determined by the properties of the matrix predicate. To the
extent that this is correct, we could say that the embedded C lacks a f ini te posi-
tion, that is there is no Fin head present, although the higher C head (''force," in
Rizzi 's 1997 terms) may s t i l l be present, assigning a CP status to the comple-
ment clause:

(25) V I C P C [ I P I J ]

If this is the right line of reasoning, the temporal argument of the embedded
predicate cannot be bound in its own CP domain; instead, it is directly linked to
the matrix predicate which in turn restricts its interpretation, giving rise to the
appropriate reading (contemporaneous or posterior). A similar assumption can
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extend to raising predicates, al though in this case we have no modal reading.
However, it is possible to assume that raising predicates as such lack a temporal
argument. So the matrix Fin position binds the only available one: that provided
by the complement clause. In general, then, control and raising complements are
characterized by a reduced CP structure, namely one that lacks the lower C po-
sition (Fin).

What follows from the preceding discussion is that control and raising com-
plements have a reduced structure at both the CP and the IP level: they lack Fin
and AgrS (with the possibility of T being absent as well—we leave this open).
With respect to control complements, the absence of AgrS translates the seman-
tic Su dependency of Farkas (1992b) in syntactic terms. We see, then, that the
lack of Fin correlates with the lack of AgrS, capturing once more the idea that
lack of T specification implies absence of nominative, as argued by latridou
(1993). Note also that an analysis that takes control complements to be reduced
clauses derives the notion of clause union in a straightforward way while l inking
it to the properties of the selecting predicate as well. In other words, reduced
complements give us the notion of "restructuring" without postulating T rais-
ing, as in Kayne (1989) and Roberts (1997). To be more precise, the absence of
Fin and AgrS in the embedded context leaves us with a single Fin and AgrS,
that is, the matrix ones. The interpretation of T and the thematic properties of
the embedded predicate are now derived on the basis of these two matrix func-
tional categories. The association of the embedded thematic property with the
matrix AgrS gives rise to control, while the association of the temporal argu-
ment with the matrix Fin derives the notion of T raising. We can go one step
further and argue that the notion of clause union in this case follows from the
EPP. Assuming that the EPP is a clausal requirement, as argued by Roberts and
Roussou (1998), the lack of Fin and AgrS in the embedded clause forces the as-
sociation of the embedded temporal argument and the subject 6 role with the ma-
trix Fin and AgrS, respectively, hence once again the notion of clause union. As
we will see below, the realization of an embedded Fin creates a separate clausal
domain and forces the projection of AgrS as well.

Bearing these assumptions in mind, let us now turn to control in languages
of the Balkan type that do not have infinit ives.

3.2. Control and raising and agreement

So far we have argued that control (and raising) complements have certain prop-
erties that hold independently of the subjunctive versus infini t ival divide. We
furthermore argued that these semantic properties correspond to reduced clausal
complements, namely clauses that lack Fin and AgrS. We expect this to be the
case in the Balkan languages as well. We then need to account for the presence
of agreement in the embedded clause. Consider the following Greek example:

(26) a. OJanis prospadise na doulepsi.
the John tried-3SG PRT work-3SG
'John tried to work'
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b. [[[)p o Janis]prospadisey] [na doulepsi^]]

The representation in (26b) is similar to that in (23b): the DP o Janis attracts
two 8 roles, g iving rise to obligatory coreference (control). However, (26b) dif-
fers from (23b): in the former, but not in the latter, the embedded predicate is in-
flected for agreement. The same holds for the other Balkan languages as well,
which show agreement and are also pro-drop languages. It is precisely this pat-
tern that led researchers to the idea that the empty category involved is pro.

The status of pro, however, has been questioned in the literature. For exam-
ple, Borer (1986) argues that there is no independent motivation for postulating
an expletive pro other than theory internal reasons, namely the EPP as the re-
quirement for a structural subject, since Case and the thematic properties are car-
ried by the postverbal subject, which is coindexed with I (the I subject) (see also
Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 1998 and Nash and Rouveret 1996 for eliminat-
ing expletive pro). The el iminat ion of referential pro, however, turns out to be
more problematic. Manzini and Savoia (1998), bu i ld ing on the analysis of
Manzini and Roussou (1998) for PRO, argue that pro corresponds to an unreal-
ized subject position. Pro-drop, then, is the lack of an overt realization of the
nominal features of the subject, that is, AgrS. Consider the Greek example in
(27):

(27) a. diavase tin efimerida.

read-3SG the newspaper
'He read the newspaper.'

b. (O Janis) diavase (oJanis) tin efimerida (oJanis)

(the John) read-3SG (the John) the newspaper (the John)
'John read the newspaper.'

In (27a) we see a typical example of a nul l subject sentence. Note also that the
verb is inflected for third person singular, which is morphologically realized in
the form of the suff ix e. Rizzi (1986) argues that agreement in pro-drop lan-
guages is referential. The presence of "sufficient" agreement both licenses and
identif ies pro. In terms of the analysis proposed above, this translates as fol-
lows: AgrS, and in particular the D feature of AgrS, remains unrealized. The in-
terpretable 0 features of the subject, on the other hand, are morphologically real-
ized on the predicate. Following Tsimpli (1997), I will assume that "rich"
agreement on the verb resumes the cf> features of the subject. The presence of
agreement on V then allows for recoverability of the content of the empty sub-
ject (third person singular in (27)), while the AgrS head remains unrealized
(silent). It is also well known that in pro-drop languages, when the subject is
present, it is free to occur in different positions in the clause structure, such as
topic or focus (see Phi l ippaki-Warburton 1987, Tsimpli 1995, Cardinalet t i
1994, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 1997, and Manzin i and Savoia 1998,
among others, for different formulations of this idea), as shown in (27b). If this
is correct, then even when there is an overt subject, AgrS is syntactically present
but receives no realization.

1
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Let us now go back to the control example in (26): according to what we
have said so far, the matrix clause has an AgrS position, while the embedded
clause does not. Moreover, the overt subject that we see in (26) does not realize
the subject position, that is, Spec, AgrSP, but is instead a topic. The structure
of (26) is schematically represented in (28):

(28) [fopicP ° Janis UgrSP AgrSD/(t> [\pprospaeise [VP Vei [CP C [jp no.
dulepsi62\\\\\

IP is used as a cover term for the rest of the functional projections in the clause;
C indicates the higher C position, but not Cpjn, which according to our discus-
sion is missing, along with AgrS. In (28) the AgrS, which relates to the DP o
Janis under topicalizalion, attracts both 01 and 62. Both verbs are inflected for
third person singular, deriving an agreement effect between the two clauses. If
the 4> features on the verb are an instance of resumption, then the problem of
agreement in the embedded clause is resolved: exactly as in (27) the agreement
that we see on both verbs does not correspond to the realization (spell out) of an
AgrS position. So our analysis concerning the absence of an embedded AgrS
st i l l holds. What we have in (28) instead is an instance of "doubling": the
agreement features on the embedded predicate double those of the matrix one.
This is similar to the doubling effect found when a subject clit ic pronoun is used
in the various Northern Italian dialects, as the following Fiorentino example
shows (see also Brandi and Cordin 1989):

(29) '-'-(La) viene

she come-3SG
'She comes.'

Manzini and Savoia (1998) argue that the subject clitic realizes an inflectional
position, which they call ICL- We take ICL to correspond to AgrS. The example
in (29) shows agreement between the subject clit ic and the verb. In this case it is
the agreement features of V that double those of the cli t ic. Manzini and Savoia
argue that agreement in this case involves matching two sets of <j> features: those
of the cli t ic and those of V. Technically, the derivation is as follows: the the-
matic feature on its way to AgrS moves to I, attracted by some feature in I; from
there it picks up the <p features of V and carries them along to AgrS as free rid-
ers, triggering the above agreement effect:

(3°) UgrSP e la flP e viene [VP V«]U

The same derivation holds for nul l subject languages, as in (27a) above,
although AgrS is not overtly realized. In this case agreement surfaces on the
verb only. Agreement effects, then, are the morphological reflex of movement of
thematic features.

We could argue for a similar approach to the control example in (28) . In
particular, in (28) the embedded I attracts the thematic role associated with the
verb dulepsi. In the absence of an AgrS position in the embedded clause, the
thematic feature moves to the matrix AgrS position, taking the <fy features of I
(V) along. The same operation takes place in the matrix clause: the thematic
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feature of the matrix predicate first moves to I and from there to AgrS, taking
along the 4> features of matrix I as free riders:

(31) [A g r S p62ei A g r S [ | p e i I [ V p V e i [ C p C [ 1 p e 2 I [ V P V e 2 ] ] ] ] J ]

This derivation then ensures that the 4> features of the embedded predicate and
those of the matrix predicate match. In Manzini and Roussous's (1998) terms
the agreement pattern that we get between the matrix and the embedded predicate
is the morphological reflex of Attract that relates AgrS and the two predicates,
V1 and V2 What is crucial is that we maintain the idea of lacking a subject po-
sition, AgrS, in the embedded clause.1" In any case the presence of agreement on
the predicate does not indicate the realization of AgrS. In the matrix clause we
have agreement on V as well as a "silent" AgrS position. Notice that it is pos-
sible to have an unrealized subject in both clauses; however, the important point
is that the matrix clause has an AgrS (albeit unrealized), while the embedded
clause simply lacks this position. We thus derive the dissociation of agreement
features from the realization of AgrS. In this approach we analyze control in
subjunctive and inf in i t iva l contexts alike. This allows us to capture the common
semantic and syntactic properties of control in these two cases. The differences,
that is, presence versus absence of agreement features, are attributed to the differ-
ent morphological properties of the relevant languages.

It is worth pointing out that subjunctive complements in control contexts
are not like inflected in f in i t iva l s of the type found in European Portuguese. As
has been discussed in the literature, inflected inf in i t iva ls may occur as comple-
ments to factive and epistemic predicates but not to volitionals or control predi-
cates (Raposo 1987.87-88):

(32) a. En penso/afinno terem os deputados trabalhado pouco.

I think/claim to have-AGR the deputies worked lit t le
I think/claim the deputies have worked little.'

b. *Eu desejava terem os deputados trabalhado mats.

I wished to have-AGR the deputies worked more.
'I wish the deputies had worked more.'

As (32) shows, inflected inf ini t ivals do not occur in the typical contexts of the
Balkan subjunctive. The restriction on the distribution of inflected infinitivals as
well as the possibility of having an overt subject shows that these are not re-
duced CPs: they have an AgrS and possibly a Cpjn position. In fact, Raposo
(1987) argues that inf in i t iva l complements to epistemic or factive predicates, as
in (32a), have a tense operator in C, while inf in i t iva l complements to volitional
predicates lack this T operator, hence the impossibility of an inflected infini t ive,
as (32b) shows. We wil l not get into any further discussion of inflected infini t i -
vals, since the whole issue is quite complex and beyond the scope of the present
paper. The important point is that subjunctive complements in control and rais-
ing contexts cannot be treated simply as inflected infinitives.

Before we leave this section, let us consider the following Greek example
with raising:

ter
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(33) Ta pedja fenonde na dulevitn.

the childern scem-3PL FRT work-3PL

'The children seem to be working.'

Given the preceding discussion, the derivation of (33) is equivalent to that sug-
gested for raising in English, as in (24): the matrix clause has an AgrS position
that attracts the thematic role associated with the embedded predicate. The DP ta
pedja in (33) is in topic position. In this respect our analysis agrees with that of
Philippaki-Warburton (1987). However, there is no need to assume that, unlike
English, there is no raising in Greek, if by raising we mean the Attraction of a
thematic position by an argumental (DP) one. With raising predicates like seem
Attract involves a clause boundary. Agreement between the matrix and the em-
bedded predicate is once again the morphological reflex of this operation.
Raising out of subjunctive complements is then predicted to be possible.

Having considered the presence of agreement in control and raising subjunc-
tive complements of the Balkan type, let us now consider the role of a lexical C
and its blocking effects for control and raising.

3.3. Lexical C and obviation

As has been pointed out in the literature (Terzi 1992, Turano 1994, among
others), control in the Balkan languages is incompatible with an overt subjuncti-
ve complementizer (examples from Dobrovie-Sorin (this volume)):

(34) a. Ion a incercat sa -I Rom

John have-3SG try-PART PRT him-CL.ACC
pedepseasca pe Mihai.

punish-3SG.SUBJ pe Mihai
'John tried to punish Mihai.'

b. *Ion a incercat ca pe Mihai sa pedepseasca.

John tried-3SG that pe Mihai PRT punish-3SG

Recall that according to Terzi's (1992) generalization a lexically filled C quali-
fies as a proper governor, excluding PRO. For Watanabe (1993) this generali-
zation is based on the idea that null Case does not require a lexically filled C.

Volitional predicates show a slightly different pattern, in that they do allow
for a subjunct ive C; however, an overt C gives rise to an obviation effect
(dis jo int reference). This is i l lus t ra ted wi th the fo l lowing Albanian and
Romanian data (Terzi 1992, Motapanyane 1994):

(35) a. Jam do (qe) te haje. Alb

John want-3SG that PRT eat-3SG

b. Ion vrea (ca) sa manince. Rom

John want-3SG that PRT eat-3SG

1a1
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c. OJanis deli na f a i . MGrk
the John wanl-3SG PRT eat-3SG

'John wants (him/her) to eat'

In (35a) and (35b), coreference is excluded when the Cs qe and ca are present.
Greek only exhibits the C-less option since it does not have a subjunctive C (cf.
(35c)). Note that when the subjunct ive C is absent, coreference is possible, but
not necessary (see section 1, and in particular (12 ) , for a discussion of Terzi's
(1992) analysis of obviation). In that respect voli t ional predicates differ from
obligatory control predicates. The latter, moreover, rule out the possibi l i ty of
having an overt C, as shown in (34), and therefore disjoint reference cannot be
triggered. The same blocking effects with an overt C are found in raising as well
in Rivero 1989, attributed to Grosu and Horvath 1984):

(36) a. S-a nimerit ca tofi baiefii sa fie bolnavi. Rom
It-has happened that all boys the PRT be sick.
'It has happened that all the boys are sick.'

b. Tofi baietii s-au nimerit sa fie bolnavi.
all boys.the Refl-have happened PRT be sick
'All the boys happened to be sick.'

As (36a) shows, the sub junc t ive C ca blocks ra is ing , while absence of ca, in
(36b), al lows for it. As opposed to control predicates, an overt C is actually
possible. In these two examples, (36a) corresponds to a raising construction
wi th a that clause, wh i l e (36b) corresponds to rais ing with an i n f i n i t i v a l
complement (see also note 5 for the Greek data). One possible explanation is
that when raising takes place the complement clause is an IP, so (36a) wi th a
fu l l CP structure is incompatible with raising (Kempchinsky 1987). Even if this
is correct for ra is ing, we s t i l l need to account for the control and d i s j o i n t
reference cases.

Dobrovie-Sorin ( th is volume) at tr ibutes the possibility of coreference and
raising to the special status of the subjunct ive particles, which according to her
analysis merge (incorporation) wi th the verb, which carries Agr; the particle
cannot then qual i fy as a governor since it contains the possible antecedent of the
nu l l subject (Agr), so the next available governor is the matrix verb. This pro-
cess extends the governing category to the matrix clause. An overt C, on the
other hand, is a governor and does not merge with the verb; thus it restricts the
governing category in the embedded clause. This analysis locates the problem to
the presence of s u b j u n c t i v e particles, which c ruc ia l ly d is t inguish Balkan sub-
junc t ives from their Romance counterparts. However, it s t i l l retains the idea of a
governor and a governing category and consequently all the problems associated
with government (Chomsky 1995). Moreover, it is not so clear how we can ac-
count for the data in (35) where coreference is possible but not obligatory when
C is n u l l .

The pattern found in the Balkan sub junc t ives with an overt C is also at-
tested in English when the prepositional for is used (cf. the for to f i l t e r of
Chomsky and Lasnik 1977):
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(37) a. I tried (*for) to go.

b. */ tried for John to go.

c. / prefer (*for) to go.

d. / prefer for John to go.

As (37a) and (37b), show for is incompatible with control predicates in the same
way that ca and qe are. " With volitionals, on the other hand, for is possible but
it forces disjoint reference, exactly like ca and qe in Romanian and Albanian, re-
spectively. Finally, we find the same blocking effects with the Romance sub-
junctive, which is also introduced by an overt C:

(38) a. *Je veux que je pane. Fre

I want-1SG that I leave-1SG
'I want to leave.'

b. *// veut qu'il parte.

he want-3SG that he leave-3SG
'He wants to leave.'

Construction (38b) is possible only under the reading where il in the embedded
clause is not coreferential with the matrix subject il. dereference is only
possible with an inf in i t ive (on the parallelism between for to inf ini t ives and
Romance subjunctives, see Kempchinsky 1986). Notice that, in languages like
Italian and French, control (but not raising) does allow for an overt C like
element, namely di and de, respectively (Rizzi 1982, Kayne 1984):

(39) a. Jean a essaye/decide de partir. Fre

John tried/decided-3SG to leave

b. Gianni ha tentato/deciso di partire. Ita

John tried/decided-3SG to leave
'John tried/decided to leave.'

As Kayne (1984) pointed out, de and di have a different status from for. In his
analysis, for is a proper governor and therefore incompatible with PRO, while de
and di are not, for which reason they are compatible with PRO. We will come
back to this point shortly. Overall, the various alternations with an overt C have
led to the idea that the obviation problem strongly relates to the lexical C.

Farkas (1992b), on the other hand, argues that in the Romance languages it
is the availability of two different types of complement clauses, namely infini-
tives and subjunctives, that gives rise to obviation effects. In particular, infini-
tives are used to mark the Su dependency; therefore this is the complement that
should be used in coreference. The subjunctive, on the other hand, is used to
mark the world dependency and cannot be used in contexts that trigger coreferen-
ce with the matrix subject. She captures this under the following generalization:

(40) In world dependent complements that conform to the canonical control
case, the form used to mark Su dependency blocks the form used for world
dependency.
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The above generalization (40) operates in the lexieon and should be seen as fol-
lowing from the Elsewhere Principle. In the Balkan languages (40) does not
operate because in this case the form used to mark world dependency is the same
as that marking Su dependency, namely the subjunctive. It is for this reason,
then, that we do not get obviation effects with the Balkan subjunctives. In
Parkas's terms, the answer to the obviation problem is semantic interacting with
lexical restrictions in terms of complement selection. Although this description
of the facts seems to be correct, it leaves out the role an overt C plays in
obviation in languages like Albanian and Romanian (cf. (35)).

Let us now see how we could account for the above observations in terms
of the analysis proposed so far. The contrast between obligatory control and vo-
litional predicates is clear, since the latter do allow for an overt C. Recall that
we analyzed control and raising complements as reduced clauses in the sense that
they lack Cpjn

 and AgrS. We also showed that the absence of these two projec-
tions is not accidental but follows from the semantic properties of the matrix
predicates as well as from the interaction of Cpjn and AgrS. We also argued
that, assuming an articulated CP structure, control and raising complements can
s t i l l be assigned a CP status, albeit with CFm missing. Going back to the data
in (34)-(36) and the b locking effects of the lexical Cs in Romanian and
Albanian, I would like to propose that when ca and qe are present they lexical-
ize C F n . The impossibility of having control with an overt C now follows:
lexicalization of CFin is not possible, simply because it is not selected in the
first place. The possibil i ty of having an overt C with volitionals shows that
these predicates do select for a ful l CP structure. This structural difference be-
tween obligatory control and vol i t ional predicates is expected given their differ-
ent semantic properties as well. Note, though, that French and Italian do allow
for an overt C with control predicates, as shown in (39). Dispensing with the
notion of proper government and assuming an articulated C structure, we can say
that while for realizes the lower C position (Fin), l ike ca and qe in Romanian
and Albanian, respectively, de and di realise a higher C position and for that rea-
son they are compatible with control. We leave open their incompatibi l i ty with
raising predicates—I wil l tentatively assume that this is attributed to selectional
properties of the matrix predicate. With the exception of de and di, then, all the
other complement izers discussed so far lexicalize CFin. Consider raising
predicates next, which allow for an overt C. The crucial difference is that raising
predicates do not give rise to a Su dependency for the simple reason that these
predicates do not have an external argument that would control the embedded
eventual i ty in any case. Thus, an overt C is possible.

Let us now go back to volitionals and consider the C-less subjunct ive com-
plements in (35) above. In these examples the embedded subject seems to behave
like a pronominal: it may or may not be coreferential with the matrix subject
(see also Krapova (this volume) for Bulgarian). If this is correct, then the em-
bedded clause, unlike obligatory control complements, has an AgrS projection.
Given that these languages are pro-drop, AgrS remains unrealized. As usual an
overt subject is possible, albeit in a topic or focus position:
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(41) O Janis deli (i MARIA) na fiji (i Maria). MGrk

the John want-3SG (the Mary) PRT leave-3SG (the Mary)
'John wants Mary to leave.'

Earlier on in our discussion we argued that the presence of AgrS seems to be
contigent on the presence of Cpin for reasons that have to do with the interpreta-
tion of the predicate. If there is evidence that AgrS is present in (41), then ac-
cording to our discussion, there must be a CFin position present as well. Indeed,
the possibil i ty of having an overt C in Romanian and Albanian provides evi-
dence in favor of this analysis. Given the intensional properties of the predicates
in quest ion, I w i l l assume that CFin is occupied by a modal operator.
Kempchinsky (1986) argues that complements to volitionals are embedded im-
peratives and are characterized by the presence of a subjunctive operator in CP.
Roughly speaking, this operator has the properties of a modal "will", hence the
future interpretation assigned to these predicates. If our line of reasoning is cor-
rect, then subjunctive complements to volitionals have both AgrS and the lower
C (Fin) position.

Having established the structural properties of complements to volitionals,
we are now in a position to consider why a nul l (lower) C allows for corefer-
ence, while an overt one forces d is jo in t reference, or, to put it diffrerently, why
an overt C blocks coreference. It is worth noting that this phenomenon is remi-
niscent of the that-t effect in languages l ike English, where an overt C blocks
subject extraction while a nul l C docs not. This is illustrated in (42) below:

(42) Who do you think *(that) left?

In standard terms the ungrammatical version of (42) is accounted for as an ECP
violation (government) (cf. Kayne 1984, Chomsky 1986, Rizzi 1990). Intuit ive-
ly, that blocks the formation of a dependency between the wh-phrase in matrix
Spec, CP and the subject position, which provides the variable in the comple-
ment clause. Roussou (1998) argues that a nul l C allows for raising of the I fea-
tures to C, licensing AgrS as a pronominal as in the case of pro-drop' under V2;
the pronominal AgrS is bound by the wA-operator and has the properties of a re-
sumptive pronoun. An overt C blocks this raising, and as a result AgrS cannot
be licensed as a pronominal , leaving the matrix wh-operator without a variable
to bind. Although (42) and the subjunctive clauses differ, they both share a con-
figuration between C and the subject position. Moreover, in both cases the ab-
sence of an overtly realized C is crucial for the formation of a dependency be-
tween an operator and its variable for wh-subject extraction, and between the two
subject positions in the subjunctive complements.

Note that obviation in the overt C configuration is a subject to subject rela-
tion: while coreference is excluded with the matrix subject, it is possible with
the matrix object. Farkas (1992b.l05) illustrates this with the following French
example:

(43) a. ?Marie a convaincu Pauli aui'il s'en aille.

Mary has convinced Paul that he leave-SUBJ

i
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b. Marie a convaincu Paul de s'en aller.

Mary has convinced Paul C leave-INF

'Mary convinced Paul to leave.'

When the inf in i t iva l complement is used we get control of the embedded
clause by the matrix object (cf. (43b)). When the subjunctive is used coreference
with the matrix object is possible, although marginal. In any case, the grammat-
icality status of (43a) is more acceptable compared to that of (38). The subject
orientation of obviation with an overt C is not typical of control but is instead
reminiscent of long distance anaphora (cf. Pica 1987, Koster and Reuland 1991).
Suppose then that the coreference effect with subjunctive complements is sim-
ply the result of associating two AgrS positions. Suppose also that when C is
null it triggers I raising, which takes the features of AgrS along as free riders.
From that position the $ features of the embedded subject are free to be associ-
ated (Attract) with those of the matrix subject: if they match, coreference is trig-
gered (the anaphoric reading); if they do not, we get d i s jo in t reference (the
pronominal reading), as shown with the Greek example in (44):

(44) Oelo na fiyo/fijis. MGrk
want-1SG PRT leave-lSG/leave-2SG
'I want to leave/I want you to leave.'

In third person singular, either reading is possible, as illustrated in (35); this is
the pattern we find with long distance reilexives, which are underspecified for
anaphoric and pronominal features. Crucially, coreference with volitionals in the
Balkan C-less subjunctives is not the result of control as defined in the present
paper: control predicates have a reduced clause structure, volitional predicates do
not. However, the in tensional properties of volitionals stil l allow for the forma-
tion of a dependency between the matrix clause and the embedded that resembles
clause union (we leave aside the details of how this is implemented). It is this
configuration that allows for feature raising, triggering coreference.

Consider next the effects of an overt C: as I have said already, an overt C le-
xicalizes the operator in the lower C position. In tu i t ive ly , the presence of an
overt C gives the complement the flavor of a dis t inct and separate clause.
Coreference is excluded for the simple reason that an overt (nonaffixal) C blocks
movement. If I movement is blocked, the ej) features of AgrS cannot move ci-
ther, and they cannot be associated with the matrix clause. The lexical C then
becomes an obviator, giving rise to disjoint reference. The same explanation ex-
tends to the French subjunctives in (38) above. The important difference between
the Balkan languages and French (and the other Romance languages) is that the
former can have a nu l l C, while the latter cannot. The only way to de rive coref-
erence, then, is to use the inf in i t iva l form. A similar account extends to the
use of for in English in f in i t iva l s (with the possibili ty of having a nul l for with
want predicates; cf. Kayne 1984). Note that when/o/' is used the subject must
be overtly realized, since English is not a pro-drop language. However, the
subject in this case is marked with accusative and not nominative:

(45) / prefer for him/*he to go.
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Roberts (1996) argues that the accusative that we see on the embedded subject is
due to the absence of agreement, given that the embedded clause is an infini t ival .
Thus, there is no need to analyze for as a (dummy) Case assigner under a gov-
ernment configuration. Instead, for is given semantic content as the element that
lexically realizes the modal operator in C.

To summarize, in this section we considered control and raising in the Bal-
kan languages. We argued that the underlying properties of the complements to
these predicates are the same despite their different realizations as subjunctives or
inf ini t ives: they both lack an AgrS and a Fin position, forming a single clause
with the matrix predicate. The presence of agreement in the Balkan subjunctive
was analyzed in terms of a "doubling" effect: agreement features on the predicate
are the morphological reflex of movement of 9 features. Complements to voli-
tionals, on the other hand, have a full CP structure. The overt C blocks the as-
sociation of the embedded AgrS with the matrix one, ruling out coreference.

4. Conclusions

The purpose of this paper is twofold: first, to provide an account of the notion
of finiteness and its different manifestations in Romance and English and in the
Balkan languages, and second, to provide an analysis of control and raising in
subjunctive complements. Regarding the first point, it was argued that finiteness
is a property of the C system that interacts with mood, tense, and AgrS. Based
on the semantic properties of control predicates, I argue that their complements
are reduced clauses, lacking AgrS and CFin. As a result, the temporal properties
of the embedded predicate are solely determined by the matrix one, and its subject
8 role also becomes associated with the matrix subject position. A similar ac-
count extends to raising, bearing in mind the differences between the two types
of predicates. In the final section I considered the role of C in more detail. It was
argued that an overt C lexicalizes CFin and for that reason is incompatible with
control. Volitionals, on the other hand, do not select for reduced complements.
A nul l C in this case allows for the free association of the embedded AgrS with
the matrix subject, yielding coreference. An overt C blocks this association and
triggers disjoint reference.
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partment for creating a pleasant environment in which to work, and the students in
the Comparative Syntax class in Bangor, as well as an anonymous reviewer.

1. The pattern in (9) holds in English as well in those l imited uses of the sub-
junc t ive that require that. However, that in this context is not subject to deletion:

(i) John suggested *(that) Peter be here tomorrow.
( i i ) *Who did John suggest (that) be here tomorrow?
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This might indicate that the indicative and the subjunctive that are homophonous,
albeit different elements (Ian Roberts, personal communication). Note, though, that
that deletion is not possible in other contexts, such as subject clauses:

(iii) *(That) John passed liis exams surprised me.

2. Inflected in f in i t iva l s in European Portuguese, however, provide a counterex-
ample to an analysis that associates finiteness with agreement (cf. Raposo 1987).

3. Kempchinsky (1987) also relates the presence of PRO in subjunct ive com-
plements in Romanian to the realization of C. See also Krapova (this volume) for
Bulgar ian.

4. Tsoulas (1995) argues that the ± f in i t e dist inction corresponds to a ±definite
characterization of clauses. In part icular , f ini te propositions are temporally def ini te ,
referring to temporal ly specified points , while -finite ones are indef in i te , that is.
they refer to unspecified temporal points. Clausal ( in)defini teness can be realized ei-
ther on C or on I (see the point about V2 in the text). If C is -definite (-finite), that
gives rise to inflected inf in i t ives of the Balkan type with special Cs (what we see as
the subjunct ive) . If it is realized on I, then we see some special morphology, either
bound, as in Romance, or not. as wi th the English to. See Giorgi and Pianesi (1997)
and (Quer 1998) for further discussion.

5. Note that the subjunct ive V in (15) (and (16) ) is inflected for perfective as-
pect. Imperfect ive aspect is not possible in this context unless the matrix verb itself
is imperfect ive:

(i) VO Janis prospadise nu fevji.
the John tried-3SG PRT leave-IMP.3SG

( i i ) *O Janis katafere na fevji.
the John managed-3SG PRT leave-IMP.3SG

( i i i ) O Janis prospatii nafevji/fiji.

the John try-IMP.3SG PRT leave-IMP 3SG/PERF 3SG
'John tries to leave (whenever possible). '

(iv) O Janis kalaferni na f e v j i .
the John manage-IMP.3SG PRT leave-IMP.3SG

'John manages to leave (whenever possible).'

It is also interesting to note that while the imperfec t ive form fevji corresponds to the
present tense as well, the perfective fiji is never attested in isolation but always re-
quires the support of a particle like na or tha (the fu ture marker). The English inf in i -
tive that corresponds to the above Greek subjunct ives does not inflect for aspect.
Exactly how grammatical aspect interacts wi th finiteness is left open at this point
(but see Joseph 1983 for the discussion of in f in i t ives in Classical Greek and the in-
teraction between tense and aspect).

6. Pesetsky (1991) also observes tha t control is in complementary dis tr ibut ion
wi th exceptional Case marking (ECM). In the lat ter case the matrix subject cannot be
an agent. I n f i n i t i v a l complements to fact ive predicates are more problematic because
the matrix subject is not an agent:

(i) John hated to ride in the back seat (*yesterdu\).

However, as Pesetsky notes, they disallow a punctual reading, hence the ungrammati-
cally of (i) wi th the temporal adverb yesterday present. The same restriction holds in
Greek when these predicates select a subjunctive clause: the matrix verb can be in the
past provided it is not inflected for perfective aspect. I leave this issue open here. For
further discussion see Pesetsky (1991).

p r o n a

i
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7. Sportiche (1997) argues for a similar approach, according to which the D head
is generated higher up in the clause, and only the NP part of the DP is generated
wi th in the VP shell, the domain where thematic properties are assigned. The NP part
fur ther moves and attaches to the DP, giving rise to the DP constituent. (These D po-
sit ions correspond to the "clitic phrases" of Sportiche 1994.) This approach predicts
that A movement might give rise to reconstruction effects in some cases. A discus-
sion of this issue, however, is beyond the scope of the present paper.

8. Recall that in control the agent or in i t ia tor in the matrix clause controls the
eventual i ty denoted by the embedded predicate as well as one of the participants in
the embedded s i tua t ion . This imposes certain restrictions on the type of predicate
that we find in the embedded clause, namely, both the matrix and the embedded the-
matic subjects must be interpreted agentively. If control is the result of At t rac t ion of
two 6 roles by a single DP, we f ind the same requirement as we find in parasitic gap
constructions as far as the ident i ty of the gaps is concerned:

(i) a. John iried to run = John t)l 02

b. Which book did you file t without reading e?
In control, the requirement is that the two thematic roles are nondist inct (agentive
readings), while in parasitic gaps both gaps must be nondist inct in terms of D and tj>
features. For example in (ib) both t and e resume two gaps of the same phrase,
namely, which book. In raising constructions we do not have this requirement, for the
simple reason that the matrix predicate has no thematic property to assign to the DP
subject: the only 6 role is that provided by the embedded predicate.

9. Kayne (1997) argues that control involves a "doubling" configurat ion with
subsequent movement of the DP associate to the matrix position, stranding PRO:

(i) tried [[John PRO] l o g o ]
( i i ) John tried [[Joint PRO] to go\

PRO in (i)-(ii) has a status equivalent to that of a c l i t i c in c l i t ic doubling construc-
t ions.

10. Another instance of an impoverished clause is found with par t ic ip ia ls that
also show agreement, as i l lustrated by the fol lowing I t a l i an example:

(i) Maria e partita.
Mary is left-3SG.FEM
'Mary has left . '

In (i) there is agreement between the DP Maria and the past part iciple partita. If par-
t iciples are also CPs (cf. Kayne 1993, Savoia and Manzini (in press)), then they are
also characterized by the lack of a D (subject) position, resembling control comple-
ments to some extent.

11. Construction (33) may show no agreement between the matrix and the em-
bedded clause:

(i) (Ta pedja) fenete na doulevoun (ta pedja)
the children seem-3SG PRT work-3PL (the children)
'It seems that the children are working.'

In English the lack of agreement is attested with a that clause instead of an in f in i t ive ,
imply ing that raising has not taken place. Something similar could be argued for (i)
as well, the only difference being that the complement clause is a subjunctive in both
(33) and ( i) : the embedded b feature is not Attracted by AgrS in the matrix clause; thus,
there is no long distance agreement in this case. One of the implicat ions is that the
embedded clause mus t have a D posi t ion in ( i ) . Note that there is a difference in
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interpretat ion between (33) and ( i) : in the latter case the embedded clause can bear
past tense subjunct ive:

( i i ) Fenete na dnlepsan.
seem-3SG PRT worked-3PL
'It seems that they have worked.'

(iii)' l ' 'Fenonde na dnlepsan.
seem-3PL PRT worked-3PL

As ( i i i ) shows, if there is long distance agreement, the na-clause cannot be in the past
tense. If this happens, then the embedded clause must have an argument position for
the subject, presumably as the result of the EPP.

12. Note that there are dialects of English, such as Belfast English that allow for
the for to construct ion wi th obligatory control (Henry 1995). However, it is reason-
able to assume that in these dialects for occurs in a lower position, perhaps being the
equivalent of the Balkan subjunct ive particles.

13. As has been pointed out in the l i terature , coreference is possible in this con-
text if a modal is used in the embedded clause, or the embedded subject is stressed, or
one of the subjects is passivized. or the matrix verb is in the conditional form (Ruwet
1984, Farkas 1992b, among others). This is i l lus t ra ted wi th a French example ( f rom
Farkas 1992b) and a Romanian one (from Dobrovie-Sorin ( th is volume)) :

(i) Je veux que je pnisse par t i r . Fie
1 want t h a t I can-SUBJ leave
'I want to be able to leave.'

( i i ) A$ vrea ca incline sa plec la inunte. Rom
would like t h a t tomorrow PRT leave the mountains .

'1 would like to leave for the mountains tomorrow.'

The presence of addi t iona l material makes the selectional re la t ionship between the
matrix predicate and C looser. As Dobrovie-Sorin ( t h i s volume) points out , in t h i s
case we are dealing wi th two dis t inc t events and coreference is of the usual accidental
type, exactly as in indicat ive complements.
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Subjunctives in Bulgarian and Modern Greek

Iliyana Krapova

1. Introduction

Alongwilh other common properties, Bulgarian (Big) and Modern Greek (MGrk)
exhibit s tr ikingly similar patterns of subjunctive eomplementation, in terms of
both structure and interpretation. Unlike the rest of the Balkan languages which
possess special subjunct ive morphology and/or subjunctive complementizers,"
Blg and MGrk have finite complements with nul l complementizers that may
function either as subjunctives, or as inf ini t ives , depending on the lexical prop-
erties of the matrix verb. Thus, complements of, for example, voli t ionals, as in
( l a ) below from MGrk, typically correspond to a Romance-type subjunctive (cf.
( I b ) from French), while complements of, for example, aspectuals and control
verbs, as in (2a), typically correspond to an English or Romance-type in f in i t i ve
(cf. (2b)):

(1) a. Qelo na erdo/erOi.*

want-1SG na come-lSG/come-3SG
'I want to come.'/'I want her/him to come.'

b. Je veux que *je/il parti.

(2) a. OJanis prospadise na katalavi.

the Janis tried-3SG na understand-3SG
'Janis tried to understand.'

b. Jean essaie de PRO comprendre.

The only "mark" for the subjunct ive in MGrk is the verbal particle na,
which according to a widely held view in current MGrk studies does not exhibit
complementizer properties (Phi l l ipaki -Warbur ton 1987; Rivero 1987, 1994;
Terzi 1991, 1992, among others). The embedded verb is characterized by tense
restrictions (to be discussed in greater detail below) but is otherwise f u l l y
inflected for person and number agreement. As far as the referential properties of
the embedded subject are concerned, ( la ) and (2a) present a curious asymmetry in
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terms of binding relations. Complements of, for example, volitionals in MGrk
(and Blg, as we shall see) allow but do not require their (null) subjunctive sub-
ject to be coreferent with the matrix subject, thus voiding the familiar obviation
effect characteristic of Romance subjunctive clauses ( Ib ) . On the other hand,
verbs like try select a control complement in which the (nul l) embedded subject
is strictly anaphoric and may be interpreted only through a local antecedent in
the matrix clause.4

This contrast in referential behavior, which is reminiscent of the distinction
between nonobligatory and obligatory control, as proposed by Williams (1980),
is due, but only in part, to the ind iv idua l lexicosemantic properties of the
complement-selecting predicates. I will show that there are syntactic aspects of
control that cannot be accounted for by any theory that considers control (and
mood selection) to be a purely semantic matter (see Joseph 1992, Farkas 1992a,
among others). In this essay, I wi l l try to attain a generalization regarding the
syntactic conditions that require a part icular nul l subject in a particular environ-
ment and, ultimately, to establish a correlation between types of empty cate-
gories (ecs) and properties of clauses that license these ecs.

Varlokosta and Hornstein (1993) argue on the basis of an earlier proposal
by latridou (1993) that MGrk subjunctives do not constitute a uniform class but
should rather be divided into two subsets, and that each subset can be identified
through the type of nul l subject that it takes—pronominal pro versus anaphoric
PRO. The discussion of the Bulgarian data (in section 2) will confirm the essen-
tial correctness of this proposal. Once the distribution of pro and PRO in Big and
MGrk subjunct ive clauses is captured, it will be shown that the two types of
contexts are mutually exclusive and can be defined through a correlation with the
morphological content of subjunctive tense in terms of feature strength (section
3). Thus, my analysis wi l l lead to the conclusion that optional and obligatory
control of the nul l subjunctive subject in cases like ( l a ) versus (2a) does not
result from properties in t r ins ic to pro or PRO" but is rather a consequence of the
distribution of tense features and ultimately an instantiation of feature checking
in the relevant configurations (section 4).

I wil l adopt the Minimal is t approach of Chomsky (1993) with some in-
sights from Chomsky (1995.chap. 4) concerning the motivation and the condi-
tions of (overt and covert) movement as driven by feature-checking considera-
tions. I wil l assume the standard view that pro has nominative Case, which is
checked by the strong features of finite tense. With respect to PRO, I will adopt
the Case-theoretic account of its d is t r ibut ion, as proposed by Chomsky and
Lasnik (1993), who argue that PRO is the minimal Case-marked DP that checks
null Case against a minimal Infl . "Minimal" Infl is identified with the weak fea-
ture of nonfinite tense (i.e., [-tense]) typically associated with control inf in i t i -
vals, for instance, in English. For MGrk and Blg, however, which do not ex-
hibi t any f in i t e /nonf in i t e dis t inct ions in their subjunct ive complements, the
correct ident i f icat ion of tense features in terms of strength is still not fully
understood.

I will assume that the structure that corresponds to MGrk and Blg subjunc-
tive complements is as in (3). I will adopt the view (of Chomsky 1995.chap. 4)
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that agreement features are checked in a Spec-head relation within TP, following
adjunction of V (or its tense features) to T and raising of Su to Spec, TP:

(3) V°, [CP C° [Mp M° [ TP T() [vp SU V°2 ]]]]

The idea that finiteness and PRO are not in complementary distribution (at
least in the Balkan languages) was originally proposed by Terzi (1991) (cf. also
Terzi 1992, 1997). For Terzi, the "task" of licensing PRO is given to the particle
na which heads a M(ood)P(hrase) (for a similar analysis see also Rivero 1994)
and checks nu l l case in all subjunct ives as opposed to indicatives. While I adopt
the existence of an MP, I do not agree that M is involved in nu l l Case-checking.
In my view, M is simply a label for the position occupied by the particle, and as
such, it is not responsible for der iving the structural properties of the nu l l sub-
ject in MGrk and Blg control complements.

2. Null subjunctive subjects in Bulgarian: Cross-linguistic parallels

In this section, I wi l l briefly discuss the Blg data and show that Blg subjunctives
distribute like their MGrk counterparts and exhibit similar structural properties
and subject (co)reference effects. Subjunctive complements in Blg are introduced
by the particle da followed by a f in i te verb (or a f ini te auxiliary), which shows
tense restrictions but ful l person and number agreement. Compare (4a) and (4a')
with (4b) and (4b'):

(4) a. Ivani iska ec^/. da sledva. Blg

Ivan want-3SG da study-3SG
"Ivan wants to go to college.'

a'. O Janis • elpi~i ec(/ na fiji. MGrk

the Janis hope-3SG na leave-3SG
'Janis hopes to leave.'

b. Ivan inoze eci/i:j da speceli pari. Blg

Ivan can-3SG da make-3SG money
'Ivan can make money,'

b'. O Janis ( boriccy*-. na majirevi. MGrk

the Janis can-3SG na cook-3SG
'Janis can cook.'

In (4a) which corresponds to (4a') from MGrk the embedded subject may but
need not be coreferent with the matrix subject, while in (4b) which corresponds
to (4b') from MGrk, it has to be coreferent. Rudin (1986) has argued convinc-
ingly that the particle da is not a complementizer, ' so the subjunctive clauses in
(4a/b) are headed by a nu l l complementizer, on a par with their MGrk counter-
parts.

Extending Varlokosta and Hornstein's (1993) proposal to Blg, I would like
to claim that Blg subjunctives do not constitute a uniform class because one
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subset (as in (4a) and (4a')) may lake a pro subject, while the other (as in (4b)
and (4b')) may take a PRO subject. These two subsets wi l l be labeled Type I and
Type II S(ubjunctives), respectively. Since I assume that each subjunctive type
is a matter of selection, I propose that epistemic verbs (for example, nadjavam
se/elpizo 'hope', vjarvani/pistevo ' be l ieve ' , trjabva/prepi 'must ' , etc.) and
voli t ionals/desiderat ives (for example, iskam/Qelo 'want ' , zelaja/epidinio
'w i sh ' , etc.) select a Type I S, whi le aspectual verbs (for example,
zapocvam/arxizo 'begin', produlzavam/sinexizo ' con t inue ' , spiram/stamatao
'stop', etc.) and (subject) control ' verbs (for example, znaja/ksero 'know' ,
moga/boro 'can' , opitvani se/prospa6o " t r y ' , zabravjam/ksexnao 'forget ' ,
uspjavam/profdeno 'succeed', vuznamerjavam/sxediazo/skopevo ' intend' , etc.)
select a Type II S. *

Moreover, in terms of interpretat ion, I claim that Type I Ss have a proto-
typical ly subjunct ive func t ion , while Type II Ss have a prototypically inf in i t ival
funct ion. In terms of selection, the former type correlates with "true" subjunc-
tives in languages that mark this mood morphologically. It is wellknown that
Romance languages consistently select the subjunctive in volitional (the equiva-
lents of want), desiderative (the equivalents of wish, desire) and epistemic
contexts (the equivalents of it is possible, it is necessary, etc.), and also with
some (epistemic) indica t ive- taking verbs under negation (e.g., know, think,
believe) (see Farkas 1992a for an extensive discussion of semantic classes of
verbs and mood selection). While I will not be concerned with Balkan-Romance
cross-linguistic parallels, such facts might provide additional empirical support
for the above generalization.

Type II Ss in Blg and MGrk, on the other hand, correlate wi th (subject)
control in f in i t i va l s in languages which mark the f in i te /nonf in i te distinction.
For example, they do not allow passivizat ion (5a), ECM (5b), or wh-extraction
(5c), and they show a lack of WCO effects wi th scrambling (5d), jus t like
English fry-class verbs:

(5) a. *Ivan bese uspjal \e da zamine . }
Ivan was-3SG managed da leave-3SG

b. *Ivan uspja [Petur da zamine . ]
Ivan managed-3SG Peter to leave-3SG

c. *Koj uspja Ivan [t da zamine?}
who managed-3SG Ivan to leave-3SG

d. Njukojj, sefovete mui ne uspjaxa [e da go nakazat.

someone bosses his not managed-3PL da him punish-3PL
"Someone, his bosses did not manage to punish.'

2.1. A brief historical overview

From a historical perspective, it is apparent that Blg da-clauses have developed
under Greek inf luence (Joseph 1983), starting from the earliest translations of

o
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the biblical texts (n in th and tenth centuries). Interest ingly, the da +V complex,
which came to replace the Old Blg i n f i n i t i v e , was or ig inal ly introduced in
clauses that required dis t inct subjects (6a) or in ECM clauses (6b). Typically,
these cases would correspond to an accusativus cum in f in i t i vo construction in
the Greek text, as shown under the respective glosses:

(6) a. aste xoston da tu prebondetu
if want-1SG da he survive-3SG

(Cod. Zogr., Io. 21.22)
eav auTov 6£\u p.eveiv

b. ne xostemu seinu da crsuetu nadu naini
not want-1 PL him da rule-3SG above us

(Cod. Zogr., Lk. 19 .14)
oil 8€ \on£v T O U T O V |3aot\€uoai ecb' ffna(

It is important to note that even alter t/a-clauses have gained a much wider
d is t r ibu t ion and ent i re ly replaced the i n f i n i t i v e in all other contexts, verbs
typical ly expressing deont ic modal i ty or some sort of an aspectual meaning
continued to funct ion as the only predicate type s t i l l compatible wi th an i n f i n i -
tive (cf. (7)):

(7) Ne mozesi bo tuj sutrupjati skrbii pi ts t inskixu.

not can-2SG moreover you-NOM endure-INF sorrows of-a-hermit

(Cod. Supr., 169.27-28)

With respect to subjec t reference, the contrast between (6a) and (7) is remi-
niscent of the r iva l ry between the sub junc t ive and the i n f i n i t i v e in Romance (cf.
(8a) and (8b) from Spanish). Thus, (6a) seems to instantiate the wel lknown ob-
via t ion effect typical for Romance sub junc t ives but generally lacking in the
Balkan languages: "

(8) a. Juani desea ( que pro. /Maria vaya con el.\

John wish-3SG that p r o / M a r i a go-3SG.SUBJ wi th h im
'John wants Mary to go wi th him.'

b. Juan desea [PRO //• a la playa.\
John wish-3SG [PRO go-INF to the beach.

'John wants to go to the beach.'
I w i l l not be concerned wi th the lack of obviat ion in Modern Blg; I w i l l

simply note that the d is t inc t ion between Type I and Type II Ss achieves a
concrete resul t in this direction. Farkas (1992b) argues that in Romance and
other languages, obvia t ive complements are a subset of the sub junc t i ve
complements and appear precisely in those contexts where the i n f i n i t i v e may al-
ternate with the sub junc t ive . Thus, the obviat ion effect is closely related to the
role played by the i n f i n i t i v e . With the e l iminat ion of the Old Blg i n f i n i t i v e , the
domain of control in da-complements corresponding to Type II Ss became
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strictly differentiated from that of Type I Ss, which presumably had the effect of
blocking the possibility for an obviative reading of the null subjunctive subject
in the latter.

2.2. pro subjects in Type I subjunctives

Now, let us examine some evidence that will reinforce the proposed distinction
between the two types of subjunctive clauses in Big. The issue of systematically
different ia t ing between pro and PRO becomes important due to the fact that da-
complements are f ini te with strong agreement, and therefore pro and PRO will
not differ in terms of 4> features, although, in theory, they will differ in terms of
Case.

In this subsection, I will argue that the set of pronominal properties typi-
cally associated with pro gives the basis for the proper identification of the nul l
subject in subjunctives of Type I in Blg as pro (for MGrk see Terzi 1991, 1992;
latridou 1993; Varlokosia and Hornstein 1993).

First, there is no complementary distribution between null subjunctive sub-
jects and nominat ive DPs or overt pronouns, a behavior expected of pro and not
of PRO. As the indices in (9) i l lustrate, the overt pronoun can refer to the matrix
DP or to some other DP, salient in the discourse. The same indexing applies to
the ec, which points to the fact that it behaves like an empty pronominal by
virtue of its specific and free reference:

(9) Ivan- iska [brat mu/lojyJecy: da sledva.]

Ivan want-3SG brother his/he da study-3SG

'Ivan wants his brother/him to go to college. '/ 'Ivan wants to go to
college.'

Further, ( l 0 a ) from Blg and its MGrk parallel ( l 0 b ) show that embedded
agreement can take any person or number value, irrespective of the agreement
wi th in the matrix clause. Again, this is to be expected, if the subjunctive sub-
ject is pro and not PRO: like DPs or overt pronouns (as in (9)), pro has nomina-
tive Case, which is checked against the embedded Infl (tense, as I have assumed).
Besides, the pro subject can be referentially free because its content will always
be identified by the finite agreement in the embedded clause. The latter therefore
defines a complete functional complex (in Chomsky's 1986 terminology):

(10) a. Nadjavam se [pro da dojdes/dojdat.}

hope-ISC da come-2SG/come-3PL
'I hope that you/they come.'

b. Elpizo [pro/na erdis/erdun.]

hope-ISO na come-2SG/come-3PL
same as in ( lOa)

Consequently, ( l0a ) and ( l 0 b ) are opaque complements, as are their respec-
tive indicative counterparts in (1 la) and (1 Ib) : in both languages the verb hope
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may also take an indicative complement with the lexical complementizer ce/oti
' that':

( 1 1 ) a. Nadjavam se [ ce pro ste dojdes/dojdat.
hope-1SG that w i l l come-2SG/come-3PL
'I hope that you/they wi l l come.'

b. Elpizo [ oti da erdis/erdun.
hope-1SG that wi l l come-2SG/come-3PL
same as (11 a)

Further, if pro is available in structures like (10), then it should be possible
for the nu l l subject to function as an expletive, according to Safir and Jaeggli's
(1989) diagnostics. Constructions (12a) and (12b) show that this prediction is
borne out:

(12) a. Nadjavam se [pro ex da e ocevidno[ce toj ste uspee. Blg
hope-ISG to be-3SG obvious that he wil l succecd-3SG
'I hope it is obvious that he w i l l succeed.'

b. Elpizo [pro ex na min vrexi avrio. MGrk

hope-ISC na NEC rain-3SG tomorrow
'I hope it wi l l not rain tomorrow.'

Higginbotham (1992.note 84) has noted that a pronoun may receive a co-
variant or an inva r i an t interpretat ion under gapping or VP ellipsis. Under the
former interpretation referred to as "sloppy identity" reading, the reference of the
pronoun as a bound variable shifts with that of its antecedent, while under the
latter interpretation, also known as "strict identi ty" reading, the reference of the
pronoun is invariably associated with that of its original antecedent. Consider
(13) from Blg:

(13) Ivan iska [pro da z a m i n e ] , susto i Petur [yp 0 ]
Ivan want-3SG to leave-3SG too and Petur
'Ivan wants to leave, and so does Peter.'

In (13) the null subject in the elided VP [iska [ec da zamine]] 'wants to
leave' can refer back to the next higher subject Petur or to the supcrordinate sub-
ject Ivan, that is, it admits both the sloppy and the strict identi ty readings,
which correspond to (13i ) and (13i i ) , respectively:

(13) i. Peter wants him, Ivan, to leave.
ii. Peter wants himself, Peter, to leave.

The fact that the nu l l subject in (13) can be invariant (the strict reading in
(13i i ) ) or covariant (the sloppy reading in (13i ) ) provides further evidence that
the nul l embedded subject in Type I Ss has a pro status.
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2.3. PRO subjects in Type II subjunctives

I claimed above lhat Type II Ss have an anaphoric PRO subject, which requires a
local DP controller in order to be interpreted regardless of the fact that the em-
bedded agreement serves to ident i fy its featural content. This requirement
imposes a strict identity condition on the agreement specification of the matrix
and the embedded verbs (compare (14) with (10) above) and the same time ex-
cludes the possibili ty of an arbitrary PRO in Blg control structures, as the
ungrammaticality of (15a) shows:

(14) Ivan maze [PROda zamine/*zaminem/*zamines.]

Ivan is-able-3SG da leave-3SG/leave-lPL/leave-2SG

(15) a. *Ivan maze [PRO arb da SE zamine.}

Ivan is-able-3SG daSE leave-3SG

b. Mary is able PRO to wash herself/*oneself.

In (15a) the embedded clause contains the impersonalizing particle SE,
which generally produces arbitrary effects when added to a third person verb in
Blg. It has been noticed (Bouchard 1984, Koster 1984, among others) that the
relationship between PRO and its controller is similar to the relationship
between an anaphor and its antecedent. Thus, from a binding-theoretic perspec-
tive, (15a) wi l l be ruled out for the same reason as (15b) in English is ruled
out—lack of an appropriate antecedent to bind the anaphor (but see Lasnik 1992
for arguments that Control cannot be reduced to the principles of binding
theory). If arb effects in Blg arc related to the structural properties of the
embedded subject (as Krapova 1996 has argued), then we may expect that the
feature arb wil l be compatible only with pro subjects. Construction (16), which
has a Type I S, confirms this observation:

(16) Ivan iska [pro arb da SE trvgne sledobed.}

Ivan want-3SG to SE leave-3SG afternoon
'Ivan wants (for people/one) to leave in the afternoon.'

Given that the nu l l subject in Type II Ss is PRO and not pro, it will be in
complementary distribution with lexical DPs and with bound or free pronouns,
as (17a) and (17b) illustrate:

(17) a. lvan{ uspja [PRO/*f6>y(/J/*i>raf mu Big

Ivan succeeded-3SG he/brother his
da speceli nmogo part.]
da make-3SG a lot of money
Tvan succeeded in making a lot of money.'

b. OJani 6a profdasi [PRO na kani MGrk
the Janis will succeed-3SG to make-3SG

mja volta (*o aSelfos tu/*aftos )

a wulk (brother his/he)
'Janis will be able to go for a walk.'
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Since lexical subjects have nominative Case, while PRO has null Case, the
contrast between (17) and (9) above yields an explanation in terms oi'Case (see
section 4 for a proposal on how Case-checking operates in subjunctive clauses).
Consequently, Type II Ss provide a null Case-checking environment, while
Type I Ss provide a nominative Case-checking environment.

Turning to the properties of the possible controllers of PRO in contexts
with Type II Ss, it should be noted that the content of PRO is sensitive to the
referential properties of its local (pronominal) antecedent (Higginbotham 1992).
In (18), which presents a combination of a Type I and a Type II S, PRO may
have the same reference as the pronoun in the intermediate clause:

(18) Ivan- ne si predstavja \proy,/'<?/',•// da maze Big

Ivan not imagine-3SG he da can-3SG

[PRO'/y da zaniine vednaga. J

da leave-3SG immediately

'Ivan does not imagine that he will be able to leave right away.'

In (18) PRO admits two interpretations—it can be either free or coreferent
with the superordinate subject Ivan. This ambiguity is due to the fact that PRO
inherits the referential capacity of its overt or nul l pronominal antecedent.

In (19) it is shown further that, as expected of PRO, null subjects in Type II
Ss admi t on ly a covar ian t i n t e r p r e t a t i o n under VP e l l ips i s ( fo l lowing
Higginbotham's 1992 diagnostics). Thus, PRO in (19) allows only the sloppy
iden t i t y reading given in (19 i ) ( s i m i l a r facts hold for MGrk as well, as
Varlokosta and Hornstein 1993 report):

(19) a. Ivan vuznamerjava [PRO da zapocne rabota], susto i Petur [vp 0]

Ivan intend-3SG da start-3SG work too and Petur
"Ivan intends to start work and so does Peter.'

(19) i. ' Ivan intends to start his, Ivan ' s work and Peter intends to start his,
Peter's work.'

Finally, (20) from Blg and (23) from MGrk show that the null subject in Type
II Ss is thematically constraint:
(20) a. Ivan ste seopita[PRO da pomaga na Anton.\

Ivan will try-3SG da help-3SG to Anton
Ivan will try to help Anton. '

b. *lvan ste se opita [PRO da napodobjava na Anton.]
Ivan wi l l try-3SG to resemble-3SG to Anton

(21) a. O Janis da stamatisi [PRO na voiOai ton Andoni.]
the Janis wi l l stop-3SG to help-3SG the Andonis.
'Janis wi l l stop helping Andonis.'

b. *O Janis da stamatisi [PRO na mjasi ston Andoni.]
the Janis wi l l stop-3SG to resemble-3SG to-the Andonis.

mj
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The fact that control complements in Blg and MGrk take agentive subjects
is compatible with Lasnik's (1992.240) observation that "for a wide range of
obligatory control constructions, the predicate of the complement must be an
intent ional action, that is one either ful ly , or partially within the intentional
control of the subject." " So we would expect that when the matrix predicate
selects a Type I S with a pro subject, no thematic constraints will be imposed
on pro. That this expectation is borne out is shown by (22) from Big:

(22) a.

b.

Ivan
Ivan

Ivan
Ivan

se nadjava

hope-3SG

se nadjava
hope-3SG

[pro

[pro

da
da

da
da

posestava

visit-3SG

napodobjava
resemble-3SG

Petur.}
Petur

na
to

Petur. ]

Petur

Thus, with verbs that permit either pro or a lexical DP as the subject of
their subjunctive complement, a full range of 6 roles is available to that sub-
ject. This situation finds a parallel in English for verbs like want, which may
take a lexical NP as well as PRO, that is, they do not require an obligatorily con-
trolled PRO, as Williams (1980) and Lasnik (1992) have observed:

(23) a. John wanted [Sue/PRO to visit Bill.] (Lasnik's (38) and (41))

b. John wanted [Sue/PRO to resemble Bill.]

To summarize, the above discussion seems to provide strong arguments in
favor of an important distinction between Type I and Type II Ss in Blg as well
as in MGrk in terms of the empty category of their subjects. Several tests have
been used to establish the validity of the distinction on both syntactic and
semantic grounds. I have argued that each ec is associated with an array of
properties which uniquely identify them as pro and PRO, respectively. More
concretely, it has been shown that in Type I Ss the null subject has a pro status
since it may alternate with a lexical DP or an overt pronoun, it may function as
an expletive, it permits a covariant and an invariant interpretation, it is
compatible with arbitrary effects and it is not thematically constrained. On other
hand, Type II Ss should be associated with anaphoric PRO since their null
subject instantiates none of the above properties.

3. On the tense properties of subjunctives

In light of the above discussion, we are left with a paradox: if both pro and PRO
are licensed in the subject position of the embedded da/na-clause, then two
Cases will have to be checked within the embedded clause—pro will check
nominative, while PRO will check null Case. Thus, we have to explain how the
right type of Case is checked in each configuration. If we manage to do this,
then we can go one step further—namely, to claim that the above-enumerated
properties of the two types of subjunctives are not inherent to the contrast be-
tween pro and PRO but can be motivated to follow from or at least to correlate
with some other properties of the clauses in which they are licensed.
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Although it is generally true that subjunctive tense is defective and usually
anaphoric, I will show that Type I and Type II Ss differ with respect to their
tense specification. More precisely, I wil l argue that in terms of tense features,
the former has a richer semantic content than the latter. In this section, a more
detailed examination of this important dist inction is provided.

Turning now to the data, the following generalization obtains: Type I Ss
may not appear in the whole range of indicative tenses, but they nevertheless
exhibit fewer tense restrictions than Type II Ss. This seems true for both MGrk
(as originally observed by latridou 1993) and Blg (as observed by Maldjieva
1989).

Since Type I Ss appear as complements to epistemic and volitional predi-
cates, they have a "possible future" interpretation (Bresnan 1972), that is, they
describe something hypothetical or unrealized. Picallo (1984) notes that the
value of the tense operator in subjunctive clauses cannot be specified wi thin a
given set of points in time, leaving undetermined whether the event in V has oc-
curred or will occur.

Bulgarian and Modern Greek subjunctives are incompatible with the mor-
phological past (aorist) tense and the fu ture tense, implicat ing that the [±past]
features in embedded tense do not have an independent status. Besides, the aorist
in Big conveys a modalized meaning, called "event-witnessing" (Kucarov 1994),
which is incompatible with a hypothetical/irrealis interpretation and also with
the fact that subjunctives cannot be assigned a t ruth value as far as the speaker is
concerned (Farkas 1992a). With respect to other tense restrictions, however,
Type I and Type II Ss behave differently. With the exception of the future and
the aorist, Type I Ss permit all of the indicat ive tenses: present (the unmarked
case), imperfect, present perfect and past perfect. Consider first present tense sub-
junctives ((24a) and (24b)) from Big and their MGrk parallels ((24a') and (24b')):

(24) a. Nadjavam se da dojdes. a'. Elpiio nu erQls.
hope-ISC da come-2SG hope-ISG na come-2SG

b. Nadjavax se da dojdes b'. llpiza na erdis.
hope-past-ISO da come-2SG hope-past-1SG na come-2SG

With present tense matrix verbs (as in (24a) and (24a')), the "unrealized" fu-
ture reading of the present tense subjunct ive is readily available, since the time
of the evaluation coincides with the speech time. With past tense verbs (as in
(24b/b')), the present tense subjunct ive has a "future-relative-to-past" value,
since the t ime of the evaluat ion coincides wi th the matrix clause event t ime.
This is confirmed by the possibility of having different temporal adverbs in the
higher and lower clauses, as in (25):

(25) Vcera si mislex [Ivan utre da me zavede na kino.]
yesterday Ihink-IMPF. 1SG Ivan tomorrow da me take-3SG to cinema

T was thinking yesterday that Ivan could take me to the cinema
tomorrow.'

We see in (25) that the future-oriented adverb utre 'tomorrow' has narrow
scope and does not conflict with the higher past tense, nor with the past-oriented
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adverb vcera 'yesterday' that modifies the higher clause. Such facts seem to
show that Type I S clauses may denote an independent event and have a distinct
time frame, although a specific temporal interpretation is imposed by the tense
features of the matrix predicate (see Varlokosta and Hornstein 1993 for a discus-
sion of relevant facts from MGrk).

This conjecture is confirmed by some additional facts concerning the inter-
pretation of perfect tense subjunctives illustrated in (26):

(26) a. Nadjavain se da e dosul vece. Blg

hope-1SG da be-3SG come-PRT already
'I hope that he has come already.'

b. Nadjavax.se da e dosui/beshe dosul.

hope-PAST.lSG da be-3SG come-PRT/was-3SG come-PRT
'I hoped that you have/had come.'

a'. Elpizo na exi erdi pja. MGrk

hope-1SG na have-3SG come-PRT already
same as (26a)

b'. Ilpiza na exi erdi/ixe erdi.

hope-PAST.1SG na have-3SG come-PRT/had-3SG come-PRT
same as (26b)

In all the cases in (26) the perfect cannot be interpreted as a true past—that
is, even if the action has taken place in the past, the embedded tense is st i l l
unrealized with respect to the t ime of the action of the matrix verb (Stowell
1982). This, however, does not imply that the perfect has no semantic contribu-
tion of its own. Rather, it sti l l functions as a resultative tense relative to some
reference point R and, depending on the matrix tense, may yield a hypothetical
(26a/a') or a counterfactual (26b/b') interpretation. In (26), R coincides with the
speech time by default, but R can be established by any time indicator, such as
the temporal adverbials in (27) from Blg referring to the future ((27a)) or to the
past ((27b)):

(27) a.

b.

Nadjavax se da si zaminal do
hope-PAST.ISG da be-2SG left by

predl Ivan da se obadi.
before Ivan da call-3SG
'I hoped you would have left by tomorrow/before

Nadjavax se da si zaminal predl
hope-past- 1SG da be-2SG left before
CI hoped you had left three years ago.'

utrel
tomorrow/

Ivan calls.'

tri godini.
three years

All temporal adverbials have a narrow scope and serve to fix the time refer-
ence of the perfect relative to R, without conflicting with the (past) tense of the
matrix verb, as predicted. Note that even if the subjunctive has a past perfect
tense, as in (26b), this is not due to some morphological tense matching
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mechanism (l ike the Sequence of tenses rule) , because the embedded verb
expresses much the same temporal relation (nonpast) with respect to matrix
tense, as its present perfect counterpart. In other words, the +/-past distinction
between the present perfect and the past perfect is neutralized in subjunct ive
contexts, and it is for this reason that past perfect subjunctives are relatively
rare, at least in Blg.

The significant dist inctions discussed above are hard to reconcile with the
proposal put forward for MGrk that subjunct ive tense should be specified with
[-T], due to the restriction on the usage of the aorist (latridou 1993, Varlokosta
and Hornstein 1993). On the other hand, if we allow the [+T] specification only
for those Type I Ss, which can apear in the past tense (and wi th a l imited
number of verbs in MGrk such as elpizo 'hope', pistevo "hope' , fandazorne
' imagine', etc.), we will be missing a generalization regarding the unitary behav-
ior of the nul l subject, as established in the previous section. Since Type I Ss in
both Big and MGrk nevertheless exhibit tense dist inct ions, albeit fewer than the
respective indicative complements, I wil l propose that their tense is uni formly
specified with [+T]. Apparently, tense in Type I Ss lacks [±Past] features, but it
contains other tense features, such as, for example, [±Resultative], which act in
combination with the matrix tense features and yield the "unrealized future" in-
terpretation invariably associated with this type of complement. In other words,
the tense features of Type I Ss are not necessarily anaphoric upon matrix tense,
although they depend on the latter in order to be interpreted (see note 13 and
Dobrovie-Sorin 1994 for a similar interpretation of the Romanian subjunctives).

Consider now Type II Ss. First, compare (25) with the ungrammatical (28).
Structures (28a) and (28a') have the matrix control verb znam/ksero 'know' , and
(28b) and (28b') have the matrix aspectual verb zapocvcam/arxizo 'begin':

(28) a. *Sega znaja da
now know-lSG da swim-1SG tomorrow

a.' ':'Tora o Janis kseri na kolimbai avrio. MGrk

now Janis know-3SG na swim-3SG tomorrow

b. *Sega zapocvam da pluvam u t r e . Blg
now begin-1SG da swim-1SG tomorrow

b.' ''Tora o Janis arxizi na kolimbai avrio. MGrk

now Janis begin-3SG na swim-3SG tomorrow

The authors explain the ungrammatically of the MGrk examples in (28a')
and (28b'), borrowed from Varlokosta and Hornstein (1993), by pointing out
that each of these sentences denotes one event aspectually, namely that of
' 'knowing an activity" or "beginning an activity". The same explanation can be
extended to the Blg examples (28a) and (28b). Since there is only one event, the
temporal specification of the embedded event is identical to that of the main
predicate.

But there are other cases to consider, because some Type II Ss can denote an
independent event, this property being a matter of selection. One such case is

utre

Blgpluvam utre.
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illustrated in (29) from Big. In (29), however, the embedded event is necessarily
interpreted as being simultaneous with the matrix event:

(29) Sre zabravja da kupja luk u t r e .
wil l forget-lSG da buy-ISG onions tomorrow

'I will forget to buy onions tomorrow.'

The temporal adverb litre 'tomorrow' in the embedded clause can serve to
modify the whole expression, that is, it has wide scope. Thus, in (29) the adverb
has a future time reference, and so does the whole expression.

Judging from the above facts, we have to expect that an embedded temporal
adverb may be ungrammatical if it conflicts with matrix tense. This expectation
is indeed borne out. In (30) it is shown that a matrix past tense is compatible
only with past time indicators:

(30) Ne mozax da kupja knigata vcera/*utre
not could-1SG to buy book-the yesterday/tomorrow

T could not buy the book yesterday/*tomorrrow.'

Finally, control complements in both Blg and MGrk can appear only in the
present tense, irrespective of the matrix tense. All other tenses are excluded, as
the ungrammatically of the examples in (31) from Blg show:

(31) a. *lvan moze da e procel pismoto.
Ivan can-3SG da be-3SG read-PRT letter-the

b. *Ivan mozese da procetese/bese procel pismoto.
Ivan could-3SG da read-IMPF.3SG/was-3SG read-PRT letter-the

I conclude, therefore, that control complements in Blg and MGrk, which
correspond to Type II Ss, do not possess tense features at all. In (35) the present
tense is tenseless or tense zero, which points to the fact that morphologically,
tense in Type II Ss is more impoverished than in Type 1 Ss in terms of both
formal (morphological) features and semantic content. Therefore, I will suggest
that tense in Type II Ss is specified with [-T]. This specification will allow us
to capture the strict anaphoric relation which exists between matrix and embed-
ded tense.

The above discussion can be summarized wi th the following generalization
about the nonuniform characteristics of the two types, based on the correlation
between their temporal specification and the type of nul l subject they may take.
Big and MGrk have two types of subjunctive complements, one that licenses
pro and another that licenses PRO. Da/na-complements with a PRO subject
show some tense restrictions, but nevertheless, their tense features may not be
anaphoric upon the matrix tense; hence, embedded tense is specified with [+T],
although it lacks the [IPast] features. Da/na-clauses that have a PRO subject
show very strict tense restrictions, and their tense features are anaphoric; hence,
embedded tense is specified with [—TJ. 15
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4. Subjunctives, Case-checking, and V movement

In this section, I will offer an account of how nominative and null Case is
checked in Blg and MGrk subjunctives.

I wil l adopt the proposal of Rivero (1994) and Terzi (1991, 1997) that the
sub junc t ive particle da/na heads a projection of its own, M(ood)P(hrase). In
view of my assumption that subjunctive complements are TPs, the strict adja-
cency requirement that holds between da/na and the verb cluster can be taken to
indicate that the particle selects a TP, as shown in the configuration below:

(32) fcp C LMp M° da/na [TP T° [vp SUBJ [v- OBJ]]]]

Assuming that the verb is selected from the lexicon with tense and agree-
ment on it, the V feature of T w i l l cheek the tense on the verb, while its D fea-
ture wil l check the Case of the subject DP that raises to its specifier position.
The DP carries along its q> features which wil l be checked against the Agr
features of V in the Spec head relation established within TP.

Let us assume that the V feature of T is strong if T has the specification
[+T]. On the other hand, the V feature of T is weak if T is specified as [-T]. Let
us fu r the r assume ( fo l lowing Watanabe 1993) that strong T wi l l check
nomina t ive Case, while weak T checks n u l l Case. If feature strength is the
mot ivat ion behind overt versus covert V movement, then in (32) strong T wil l
trigger ad junc t ion of V to T, since V has strong tense features that have to be
checked against [+T]. Weak T, on the other hand, wi l l tr igger only covert
raising, so only the tense features of V w i l l adjoin to T, to be checked by [-T]
(through Procrastinate). These two options correspond to the two possible
choices of sub junc t ive subjects—pro/lexical DP in a Type I S and PRO in a
Type II S. The former type wil l be chosen whenever the strong value of T is
chosen, and the latter type is chosen whenever the weak value of T is chosen.
This ensures that pro/lexical DP will move from Spec, VP to Spec, TP for
nominative Case-checking in case T is occupied by the V+T complex. PRO, on
the other hand, will move from Spec, VP to Spec, TP for Nul l Case-checking
against the raised tense features of V. The opposite choice—namely the one by
which PRO instead of pro moves to Spec, TP—is barred because strong T wi l l
not have satisfied its nomina t ive Case feature and the der iva t ion wi l l crash.
Al ternat ive ly , if pro rather than FRO raises to Spec, TP for Nul l Case-checking,
the derivation wil l crash again, since in this case weak T wil l not have sat isf ied
its Nul l Case feature.

As a result of this discussion, we obtain the representations in (33) for Type
I and Type II Ss, respectively:

(33) a. [ C P [ M P da/na [f f pro/lexical DP V+T [ V P t v ] J ] ]

b. [CP [MP da/na LTP PRO T [vp V]]]]

Unfor tunate ly , (33) predicts that a lexical DP should be able to intervene
between da/na and the verbal complex, contrary to fact, as (34) shows:
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(34) a. Iskain decata/vslCki d_a_(*decata/*vsidki) otidai na kino
want - lSG childrcn-thc/all da children-the/al l go-3PL to cinema
'I want the children/all to go to the cinema.'

b. Qelo na (*ta pe8ja/*oli) pane taksiSi.

want-lSG na the children/all go-3PL trip

In order to account for the strict adjacency that holds between da/na and the
fol lowing verb, I will propose that in (33) V moves on to adjoin to the particle,
overt ly in (33a) and covertly in (33b). The reason for this movement, I assume,
lies in the fact that V has to check its categorial feature against the V feature of
the particle. Indeed, the particles da/na are compatible only with f in i te verbs;
they cannot co-occur wi th participles or gerunds. This w i l l account for the desir-
able word order in (34a), since the subject w i l l be left behind in Spec, TP. In
(33a) the categorial feature of the raised V is s t i l l accessible to the computation
and remains v i s i b l e at LF by v i r tue of being interpretable (Chomsky 1995.chap.
4), a l though it has been checked by T as a free-rider (via the adjunction opera-
t ion) . The same applies to (33b), but in this case the categorial feature raises
along together with V's tense features.

One final note concerns the dis t r ibut ion of lexical subjects in Type I Ss. In
Blg. the lexical subject can appear either preverbally (as in (34a) above and (35a)
below) or postverbally (as in (35b)). In MGrk the word order is constrained and
subjects appear postverbally (the unmarked case, as in (36)) unless preposed for
focusing (the marked case):

(35) a. Iskam [Ivan da zamine.

want-lSG Ivan da leave-3SG

b. Iskam [da zamine Ivan.

want-lSG da leave-3SG Ivan

(36) Qelo [na erdoitn ta peSja.

want- lSG na come-3PL the children

To account for the unmarked word order in (36), Terzi (1992, 1997) pro-
poses that the complex na+V has moved overtly to C, thereby l icensing nomi-
nat ive Case on the embedded subject , in a way that is reminiscent of Aux-to-
Comp movement in Italian (Rizzi 1982). In fact, Terzi proposes that want-class
verbs in MGrk have a double subcategoriaztion frame—one with PRO (an
obligatory control s t ructure) and another with pro/lexical subject, as in (37) and
(38), respectively, which correspond to Terzi's (67) and (68):

(37) Vvvan,/hope 1CP lc ° l.MP PRO [M' M t|P h' V-H]

(38) Vwam/hopc [CP fc. M+V [MP [M, e |IP pro/lexical DP [,, e ....]]]

Bu i ld ing on an earlier proposal by Terzi (1992), Watanabe (1993a) argues
that there is a systematic correlation between the shape oi'Comp and the Case of
the embedded subject: only lexically filled C can be associated with nominat ive
Case. Empty C, on the other hand, is compatible with a control conf igura t ion ,

Is

Is
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and therefore it is legitimate for the embedded subject in (37) to be PRO (see also
Kayne 1991 who claims this to be true for English and Romance control inf in i -
t iva ls) .

However, the fact that the preverbal subject in (35a) from Blg is nominat ive
does not allow us to posit a da + V-io-C movement for (35b), comparable to the
one in (38), for the purpose of licensing nominative Case on the subject. If
nomina t ive subjects can be licensed in situ, th i s type of movement wil l lack
m o t i v a t i o n and w i l l thus create a problem for Wutanabe's theory. More
important, though, the pair in (35) raises the question about the specification of
the empty C in both Blg and MGrk subjunct ive clauses.

With respect to the lexical content of C, I wi l l assume that C in Blg and
MGrk subjunct ives contains the feature [+f ini te] , as do all indicative comple-
ments (Rizzi 1997). Suppose that V's tense features in Type I Ss raise (by-
Move F) to the embedded C ' to check off [ + f i n i t e ] . This movement w i l l allow
for the proper relation to be established between the matrix and embedded T, in
view of the tense dependency that we observed in section 3. Suppose further that
C in Type II Ss has an additional abstract ( n u l l ) tense feature in addition to the
f + f i n i t e ] one. In this case, raising of embedded V's tense features to C wi l l en-
sure the strict matching of the specification in C and T (otherwise the derivation
wil l not succeed). If a nul l tense feature can be interpreted as signaling a lack of
(independent) tense or as y ie ld ing a simultaneous construal (Stowell 1996), then
the strict anaphoric temporal relation between the matrix tense and the present
tense of the subjunctive clause w i l l follow. ' What type of specification C has
wi l l depend on the selectional properties of the higher V, possibly along the
lines of Rivera's (1987) proposal about the index-sharing mechanism between V
and its th-marked CP complement.

Turning back to the contrast in (35), we find that, interest ingly, (35a) and
(35b) have different interpretations: (35b) can be roughly paraphrased as / want
the act of leaving to be performed by John, whi le (35a) can be paraphrased as /
want John 's leaving. In other words, in (35b) the focus of the desire is on the
event of leaving, whi le in (35a) the concentration is on the participant (namely
Ivan) in the event of leaving. Construction (35a) is reminiscent of a pseudorela-
tive structure. It thus seems that when the subject is preverbal, the subjunct ive
tends to have nominal l ike properties.

Suppose it is not the shape of C but rather the D feature of M that is re-
sponsible for the difference between (35a) and (35b)/(36). Suppose further that
the D feature of M can be parametrized in terms of strength (as suggested to me
by M. Rivero, private communica t ion) , so that one or the other value is in-
volved in each interpretat ion. Thus, when the D feature is strong, it w i l l trigger
movement of the sub junc t ive subject from Spec, TP to Spec, MP. This will ac-
count for the SV order in (35a). On the other hand, if the D feature of M is
weak, the subject w i l l not have to raise to Spec, MP and the VS order of (35b)
wi l l fol low. Consequent ly , lexical subjects in Big can raise higher than Spec,
TP but are not obliged to do so. In view of this proposal, it can be argued that
in (36) the lexical subject does not move to Spec, MP because M in MGrk has a
weak D feature. Thus, the VSO order in MGrk does not result from overt
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movement of na+V to C but is rather due to a weak D feature of M that does
not attract the subjunctive subject to Spec, MP.

5. Conclusion

In this essay, I have argued that there are two types of subjunctive clauses in
MGrk and Blg. I have labeled them Type I and Type II and have tried to show
that each type displays uniform behavior in terms of subject reference and se-
mantic (tense-related) properties. Further, I have tried to correlate the tense de-
pendencies typical for all subjunctive and inf ini t ive complements with the Case
possibili t ies for the subject in these clauses by showing that strong tense
features are compatible only with pro (and nominative) subjects, while weak
tense features are compatible only with PRO subjects. Thus, I established that
the properties of nu l l subjunctive subjects are not inherent to the contrast be-
tween pro and PRO but follow from the tense properties of the clauses that li-
cense these empty categories. I argued that Case (nominative versus nu l l ) is
checked in the domain of the embedded clause, wi th a follow-up process of
checking the featural specification of C. Such an analysis obviates the need for
an overt V movement to account for the word order restriction in MGrk and thus
complies with last resort and the spirit of the Minimalist framework in general.

Notes

I would l ike to thank Peggy Speas for her comments on an earlier version of this pa-
per, Maria Luisa Rivera and Ronnie Cann for a s t imulat ing discussion, Arhonto Terzi
for her help with the Greek data, and the audience of the 1996 GLOW workshop for
thei r valuable suggestions.

1. Throughout the paper I wi l l be using the term subjunctive as a cover term for
all da/na-clauses, irrespective of their funct ions or interpretat ion as subjunct ives or
i n f i n i t i v e s .

2. Romanian has subjunct ive morphology (a l though "reserved" for third person
forms), a s u b j u n c t i v e complement ize r ca and a sub junc t ive part icle sa (but see
Dobrovie-Sorin 1994 for an account of the ambiguous status of sa as a Comp/Infl el-
ement) . Albanian has no subjunct ive morphology but does have a subjunct ive com-
plementizer (qe) and a special subjunct ive particle (te) (Turano 1995). Serbo-Croatian
(insofar as it is a Balkan language) has no subjunctive morphology but has the sub-
j u n c t i v e particle da which funct ions as a complementizer (Zee 1987, among others).

3. Throughout the essay, the sub junc t ive particles in MGrk and Blg w i l l be
glossed "na" for Greek and "da" for Bulgarian.

4. In th is essay, I wi l l be concerned wi th subject control only, and the conclu-
sions wi l l apply only to subject control complements. The structural and referential
properties of object control subjunct ives and ECM complements remain outside the
scope of the present inves t iga t ion .

5. Such a l ine of reasoning brings my proposal closer to the spiri t of Huang's
(1984) and Borer's (1989) theories regarding the possibi l i ty for a u n i f y i n g descrip-
tion of pro and PRO in terms of control . However , we cannot appeal to rich
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agreement as a way to achieve the control properties of pro, since agreement is rich
in all subjunctive complements in Blg, irrespective of whether they take pro or PRO
subjects.

6. The adjacency restr ic t ion between the particle and the fo l lowing verb is a
characteristic property of all Balkan subjunctives. Apart from this restriction, which
is generally not typical for complementizers , R u d i n (1986) gives three more argu-
ments for the noncomplement izer status of da: ( 1 ) . da can co-occur with complemen-
tizers like ce ' that ' , dull 'whether ' , or deto ' tha t /which ' ; (2) wh-words can co-occur
wi th da but not w i th complementizers; and (3) focused const i tuents are placed be-
tween the complementizer and da, separating da from Comp.

7. Wi th in th i s semantically defined categorization, the term control verb can be
correlated wi th the semantic property of control in its broadest sense, i.e., as refer-
ring to verbs wh ich take in any non- f ree ly in te rpre ted empty category (Joseph
1992) .

8. Semant ical ly , it is d i f f i c u l t to determine what d i f fe rent ia tes the two sets of
verbs that may select one or the other sub junc t i ve type. A discussion of the i r se-
mantic properties, however, w i l l lead me too far afield and it is for th is reason that I
will not undertake it here. Arguably, verbs tha t take a Type II S subcategorize for
ei ther a proposition (in this way they resemble their English counterparts , such as
intend, succeed, and expect) or an object DP. In the la t te r case the DP may be
interpreted as one wi th an e l l i p t i ca l prepositional reading, such as, for example, as-
pectuals: / begin something = I begin to do something (Hornstein and Lightfoot 1987;
Rivero. to appear). In this respect, control verbs share a lot of s imi la r i t i e s w i th ECM
verbs l ike ocakvam 'expect' (in its predic t ive reading) and perception verbs l ike
vizdum 'see', cuvam 'hear ' , etc. (which could possibly fall under control theory as
well) . Negation plays an impor tant role in tha t it seems to interfere wi th the selec-
t ion of a Type I rather than a Type II S, on the one hand, and of a sub junc t ive ra ther
than an indica t ive , on the other. Sometimes the restriction on the indica t ive is tied to
a specific reading of the predicate (for example, when know denotes ab i l i t y , it is used
wi th a sub junc t ive , but in its epistemic sense it requires an indicat ive) .

9. This generalization predicts that if a language has nonf in i te complements as
well as subjunct ive ones, it w i l l tend to use the i n f i n i t i v e in cases of obligatory con-
trol. This does not seem to be u n i v e r s a l l y true for all Balkan languages. For example,
Romanian allows control w i th subjunct ives , even though it has in f in i t i ves as well .
Dobrovie-Sorin (1994) has argued, however, tha t a i n f i n i t i v e s in Romanian have an
exc lu s ive ly DP d i s t r i b u t i o n (due to the nomina l properties of the i n f i n i t i v e marker
a), a l though they have the same categorial status as .va subjunctives.

10. See Dobrovie-Sorin (1994) for a binding-theoret ic exp lana t ion of the lack
of obvia t ion effects in Romanian s u b j u n c t i v e s and Terzi ( 1 9 9 1 ) for a discussion of
relevant structures in MGrk.

1 1. With unstressed pronouns some speakers prefer the noncoreferem interpreta-
t i o n .

12. In teres t ingly , the contrast between the (a) and (b) sentences in (20) and ( 2 1 )
is comparable to that in (i) from English and is due to the fact that the embedded pred-
icate does not allow a nonagentive PRO subject:

(i) a. John tried [PRO to visit Bill.] (Lasnik ' s (36))
b. *John tried [PRO to resemble Bill.]

Lasnik (1992.241) notes tha t "these themat ic constraints on Control tend to
obtain only in configurat ions where PRO is demanded (rather than s imply allowed)".
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13. It has been noted (for example, Picallo 1984; Stowell 1982; Borer 1989;
etc.) that tense in subjunct ives is defective (or degenerate) in comparison to indica-
t ive clauses and that it is anaphoric upon the tense of the matrix clause. To account
for the latter fact, one might argue that subjunct ives lack a TP altogether (as proposed
by Tsimpli 1990). However, as noted by Dobrovie-Sorin (1994.105), when it comes
to temporal reference, anaphoricity does not imply lack of tense, but should rather be
interpreted in terms of a referential dependency of the embedded tense features upon
the matr ix tense features. Thus, properties 1 and 2 are not independent but should
rather be taken to correlate.

14. Note that (3 la ) in the text can be grammatical under an epistemic reading of
the matrix verb maze 'it is probable', since the verb moga 'can' , when used in the
third person is ambiguous between a root ('be able') and an epistemic interpretat ion.
This contrast confirms my proposal that the verb moga can and in fact should be as-
sociated s imu l t aneous ly w i th both subjunc t ive types, under the respective readings
(see also note 8).

15. The contrast between the two subjunct ive types in terms of the pro/PRO dis-
t inc t ion is reminiscent of the we l lknown contrast in ( i ) , which il lustrates that con-
trol structures prohibit an overt subject, while ECM structures require one:

(i) a. John tries PRO/*Mar\ to finish his thesis

b. John believes *PRO/Mary to be pregnant.
Martin (1992), fo l lowing Stowell (1982), proposes that this property correlates wi th
tense; control tense is specified for [+T], while ECM tense is specified for [-T], hence
ECM complements do not have an independent temporal interpretat ion. In terms of
tense specification, it seems that Type I Ss (the nonobligatory control subjunctives)
pattern with English Control tense, while Type II Ss (the obligatory control subjunc-
t ives) pa t tern wi th Engl ish ECM tense. 1 do not have an explanat ion for these
"mirror-image" effects. Note however, that I do not accept that anaphoric tense de-
pendencies (at least in Blg and MGrk) amount to lack of tense altogether. Instead, I
suggest tha t control subjunct ives have a tense node which is specified as [-T]. The
assumption that [-TJ specification should replace lack of tense wil l be shown to have
important consequences for the min imal i s t account of n u l l Case-checking of PRO.

16. This movement could also be due to a requirement on Case val idat ion, as
proposed by Watanabe (1993b).

17. Note that this proposal al lows us to account for the tense dependencies ex-
hibited in sub junc t ive clauses, making it i r re levant to posit d i f ferent types of
projections (CP or IP) for the various subjunct ive complements based on co-
occurrence with complementizers and wh-words (as in Varlokosta and Hornstein's
1993 analys is ) . The present proposal also obviates the need for positing different
subcategorization frames for verbs like want and hope, for the purpose of capturing
the word order restrictions in MGrk and the d i s t r ibu t ion of pro/PRO subjects (as in
Terzi's analysis) .
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Direct Object Clitic Doubling in Albanian and Greek

Dalina Kallulli

1. Introduction

A pervasive phenomenon in the languages of the Balkan is that of clit ic dou-
bling. This study investigates cl i t ic doubling of direct objects in two of these
languages: Albanian and Greek (MGrk). This undertaking is motivated by the
need to gain deeper insight into the nature of clitic doubling constructions and in
turn contributes to the general question of why clitic doubling appears at all.
Doubling constructions are by their nature strongly reminiscent of object agree-
ment constructions. Yet, there are essential differences between the two that beg
for explanation. The Albanian and Greek patterns confirm the idea that in spite
of certain similari t ies between cli t ic doubling and object agreement phenomena,
the two cannot be equated. For instance, unlike object agreement markers, direct
object clitics in Albanian and Greek have restricted distribution and operatorlike
properties. It wi l l be shown that the factors that determine cli t ic doubling of
direct object DPs in both languages are by and large identical and can be
captured by a uniform syntactic analysis. Crucially, I argue that direct object
clitics in both languages unequivocally mark the DPs they double as [-Focus],
which, in analogy with the [+Focus] feature on phrases (cf. Jackendoff 1972,
Horvath 1986, Rochernont 1986, Brody 1990, among others), will be defined as
a syntactic feature on phrases interpretable at both the LF and PF interfaces.
Consequently, clitic doubling of direct object DPs does not induce specificity on
these DPs, as has been claimed for Romance (cf. Sportiche 1992, Uriagareka
(1995. among others). It will be argued instead that the locus of specificity is the
D position (cf. Abney 1987), which for noun phrases underlies argumenthood
(cf. Longobardi 1994). The view that direct object cl i t ics in Albanian and Greek
mark the DPs they double as unambiguously [-Focus] may be implemented
successfully within the minimalist framework (cf. Chomsky 1995) by preserving
Sportiche's (1992) basic assumption that cl i t ics head their own maximal
projections and that direct object clitics in particular are heads with operatorlike
properties. Importantly, it will be argued that argument clitics carry a D-featurc,
which is why they may double only DPs, not NPs, and that specif ici ty,
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prcsuppositionality, and/or strength effects often attributed to clitic constructions
(cf. Sportiche 1992, Uriagareka 1995, Anagnostopoulou 1994, among others.)
are only epiphenomenal, straightforwardly derived through the need to feature
match.

This paper is organized as follows. I start out in section 1 by outlining and
scrutinizing the general properties of Albanian and Greek clitic doubling. This is
motivated by the need to comprehend the factors that are important for the so-
called Clitic Doubling Parameter. In section 2 the interaction of focus with
doubling is discussed. Finally, section 3 deals with matters of representation. In
this section I also investigate the parallels between doubling constructions in
Albanian and Greek and scrambling constructions in Germanic and discuss in
some detail the internal structure of noun phrases. In addition, I provide an ac-
count of the phenomenon of specificity which rests on the distinction between
individual and property denotation.

2. Preliminaries

Albanian and Greek are so-called free word order, nul l subject languages with
rich morphology. Both languages have object pronominal clitics with distinct
morphological inflections for accusative and dative or genitive2 cases; both lack
subject clitics. In Greek, clitics follow only gerunds and imperatives. In
Albanian they may precede, follow, or be infixed in imperatives. In both
languages, as in French, clitics immediately precede all other verb forms in both
matrix and embedded clauses. The relative order of clitics is rigidly fixed for all
combinations of person(s): dative or genitive followed by accusative. Clitic
climbing is absent, as are infini t ives which have historically been supplanted by
the subjunctive form.

Perhaps the most striking property of Albanian and Greek clitic doubling is
the fact that it violates Kayne's generalization, which, informally stated, says
that clitic doubling is possible whenever a noun phrase can get case by means of
some nonverbal device that has Case-assigning properties, namely, preposi-
tions.5 The Albanian and Greek examples below show that doubled DPs are not
preceded by prepositions. In fact, prepositional objects may not be clitic doubled
in these languages.'1

In Albanian, dative DPs are invariably clitic doubled. In ( la) this applies to
a definite expression, in ( I b ) and ( Ic ) to an indefinite expression, in ( Id ) to a
wh-dative, and in ( le ) to a quantified dative. The opposition (1b) versus (1c)
shows that dative clitic doubling is insensitive to so-called VP-internal scram-
bling of objects (cf. Massey 1991).

(1) a. Ev-a *(i) dergoi An-es lule.

Ev.the her-CL sent An.the flowers
'Ev sent Ann flowers.'
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b. Ben-i *(i) dergoi nje vajze lule.
Ben.the her-CL sent a girl-DAT flowers
'Ben sent a girl flowers.'

c. Ben-i *(i) dergoi lule nje vajze.
Ben.the her-CL sent flowers a girl-DAT
'Ben sent a girl flowers.'

d. Kujt *(i) foli mesues-i?

who-DAT him/her-CL talked teacher.the
'Whom did the teacher talk to?'

e. Ben-i *(u) blen gjithe vajza-ve(t) lule.
Ben.the them-CL buys all girls-DAT (the)flowers
"Ben buys all (the) girls flowers.'

In both Albanian and Greek, quirky subjects are invariably clitic doubled when
marked for dative or genit ive or for accusative Case. Examples are given under
(2) and (3).

(2) a. Jan-it *(i) mungojne dhjete libra. Alb
Jan.the-DAT him-CL.DAT miss-3PL ten books-NOM

b. Tu Yanni *(tu) lipun dheka vivlia. MGrk
theJanis-GEN him-CL.GEN miss-3PL ten books-NOM

'John is missing ten books.'

(3) a. Ben-in *(e) merzit vetrnia. Alb
Ben.the-ACC him-CL.ACC bores solitude-NOM
'Solitude bores Ben.'

b. Ton Jdni *(ton) pondi to kefdli tu. MGrk
the Janis-ACC him-CL.ACC hurts the head-NOM his
'Janis has a headache.'

The examples under (4) instantiate clitic doubling of direct object DPs.

(4) a. *(E) pashe Jan-in* Alb

him-CL saw-I the Janis

b. *(Ton) idha ton Jani. MGrk

him-CL saw-I the Janis

'I did see John.'

As indicated by the English translation, (4a) and (4b) cannot mean 'I saw John'
(uttered as out-of-the-blue sentences or as sentences in which either the whole
VP or the direct object DP is focused), which would be their meaning in the
absence of the doubling clitic. As such, (4a) and (4/b) are not felicitous answers
to a question such as Whom did you see?, which they would be in the absence of
the doubling cl i t ic . In other words, clitic doubling of direct object DPs in
Albanian and Greek is not an optional phenomenon, strictly speaking. For the

erzit
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moment, let us jus t note this fact in passing; I wi l l resume the discussion in
detail in the next section.

The examples in (5) show that unlike doubling in Romance, doubling of
direct objects in Albanian and Greek is not restricted to [+animate] or [+human]
DPs.9 Nor is it restricted to [+definite] DPs.

(5) a. Do t-a pija me kenaqesi nje uiski.
PUT it-CL drink with pleasure a whisky

b. To pino exfaristos ena u i s k a k i .
it-CL drink with pleasure a whisky
"I would gladly drink a whisky.'

Alb

MGrk

It has been claimed for Greek that clit ic doubl ing of direct object DPs is subject
to definite/less, in the sense that only definite DPs may be clitic doubled (cf.
Anagnostopoulou 1994). " The example in (5b) (from Kazazis and
Pentheroudakis 1976) is then a counterexample to this claim since the doubled
DP here is clearly indefinite. This counterexample is in fact acknowledged by
Anagnostopoulou (1994.4, note 5), who writes:

At first sight, sentences l ike [5b] seem to contradict the view that Modern Greek
doubling is subject to definiteness. Utterances like [5b] have a clear modal reading,
the verbal form used is subject to various aspectual restrictions (imperfective aspect
is systematically chosen: this type of aspect is typical of conditionals) and the clitics
in them seem to have a kind of "sentential" function. These constructions are ex-
tremely interesting because the function of the clitics in them is not clear. However,
they are. in many respects, different from the doubling constructions of the type
examined here and, from this point of view, beyond the scope of the present discus-
sion. The fact that the adverbial elements, must be heavily stressed and that they
typ ica l ly precede the doubled DPs seems to indicate that structures like [5b] are
right dislocations. Furthermore, note that examples of this type are only possible in
"ordering-contexts" where, it is qu i te common to use at tr ibutive definites instead of
indefinites.

Let me point out several inaccurate claims in the quote. First, doubled indefinite
DPs need not occur in constructions where the verb has imperfective aspect; the
Greek example in (6) contains perfective aspect form. Secondly, adverbial ele-
ments do not necessarily precede the indef ini te DPs, as (6) also shows. Thirdly,
(6) shows that doubling of indef in i te DPs is possible outside of "ordering
contexts." Even if examples as in (5b) were only possible in ordering contexts,
where it is claimed to be common to use a t t r ibut ive definites instead of indefi-
nites, doubling should still be unexpected for Anagnostopoulou, who claims that
attributive definites, as a subclass of novel definites, may not be clitic doubled
in Greek.

(6) Akoina ke
still and
ena vivlio
a book
'Even Anna

/' Ana
the Ann
prin
before

managed

katafere na
a managed na
na pedani.
nadie -SUBJ

to publish a book

to ekdosi
it-CL publish-SUBJ

before she died.'

ss
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Final ly, I reject the idea that indefinite DPs may be cl i t ic doubled only when
they are right dislocated, as has been claimed by Anagnostopoulou for Modern
Greek. The main argument against the view that clitic-doubled indefinites are
exclusively right-dislocated phrases comes from the fact that just l ike c l i t ic
doubled definite DPs, they may occur in both languages in positions that are
typical ly associated with 6 marking and Case marking, that is, in A positions,
such as ECM complements and subjects of small clauses, as in (7) and (8).

(7) a. Jan-i e pret nje gje re tille te ndodhe. Alb
Jan.the it-CL expects a thing such te happen-SUBJ

b. O Janis to perimeni kati tetjo na simvi. MGrk

the John it-CL expects something such na happen

"John expects something like this to happen.'

c. Jan-i e pret Mer-in te ankohet Alb

Jan.the her-CL expects Mary.the-ACC te complain

d. O Janis tin perimeni tin Maria na paraponedi. MGrk

the John her-CL expects the Mary-ACC na complain

'John expects Mary to complain. '

(8) a. Jan-i nuk e konsideron nje vajze Alb
Jan.the not her-CL consider a girl

te tille/Mer-in inteligjente.
such/Mary.the-ACC intel l igent

b. 0 Janis den tin Oeori ka/uja tetja MGrk
the John not her-CL consider no such

kopela/tin Maria eksipni.

girl//the Mary-ACC intel l igent

'John does not consider any such girl/Mary intel l igent . '

It is thus my contention that clitic-doubling constructions of the type in (5b) do
not differ from the doubling constructions involving doubling of definite direct
object DPs other than wi th respect to the def in i teness feature, which is
irrelevant. The factors that determine cl i t ic doubling of direct object DPs are the
same irrespective of the [±definite] status of these DPs. In this way clitic dou-
bling of direct object DPs emerges as a un i fo rm phenomenon and should be
treated as such.

The fact that both def in i te and indef in i te direct object DPs may be doubled
does not mean that they always can be. The data in (9) show that even definite
DPs cannot be doubled invariably

(9) Do you walk to school or do you take the bus?

a. Nuk shkoj ne kembe, (*e) marr autobus-in. Alb

not walk with feet, it-CL take the bus

13
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b. den pijeno me ta podja, (*to) perno to leoforio. MGrk

not walk with feet, it-CL take the bus
'I don't walk, I take the bus (to school).'

The fact that the definite DPs in these examples cannot be doubled is prob-
lematic for the specificity, presuppositionality, familiari ty, d-l inking, and
strength approaches to doubling (cf. Sportiche 1992, Anagnostopoulou 1994,
Uriagareka 1995), if we assume with Enc (1991) and Diesing (1992) that all
definites are specific, presuppositional, and strong. While the claim that all
definites are specific will be challenged (cf. section 4.3.4), there are indisputably
specific, presuppositional, and strong definites (and indefinites) that need not
and/or cannot be doubled. The construction in (10) is a case in point.

(10) What happened?

a. Jan-i (#i) hengri fasule-t/(#e) piu nje birre. Alb
b. OJanis (#la) efaje tafasolia/(#tin) ipje miabira. MGrk

the Janis them-CL ate the beans/her-CL drank a beer-FEM
'Janis ate the beans/drank a beer.'

Finally, referentiality y of the doubled DP is also irrelevant for direct-object clitic
doubling in Albanian and Greek. This is indicated by the fact that quantified
expressions may also be doubled, as in (1 1). Note that doubling in Albanian
and Greek does not suppress the attributive reading of definite DPs; the doubled
DP in (12) may receive both a referential and a nonreferential or attributive
interpretation. l s

(11) a. An-a i urrente te gjithe jem-te. Alb
b. I Ana ta misuse ola taayorja. MGrk

the Ann them-CL hated all the boys

'Anna HATED all the boys.'

(12) a. / dua mace-t e vogla. Alb

them-CL love cats.the small

b. Tis ayapo tis mikres (tis) yates. MGrk

them-CL love the small (the) cats

'I LOVE small cats.'

Having seen now that clitic doubling of direct object DPs in Albanian and Greek
cannot be adequately described in terms of any of the features highlighted so far
by various theorists as significant for the Clitic Doubling Parameter, let me turn
to the identification of the factors that determine direct object clitic doubling in
Albanian and Greek.

3. The non-optionality of direct object clitic doubling

A variety of facts converge to show that clitic doubling of direct object DPs
systematically yields ungrammaticality when these DPs are focus or part of the

D
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focus domain, that is, when they are marked [+Focus]. In this section, I show
that clitic doubling of direct object DPs in Albanian and Greek unambiguously
marks these DPs [-Focus].

3.1. Justifying [-Focus]

In defining the feature [-Focus], I will proceed indirectly by defining the notion
wh first.

Informally speaking, focus is viewed as the most informative part of an
utterance. Hence, a definition of focus is sensitive to the speech act and varies
according to it. For instance, the notion information or information structure for
a question does not make sense unless one defines information structure as the
type of answer one expects (cf. Sperber and Wilson 1988). So, for wh-questions,
focus is the variable represented by the wh-element; this also holds for echo
questions. For a yes-no question focus is either the assertion (i.e., the given
polarity) or the negation (i.e., the opposite polarity). Focus can also be an ele-
ment that is contrasted. Finally, focus can be the item that fills in a slot in an
information structure where other slots have already been filled. In this latter
function, focus is close to the notion of new information. On the whole, the defi-
ni t ions above are quasi-col lect ively reflected in the following quote from
Vallduvi (1994.575): ''focus, an informative, news-bearing, dominant, or con-
trary-lo-expectation part". The complement of focus is topic. Following a
long-established tradition in generative grammar, I assume that focus is a
syntactic feature on phrases interpretable at both the LF and the PF interfaces as
[+Focus] (cf. Jackendoff 1972, Rochemont 1986, Horvath 1986, Brody 1990).

In view of the fact that a sentence may lack a topic (e.g., out-of-the-blue
sentences) but will always have a focus, I assume that the [+Focus] feature is in
fact the unmarked value in a markedness theory for natural language and that the
[-[+Focus]] (or simply [-Focus]) feature is the marked value. Derivational
syntax then renders this feature significant in terms of checking theory. I argue
that clit ic doubling is one of the means by which this feature gets licensed.

Consider the examples in (13).

(13) a. An-a lexoi libr-in. Alb

b. / Ana djavase to vivlio. MGrk
the Ana read the book
'Ann read the book.'

The undoubled Albanian example (13a) is a felicitous answer to either (14a) or
to (14b), but not to (14c) or (14d).

(14) a. What did Ana do?

b. What did Ana read?

c. Who read the book?
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d. What did Ana do to/with the book?

The Greek example (13b) may be a felicitous answer to either of the questions
under (14). However, (15b), the doubled version of (13b), is preferred as an
answer to (14c) and (14d) even in Greek. Crucially, (15a) and (15b), focusich
double (13a) and (13b), may in both languages only be a felicitous reply to (14c)
and (14d) but not to (14a) and (14b). This latter fact suggests that direct object
clitic doubling in Albanian and Greek is incompatible with direct object DPs
that are marked [+Focus] (alternatively: are contained in focus domains).

(15) a. An-a e lexoi libr-in. Alb
b. I Ana to djavase to vivlio. MGrk

the Ana it-CL read the book

'Ann did read the book.'/ ' It was Ann who read the book.'

I devote the next two sections to a brief review of some recent ideas on the syn-
tactic encoding of focus and to how focus interacts with clitic doubling of direct
object DPs in Albanian and Greek.

3.2. Focus, wh-elements, and clitic doubling

Following Horvath (1988), Brody (1990) assumes that just as there is a feature
+ wh, which marks phrases as +wh-elements, there is a feature +f that indicates
focushood; +wh-phrases are argued to be necessarily [+f] and the conditions
on +wh and (+WH) CPs are generalized to the +f and F(ocus) P(hrase) so that
they will entail (16), which may be regarded as a focus criterion. The unavoid-
able implication is that Rizzi 's (1991) Wft-criterion is a subcase of the focus
criterion and that the Specifier position of (root) CPs is one of the canonical
positions for focus.

(16) (Brody 1990.208)

a. At S-structure and LF the Spec of an FP must contain a +f-phrase

b. At LF all +f-phrases must be in an FP.

Just as the corresponding notion on +wh CPs is parametrized, it is assumed that
(16a) may or may not hold in a given language. Construction (16b), on the other
hand, like the condition on +vv/i-elements, should be universal. Further, a
distinction is drawn between + and -wh FPs.

If rny claim is correct that direct object clitics license nonfocusing of the
DPs they double, and if we assume with Brody (1990) that +wh-elements are
necessarily foci, then clitic doubling of +wh-direct object DPs in Albanian and
Greek is bound to yield ungrammaticality. The examples in (17) show that this
is indeed the Case.

(17) a. Ke/ffare <*e) pe? Alb
who/what-ACC it/him/her-CL saw-2SG

e
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b. Pjoii/ti (* ton/Jo) ides? MGrk
who/what-ACC him/it-CL saw-2SG
'Whom/what did you see?'

Direct object DPs in Albanian are obligatorily clitic doubled in constructions
with + H'/f-subjects, as well as in yes-no questions, as shown in (18) and (19),
respectively. Similar facts are reported for Greek by Agouraki (1993), who notes
that in questions, either yes-no or wh-questions, a doubling clit ic is strongly
preferred. ' These facts are also predicted under my hypothesis that clitic dou-
bl ing exempts direct object DPs from focus domains (that is, from phrases that
are marked [+Focus]).

(18) a. Kush *(e) pa femije-n?

b. Pjos (to) ide to pedi?
who it-CL saw the child

'Who has seen the child?'

(19) a. (A) *(e) pe Jan-in?

[+Q]:" him-CL saw Jan. the
b. (Ton) ides tonJani?

him-CL saw the Jani

"Have you seen John?'
(Agouraki 1993.170)

Alb

MGrk

Alb

MGrk

In (20a) and (20b) the whole VP is contrastively focused. Since the direct object
here is part of the focus domain (i.e., is marked [+Focus]), it cannot be
doubled.21

(20) a. An-a nuk
the Ann not
par

but them-CL
b. I Ana den

the Ann not
ala (*ta)

(*i) zjeu fasu le - t , Alb

them-CL cooked
(*i) hengri

ate the figs

the beans,
fiq-te.

(*ta) niajirepse tafasolia, MGrk

them-CL cooked
efaje la sika.

the beans,

but them-CL ate the figs

'Anna d idn ' t [cook the beans]p; she [ate the figs] p.'

(21) What happened here?

a. Ben-i (*e) kathyer terinometr-in/nje pjate.

Ben. the it-CL has broken thermometer. the/a plate
'[Ben has broken the thermometer/a plate] p'

Alb

Likewise, direct object DPs in out-of-the-blue sentences may not be doubled, as
the examples in (21) show.'"

e
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b. O Janis (*ta) efaye ta fasolia/(*tin) ipje miabira. MGrk
the Janis them-CL ate the beans/her-CL drank a beer-FEM
'[Janis ate the beans/drank a beer]p.'

Focus (i.e., a [+Focus] phrase) is most clearly brought out in association with
so-called focus particles, such as even and only, otherwise referred to as "scalar
particles" by Jacobs (1984) or as "focusing adverbs" by Rooth (1996). In the
next section, I use this diagnostic to identify [+Focus] phrases and investigate
the effects of their interaction with direct object clitic doubling.

3.3. More [+Focus] phrases and their interaction with doubling

In the examples under (22a/b) the direct object DP Tiranen is a [+Focus] phrase,
as the English translation indicates." As such, it cannot be clitic doubled either
in Albanian or in Greek.

(22) a.

b.

Pap-a (*e) vizitoi madje Tirane-n
Pope. the it-CL visited even Tirana. the

O Papas (*ta) episkeftike akoma

the Pope them-CL visited still

'The Pope visited even [Tirana]F (not only

(jo vetem Shkodren). Alb
(not only Shkodra)

ke ta Tirana MGrk
and the Tirana

Shkodra)'

(23) a.

b.

(24) a.

Jan-i (*e) piu madje nje birre para se te
Jan. the it-CL drank even a beer before that te

O Janis (*tin) ipje akoma ke mjabiru

the Janis her-CL drank still and a beer-FEM

prin na fiji. MGrk
before na went-SUBJ
'John drank even [a beer]F before he left.'

Jan-i*(e) pin madje nje birre para se
Jan. the it-CL drank even a beer before that

te shkonte (jo vetem e porositi).
te went-SUBJ (not only it-CL ordered)

'John even [drank] p a beer before he left (not only did

shkonte. Alb
went-SUBJ

Alb

he order it).'

Likewise, the direct object DP in (23a) and (23b) cannot be clitic doubled, since
it is marked [+Focus]. The fact that the direct object DP 'a beer' in (23) may not
be clitic doubled is not related to its being [-definite]; the examples in (24) show
that in both languages constructions involving doubled indefinites are fully
grammatical if (and only if) the direct object is construed as outside the focus
domain, a point made earlier in the discussion."
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b. O Janis ?(tin) IPJE mja bira prin na fiji. MGrk
the Janis her-CL drank a beer-FEM before na went-SUBJ
'John [DID drink]F a beer before he left (he didn't just order it) '

Similarly, the clitic-doubled versions of the sentences in (22) are grammatical
under an interpretation in which the direct objects are construed outside the
focus domain; in these Cases, doubling is indeed obligatory in Albanian. This is
shown in (25).

(25) a. Pap-a *(e) vizitoi niadje Tirane-n. Alb
Pope.the it-CL visited even Tirana-the

b. O Papas os ke ?(ta) episkeftike ta Tirana. MGrk
the Pope til l and them-CL visited the Tirana

'The Pope even [visited]F Tirana.(i.e., 'As for Tirana, the Pope even
visited i t . ' )

The clitic-doubled versions of the objects in (22) also become grammatical if the
subject DP is marked [+Focus], a fact indicated in the examples in (26) by the
focus particles in front of the subject DP."1

(26) a. Madje Pap-a *(e) vizitoi Tirane-n. Alb

even Pope.the it-CL visited Tirana.the

b. Akoma ke o Papas (ta) episkeftike ta Tirana. MGrk

still and the Pope them-CL visited the Tirana

'Even [the Pope]F visited Tirana.'

The data thus systematically reveal that clitic doubling of direct object DPs that
are marked [+Focus] or are contained in [+FocusJ phrases is disallowed in
Albanian and Greek. The question then arises as to whether the function of
direct object doubling cli t ics is to license verb and subject focusing or object
nonfocusing. The fact that verb and subject focusing may still be achieved in
intransi t ive constructions decides the issue in favor of the latter alternative.

In sum, we may state that clitic doubling of direct object DPs in Albanian
and Greek is not optional: [+Focus] DPs cannot be clitic doubled.

Thus, direct object clitics in Albanian and Greek have interpretive import;
they mark the DPs they double as unambiguously [-Focus], which is interpreted
as an operator feature."6 In this respect, direct object clitic doubling in Albanian
and Greek is different from clitic doubling in Spanish, which does not necessi-
tate a [-Focus] reading (cf., e.g., (27) from Porteno Spanish), but strongly
reminiscent of so-called cli t ic right-dislocation s t ructures in French, Spanish,
and Italian, which are incompatible with [+Focus] phrases.

(27) La noinbraron a Maria.
her nominated-3PL a Maria
'They nominated MARIA. '
(Sufier 1988.419)

e

e
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However, the fact that clitic-doubled DPs may in Albanian and Greek occur in
positions where adjuncts are simply not tolerated, as was shown in section 2 (cf.,
e.g., (7) and (8)), ultimately rules out a right-dislocation approach to these
constructions. Further evidence can be adduced to this effect. For instance, if the
doubled direct object DPs in Albanian were indeed right dislocated, a [+Focus]
phrase to the right of a right-dislocated direct object would be precluded. This
prediction is, however, not borne out, as the example in (28) demonstrates.

(28) / -a dhashe libr-in BEN-IT. Alb
him-CL it-CL (I) gave book.the-ACC BEN.the-DAT

'I gave the book to BEN.' (i.e., 'It was BEN that I gave the book to.')

The question then remains whether the Albanian and Greek doubling construc-
tions constitute yet a third type of clitic construction, with properties distinct
from those of the two others, that is, clitic-doubling constructions in Spanish and
Romanian on one hand and cli t ic right dislocation constructions in Romance on
the other, or whether it can subsume or be subsumed in either of the two. To
address this question one has to look at all the properties of the other two
constructions in detail as well. Such a task is, however, well beyond the scope of
this study.

Direct object clitic doubling in Albanian and Greek is also strongly remi-
niscent of scrambling of direct objects in Germanic (cf. Webelhuth 1989), as
will be more thoroughly discussed in section 4.2.

3.4. Summary

In concluding this section, it may be stated that direct object doubling clitics in
Albanian and Greek are characterized by the fact that they have (1) restricted
distribution, and (2) operatorlike properties. Both of these properties suggest
that direct object doubling clitics in these languages cannot be treated as mere
object agreement markers, that is, as spell-outs of, for example, AgrO heads.
Yet, there is little doubt that clitic doubling is a form of agreement between an
X0 and an XP, namely the clitic head and the DP it doubles and with which it
agrees in (j> features. The next section is devoted to how this cluster of properties
can be best represented.

4. Issues of representation

4.1. Spec-head licensing, feature checking, and doubling

The view that accusative clitics mark the DPs they double as [-FocusJ may be
implemented structurally in terms of the theory of Spec-head licensing (cf.
Chomsky 1995), if we assume with Sportiche (1992) that a clitic heads its own
maximal projection in whose specifier position it licenses a particular property
or feature F.27 For the derivation to converge, this feature has to be saturated or
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checked off (cf. Chomsky 1995). Since features may be checked off only in
Spec-head configurations, the (doubled argument) XP* in (29) must by LF move
to the XPA position as to obtain the relevant Spec-head configuration.

(29) LaaccP*PA Cla c c°[V PV°[X P* ...]]]

In Sporliche's terms, movement of XP* to the XPA position is motivated by the
clit ic criterion, an analog of Rizzi's (1991) W/7-criterion, and yet another instan-
tiation of the so-called generalized l icensing criterion, according to which
feature licensing may only obtain in Spec-head configurations. Further, move-
ment of XP* to XPA may occur overtly or covertly, and both the head (Cl) and
XP* may be overt or covert. By these parameters, among others, the following
cases are predicted: (a) cl i t ic-doubling constructions (as in Romance and Balkan
languages) when an overt XP* moves covert ly with an overt Cl, and (b)
scrambling (in Germanic) when an overt XP* moves overtly with a covert Cl.

As for direct object clitic constructions, Sportiche claims that the property
the cli t ic head licenses in the specifier of the phrase it heads is invariably
specificity, irrespective of whether the direct object cl i t ic is overt (as in doubling
constructions) or covert (as in scrambling constructions). As discussed above,
this cannot possibly be the Case for Albanian and Greek direct object clitics.
The feature that Albanian and Greek direct object c l i t ics license in the specifier
of the phrase they head is what was defined in section 2 as [-Focus]. According
to the theory of Spec-head licensing, for the derivation to converge, the feature
values on the cl i t ic head and those of the DP in its specifier must match. Since
the attracting feature is [-Focus], a cl i t ic-doubled [+Focus] direct object DP
would inva r i ab ly cause the der iva t ion to crash. In th is way, doub l ing of
1+Focus] direct object DPs is of necessity ungrarnmatical.

While the idea that the same syntactic configuration underlies both doubling
and sc rambl ing cons t ruc t ions is desirable conceptua l ly and a t t rac t ive
theoretically (cf. Chomsky 1995), I argue that the property F, whose need to be
licensed motivates the postulated maximal projections (that is, Sportiche's
ClP(s) or voice phrases), is identified incorrectly by Sportiche. In section 3, I
demonstrated that the feature that Albanian and Greek direct object c l i t ics
license on the DP they double is not specificity but topichood. In the next
section I show that this is also the Case for Germanic scrambling."

4.2. Parallels with scrambling

Like doubl ing of direct objects in Albanian and Greek, scrambling of direct
objects in Germanic applies both to defini te DPs and to a-expressions. That is,
the [±definite] feature of the DP is not relevant for scrambling. This is illustrated
in(30b) , (31b)and(32b) .

(30) a. Anna hat gestern das Buch gelesen. Germ

Anna has yesterday the book read



It was shown in section 1 that definite direct object DPs cannot always be
doubled. The data in (33) and (34) show that neither can they always scramble.
This fact is problematic for the specificity-, presuppositionality-, and strength-
related approaches to scrambling (cf. Sportiche 1992, Diesing 1992, de Hoop
1992, among others). If we assume with Enc, (1991) and Diesing (1992) that all
definites are specific, presuppositional, and strong. While the claim that all
definites are specific wil l be challenged (cf., section 4.3.4), there are unequivo-
cally specific, presuppositional, and strong definites (and indefinites) that cannot
scramble (cf., e.g., (35)). Hence, scrambling emerges even in these analyses as
an optional phenomenon.
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(31)

(32)

b. Anna hat das Buch gestern gelesen.

Anna has the book yesterday read

'Ann read the book yesterday.'

a. Ich habe gestern eine Zeitung gelesen.

I have yesterday a newspaper read

b. Ich habe eine Zeitung gestern gelesen.

I have a newspaper yesterday read

'I read a newspaper yesterday.'

a. dat de politie gisteren een kraker opgepakt heeft Dutch

that the poliee yesterday a squatter arrested has

b. dat de politie een kraker gisteren opgepakt heeft

that the police a squatter yesterday arrested has

(deHoop 1992.50)

(33)

(34)

(35)

Er sagte, daft ernicht zu Fuji in die Schule geht, sondern

he said that he not on feet in the school walks, but

a. daft er ininier den Bus ninuiit.

that he always the bus takes
b. *daft er den Bus iniiuer n'unint.

that he the bus always takes

'He said that he doesn't walk to school but always takes the

a. dat ik altijd de bus neein

that I always the bus take

b. *dat ik de bus altijd neein

that I the bus always take

(Reinhart 1996.4)

What happened?

a. Hans hat heute das Thennometer/einen Teller zerbrochen.

Hans has today the thermometer/a plate broken

Germ

bus.'

Dutch

Germ
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b. #Hans hat das Thermometer/einen Teller heute zerbrochen.
Hans has the thermometer/a plate today broken

"Hans broke the thermometer/a plate today.'

It is easy to notice in the (grammatical) examples above that the direct object
DPs are marked [+Focus]. I propose that this is why these DPs cannot undergo
scrambling."9 Further evidence that can be adduced to this effect is the fact that
+ wh direct object DPs cannot scramble, as (36) shows.

(36) a. Wem hat der Student welche Frage beantwortet? Germ
whom has the student which question answered?

b. *Wem hat welche Frage der Student beantwortet?
whom has which question the student answered

'To whom did the student answer which question?'
(Sternefeld 1990)

Consider now the German examples in (37):

(37) Hat der Papst Tirana endlich besucht?

has the Pope Tirana f inal ly visited
"Did the Pope finally vis i t Tirana?'

a. Der Papst hat Tirana nodh immer nicht besucht.
the Pope has Tirana yet always not visited
'The Pope has not visited Tirana yet.'

b. #Der Papst hat noch immer nicht Tirana besucht.

the Pope has yet always not Tirana visited
"The Pope has not visited Tirana yet.'

The examples in (37) show that scrambling of direct objects is obligatory in
German is obigatory in anaphoric contexts, such as yes-no questions. This can
be accounted for in a straightforward manner under my hypothesis that scram-
bling of direct object DPs licenses a [-Focus] feature or topichood on these
phrases, since anaphoricity is a way of ident i fy ing topics (cf., Reinhart 1996).
As was pointed out in section 3.1, for yes-no questions (and answers to yes-no
questions) focus is either the assertion or the negation of the event expressed by
the verb, whereas direct-object arguments are outside the focus domain. That is,
they are not marked [+Focus]. Consequently, there is no feature clash between
the (covert) clit ic head and the scrambled DP in the specifier of the ClaccP in the
diagram in (29) with respect to the feature [±Focus]. Therefore the derivation
will converge (provided that the covert clitic head and the XP* do not mismatch
with respect to other features). Note that the specificity, presuppositionality, and
strength approaches to scrambling cannot account for the fact that scrambling of
direct objects in answers to yes-no questions is obligatory, since 'Tirana' as a
proper noun is also referential specific in the unscrambled version.
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While definite and indef ini te DPs with overt determiners may be doubled
and scrambled, bare indefinites cannot. For bare plurals this is shown in (38);
doubled and scrambled bare plurals are ungrammatical in any contexts.1"
Constructions (39a)-(39c) show that this also holds for count bare singular direct
objects.11

(38) a. An-a nuk (*i) zjeit fasule, Alb
the Ann not them-CL cooked beans,
por (*i) hengri fiq.
but them-CL ate figs

b. I Ana den (*ta) majirepse fasolia, MGrk
the Ann not them-CL cooked beans,
ala (*ta) efaje sika.

but them-CL ate figs

c. Anna hat nicht Bohnen gekocht, Germ
Anna has not beans boiled
sondern sie hat Feigen gegessen.
but he has figs eaten

d. *Anna hat Bohnen nicht gekocht,
Anna has beans not cooked

sondern sie hat Feigen gegessen.
but she has figs eaten

'Anna didn' t [cook beans]F; she [ate figs]F.'

(39) a. An-a donte t-(*a) blente fusion. Alb
b. I Ana idele na(*tis) ayorasi forema. MGrk

the Ann wanted na/te (*her-CL) buy dress
'Anna wanted to buy a dress.'

c. Ich habe (*Zeitung) nicht/ini Garten (Zeitung) gelesen. Germ
I have newspaper not/in the garden (newspaper) read
'I have not read a newspaper.'/'I have read a paper in the garden.'

vs.
a'. An-a donte t-(a) blente njefustan.
b'. I Ana idele na(fis) ayorasi ena forema

the Ann wanted na/te her-CL buy a dress
'Anna wanted to buy a dress.'

c'. Ich habe (eine Zeitung) nicht/i/nGarten (eine Zeitung) gelesen
I have (a newspaper) not/in the garden (a newspaper) read
'I have not read a paper.'/ 'I have read a paper in the garden.'

Constructions (39a) and (39b) are ungrammatical when the bare singular objects
are doubled in spite of the fact that the clitics and the direct object bare singulars
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here agree in 4> features (that is, in number, person, and gender, since bare
singulars, like a-expressions, are not marked for morphological Case in
Albanian and Greek).32

The question arises as to why bare indef in i tes cannot be doubled or
scrambled. I will approach this question by considering first why bare singulars
cannot be doubled or scrambled." To the extent that this question has been
addressed at all, bare singulars have been treated as forming a complex predicate
wi th the clausal predicate (cf. Haiden 1996), that is, as incorporating
semantically. While this might seem in tu i t ive ly correct, the fact that count bare
singulars need not be adjacent to the clausal predicate but may be moved to
Spec of CP, as in (40), shows that this semantic incorporation does not result
from syntactic incorporation of the bare singular into V.

(40) a. Fustan doja re bleja. Alb

dress wanted te buy
'It was a dress that I wanted to buy. '

b. Zeitung habe ich gestern gelesen. Germ

newspaper have I yesterday read
'It was a newspaper that I read yesterday.'

I propose that the impossibil i ty of doubling and scrambling bare singulars is due
to feature mismatch between the clitic head and the direct object bare singular
with respect to the D feature; while cl i t ics carry a D feature (cf. Emonds, to
appear, Uriagareka 1995), bare singulars are NPs that altogether lack a D
projection. Clitics are listed in the lexicon as separate morphophonological
units. That clitics carry a D feature (alternatively: are specified in the lexicon as
elements of category D*) or are underlying determiners (cf. Postal 1969, Raposo
1997) is not surprising, in view of the fact that they originate from personal and
demonstrat ive pronouns that are prototypical D heads (cf., Abney 1987 and
subsequent l i terature). This means, among other things, that only DPs but not
NPs may be doubled and scrambled, since the [-D] feature of the latter w i l l
clash wi th the [+D] feature on the clitic head, thus causing the derivation not to
converge. This reasoning, however, rests on the assumption that bare singulars
are NPs that lack a D projection. This is problematic, as it seems to run counter
to Longobardi's (1994) that only DPs but not NPs may function as arguments,
his idea being that bare noun objects have a morphologically null D head.
Therefore, the assumption that bare singulars are NPs and not DPs with a mor-
phologically nul l D is in need of some jus t i f ica t ion . Is there any evidence that
legitimizes the claim that bare singulars lack a D projection? In what follows, I
will argue that there is.

First, note that bare singulars occur only as predicate nominals and as direct
objects. Crucially, they cannot occur as subjects." Further, bare singulars do not
occur as direct objects of just any predicate; they may occur as direct objects of
only those predicates whose bare plural direct objects cannot get a generic
interpretation (in the sense of referential or kind denoting) but get only an
existential interpretation. ' This fact alone raises an important question, namely:

34
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What are the factors that govern the distribution of bare singulars? The
importance of addressing this question is twofold. On one hand, it relates to the
study of bare singulars. On the other hand, it also relates to the study of bare
plurals, given the distributional parallels in languages between the bare singulars
and the existential bare plurals. Regarding the factors that govern the
distribution of bare singulars, I claim that they are semantic in nature. However,
on the assumption that a given syntactic construction cannot be systematically
ambiguous, my basic working hypothesis is that semantic interpretations for
noun phrases are fundamentally dependent on their internal structure. From this
perspective, I crucially claim that whereas DPs may be either arguments or
predicates, NPs translate as predicates at LF irrespective of whether they occur
as predicate nominals or as direct objects. Consequently, they do not translate as
variables or restricted modifiers. For bare singulars (and existential bare
plurals), this amounts to the claim that they are predicates, not arguments. In
other words, while subjects are always DPs (since they are arguments, not
predicates), direct objects (and predicate nominals) may be either DPs or NPs.
That is, direct objects are not always arguments; they can be predicates. Thus, 1
claim that count bare singulars cannot be doubled or scrambled because they are
not arguments but predicates: they denote properties, not individuals, and
therefore translate as predicates, not as variables or restricted quantifiers at LF.
Drawing on work by Zimmerman (1993), I argue that most natural language
predicates can take both individuals and properties as their internal arguments
(cf. also van Geenhoven 1996).

In the next section, I show that it is precisely in terms of the distinction in-
d iv idua l versus property denotation that the d is t inc t ion specific versus
nonspecific for noun phrases should be understood. Count bare singulars
provide an excellent tool for this. A discussion of the phenomenon of specificity
is essential for this study, as I intend to show that specificity cannot be bestowed
on an argument by a clitic and to demonstrate eventually that specificity-related
effects in cli t ic doubling and scrambling constructions arise only as an epiphe-
nomenon, since argumenthood for noun phrases is defined by specificity.

4.3. Specificity, individuation, and argumenthood37

4.3.1. The meaning of bare singulars

The a-expressions nje fustan in (39a') and enaforema in (39b') might denote:

(41) a. some particular dress that Ann has seen on some display

b. some particular kind of dress (e.g., some Dior vs. some Versace
dress)

c. some/any object that is classified as a dress; that is, any dress at all

With respect to specificity, the (4 la ) and (41b) readings are both specific read-
ings and can be continued by (42):
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(42) She may find it in 'The House of F rase r.'

Only the (41c) reading is nonspecific and (42) is not an appropriate continuation
for it. One could continue the (4Ic) reading as in (43):

(43) She may find one in 'The House of Fraser.'

Importantly, the bare singulars fiistan in (39a) andforema in (39b) cannot refer
to some particular dress or to some particular kind of dress. So the bare singulars
in (39a) and (39b) lack the readings given under (4la) and (41b) that obtain for
the a-expressions in (39a') and (39b'). This means that the bare singulars in
(39a) and (39b) may not receive specific interpretations. Thus, a-expressions
and bare singulars are not fu l ly synonymous; they are so only on the nonspecific
readings of the former.

As loup (1977) points out, certain inferences follow on a specific reading
that are invalid on a nonspecific reading. On the specific readings (41 a) and
(41b), the existence of the items referred to by the a-expressions is presupposed.
On (41 a) and (41 b) the sentence in (44) wi l l be true.

(44) There in a certain dress that Ann wants to buy.

No existence claims follow from the nonspecific reading in (41c); that is, (44) is
not a valid inference from (41c). Instead, we can paraphrase (41c) as in (45):

(45) Ann wants there to be some dress or other that she can (find and) buy.

Thus, what Ann is interested in (in (39a) and (39b) is some individual or other
that embodies a certain property, namely that of being [+dress] and not, say,
[+bookj. The identity of the item that Ann wants, beyond its being [+dress], is
irrelevant here. Assuming that properties do not exist outside individuals (that
is, that properties are not ontological pr imi t ives) , Ann is interested in some
individual or other that has the property [+dress]. But, each individual that has
the property [+dress] has in addition at least one other property that makes it
distinct from other individuals that have the same property [+dress]. The very
existence of d is t inct i nd iv idua l s possessing the same basic property (here:
[+dress]), which makes them be regarded as members of the same class (here:
the class of dresses), is due to the existence of at least one distinct property.
Being a distinct individual itself is a property. These other properties of individ-
uals, beyond the property [+dress], are not only irrelevant to Ann in (39a) and
(39b), but indeed cannot be expressed by the bare singulars here. The bare
singulars in (37a) and (37b) do not denote individuals but properties, which is
why (39a) and (39b) get an event-related reading, which may be paraphrased as
in (46):

(46) Ann wants to engage/is interested in dress buying.

It is, then, my contention that while direct object a-expressions may denote
individuals, direct object bare singulars may not; the latter invariably denote
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properties. The dis t inc t ion between properties and individuals may be
represented as in (47):

(47) P versus P n p;

(where P is the fundamental property that identifies individuals as mem-
bers of the same class and p; is a property that does not contradict P)

It is by now a well-established view in the semantic literature that specific
readings are presuppositional and nonspecific readings are not (cf., Enc. 1991,
Diesing 1992). The hypothesis that bare singulars are property-denoting
expressions, that is, predicates, can account for the fact that they are not presup-
positional by assuming that presupposition is about saturated structures, that is,
about individuals (and propositions), not about properties. It follows, then, that
specificity involves individuation; individual-denoting expressions are always
specific irrespective of the fact that they may be used referentially or attribu-
tively. On the other hand, property-denoting expressions are nonspecific. Since
arguments are saturated structures, noun phrase arguments denote individuals,
that is, are specific.

In sum, on their specific reading noun phrases always denote individuals,
not properties. Individuals translate as arguments (they are saturated structures),
never as predicates at LF. Therefore, noun phrase arguments are always specific
(irrespective of the fact that as such they may be used referentially or attribu-
tively). On their nonspecific reading, noun phrases invariably denote properties,
not individuals . Properties translate as predicates at LF; they are unsaturated
structures. Bare singulars are nonspecific (read: property denoting); they are LF
predicates.

Given that direct objects may be instant iated by bare singulars, which
invariably denote properties, it follows that direct objects are not always argu-
ments; they may also be predicates. I claim that when direct objects denote
properties, not individuals (i.e., when they are predicates, not arguments),
doubling and scrambling cannot apply to them.

Consider the examples under (48) and (49).>J In (48), the bare singular
piano is a predicate, not an argument. Therefore it cannot scramble past the high
adverb probably. In (49) piano occurs to the left of the adverb. Yet, the meaning
of (49) suggests that piano is a predicate here as well, as indicated by its English
translation. Observe, however, that here the predicate (namely play or take) that
selects piano as its internal argument is deleted at PF; that is, no adverbial
intervenes between the bare singular piano and the predicate whose internal
argument it is. Note also that piano playing or taking piano lessons is a
gerundive argument of the clausal predicate find. As such, it may scramble.

(48) dat Jan (*piano) waarschijnlijk (piano) speelt
that Jan piano probably piano plays

(49) dat Jan (piano) waarschijnlijk (piano) leuker
that Jan piano probably piano nicer

DutchK

K
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zal vinden dan viool.

will find than violin

'that Jan will find playing the piano/taking piano lessons nicer than
playing the violin/taking violin lessons.'

A striking property of bare singulars is that they invariably take (existential)
narrow scope in the presence of other scopal items in the sentence. Thus, the
Albanian sentence in (50a) has only the reading in (50b) but lacks the reading in
(50c) where the bare singular has scope over negation.

(50) a. Nuk dua biciklete.

not want-I bicycle
'I don't want a bicycle.'

b. It is no! the Case that 1 want a bicvcle.

c. #There is a bicvcle that 1 don 't want.

Likewise, the Albanian sentence in (51), unl ike its English translation, can only
mean that the correspondence of people and bicycles is one to one. That is, (51)
cannot mean that a bicycle was such that it was bought by many people.

(51) Shume femije blene biciklete dje.

many children bought bicycle yesterday

'Many children bought a bicycle yesterday.'

The data in this section unequivocally show that bare singulars cannot take wide
scope. In this respect, they differ both from definite descriptions and from a-
expressions, which may, though need not, take wide scope. This observation
immediately reminds one of Carlson's (1977) observation that the English bare
plural always takes narrow scope with respect to negation. He accounts for this
by suggesting that the existential force of the bare plural in nongeneric contexts
comes from a source external to the bare plural i tself , namely from the verb. I
adopt this proposal for bare singulars as well .

What, then is, the relation between count bare singulars and bare plurals? I
address this question in the next section.

4.3.2. On the relation of count bare singulars to bare plurals

Recall from section 2 that bare plural direct objects cannot be clitic doubled in
Alban ian and Greek. For the exp lana t ion that I w i l l propose for this
phenomenon, it is essential to point out the distinction between generic and
existential bare plurals (cf. Carlson 1977). This distinction, which holds across
Germanic languages, does not, however, hold for Balkan languages. In Balkan
languages, generic readings are incompatible with bare plurals. Bare plurals in
these languages can only have an existential interpretation. The same holds for
Romance bare plurals (cf. Laca 1990, Longobardi 1994). Thus, individual-level
predicates, which, as is well known, force generic readings on their direct

40
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objects, are in these languages incompatible with bare plurals. Examples are
love, respect, admire, adore, and so on. Generic readings in Balkan (and
Romance) languages require an overt determiner, namely, the defini te
determiner for plural noun phrases and either the definite or the indefinite
determiner for singular noun phrases.

My proposal rests on the claim that generically and existentially interpreted
bare plurals differ with respect to the D feature: generic bare plurals are DPs
with a morphologically null D, whereas existential bare plurals are NPs alto-
gether lacking a D projection. Consequently, generic and existential bare plurals
differ with respect to their specificity feature: generic bare plurals are [+specific]
and individual denoting, whereas existential bare plurals are [-specific] and
property denoting.

What does it mean for generic bare plurals to be individual denoting? It
means that generic bare plurals denote kinds (in nonquantified contexts), as in /
love dogs, or (in quantified contexts) denote (quantified) instantiations of kinds,
as in (Most) dogs are clever. This means that generic bare plurals are either
constants or variables depending on whether they name a kind or (in quantified
contexts) denote instantiations of it. I claim that existential bare plurals, on the
other hand, denote properties. As such, they are not constants or variables but
predicates. I argued above that bare singulars denote properties as well.

What, then, is the difference (if any) between bare singulars and existential
bare plurals, given that all languages that have bare singulars also have existen-
tial bare plurals? While both (52a) and (52b) necessarily have an event-related
reading, it seems to me that the difference between bare singulars and existential
bare plurals has to do with event reference. Thus, while the meaning of the
sentence in (52a) can be rendered as in (52c) or (52d), the minimally different
(52b) containing a(n existential) bare plural instead of the bare singular can be
rendered as in (52d), not as in (52c). Thus, (52a) can, though need not, be
synonymous with (52b), whereas (52b) can only mean that Eva might engage in
several events of newspaper reading. Strictly speaking, there is no "small" event
in which a person can read more than one newspaper at a time. Hence, it is as if
the bare plural in (52b) would scope over the whole VP. " Whether this is an
instance of genuine wide scope of the bare plural or some kind of a pseudoscope
effect this paper will not contribute to assessing.

(52) a.

b.

c.

d.

Eva will

Eva will
Eva will

Eva will
Tomorrow
event.

Tomorrow
reading.

morgen

tomorrow
morgen

Zeitung lesen.

newspaper read
Zeitungen lesen.

tomorrow newspapers read
Eva will engage in (at least) one

Eva wants to

newspaper- reading

engage in several events of newspaper

I claim that existential bare plurals are the plural counterparts of bare singulars.
On one hand, the fact that bare singulars occur as direct objects of only those
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predicates whose bare plural direct objects cannot get a generic interpretation
supports this claim. On the other hand, however, the reverse does not hold
across all the languages that have bare singulars in object position. German is a
Case in point. However, in view of the fact that the meaning of bare singulars is
a subset of the meaning of a-expressions (cf. the discussion in section 4.3.1), and
since they also share the meaning of existential bare plurals, it is reasonable to
try to relate the lack of (one to one) distributional parallelism between bare sin-
gulars and existential bare plurals within and across languages to economy con-
siderations.

If existential bare plurals are the plural counterparts of bare singulars, they
should have the same clausal distribution, among other things. At first sight, this
prediction seems to be falsified by data as in (53).

(53) Studenten larmen auf der Strasse

students make noise in the street

'Students are making noise in the street.'

I suggest, however, that 'Studenten' in (53) under its existential interpreta-
tion (though not under its generic intepretation) is a predicate nominal in some
specifier position of the CP domain (possibly derived from a cleft construction),
as given in (54).

(54) [Cp Studenten Iarmen. [Ip [Vp t; [pp aufder Strcifle]] t; ]]

Crucial evidence for this view comes from another Germanic language,
Norwegian. Hellan (1986) observes that in Norwegian, adjective phrases (APs)
in predicative position agree in gender and number with their subject. In (55),
however, they do not: the predicative adjective is marked for neuter gender and
singular number, while the noun is masculine and can be either s ingular or
plural. If the bare noun in (55) were really the subject of the sentence, this
construction would be a counterexample to the theory of agreement.

(55) a.

b.

Bil er dyr-t.

car-MASC.SG is expensive-NEUT.SG
Biler er dyr-t.

car-MASC.PL are expensive-NEUT.SG

(Hellan 1986.95)

I propose that the NPs bil/biler 'car/cars' in (55a) and (55b) are not the subjects
of the sentences but occupy Spec of CP, and that (55a) and (55b) are derived
from constructions like the ones given in (56a) or its variant (56b).

(56) a.

b.

Bil/biler er dyr-t a

car/cars is expensive-NEUT.SG to
'To have a car/cars is expensive.'

A ha bil/biler er dyr-t.

to have car/cars is expensive
'To have a car/cars is expensive.'

ha.
have

43

44
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In this section I have argued that just like bare singulars, existential bare plurals
are not DPs with a morphologically empty D, but NPs that lack a D projection.
As such, they cannot be doubled (in Albanian and Greek) or scrambled (in
German and Dutch). On the other hand, generic bare plurals are DPs with a
morphologically empty D. They are always specific (read: individual denoting).
As such, they can scramble unless they are marked [+Focus].

The syntactic distinction NP versus DP (with morphologically null D) that I
have drawn between existential and generic bare plurals, respectively, in
addition to representing a principled mapping between syntax and semantics, is
also motivated by the (morphological) fact mentioned above, namely, that
generic plural nominals in Balkan (and Romance) languages necessarily require
the presence of the definite determiner.

4.3.3. Definite expressions

Consider the example in (57):

(57) / shall kiss the first woman to enter this room.

In line with what was stated in section 4.3.1, the definite expression in (57) also
is specific, though it may have both a referential and an attributive reading,
depending on whether or not the speaker knows beforehand who the first
woman to enter the room will be. In other words, the definite expression in (57)
may denote either a particular individual in relation to the speaker, namely, the
type of 'first woman to enter the room', as opposed to, say, the type of 'second
woman to enter the room', or the type of 'no woman to enter the room'. The
type of 'first woman to enter the room' is an individual with respect to the
concept or property 'woman ' . So, independent ly of whether the definite
expression is intended to refer or not, it is specific, which also accords with Enc,
(1991).

The question arises, however, as to whether definite noun phrases in direct
object position can ever be predicates, that is, denote properties (like bare singu-
lars and a-expressions on nonspecific reading). I wil l argue that they can.
Examples are definite noun phrases in object position in set expressions like
take the bus in (58a), play the violin in (58b).

(58) a. / like to take the bus.

b. Ben has played the violin beautifully at times.

It is true that the de f in i t e expression the bus in (58a) may have both a
referential-specific and an attributive-specific reading (as paraphrased in (59a)
and (59b)) but what is important to note is that it also has a nonspecific reading,
as paraphrased in (59c). Likewise, the violin in (58b) also has a nonspecific
reading which may be paraphrased as in (60).

(59) a. There is a bus vehicle, always the very same, that 1 like to take.

45
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b. There is a bus line that I like to take.

c. I like to travel b\ bus (I don't like to walk, drive, take the train, or
fly)-

(60) Ben is a talented violin player.

The fact that not only indefinite expressions but also definite expressions may
have both a specific and a nonspecific reading constitutes a counterexample to
the claim that all definites are specific (cf. Eng 1991). It suggests that the class
of definite expressions is far from homogeneous semantically (cf. also Vergnaud
and Zubizarreta 1992). Above I argued that specific readings arise when noun
phrases denote ind iv idua ls and nonspecif ic readings when they denote
properties. Note, however, that both a-expressions and definite expressions may
only be interpreted nonspecifically when they occur as predicate nominals or as
direct objects (sometimes also as objects of certain prepositions), but not when
they occur as subjects. That subjects invariably denote individuals when they are
instantiated by noun phrases should not be a matter of controversy in a frame-
work like Principles and Parameters.4

The fact that bare s ingulars are synonymous wi th a-expressions on their
nonspecific reading only suggests that a-expressions are potential designators of
either properties or individuals (that is, a-expressions may be predicates or vari-
ables). However, postulating that a-expressions are in t r ins ica l ly ambiguous as to
a specific (read: i n d i v i d u a l - d e n o t i n g ) and a nonspeci f ic (read: property-
denoting) interpretation (that is, correspond to two distinct logical types, v iz .
<e> versus <e,l>) cannot expla in in any pr inc ip led manner why (1) a-
expressions occurring as subjects and datives lack a nonspecific (i.e., property-
denoting) interpretation and (2) the ambiguity specific versus nonspecific for a-
expressions arises only when they occur as direct objects of certain predicates
(e.g., want, buy, draw, hunt, smoke, find, get, etc.) but not of certain others (e.g.,
love, hate, admire, adore, etc.). These facts can be accounted for if we assume
that many (and perhaps most, though not all) natural language predicates of type
<e,<e,t» (e.g., bu\) can be raised to type «e,t>.<e,t», meaning:

(61) kP Ax3y [ P ( v ) A B U Y ( x , y ) ]

This means that certain predicates that lake individuals as their internal
arguments may also take properties as their internal arguments. In addition, we
need to assume that the dual nature of a-expressions is due to their lexical
underspecification with respect to specificity (i.e., individual versus property
denotation). Hence they can oscillate between type <e> and <e,t>. But in view
of the fact that definite noun phrases as well may be interpreted nonspecifically
or predicatively when they are objects of verbs and prepositions, we need to
assume that the-expressions are also underspecified with respect to ind iv idua l
versus property denotation and can therefore oscillate between types <e> and
<e,t>. To generalize, we may then state that while NPs (e.g., bare singulars and
existential bare plurals) are unambiguously type <e,t>, DPs may be of type <e>
or <e,t>.4*

Consider the examples in (62):
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(62) a. weil ich morgen den Bus nehme. Germ
because I tomorrow the bus take

b. weil ich den Bus morgen nehme
because I the bus tomorrow take

'because I will take the bus tomorrow.'

In line with what was stated above, den Bus 'the bus' in (62a) can denote either
an individual (that is, some bus vehicle or other or some bus line or other) or a
property. In other words, both (63a) and (63b) are valid paraphrases for (62a).
Construction (63a) is an event-related reading; that is, den Bus here denotes a
property and translates therefore as a predicate at LF.

(63) a. because, as for me, I will engage in bus-taking tomorrow.

b. because, as for (me and) the bus, 1 will take it tomorrow.

In (62b), on the other hand, the scrambled DP den Bus denotes an
individual only; that is, it may denote some bus or other or some bus line or
other. In other words, the scrambled bus in (62b) is specific and presupposi-
tional. Since specificity abd presuppositionality are properties of arguments, not
of predicates, den Bus in (62b) is an argument variable not a predicate, as it can
(though need not) be in (62a). Crucially, (62b) lacks the event-related reading
that obtains for (62a). This suggests that scrambling applies to arguments only,
not to predicates. Hence the unava i lab i l i ty of the reading in (63a) for the
sentence (62b). The same pattern obtains with clitic doubling of definites in
Albanian and Greek.

In sum, it may be stated that definite noun phrases and a-expressions are
semantically (and perhaps syntactically) nonhomogeneous; they are not always
syntactic arguments when objects of verbs (and prepositions) but may translate
either as arguments or as predicates at LF depending on whether the clausal
predicate selects an individual (type <e>) or a property (type <e,t>) as its
internal argument (cf. also van Geenhoven 1996 for a s imilar treatment of
indefinites). The type of shi f t ing mechanism (cf. Partee 1987) allows for this
duality. This creates the i l lusion that scrambling or doubling of definites and a-
expressions is optional. In fact, scrambled and doubled objects are always
syntactic arguments. Since argument noun phrases are always specific (read:
individual denoting), specificity effects will be observed in scrambling construc-
tions. Nonscrambled and nondoubled objects may, but need not, be arguments.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, I have shown that direct object clitic doubling in Albanian and
Greek produces information structure in a systematic way: doubled DPs are
unambiguously interpreted as topics. This suggests that topichood is, at least in
part, encoded in the syntax for these languages. Whether this is the Case univer-
sally and whether the representation of topics involves the same syntactic
configuration cross-linguistically remain issues subject to further study. I have
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also shown that specificity cannot be bestowed on an argument by a doubling
clit ic or scrambling; instead, specificity is fundamental ly related to the D slot.
Specif ici ty effects in doubl ing and scrambling constructions are only by-
products of deeper triggering properties.

Notes

This paper is a condensed version of the second and third chapter of my Ph.D dissertation
(cf. K a l l u l l i 1999). Versions of it were presented at the GLOW-workshop "The Syntax of
Balkan Languages" (Athens, April 1996) and at the ESSE/4 workshop "Clitics in the
Languages of Europe" (Debrecen, September 1997). I am grateful to these audiences for
their comments. I am indebted to Antonia Androutsopoulou for her invaluable help wi th
the Greek data. I also [hank Lars Hellan. Joe Emonds and Georg N i k l f e l d for the i r
comments as well as the anonymous reviewer of the volume Clitic Phenomena in
European Languages (F. Beukema and M. den Dikken, eds.), in which a version of th is
paper wi l l also appear. Final ly, I thank the editors of the present volume for their encour-
agement and support.

1. Here I depart from the view tha t an NP is exclus ively a complement of D (cf.
Abney 1987) and more generally from the implication that once a projection is available,
at least w i t h i n a given language, it is a lways present and syntactically active in that
language even though at times it may be inert or morphologically empty (cf. Chomsky
1995). Note, however, that I am not c la iming that the D position cannot be morphologi-
cally empty. For discussion, see sections 4.2 and 4.3, where 1 argue that count bare
singulars and existential bare plurals are not DPs with a morphologically nul l D, but NPs
altogether lacking a D projection. Consequently, they are not arguments but predicates at
LF. By contrast, generic bare plurals are DPs w i t h morphologically nu l l Ds. The advan-
tage of this dist inction between DPs and NPs is that it allows for a more principled map-
ping between syntax and semantics.

2. Albanian and Greek have identical Case systems except that the Greek counter-
part of the Albanian dative is genitive.

3. For a detailed description of the positioning of clitics in several types of clauses in
Albanian and Greek, see Joseph and Philippaki-Warburton (1987), Rivcro (1994), Rivero
andTerzi (1994), and Ka l lu l l i (1995, 1997).

4. For an analysis as to why c l i t ic cl imbing is absent across all Balkan languages,
seeTerzi (1992).

5. In this context, cf. also Suner (1988.399-400) who provides the fo l lowing ex-
amples from Porteno Spanish as empirical evidence against viewing the prepositional
element a in Spanish, a language where Kayne's generalization seems to be general ly
operative, as a Case-assigning device; she argues instead that a is an animacy marker,
which is why it is missing in the examples (i)-(iii) below.

(i) Yo lo voy a comprar el diario justo antes de subir.
I am going to buy it-the newspaper just before coining up

(i i ) Yo la tenia prevista esta inuerte.
1 had foreseen it-this death

( i i i ) Ahora tiene que seguir usndo lo el apellido.
Now she has to go on using it-the surname.

6. On the significance of violations of Kayne's generalization for the clitic doubling
parameter, cf. Anagnostopoulou (1994.
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7. Albanian and Greek are pro-drop, null-subject languages, and nothing stops
clitics from appearing sentence init ially.

8. In Albanian the definite article is suffixed to the noun stem (indicated by the use
of hyphens in the Albanian examples); in Greek, as in English, it is a separate phonologi-
cal ent i ty and precedes the noun stem.

9. For instance, doubling is sensitive to the feature Inunan in Romanian and animac\
in Spanish (cf. Jaeggli 1986, Borer 1984, Sufier 1988, Dobrovie-Sorin 1990).

10. Note, however, that the impl ica t ion is only one way: definite direct object DPs
may be doubled but need not be. As not all definites can be clitic doubled in Greek (cf.,
e.g., (9b), (10b)), Anagnostopoulou tries to relate direct object clitic doubling in this lan-
guage to Heim's (1982) Familiarity Condition. However, this analysis is untenable in the
face of doubling of indefinites unless Heim's crucial claim that all indefinites represent
novel information is rejected.

11. Cf. also Agouraki (1993), who provides several other examples of doubling of
indefinites.

12. Anagnostopoulou's claim that a t t r ibut ive definites may not be cli t ic doubled in
Greek is not uncontrovers ia l , though. In this context, according to Anagnostopoulou
(1994), while clitics necessarily license famil iar i ty on the direct object DPs they double,
these DPs may be either novel or fami l i a r if not doubled. This is clearly imperfect, as
clitic doubling emerges under her treatment not only as a totally optional but also as an
entirely redundant phenomenon if cli t ics may double definite DPs that are non-novel or
famil iar even when not doubled.

13. An additional argument against the right-dislocation hypothesis is presented in
section 3.3.

14. However, cli t ic doubling in Albanian and Greek is incompatible with focus DPs,
as wi l l become clear in section 3. According to the view that any constituent that can be
raised by QR can serve as focus (cf. Chomsky 1976), quantif iers in general are default
foci. In ( 1 1 ) I have tried to control th is factor by focusing the verb. This is indicated in
the English t ranslat ion by the use of capital letters. The interaction of clitic doubling and
focussing wi l l be discussed at length in section 2.

15. Anagnostopoulou (1994) c la ims that doubled DPs in Greek may only receive a
referent ial in terpre ta t ion . A. Androutsopoulou (private communica t ion) , however,
pointed out to me that the doubled DP in (12b) can receive an attributive interpretation
(for instance, when the verb is focused).

16. Except where indicated otherwise, I wi l l be concerned with doubling only of
direct objects, not of accusative quirky subjects.

17. For details on the formalization of focus (i.e., its formal representation in X-
reduced intensional logic), see Jacobs (1983), Rooth (1996), and Krifka (1996).

18. Brody claims that the S-structure presence of the +f feature shows up as heavy
stress at PF. According to h im, the stressed + f-marked category is not necessarily the
same as the +f-phrase, but the +f-phrase wi l l a lways contain a +f-marked element.
Although he does not define the notion of "heavy stress", 1 lake it to be phonetic promi-
nence, probably indicated by a pitch accent. Unlike Brody, I wish to leave open the
possibil i ty that focus may have other PF correlates even if phonetic prominence or pitch
accent is absent.

19. At this point , it should be clear that direct object clitic doubling is somewhat less
strict in Greek than in Albanian since only in the latter does it obligatori ly occur
whenever the direct object DP is outside the focus domain. The fundamental point to
note, however, is that in both languages direct object clitic doubling indisputably marks
the direct object DP as [-Focus]. In other words, while doubling of direct object DPs in
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Albanian and Greek necessarily marks these DPs as [-Focus], it is not the Case that for
the direct object DP to be interpreted as [-Focus], it has to be clitic doubled (as in
Greek).

20. Albanian has an optional question particle for yes-no questions.
21. The sentences in (20) are grammatical also when the direct object (in the first

conjunct) is clitic doubled under an interpretation that can be roughly rendered in English
as: 'As for Anna and the beans, she didn' t cook them, rather she ate the figs'. But notice
that in this interpretation, 'the beans' is indisputably outside the focus domain. Hence,
doubling exempts the direct object from the focus domain.

22. Example (21) is analogous to example (10).
23. In Albanian, focussing adverbs can attach to different sites without necessarily

affecting the interpretation of phrases in terms of the [±Focus] feature. That is, unlike in
English, it is not necessarily the constituent that the focus particle immediately precedes
that constitutes the focus domain. Because of this complexity, 1 provide the intended
interpretation in the English translations of the Albanian and Greek examples by employ-
ing square brackets followed by the subscript F (to indicate focus domains).

24. Again, in Albanian, c l i t ic doubling of direct object DPs is obligatory when the
object is outside the focus domain. A. Androutsopoulou (private communication) points
out that cli t ic doubling of the object when the direct object is outside the focus domain is
optional in Greek; however, she notes that (24b) and (25b) are strongly preferred with the
doubling clitics.

25. In fact, as the notation in (26) indicates, cli t ic doubling of the direct object DP is
obligatory in Albanian when the subject is focus; in Greek, however, clitic doubling of
the direct object DP is only optional when the subject is focus.

26. This feature (i.e., [-Focus]) could a l ternat ively be represented formally as
[+Topic]. Recall that in section 3.1 I defined topic as the complement of wh, not as
necessarily old or familiar information. In this context, see also Reinhart (1981, 1996),
who crucial ly points out that defining topic as old or famil iar information, as in the
Prague school, is not only conceptually clumsy, but also empirically incorrect. In view of
the fact that topic is the counterpart of focus, it makes lit t le difference whether we choose
to represent it formally as [-Focus] or as [+Topic]. For the sake of symmetry in
representation, however, the postulate of one binary feature (here [±FocusJ) might be
preferable. Hence my choice of label: [-Focus]. As Reinhart remarks, "Even in view of
the massive varieties of opinions regarding what topics are, [there] is one context all
studies agree upon: the NP in there -sentences can never be topic" (Reinhart 1996). We
thus expect that objects of the verb 'to have' may not be cl i t ic doubled in Albanian and
Greek existential constructions. This is indeed the Case, as witnessed by the examples
under ( i) and ( i i ) below:

27. W i t h respect to the property they license, according to Sportiche, clitics
subdivide into two types. The first type (typically accusative clitics) assimilates to such
functional heads as [+wh] complementizers or [+negative] heads, which license some
operatorlike properties (e.g., wh- or negative quantifiers). Sportiche argues that the
operatorlike property these clitics license is specificity in DPs. The second type of clitic
(typically nominative and dative cli t ics in Romance) is claimed not to be linked to
specif ic i ty . Concerning this second type of cl i t ics , Sportiche suggests that they be
analyzed as pure agreement markers, that is, as elements devoid of interpretive import,

( i)
( i i )

(*/) kishte minj ne gjithe
(*Ta) ixe pondikia se olo
them-CL had mice-ACC in all

'There were mice all over the apartment'

apartament-in.
to diameriyna-
the apartment

Alb
MGrk
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presumably responsible for dative Case assignement (i.e., AgrlO-heads in the sense of
Chomsky 1995).

28. The idea that focus is involved in scrambling phenomena is extensively
discussed in Reinhart (1996). While Reinhart argues that a scrambled constituent cannot
be focus, she favors a PF approach to focus (cf. Cinque 1993), which crucially involves
the notion of stress prominence. However, as stated in note (18), I wish to leave open the
possibil i ty that the syntactic feature of focus may have PF correlates that are different
from (and perhaps exclude) stress prominence. Therefore, I will not undertake to present
Reinhart's account.

29. An anonymous reviewer points out that scrambled noun phrases may have
contrastive focus, as in the Dutch example below:

(i) Ik heb slechts EEN van de boeken nog niet gelezen.
I have only ONE of the books yet not read

Here the DP 'the books' is marked [-Focus], but 'one' is [+Focus]. However, in
Albanian and Greek contrast ively focused direct object DPs are incompatible with
doubling. The reason why the parallel between scrambling and doubling breaks down
when contrastive focus is involved is not entirely clear to me. It might be stipulated,
though, that contrastive focus is fundamental ly correlated with stress prominence at PF.
However, since cl i t ics are incompatible with PF stress (i.e., marked [-stress]), the
derivation crashes because of value divergence with respect to PF stress. The nonovert
cli t ic head in the Case of scrambling might, however, be totally underspecified for the PF
stress value; as such, a [+stress] element moved to its specifier position in the syntax will
not render the derivation i l l i c i t at PF.

30. In fact, this claim only holds for those bare plurals that receive an existential
interpretation. This is explicated in section 4.3.2.

31. As it happens, even closely related languages differ with respect to the pos-
s ib i l i ty of instant iat ing their direct objects by count bare singulars. Thus, while count
bare singulars are vir tual ly nonexistent as direct objects in English, across Balkan and
Mainland Scandinavian languages they may occur as direct objects of all predicates
whose bare plural direct objects cannot get a generic (either referential and kind denoting
or quant i f ica t iona l ) interpretat ion but get an existential one. In German, on the other
hand, count bare singulars do occur as direct objects but are much more restricted than in
Balkan and Mainland Scandinavian. Note in th is context that of all the languages
mentioned above, only English disal lows count bare singulars in predicate nominal
position. Finally, note that count bare singulars are found also in English as objects of
certain prepositions, e.g., go to sclwol/cluircli/market, travel by train/plane, etc.

32. Throughout, I use the term a-expression (cf. Chastain 1975) to refer to
nonquantified singular indefinite noun phrases with articles.

33. The relation between bare singulars and bare plurals is discussed in detail in
section 4.3.2.

34. Here I am not implying that if a constituent occurs clause in i t ia l ly it necessarily
occupies Spec of CP. I am only assuming with Brody (1990) that Spec of root CPs is one
(of the) canonical position(s) for [+Focus] phrases, and since the fronted constituents in
(40) are indisputably [+Focus], it makes sense to assume that they occupy precisely this
slot. However, I remain open to the idea that there is above the CP node a projection
headed by some operator that licenses d- l inking in its specifier position (cf. Pesetsky
1987).

35. In some Balkan languages (e.g., Greek, Bulgarian), bare singulars may occur as
what looks as subjects of unergative predicates as in (i) below. In this case they are
necessarily focused, as the English translation in (i) indicates.
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(i) <J>IAI ton ikhe Sayosi to Costa.
SNAKE him-Cl had bitten the Costas
'It was a snake that had bitten Costas.'
(Agouraki 1993. 170)

The fact that the bare singular subject in (i) cannot be interpreted as topic suggests
that unlike sentences, where subjects are instantiated by definite- or a-expressions,
sentences containing what appears to be bare s ingular subjects are fundamental ly
discourse dependent. In Kal lu l l i (1999), I argue that bare singulars as in (i) are not
subjects but predicate nominals in specifier positions of root CPs.

36. Throughout this paper the term existential is used in opposition to presup-
positional. That is, existential bare plurals should be understood as non-generic bare
plurals only.

37. This section builds on earlier work (cf. Kal lul l i 1997b, 1998). For reasons of
space, I do not discuss data from Mainland Scandinavian (MS) here. However, whatever
is said in this paper about the meaning of bare singulars in German and Balkan languages
holds for MS as well. For details, see K a l l u l l i (1997b, 1998).

38. Note that the referential/attr ibutive dichotomy (cf. Donellan 1966) divides the
three readings in (41) in a different manner. The reading in (41a) is referential, while the
(41b) and (41c) readings are a t t r ibut ive . This is because only in (41a) has Ann
established a direct relationship with some particular haecceitas. This is not the Case in
(41b): any Dior dress, not just a particular one, is sufficient for Ann under the reading in
(41b). Yet the indef ini te noun phrase in (41b) receives a specific interpretation, because
Ann is not interested in any dress; she wants a specific type of dress, namely, a Dior one,
but obviously she does not mind which particular sample (e.g., wi th respect to color, cut,
production year, etc.) she gets. Thus, specific noun phrases may be intended as either
referential or at tr ibutive (cf. also loup 1977). In other words, the distinction referential
versus at tr ibutive makes sense for specific noun phrases only.

39. Many thanks to Marcel den Dikken (private communication) for pointing out
these data to me.

40. As van Geenhoven (1996) shows, the arguments that have been brought against
Carlson's lexicalized existential quant i f ie r vanish if this quantif ier is granted dynamic
instead of static force.

41. This is independently proposed by E. Kiss (to appear). However, Kiss relies on
Enc/s (1991) account of specificity, which is rather problematic. Space considerations
prevent me from dealing with this point in detail, though some problems with it will be
identified in section 4.3.4.

42. M. Krifka (private communication) points out to me that similarly, number
words can have wide scope, as in his example 'Four thousand ships passed through the
lock', which means 'There were four thousand ship-passings'.

43. It is well known that unlike simple present tense in English, simple present in
German can have both an episodic and a generic meaning. That is, the German sentence
in (53) can also mean 'Students make noise in the street'. However, 1 am interested only
in the existential interpretation of the bare plural , hence the given English translation.

44. Note also that Norwegian is not a pro-drop language.
45. Since bare plurals are in Balkan languages incompatible with generic readings,

the question of doubling them does not even arise.
46. J. Emonds (private communication) points out to me that definite expressions in

some locative phrases (e.g., / am going to the airport/to the doctor's/to the shore/to the
hospital) have a predicative reading as well. Note that these are not generic: The only
time in m\ life I went to Texas I took the plane.
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47. In the Principles and Parameters framework, the subjects of examples like Being
wise/To be wise is crazy or Being crazy is crazy (examples from Chierchia 1985. 418) are
clausal syntac t ica l ly and prepositional semantically (Koster and May 1982). For
examples like Wisdom deserves reward, 1 agree with Chierchia (1985) in that one cannot
make a very compelling point about the subject of this sentence being a propertylike
creature, because "the realm of nominalizations such as [wisdom] ... [is] st i l l largely
unknown, which relegates our considerations to the realm of intuit ions" (Chierchia
1985.418). Such examples do not therefore necessarily constitute counterexamples to my
claim that subjects invariably denote individuals.

48. Alternatively, it might be that both the indefinite and the definite article are not
exclusively generated under D but may also be generated NP-internally. It is beyond the
scope of this study to decide between these alternatives.
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Adjectival Determiners in Albanian and Greek

Antonia Androutsopoulou

1. Introduction

This essay deals with the syntax of adjectival determiners concentrating mainly
on data from Albanian and Greek. The term adjectival determiner ("DET" in the
glosses) refers to the element to preceding the adjective in the Greek example in
( la) and the element e in the Albanian example in ( Ib) :

(1) a. to vivlio *(to) kalo b. djal-in *(e) mire
the book DET good boy-DEF DET good
'the good book' 'the good boy (ACC)'

Following an analysis of relative clauses along the lines in Vergnaud (1974) and
Kayne (1994), the structure of a noun modified by a relative clause, like that in
(2a), is as in (2b), where the modified noun book raises to Spec, CP from its
thematic position:

(2) a. the book that I read

b. [QP to lhe\ ECP booki lc !/ul!^ UP ' read 'i ]M

The novelty of the structure in (2b) is that it allows for a CP to be the comple-
ment of the determiner head D^. The proposal in this essay is that the presence
of an adjectival determiner evidences a relativizing structure within the DP con-
taining the adjective. More specifically, I propose that the DPs in ( la) and ( I b )
have the surface structures in (3a) and (3b) respectively:

(3) a. [Dp to [D/Pp vivliof [D/P to] [AgrP kabj t; tj ]]]

b. [Dp [djaliiij] [D/PP [ tj J; [D/P el LAgrP'"'^} ' ci lj ^

Kayne (1994) argues that the projection complement of D in structures of the
sort found in (2b) and (3) may be occupied by a complementizer, as in (2b), or a
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prepositional determiner, as in the French examples in (4), where the adjective is
focused:

(4) le [D/Pp rouge [D/P de\ [IP crayon ]]

the red pencil

or in (5):

(5) la {^p voiture; [de [jp Jean [ I [eh

and takes the D/PP of (5) to be parallel to the D/PP that occurs as sister phrase
to the abstract copula in the structure in (6):

(6) BE [D/pp D/P [1P Jean [ I {voiture] ]]]

As argued in Kayne (1993), to a significant extent in agreement with Freeze
(1992), this structure is what underlies (7):

(7) Jean a une voiture.

Jean, which would not be Case-licensed in Spec, IP in (6), moves from there to
Spec, D/PP and then on to Spec, BE. The second step is licensed by incorpora-
tion of D/P to BE. D/P + BE is spelled out as HAVE (Kayne 1994.120). Hence
the indeterminacy in the name of the projection: C/D/PP. My claim is that the
position, that is, D/P, is available to adjectival determiners also. The occurrence
of adjectival determiners wi th in the DP correlates with the availability of DP-in-
ternal movement of the noun as part of an XP (extended projection) of the noun.
The category of the preposed XP determines the availabili ty or not of a certain
ordering of constituents within the DP (cf. secion 7). Espanol-Echevarn'a (1995,
1997, 1998) also proposes that in Spanish, inalienable possession copulative
contexts and A/N of N constructions, respectively, involve a structure similar to
that in (4), and DP-internal XP movement. The essay is developed in the general
framework of Kayne (1994), which allows only movement to the left, and disal-
lows mul t ip le specifiers, and Chomsky (1995), according to which feature
checking is the motivation for movement.

2. Adjectival determiners in Albanian

In Albanian, the definite determiner is not a separate word. Definite nouns are
distinguished from indefinite ones by bearing different endings. These endings
vary for both definite and indefinite nouns with Case as appropriate:

(8) a.

b.

Us
'oak (NOM)'

lis-i
coak (DAT)'

lis-i

'the oak (NOM)

I is- it
'the oak (DAT)'
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The language distinguishes three grammatical genders and five Cases: nomina-
tive, accusative, genitive, dative, and ablative. In an Albanian DP, like that in
(9), all constituents are marked and agree in gender and number. Postnominal at-
tributive adjectives are not marked for Case. Thus, in (9), only the demonstra-
tive, the noun, and the adjectival determiner are marked for Case:

(9) ky

this

'this

djale ldj all

boy-INDEF/boy-DEF

good boy'

i

DET

mire

good

In this language, the so-called articulated adjectives are always preceded by a
morpheme, denoted here by the term adjectival determiner ("DET" in the glosses),
regardless of whether they are used attributively, as in ( l0a) :

(10) a. mesuesi i

teacher-DEF DET
'the happy teacher'

lutmur

happy

or predicatively, as in ( lOb):

b. Mesuesi ishte i lutmur.

teacher-DEF was DET happy
The teacher was happy.'

or of whether they modify a definite (cf. (10a)) or an indefinite noun (cf. (11)):

( 1 1 ) nje baba i zi

a father DET-MASC.NOM.SG black-MASC.SG
'a poor father'

Adjectival determiners agree in gender and number (and Case, when the adjective
is marked for Case) with their corresponding adjective. They also agree in gen-
der, number, and definiteness (and Case, when the noun is marked for Case) with
the noun modified by the adjective. In Albanian DPs, a t t r ibut ive adjectives are
canonically postnominal. In this situation, they are not marked for Case, this
feature being marked only on the modified noun, as noted with respect to (9):

(12) a.

b.

c.

nje djale i

a boy-MASC.NOM.SG DET-MASC.NOM.
'a good boy (MOM)'

nje vajze e
a girl-FEM.NOM.SG DET-FEM.NOM.SG
'a good girl (NOM)'

djern te

boy-MASC.NOM.PL DET-MASC.NOM. PL
'good boys (NOM)'

mire

SG good-MASC.

mire

good-FEM.SG

mire

.SG

good-MASC. PL



When prenominal, Albanian adjectives receive a focus interpretation. They still
have to be preceded by the adjectival determiner. In this instance, it is the adjec-
tive and not the noun that is marked for Case (cf. (13a)). In definite DPs,
prenominal adjectives are marked for definiteness as well as for Case, in contrast
to the noun, which remains unmarked for these features (cf. (13a)). When the ad-
jectives remain postnominal, it is the noun that is marked for Case and definite-
ness, while the adjective is unmarked for these features (cf. (13b)):

d.

e.

f.

vajza

girl-FEM.NOM.PL
'good girls (NOM)

nje djali

a boy-MASC.
'a good boy (DAT)

nje vajze

te
DET-FEM.NOM.PL

te

mira

good-FEM.PL

mire

DAT.SG DET-MASC.DAT.SG good-MASC.SG

te

a girl-FEM.DAT.SG DET-FEM.DAT.SG
'a good girl (DAT)

mire

good-FEM.SG
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(13) a.

b.

te

DET-MASC.ACC.
'the GOOD boy'

djalin

boy-MASC. DEF,
'the good boy'

mirin

SG good-MASC.DEF.ACC.SG

e

.ACC.SG DET-MASC.ACC.SG

djale

boy-MASC. SG

mire

good-MASC.SG

Albanian adjectival determiners "are connected historically with postposed arti-
cles, which lost their independence and turned into definite Case endings"
(Newmark et al. 1982.179). Observe, in this respect, the similarity in form be-
tween the two in (14):

(14) a.

c.

i mir-i

'the good (one)' (MASC.NOM)

se mires

'to the good (one)' (FEM.DAT)

b. te mi ret

'the good (ones)'(MASC.NOM)

d. te mi rit

'to the good (one)'(MASC.DAT)

The form of the adjectival determiner depends on whether the adjective immedi-
ately follows a definite noun or not5 (cf. (I5a) and (15b), as well as the contrast
between (13a) and (13b):

(15) a.

b.

nje vajze te
a girl-lNDEF.FEM. DAT.SG DET-INDEF.FEM.DAT.

'a good girl (DAT)'

vajzes se
girl-DEF.FEM. DAT.SG DET-DEF.FEM.DAT.SG
'the good girl(FEM.DAT)'

mire
.SG good-FEM.SG

mire
good-FEM.SG



I treat the extra definite determiner that appears in front of the adjective, as in ex-
amples (17) and (18), as an adjectival determiner. The occurrence of extra definite
determiners in Greek de f in i t e DPs, labeled "determiner spreading" in
Androutsopoulou (1994, 1995), is related to the availabil i ty of more than one
ordering of adjectives wi th in the DP.

Greek adjectival determiners are identical in form to the corresponding
definite article. Their distribution is (apparently) not as extended as in Albanian.
As noted in the previous section, the language shows overt adjectival
determiners only in definite DPs, and their occurrence is obligatory only in the
case of postnominal adjectives (cf. (18) above). Also, in contrast to Albanian
(cf. (10b)), adjectival determiners in Greek never appear in predicative position:
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Finally, strict adjacency is required between the adjectival determiner and the ad-
jective. Adverbials modifying adjectives appear before the adjectival determiner:

(16) a.

b.

domethenie jashtezukonisht te
significance-INDEF unusually DET
'unusually great significance'

Ai eshte gati i bardhe.
he is almost DET white
'He's almost white.'

madhe
great

3. Adjectival determiners in Greek

In Greek, the definite determiner is a separate prenominal word. The language
distinguishes three grammatical genders and three morphological Cases: nomina-
tive, accusative, and genitive.6 In a Greek DP, like that in (17), all constituents
are overtly marked and agree in number, gender, and Case:

(17) afto to kokino (to) vivlio

this the red the book

'this red book'

Attributive adjectives in Greek may be either prenominal or postnominal. In
a definite DP, when the adjective is prenominal, as in (17), an optional definite
determiner may appear between the prenominal adjective and the noun; when the
adjective is postnominal , an extra definite determiner obligatorily appears be-
tween the adjective and the noun, as in (18):

(18) to vivlio *(to) kalo1

the book the good
'the good book'

(19) To vivlio ine (*to) kokino
the book is the red
'The book is red.'

or in indefini te DPs:
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Recall, however, that in Albanian, the form of the adjectival determiner depends
on whether it immediately follows a definite noun or not. Thus, let us call the
token of the Albanian adjectival determiner that immediately follows a definite
noun, the definite token of the adjectival determiner, and the token of the
Albanian adjectival determiner that appears in the other positions the nondefinite
token of the adjectival determiner. If we were to assume that in Greek the non-
definite token of the adjectival determiner has no morphological realization, then
Greek examples like (20b) would parallel corresponding Albanian examples, for
instance, ( 1 1 ) .

4. Head raising analysis of relative clauses

Kayne (1994) adopts the so-called head raising analysis (Smith 1969, Vergnaud
1974) of relative clauses and proposes an analysis of relative clauses along the
lines of (21). In (21), the relative CP is a complement of D occupied by the, the
determiner of the relativized noun book, and the relativized noun raises from its
thematic position to the specifier of the CP complement of D:

5. A unified analysis of Albanian and Greek

I claim that the occurrence of adjectival determiners evidences a relativizing
structure within the DP in which they are contained. More specifically, I pro-
pose the structure in (22a) for an Albanian DP like that in (13b), repeated here in
(22b), containing an adjective:

(20) a. en a (*to)
a the
'a red book'

kokino

red
vivlio
book

b. ena vivlio

a book
'a red book'

(*to) kokino

the red

8

(21)
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In (22a), the adjectival determiner, rather than heing a head contained within a
specifier of the DP structure of the noun djalin, is a head in the main structure
of this DP. That is, the adjectival determiner is part of the extended projection of
the noun with which it agrees. Thus, in a structure like that in (22a), preposing
of the noun cannot be an instance of N raising. The D/P head would inhibi t such
raising or else the Head Movement Constraint would be violated. Thus, the
noun must appear to the left of the adjective as a result of XP movement rather
than N movement. So the noun raises as part of a maximal projection first to
Spec, Agr2P, and subsequently to Spec, D/PP. I understand Spec, Agr2P as a
DP-internal subject posit ion. In Albanian, this position is available only to a
constituent bearing the Case and definiteness marker -in in (22a) (cf. also section
9.1)."' Following Chomsky (1995), in (22a) I assume that the noun djalin en-
ters the syntax fully inflected under N and moves first to Spec, Agr2P and then
to Spec, D/PP. In Spec, D/PP, the noun djalin is in an appropriate structural
configuration that will allow it to check its categorial N feature against that of D
(cf. Chomsky 1995), through the last step in the derivation in (22a), namely,
through head movement of djalin to left-adjoin to D. The adjective moves to
Spec, AgrlP, which I understand as an agreement projection where morphologi-

b. djalin
boy-DEF
'the good

e mire

DET good
boy (ACC)' (cf.(13b))
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(22) a.
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cal features spelled out on the adjective are checked. For a Greek DP like that in
(18), repeated here in (23b), containing a postnominal adjective and an adjectival
determiner, I propose the structure in (23a), parallel in the relevant aspects to
that in (22a):

The last step in the derivation in (23a) is movement of the topmost definite de-
terminer, sitting inside Spec, D/PP to left-adjoin to D. As in the corresponding
Albanian example in (22a), in (23a) I will take AgrlP to be the projection under
which morphological features spelled out on the adjective are checked. Example
(23a) depicts only the steps in the derivation of (23b) relevant for the discussion
of adjectival determiners. In the state of affairs in (23a), I think that it is reason-
able to conjecture, similarly to what I have proposed for Albanian in (22a), that
in (23a), prior to movement of to vivlio to Spec, D/PP, vivlio moves to Spec,
Agr2P, and a configuration like that in (24) obtains:

b. to vivlio *(to) kalo

the book DET good

'the good book'

(23) a.
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A remark is appropriate here on the token of the definite determiner to preceding
vivlio in (24). This token of the definite determiner is, except for the fact that it
is a free morpheme, parallel in all relevant aspects to the suffix -in on the noun
in the Albanian example in (22b). They are both the spell-out of the features
[+DEF, [3 Case, y gender, 8 number]. In this particular case, (3=nominative or ac-
cusative for the Greek example and accusative for the Albanian example,
5 = singular for both the Albanian and the Greek example, and y = masculine for
the Albanian example and neuter for the Greek example. Since to is a free mor-
pheme, a projection the head of which is occupied by to is postulated in (24).
The structure in (22a) and (23a) is in all relevant aspects parallel to that in (21)
above. Thus, the adjectival determiner in (22b) and (23b) is to be understood as a
rela t iviz ing head, parallel to C in (21). Essentially, then, as already mentioned,
the claim is that in the cases at hand, adjectival modification introduces a DP
containing a relativizing structure. Kayne (1994) takes a similar stand for a
number of adjectival constructions, for instance the French one in (25):
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(25) a.

b.

quelq'un de celebre

someone of famous
D to/PR [NP quelq'uni] de [[P

(from Kayne 1994.106)

[Ap celeb re j\ ( I [e]j [e]j

Both in (22a) and (23a) the noun moves, as part of an XP, to Spec, D/PP. This
movement of the noun is a movement akin to that of the relativized head in rela-
tive clauses like that in (21) . I want to claim (on a par with Androutsopoulou
1995) that the motivation of this movement, in the case of adjectival modifica-
tion, is the licensing of an identification relation between the noun and its modi-
fy ing adjective, akin to the 6 iden t i f i ca t ion relat ion, which, fo l lowing
Higginbotham (1985), holds between a noun and its modifying adjective, and

(24)
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which is derived from the Principle of Full Interpretation (PFI) (cf. Chomsky
1986b). More specifically, according to Higginbotham (1985), an adjective, for
instance, kalo 'good', contains an empty argument position, <1> in (26b). In an
example like (26a), this position is identified via the special mechanism of 6
identification, with the single open position of the noun vivlio 'book', as de-
picted in (26b), where the connecting line denotes 6 identification.13 The resul-
tant unique - after 6 identification — open position, is bound by the determiner.
Informally speaking, through 9-identification, the referent of the adjective be-
comes the same as the referent of the noun. The referent of the noun is deter-
mined through its corresponding D(eterminer):

In contexts of adjectival modification involving adjectival determiners, as in
(22b), or (23b), repeated here under (27a), I would like to claim that rather than 9
identification, which is a relation holding between predicates, identification takes
place at the level of the constituents found in a Spec-head configuration under
D/PP, as in (27b).

(26) a. to kalo vivlio
the good book
'the good book'

(27) a. to vivlio *(to) kalo

the book the good
'the good book'

b.

b.
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In Greek, as opposed to Albanian, both processes of identification, the one de-
picted in (26b) and the one depicted in (27b), are available. In Albanian, an
example corresponding to (26a) is ungrammatical (cf. section 9.1 for discussion
of Albanian prenominal adjectives). Consequently, (26b) is unavailable. I would
like to suggest that this contrast between the two languages is due to the fact
that in Greek, as opposed to Albanian, the relevant definite determiner, the left-
most to in (27a), is a free morpheme. Thus, it may be included in the derivation,
yielding the identification process in (27b),u or it may not be included in the
derivat ion, yielding 6 ident if icat ion, as in (26b), that is, to kaio vivlio. In
Albanian, on the other hand, definiteness is marked on a suffix on the noun (cf.
section 2) and thus has to be part of the morphological make-up of the noun.
Consequently, it is always included in the derivation, 6 identification is blocked,
and the Principle of Full Interpretation in this case can only be satisfied through
the ident i f icat ion process in (27b).15 In (22a) and (23a), when at Spec, D/PP, the
noun enters in a Spec-head configuration with the adjectival determiner heading
the D/PP, and thus, agreement in morphological features between the noun and
the adjectival determiner can be checked. As already discussed in sections 2 and
3, in both the Albanian and the Greek examples in (22b) and (23b), respectively,
the adjectival determiner agrees in morphological features with the noun. It is
the spell-out of the [a DEF, P Case, y gender, 8 number] features of the noun
modified by the corresponding adjective. The analysis proposed here straightfor-
wardly captures this fact.

6. Definiteness agreement checking

As already mentioned (cf. (15) in section 2.1 above), in Albanian, the form of
the adjectival determiner depends on whether it immediately follows a definite
noun or not. Observe, for instance, the different forms of the adjectival deter-
miner in (28a) and (28b):

(28) a.

b.

nje vajze
a girl-INDEF.FEM.DAT.SG

•good girl (DAT)'

vajzes se

t e mire
DET-INDEF.FEM.DAT.SG good-FKM.SG

girl-DEF.FEM.DAT.SG DET-DEF.FEM.

'the good girl (FEM.DAT)'

mire
.DAT.SG good-FEM.SG

I call the token of the adjectival determiner that immediately follows a definite
noun the def in i te token of the adjectival determiner. In all other positions the
nondefinite one appears, with the exception discussed in note 16, for the follow-
ing combinations of gender, number, and Case: an adjectival determiner immedi-
ately following a definite noun has a form different from that which it has in all
the other positions in which it may occur:

(i) in the singular accusative of the masculine and the feminine,
( i i ) in the singular nominative and accusative of the neuter,



The above facts indicate that agreement in definiteness obtains between the noun
and the adjectival determiner. I will assume that definiteness agreement between
a definite noun and an adjectival determiner immediately following such a noun
obtains also in the cases in which the form of the adjectival determiner does not
change when it is immediately preceded by a definite noun, as in (29). The dif-
ference between the case in (28) and that in (29) is that in the latter, the definite
token of the adjectival determiner in (29a) (corresponding to the token in (28b))
and the nondefinite token of the adjectival determiner in (29b) (corresponding to
the token in (28a)) are morphologically the same. In the structure in (22a), defi-
niteness agreement between a definite noun and an adjectival determiner immedi-
ately following it, djalin and e in (22a) and (22b) above, is checked, under a
Spec-head configuration, when the former sits in Spec, D/PP.

In Greek, also, the occurrence of the adjectival determiner evidences definite-
ness agreement between the noun and the adjectival determiner. Recall that in
Greek, the adjectival determiner is morphologically identical to the correspond-
ing form of the definite determiner, and that it occurs obligatorily only in defi-
nite DPs when the adjective is postnominal. Thus the contrast between (30a) and
(30b) and the ungrammaticality of (30c):
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(iii) in the plural nominative and accusative of all genders,
(iv) in the singular genitive, dative, ablative of the feminine.

For the other combinations of gender, number, and Case, the form of the
adjectival determiner is the same across all the positions in which it may appear,
for instance, in the nominative of the singular of the masculine, as in (29):

(29) a. djali i mire
boy-DEF DET good
'the good boy'

b. i miri djale
DET good boy
'the GOOD boy'

(30) a.

c.

*to vivlio kokino
the book red
"the red book'

*ena vivlio to kokino
a book the red
'a red book'

b. to vivlio to kokino
the book the red
'the red book'

d. (ena) vivlio kokino
a book red
'a red book'

I will call the adjectival determiner that appears in Greek definite DPs, the defi-
nite token of the adjectival determiner, and will assume that in this language, the
nondefinite token of the adjectival determiner, the one that we would expect to
appear in an example like (30d), is not morphologically realized. As in
Albanian, definiteness agreement between the noun and the adjectival determiner
is checked in Greek, when the extended projection of the noun, to vivlio in the
structure in (23a), the relevant part of which is repeated here under (31), sits in
the specifier of D/PP:

16
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Construction (30a) is ungrammatical because, as opposed to (30b), no definite
token of the adjectival determiner, to, sits under D/P. Construction (30c) is un-
grammatical because the definite token of the adjectival determiner, to, sits under
D/P, while the specifier of D/PP is occupied by an indefinite const i tuent , (ena)
vivlio. For examples like (30d), I assume that the adjectival determiner is not
morphologically realized; that is, Greek, as opposed to Albanian (cf. (15a),
(28a)), does not have an overt [-DEF] adjectival determiner.
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7. Adjectival determiners and XP movement

A consequence of the analysis in (22a) and (23a), as already discussed in section
5, is that preposing of the noun in the corresponding examples cannot be the re-
sult of head raising. Rather, the noun must raise as part of an XP. That this is
the case is evidenced by the fact that in Greek, preposed nouns may be followed
by their complements, as in (32):

(32) o davmazmos ja ton Aristoteli o ineyalos

the admiration for the Aristotle the great

'the great admiration for Aristotle'

Thus, the structure of (32) is as in (33) (cf. also (36) below):

(31)

(33)
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I maintain that this contrast between Albanian and Greek ((32) vs. (34a)) is a re-
flex of the constituent that moves to Spee, D/PP in each of the two languages. I
assume that in both languages the PP per Arisiotelin/ja ton Aristoteli moves
away from its thematic position out of the NP, and that the landing site of this
movement is lower than Agr2P in (22a) or (24). Following the proposal in
(22a), in an example like (34a), admirimi, like djalin in (22a), moves to Spec,
D/PP. Prior to moving to Spec, D/PP, admirimi moves to Spec, Agr2P (like
djalin in (22a)). This point in the derivation of an example like that in (34a) is
depicted in (35):

Similarly, following the proposal in (23a) and (24), the derivation of (32) in-
volves the snapshot depicted in (36) (the same snapshot as that depicted in (35)
for the Albanian example in (34a)):

The Albanian counterpart of (32) is ungrammatical:

(34) a.

b.

*admirimi per Aristotelin i
admiration-DEF for Aristotle-DEF DET big

admirimi i niadh per Aristotelin

admiration-DEF DET big for Aristotle-DEF
'the great admiration for Aristotle'

madh

(35)

(36)
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In the state of affairs in (35), since the definiteness and Case marker -i is a suffix
on the noun admirimi, it is the specifier of Agr2P that moves to Spec, D/PP.
Thus, (34a) cannot be derived.
On the other hand, in (36), the morpheme corresponding to the Albanian -i, that
is, the token of the definite determiner o preceding the noun thavmasmos, is a
free morpheme occupying a head in the main structure of the DP. Thus, it is not
the specifier of Agr2P that moves to Spec, D/PP. Rather, as in (23a), the pro-
jection headed by the definite determiner o, that is, XP. moves to Spec, D/PP.
Through this movement, the PP ja ton Aristoteli moves together with the noun
Bavmaznws, and thus, (32) is derived. h

In sum, then, (32) is grammatical in Greek because, in the element o
d a v m a z m o s attracted to Spec, D/PP in (36), the definite determiner o is a head in
the main structure of the DP o meyalos o duvmazmos ja ton Aristoteli 'the great
admiration for Aristotle', and thus, the whole structure dominated by o is pied-
piped by the movement of the attracted element. In Albanian, on the other hand,
(34a) is ungrammatical, because no such pied-piping takes place. The element
corresponding to the Greek defini te determiner o is the suffix -/' on the noun
admirimi in (35), and thus, no part of the attracted element admirimi sits under a
head of the main DP structure. Rather, admirimi sits in Spec, Agr2P.

8. Adjectival ordering

A major argument in favor of DP-internal XP movement of the noun in DPs
containing adjectival determiners comes from word order facts in DPs containing
more than one adjective. It has been argued by a number of authors—Vendler
(1968), Dixon (1982), Sproat and Shih (1988, 1991), and Cinque (1994), among
others—that adjectives have a basic universal fixed (left to right) relative order.
Size adjectives precede color adjectives, and thus, in the unmarked case, an
adjective like meyalo 'big' is expected to precede an adjective like kokino 'red'.
Indeed, this is the unmarked order19 for these adjectives, as shown by the contrast
between (37a) and (37b):

(37) a. to
the
'the

me yah
big
[big [red

kokino

red
book]]'

vivlio

book

b. *to
the
'the

kokino

red
[big [red

meyalo

big
book[]'

vivlio

book

(38) a.

b.

to
the
'the

*to
the
•the

meyalo

big
[big [red

kokino

red
[big [red

to kokino

the red
book]]'

to meyalo

the big
book]]'

to
the

to
the

vivlio

book

vivlio
book

The contrast in (37) is independent of the occurrence wi th in the DP of adjectival
determiners, as shown by the contrast between (38a) and (38b):~



We observe from (39c) and (39d) that the change in the order of adjectives corre-
lates with preposing of the noun. Thus, assuming a fixed, hierarchical, left-to-
right relative order of adjectives —for the adjectives meyalo 'big' and kokino
'red' in the examples under consideration in (38a) —all the allowed permutations
of the order of constituents in (38a), as shown in (39), cannot be possibly de-
rived by N raising of vivlio 'book' (cf. Androutsopoulou 1994, 1995 for detailed
discussion). An N raising analysis of the preposing of the noun in (39a)-(39d)
becomes even more implausible if we observe that such preposing is accompa-
nied by preposing of a token of the definite determiner. Example (39c) can only
be derived from (38a) if we postulate preposing of a bigger constituent contain-
ing vivlio and the adjective kokino. Similarly, (39d) can only be derived from
(38a) through preposing of a bigger constituent containing vivlio and kokino,
within which vivlio has already been preposed (these movements of to kokino to
vivlio, to vivlio to kokino, and to vivlio are parallel to that of to vivlio in (23a);
cf. also (24)). That an analysis of (39a)-(39d), taking the structure of (38a) as
the basic structure, is tenable is evidenced by the fact that all the permutations in
(39) have, or allow for, the relative scope of adjectives to be the same as that in
(38a) (or that in (37a)), namely, that indicated by the brackets in the gloss of the
paradigms in (37)-(39). I assume here that the movements that derive (39a)-
(39d) from (38a) do not affect the hierarchical relative scope of adjectives, which
is determined by their order in the structure of (38a) (minimally different from
that of (37a); see, in this respect, the structures in (47) and (50) below); in both
(37a) and (38a), the adjectives are hierarchically ordered."

9. Adjectival determiners with prenominal adjectives

9.1. Albanian

In Albanian DPs, adjectives may be prenominal as in (13a), repeated as (40):
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On the other hand, the presence of adjectival determiners does allow for permuta-
tions of the order of constituents in a DP containing adjectives, for instance, that
in (38a). The allowed permutations of (38a) are given in (39a)-(39d):

(39) a.

b.

c.

d.

to

the

to
the

to

the

to
the

'the

meyalo
big

to vivlio to kokino
the book the red

vivlio to meyalo to
book the big the

kokino
red

vivlio
book

[big [red

to vivlio
the book

to kokino
the red

book]]'

kokino
red

to

the

to
the

meyalo

big

meyalo
big



The structure in (4 la) is the same as the structure in (22a), repeated here as
(42a). Example (22a)/(42a) is the structure of (22b), repeated here as (42b):
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(40) re
DET-MASC.ACC.SG

•the GOOD boy'

mi rin

good-DEF.ACC.SG

djale
boy-MASC.SG

I propose for (40) the derivation in (41):

(41) a.

b.
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Examples (4la) and (42a) differ in the constituent that moves to Spec, Agr2P. In
(4la) , it is the adjective that moves to Spec, Agr2P, while in (42a), it is the
noun. Recall that I take Spec, Agr2P to be a subject position, which, in Alba-
nian, can only be occupied by a constituent bearing the Case and definiteness
marker. Thus, this structural difference between (4la) and (42a) is directly
reflected in the difference in Case and definiteness marking between the DPs in
(40) and (42b). Examples (40) and (42b) constitute a minimal pair with respect
to which element is marked for Case and definiteness. In (40), it is the adjective
mirin, through the suffix -in, that is marked for Case and definiteness; in (42b),
it is the noun djalin, again through the suffix -in, that is marked for these fea-
tures.

The second difference between (40) and (42b), the word order —in (40), the
noun follows the adjective, whereas in (42b) the adjective follows the noun— is
accounted for through movement of D/PP [te mirin] to a higher A' position,
presumably Spec, F(ocus)P, as depicted in (41b). This movement is motivated
by a F(ocus) feature borne by the adjective mirin, as reflected in the third differ-
ence that holds between (40) and (42b), the interpretation. In (40), in contrast to
(42b), the adjective has a +F(ocus) interpretation. In (4la), prior to movement of
D/PP to Spec, FP, the noun djale, like the adjective in (42a), moves first to
Spec, AgrlP, then to Spec, D/PP, and subsequently lefl-adjoins to D. Under
Agr lP , morphological features spelled out on the noun are checked, as is the
case for the parallel movement of the adjective in (42a). As discussed with

b. djalin e mire
boy-DEF DET good
"the good boy (ACC)'

(42) a.
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respect to (22a) (/(42a)), in section 5, the noun, djale in (4 la) , moves to D to
check its categorial N feature against the N feature hosted under this head
(Chomsky 1995). When at Spec, D/PP the noun enters into a Spec-head agree-
ment configuration with the adjectival determiner heading the projection, and
since in (4la) the noun is not +definite, the token of the adjectival determiner
appearing in this case is the nondefinite one (cf. section 6). I assume here, as
does Chomsky (1995), that words enter syntactic derivat ions already formed.
Here -in is a Case and definiteness marker. In Albanian, these markers can attach
to [+N] const i tuents ; thus, -in can attach to a noun as well as to an adjective
stem, and both djalin and mirin are well-formed words. If mirin is part of the ini-
tial numera t ion , the derivation in (41) wi l l go through. If djalin is part of the
init ial numeration, the derivation in (42a) wi l l go through. A final remark is due
here with respect to the obligatory appearence of the Case and def in i teness
marker on the adjective and not on the noun, when the former has a focus inter-
pretation: strings like te mire djalin are ungrammatical. In descriptive terms, in
an Albanian DP, the Case and definiteness marker, -in in the examples at hand,
is borne by the first consti tuent on the left that can bear it (cf. (40) and (42b)). I
propose that on its way to Spec, F(ocus)P, the D/PP constituent te mirin must
go through Spec, DP so that it can escape the DP (cf. (41b)) . Furthermore, apart
from the categorial N feature checked by the noun that is hosted under D, another
categorial feature, namely D, is hosted under D as well . This feature can be
checked either by a consti tuent at Spec, DP or by a head left-adjoined to D. A
Case and definiteness marker, like -in in (40), is also a categorial D-feature
marker. If, f inal ly , we assume that a const i tuent at Spec, DP must check the
categorial D feature under discussion, we can explain why the adjective must
obligatorily bear the Case and definiteness marker suff ix , -in in (40), when it is
preposed due to a +Focus interpretat ion. If the adjective were not marked with
the Case and definiteness marker, the derivation in (41) would not go through:
when at Spec, DP, the D/PP consti tuent would not be able to check the D cate-
gorial feature of D. In the derivation in (22a)/(42a), the categorial D feature is
checked by the noun djalin, which independently moves to D to check its cate-
gorial N feature.

In sum, then, according to the proposal in (41), the derivation of the DP in
(40) involves the same basic steps as in the derivation of the DP in (42b), that
is, movement of the noun as an XP to Spec, D/PP (with subsequent movement
of the noun as head to D) and movement of the adjective to the specifier of an
agreement projection. These movements essentially create, in both cases, a rela-
t iv i z ing structure, as discussed in section 5 above. The differences between the
derivations in (41) and (42a), as discussed in the present section, offer a straight-
forward account of the differences between the examples in (42b) and (40). In
this respect, the present analysis presents an advantage over previous proposals
for the syntactic treatment of Albanian adjectival determiners.

Giusti (1992.225) proposes that Albanian DPs like those in (42a) and (40)
should be analyzed as in (43) and (44) respectively, where FP1 and FP2 are
functional projections:
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In (43), FP2 rather than AP (cf. Cinque 1994) sits at Spec, AgrP, the presence
of the adjectival determiner leading to the postulation of this functional projec-
tion. The occurrence of the noun to the left of the adjective in (42b) is accounted
for in terms of N raising (cf. (43)). Examples like (40) are derived through rais-
ing of FP2 to Spec, FP1 (cf. (44)).

In (43) and (44), the differences in Case and definiteness marking between
(40) and (42b) are treated independently of one another. In (43), the noun djalin
bears the suffix -in by virtue of its raising to Fl. In (44), the adjective mirin ac-
quires the suffix -in through a phonological rule. Also, although in both cases
the adjectival determiner, the head of FP2, in (43) and (44) is marked for Case,
in (44), but not in (43), the adjective is marked for Case. That is, the Case fea-
ture (regardless of the mechanism under which it is assigned, presumably
through Fl ) , does not percolate down to the head of the complement of F2 in a
configuration like that in (43), while it does so in the configuration in (44).

180

(43)

(44)
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The most salient difference between (43) and (44) on the one hand and
(22a)/(42a) and (4 la), on the other, is the structural position of the adjectival de-
terminer. In (22a)/(42a) and (4la), the adjectival determiner occupies a head posi-
tion in the extended projection of the noun modified by the adjective, whereas in
(43) and (44), the adjectival determiner is a head in the extended projection of the
adjective, occupying a specifier position of the extended projection of the noun.
This difference between the present analysis of Albanian adjectival determiners
and Giusti 's (1992) proposal is further discussed in section 10.1.

9.2. Greek

Like Albanian, Greek allows for prenominal adjectives as shown below:

The structure in (47) is the same as that in (24), with an extra step in the deriva-
tion, movement of the topmost definite determiner to to D. That is, the structure
of the DP in (46), is, modulo this last movement of the definite determiner to,
an intermediate step in the derivation of (23b) as shown in (23a).

Thus, the major difference between Albanian and Greek is that in Albanian,
the noun obligatorily raises to D overtly (two instances of this movement are

I propose for an example like that in (46) the structure in (47):

(45)

(46)

to
the

'the

to
the

'the

kalo vivlio

good book

good book'

kalo to vivlio
good the book

good dress'
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shown in (22a) and (4la)), whereas in Greek, this movement does not take place
overtly." In both languages the noun raises as high as D/PP, obligatorily in
Albanian (cf. (22a) and (4la)) and optionally in Greek, as can be seen from the
availability of the two orders, noun-adjective, and adjective-noun, as in (23b) and
(46) respectively (cf. also the corresponding derivations in (23a) and (47)), with
no difference in the interpretation. Finally, Albanian and Greek differ with re-
spect to the structure of prenominal adjectives in the two languages in that in
Greek, as opposed to Albanian, prenominal adjectives do not have a focus inter-
pretation, and thus, no movement of the sort proposed for [p/pp [te m i r i n ] ] in
(41 b) can be motivated for Greek (compare the proposed structures of prenominal
adjectives for Albanian in (4la) and (41b), for Greek in (47)).

In Androutsopoulou (1994, 1995), I took the structures of (45) and (46) to
be as in (48) and (49), respectively:

(48) [DP [D to ] [AP kalo [NP vivlio]]]

(49) [DP [D tOj\ [DEFPi [DEF] tj ] [AP kalo [QEFP2 to ^NP vivl<°]]1]\

The two structures above differ only in that in (48), as opposed to (49), no defi-
nite determiner is generated under DEFP2 or DEFPI. Note that the structures in
(49) and (47) are parallel in their essentials. Similarly, I will maintain here,
without further discussion, that the surface structure of (45) is as in (50):

(50) [DP to [frgripkaloj Agrl [Agr2p [wV/io](- Agr2 [tj tj

10. Adjectival determiners with Genitives

10.1. Albanian

Genitive formation in Albanian always involves an adjectival determiner, regard-
less of whether the genitive is an argument as in (51), a modifying genitive as
in (52), or a predicate as in (53):

(51)

(52)

a.

b.

shkaterrimi i qytetit
destruction-DBF DET city-DEF.GEN
'the destruction of the city'

arritjet e Skenderbeut
achievements-DBF DET Scanderbeg-DEF.GEN
'the achievements of Scanderbeg'

njerezit e qytetit
people-DEF DET city-DEF.GEN

'the people of the city'



An argument for treating the adjectival determiners of Albanian along the lines
proposed in this essay, more specifically for treating them as heads in the main
structure of the DP that contains the adjective or the genitive DP rather than as
heads wi th in a specifier of this main structure, comes precisely from the use in
this language of adjectival determiners with genitives. In the case of genitives,
as in adjectival determiners with adjectives, the adjectival determiner agrees in
gender, number, Case, and definiteness with the noun, drejtori in (54a), corre-
sponding to the DP, which contains the geni t ive DP (the geni t ive DP
corresponds, informally speaking, to the adjective). The case in (54b)-(54d) is
similar.
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(53) a.

b.

Ky liber eshte i Jan it.
this book is DET John-DEF.GEN
"This book is John's. '

A"y liber eshte i Xhojsit
this book is DET Joyce-DEF.GEN
This book is Joyce's.'

(54) a. drejtori i shkolles
director-DEF.MASC.NOMSG DET-MASC.NOM.SG school-DEF.GEN
'the school principal(MASC.NOM)'

b. drejtoresha e

director-DEF.FEM.NOM.SG DET-FEM.NOM.SG
•the school principal(FEM.NOM)'

c. drejtorit te
director- DEF.MASC.DAT.SG DET-MASC.DAT.SG

'the school principal(MASC.DAT)'

d. drejtoreshes se
director-DEF.FEM.DAT.SG DET-FEM.DAT.SG

'the school principal(FEM.DAT)'

shkolles
school-GEN

shkolles
school-DEF.GEN

shkolles
school-DEF.GEN

Thus, i in (54a) (and s imilar ly for the other examples in (54)) is arguably, at
some point of the derivation, in a Spec-head configuration with the noun
drejtori, as in (55):

(55) [Xp drejtori fx i ] [ A g r P shkolles ]]

In (55), the geni t ive argument shkolles occupies the Spec position of a DP in-
ternal agreement projection, as suggested by a number of authors (Kayne 1993,
Longobardi 1996, among others). Thus, the structure in (56a), which is parallel
to that in (22a), emerges:
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b. drejtori i shkolles
director-DEF DET school-GEN
'the school principal'

As in (22a), the noun drejtori XP-raises to Spec, D/PP and then N-raises to
left-adjoin to D. Shkolles is thematically the complement of drejtori. Thus, in
(56a), we have to assume that shkolles raises out of the NP for Case reasons
from the position complement of drejtori to a specifier position within the DP,
quite probably as high as Spec, AgrP.

An analysis of adjectival determiners wi th genitives as in (56a) (this
analysis would correspond to that in (22a)), rather than as in (57) below (this
analysis would correspond to that in (43)), is in my opinion more plausible
given the following considerations. In (57), the adjectival determiner—which
crucially agrees in gender, number, and Case with the noun drejtori—takes as
its complement the DP shkolles. That is, the functional head F2 (essentially a
D-like functional head) takes a DP complement, that is, another functional
projection. Crucially, each one of the two functional heads, F2 and the head D of
the DP complement of F2, is the spell-out of the number, gender, and Case
features of a different lexical head: F2 of the head of NP1, D of the head of NP2.

(56)  a.
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To overcome this problem one might propose a structure like that in (58):

(57)

(58)



which are of the same sort as those of Albanian (the Romanian element al in
(59) corresponds to the element i of an Albanian example like (54a), discussed in
this section). However, the structure in (58) enhances a problem already present
in the structure in (57). Within a DP, there is a thematic relation between the
noun whose extended projection the DP is and a genitive included in that DP. In
a representation of genitives along the lines of (57) or (58), an element, the
adjectival determiner that, crucially, does not belong to the extended projection
of the noun in the genitive mediates and, from the point of view of a principle
like the Principle of Full Interpretation (Chomsky 1986b), "disturbs" this the-
matic relation.

Grosu (1988), in his analysis of Romanian genitives, analyzes the Roma-
nian element al as a head in the main structure of the DP containing the genitive
DP, similar to what I propose here in (56a) for the corresponding Albanian ele-
ment i. Also, the analysis of Aromanian genitives in Androutsopoulou (1998) is
in the same spirit as that of Albanian genitives in this section.

In sum, on the basis of the discussion in this section, we can conclude that
an analysis of Albanian adjectival determiners along the lines in (56a) is prefer-
able to that in (57). Because the morphemes appearing before the adjective in ex-
amples like (22b) (cf. (22a)) and before geni t ives in examples like (54) (cf.
(56a)) are identical, we would not want to have them base generated in two dif-
ferent positions. Thus, the analysis of Albanian adjectival determiners proposed
in this essay (cf. (22a)) is preferable to that in (43).

10.2. Greek

In contrast to Albanian, Greek does not allow for overt adjectival determiners
with genitives. That is, an example corresponding to the Albanian one in (54a),
where an adjectival determiner precedes the genitive, is ungrammatical:
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In (58) the complement of F2 hosting the adjectival determiner is an XP, or
minimal ly an NP, containing a pro with the same features as the noun drejtori:
Such a structure was proposed by Dobrovie-Sorin (1987) in her analysis of
Rumanian genitives like those in (59):

(59) prieten al regelui

friend-MASC a-DEF.MASC.SG king-DEF.MASC.SG

'friend of the king'

(60) a.*o SiefBindis

the-MASC.NOM principal-MASC. NOM

tu sxoliu

the-GEN.NEU school-GEN.NEU

'the school principal'

b. o Siefdindis ton sxoliu

o

the-MASC.NOM
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It is plausible that this difference between the two languages is related to the
const i tuent that moves to Spec, D/PP in a structure like that in (56a). Thus, in
the Albanian example in (56a), the consti tuent that sits at Spec, D/PP is the
noun drejtori, as shown in (61):

(61) [Dp D [D/Pp [drejtori]^ [D/p i ] [AgrP [shkolles]j Agr tj tj

On the other hand, in Greek, the constituent that sits at Spec, D/PP is the noun
Siefdindis, as shown in (62):

(62) [DP o [D/Pp [8ief8indis]i [D/P ] [AgrP [ton sxoliu]j Agr tj tj

In (61), drejtori is overtly marked as [+DEF] through the suffix -/', while in (62),
SiefOindis is not overtly marked as [+DEF]. Recall that in Albanian, definite
nouns are distinguished from indefini te ones by their different endings, which
vary for both def ini te and indefini te nouns with Case, whi le in Greek, definite-
ness or indefini teness is not marked on the noun itself .

Thus, in (61), definite-ness agreement obtains between drejtori and the head
of D/PP, and D/P is occupied by the definite token of the Albanian adjectival de-
terminer" (cf. also section 6). On the other hand, in (62), no such definiteness
agreement obtains between the specifier and the head of D/PP, and no overt to-
ken of the adjectival determiner appears under D/P (cf. section 6). Recall that in
Greek, overt adjectival determiners are morphologically identical to definite de-
terminers, and furthermore, they occur only in defini te DPs, obligatorily when a
[ + DEF] const i tuent sits at the specifier of D/PP (cf. the contrast in (30) in
section 6).

11. Conclusion

In this essay, the DP internal structure of adjectival determiners in Albanian and
Greek is examined. I have proposed that in DPs containing adjectival determin-
ers, like the token of the definite determiner to preceding the adjective in the
Greek example in (63a) and the morpheme e preceding the adjective in the
Albanian example in (63b), adjectival modification can be treated along the lines
of the structure in (63); essentially, adject ival determiners are relat ivizing heads
introducing a reduced relative structure (cf. Kayne 1994):

(63) a.

b.

[DP

'the

LDP

'the

to [D/PP vivlioj [D/P to] [AgrP kaloj... // tj ]]]

the book DET good
good book'

[djali/i/,] [D/PP I

boy-the
good boy'

- {k J< I D/P e\ UgrP
DET

mire: ..

good

. ti tj ]]J

Furthermore, I have argued that in cases like that in (63), the noun raises as an
XP to Spec, D/PP (in Albanian, subsequently the noun head-raises to left-adjoin
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to D). Differences in the ordering of constituents within the DP between the two
languages can be accounted for in terms of the category of the preposed XP,
which contains the noun (cf. section 7). Raising of the noun to D is obligatory
in Albanian, while raising of the noun to D/PP is optional in Greek (cf. section
9).

Appendix 1

In this appendix, I wish to refer briefly to two pieces of data introduced but not
discussed in the main text:

(a) the fact that in Albanian, the adjectival determiner surfaces after an
adverbial modifying the adjective, as in examples like (16a) in the text, repeated
here as (1):

(1) domethenie jashte'zakonisht

significance-lNDEF unusual ly

"unusually great significance'

re

DET

mad he

great

(b) Albanian adjectival determiners obligatorily precede articulated adjec-
tives (cf. note 3), even in predicative position, as in examples like ( l0b) in the
text, repeated here as (2):

(2) Mesuesi

teacher-DEF

The teacher

ishte

was

was h

i

DET

appy.'

lutmur.

happy

Examples like (1) would seem to indicate that in the structure in (23a), an extra
projection should be made available between DP and D/PP. This, however, is
incompatible with the main proposal in the text, as depicted in (23a). Thus, it
seems to me that examples like (1) suggest an analysis of adverbial modification
along the following lines: the adverb is generated under a projection, say AdvP,
and the modified adjective, along with the adjectival determiner te, moves to oc-
cupy the specifier of the projection complement of Adv:

(3) [^ypjashte'zakonisht

unusually

[[ re

DET

inadhe]-} tj ]]

great

so that adverbial modification can be licensed. The piece of structure comprised
of AdvP and its complement projection should be generated higher than a DP. as
in (4):

(4) [pp domethenie

significance
ED/PP te

DET

madhe ..

great

. ] ]

and (1) be derived through movement of D/PP to the specifier of the comple-
ment of Adv and remnant movement of the whole DP to Spec, AdvP (cf. (3)). In
this case, we would have to assume that the adverb occupies the head of AdvP
and that the target of the remnant DP movement is the specifier of AdvP.

t
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With respect to examples like that in (2), at present, I have no concrete pro-
posal for their analysis. In the spirit of the analysis put forward in this essay, I
would have to assume that (2) is actually to be analyzed as having, informally
speaking, the paraphrase in (5):

(5) The teacher is the happv one.

Appendix 2

As mentioned in the introduction to section 3, the occurrence of more than one
definite determiner in a defini te Greek DP containing adjectives, as in examples
( l a ) in section 1 and (38a) in section 8 of the main text, has been labeled
"determiner spreading" in Androutsopoulou (1994, 1995). Alexiadou and Wilder
(1999) recasts this work in terms of Kayne's (1994) proposal for the analysis of
relative clauses and DP-internal reduced relatives. Full discussion of this work
falls outside the scope of the present essay. In this appendix, however, I want to
address some issues Alexiadou and Wilder raise. Kayne's (1994) proposal for the
analysis of relative clauses is given in (21) in the text and repeated here as (1):

(1) [Dp the [Cp booki [c thai ] [[P Mary read tj]]]

Alexiadou and Wilder propose that the DP in (2a) has the structure in (2b):

(2) a. to vivlio to kalo
the book the good

Structure (2b) is derived from (2c) and the structure of (2d) through movement of
DPI to Spec, DP2:

(2)

(2)

c

d

[DP2 to LCP L A P I kalo] tip [DPI to V('VM 1
the good the book

to kalo to vivlio
the good the book

: tAP1 ]}}]

In the main text, I proposed that a DP like that in (2a) has the surface structure
in (3) (cf. also (24) in the main text):

b.
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Since (1) is a ful l relative clause structure and (4) a reduced relative clause struc-
ture, the CP projection in (1) is essentially the same projection as the D/PP pro-
jection in (4). I understand the head of this projection as a relativizing head.

Alexiadou and Wilder, on the other hand, do not recognize the existence of
adjectival determiners, and thus, they do not recognize a difference between these
elements and referent ial ly strong ( in formal ly speaking "real") defini te
determiners. For them, as can be seen in (2b), the extra definite determiner in
(2a) occupies the D position in Kayne's relative (and reduced relative) clause
structure. Thus, essentially, they propose that a DP like that in (2a) contains
two DPs. This kind of analysis, apart from the problem the authors acknowledge
in note 8, faces the problem my original analysis (and the present one, which is
in its essentials in agreement with Androutsopoulou 1994, 1995) avoided by the
introduction of DEFP (cf. notes ( 1 1 ) and (3) above, as well as (49) in section
9.2 of the main text, and note (21)). It is unclear why the DP in (2a), which has
the same referential possibilities as that in (5):

That is, I claimed that the "extra" determiner preceding the adjective in (2a),
which I labeled the adjectival determiner, occupies the head of the complement of
D in Kayne's reduced relative clause structure, shown in examples like (4) in the
main text, repeated here as (4) ((cf. also (5) and (6) in the introduction and (25)
in section 5 of the main text):

(4) le

the
ID/PP rouge

red
b/p de [IP crayon

pencil
]]]

(5) to kalo vivlio
the good book

'the good book'

would actually contain two DPs. It is clear that the extra determiner in (2a) does
not have the semantic import of a prototypical D, and it cannot be assumed to
be generated under a D of the usual kind. Alexiadou and Wilder claim that there
is no evidence in Greek for a projection, other than the prototypical DP, hosting
definite determiners. This is actually incorrect.24 For instance, the definite deter-
miner that always follows the demonstrative in Greek, as in (6), is a good candi-
date to sit at the head of such a projection (cf. also Karanassios 1992):

(3)
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(6) a/to to vivlio

this the book
'this book'

In Alexiadou and Wilder's account, it is unclear what in (2b) motivates the
movement of the adjective kalo to Spec, CP. I understand the movement of the
noun to Spec, D/PP in (3) as being of the same kind as the movement of the
noun to Spec, CP in relative clauses (cf. (1)). The noun moves to Spec, D/PP
so that the identification relation holding between the adjective and the noun can
be licensed (cf. the relevant discussion in section 5).

Second, Alexiadou and Wilder's generalization in (30) (Alexiadou and
Wilder, 1999.319), the major argument for their analysis, repeated here as (7):

(7) An adjective permits DS only if it can be used predicatively.

appears to be incorrect in view of examples like those in (8) and (9):

(8) a. o kaimenos o mathitis

the pitiable the student
'the pitiable student'

b. *aftos o mathitis ine kaimenos

this the student is pitiable
"This student is pit iable. '

(9) a. o proighoumenos o prothipourghos

the former the prime minister
'the former prime minister '

b. *aftos o prothipourghos ine proighoumenos

this the prime minister is former
'this prime minister is former'

The adjectives kaimenos 'pitiable' and proighoumenos 'former' appear in deter-
miner spreading contexts, as can be seen in (8a) and (9a), but they cannot be
used predicatively, as it can be seen in (8b) and (9b), respectively. Consequently,
examples like those in (8) and (9) must be explained away if one is to maintain,
as Alexiadou and Wilder do, that in determiner spreading contexts the source of
the adjectives is a DP-internal BE predication, and, furthermore, that what differ-
entiates (2d) from (5) above is that in (2d), the adjective is base generated post-
nominal ly in a predication configurat ion, with the noun being the subject and
the adjective being the predicate (cf. (2c)), whereas in (5), the adjective is gener-
ated prenominally, as in (10):

(10)
25

[DP the [ good [ book }]]"

Third, a major point in Alexiadou and Wilder's work is that the two modes
of adjectival modification exemplified in (2a) and (5) have completely different
structures and are dissociated from one another. By dissociating the two types of
adjectival modification, futher exemplified in (1 la) and (11b)2(':



which essentially show the same ordering restrictions (cf. Androutsopoulou
1995 and section 8 in the main text), Alexiadou and Wilder have to stipulate that
adjectival ordering restrictions cannot be explained in syntax, and to recur to a
cognitive metric, alluded to in Sproat and Shin (1988, 1991), which, as they
claim, is reflected in the order in which the predications are generated in the
structure of (11 b), shown as (ib) in note 26, and in the order in which the adjec-
tives are generated in the structure of (1 la), shown as (ia) in note 26. It seems to
me that the stipulation of a cognitive basis of the observed adjectival ordering
restrictions amounts to no explanation until a precise way of mapping cognitive
saliency into syntax is available. Apart from this, if formal linguistic theory has
nothing to do with these restrictions, as Sproat and Shih (1988, 1991) argue and
Alexiadou and Wilder endorse, it would be unexpected for the scale established
by these restrictions to govern only the ordering of multiple adjectives within a
DP, as in examples like those in ( 1 1 ) . Furthermore, if this cognitive metric im-
poses some restrictions on the order of the syntactic implementation of predica-
tions in a structure like that in (ib) in note 26, it is unclear why it does not im-
pose a parallel restriction on the order in which the predicates are projected in ex-
amples like (12):
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(11) a.

b.

to meyalo kokino vivliu

the big red book
'the big red book'

to meyalo to kokino

the big the red
'the big red book'

to vivlio

the book

(12) a.

b.

To
the
'The

To

the
•The

vivlio

book is

vivlio

book
book is

ine meyalo

is big
big and red.'

ine kokino

is red
red and big.'

ke
and

ke
and

kokino

red

me yalo

big

Finally, Alexiadou and Wilder criticize my original account, where I as-
sumed Abney's (1987) proposal, which treats prenominal adjectives as heads (cf.
also note 9), for example in (5), because complement-taking prenominal adjec-
tives, like that in (13), cannot be accommodated in such a structure:

(13) i
the
'the

iperifani
proud for
mother proud

ja to
the son
of her son

jo
hers
' (lit.

tis mitera
mother
'the proud of her son mother')

The problem was acknowledged in Androutsopoulou (1994), and it remains un-
solved, whether one chooses to treat prenominal adjectives (whether in deter-
miner spreading context or not) as occupying a head or as occupying a specifier
position (as is assumed in Alexiadou and Wilder for adjectives in determiner

book
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spreading contexts). Note that both Abney (1987), who treats prenominal adjec-
tives as heads, and Cinque (1994), who argues that prenominal adjectives occupy
specifier positions, use the fact that prenominal adjectives in English and Italian,
respectively, do not take complements as arguments in favor of their respective
proposals. Abney argues that prenominal adjectives do not take complements
because their complement is either the NP or the extended projection of another
AP. Cinque argues that prenominal adjectives do not take complements due to a
"well-known restriction on maximal projections overtly found on a left branch,
[which] is their inability to take complements on their right", as shown in (14):

Notes

The main ideas discussed in this paper were first presented at the GLOW 1996
Workshop on the Syntax of Balkan languages, University of Athens. 1 am indebted
to the audience for their input . I am also grateful to M. Espanol-Echevarria and B. D.
Joseph for comments, and to R. Kayne, A. Ral l i , D. Sportiche, and D. Kal lu l l i for
discussion. The usual disclaimers apply.

1. The Albanian data in this paper come from Newmark, Hubbard, and Prifti
(1982), a grammar of Standard Albanian, and the generous help of D. Ka l lu l l i , to
whom I am deeply indebted.

2. Following Chomsky (1995), in (3b), I assume that djalin enters the syntax
f u l l y inflected and moves to D to check its categorial N feature against that of D. The
last step in the derivation of (3b) is head movement of djalin to D.

3. Not all adjectives must bear an adjectival determiner in Albanian. Two classes
of adjectives are found in the language: those that must always be preceded by an ad-
jectival determiner (called "articulated adjectives" in t radi t ional grammars), and those
that are never preceded by an adjectival determiner (called "unarticulated adjectives"
in tradit ional grammars). The two classes of adjectives are clearly dist inguished, dif-
ferent adjectives belonging to different classes. Descr ipt ively , the classification cri-
terion appears to be a morphological one. Following the description in Newmark et
al. (1982.184), the fol lowing adjectives are never preceded by the adjectival deter-
miner: adjectives derived by an agentive suf f ix like -ar, -tar, -ist, - ik, -iv, -or, -tor,
or -es, for instance, amtar ' o f f i c ia l ' , vendimtar 'decisive', komunist ' communist ' ,
alkoolik 'a lcoholic ' , objektiv 'objective' , dimeror 'w in t ry ' , punetor 'work ing ' ,o r
pires ' d r i n k i n g ' ; compound ad jec t ives ( w i t h some rare except ions l i k e i
shumendrituri Naim ' the mos t - i l lus t r ious Na i rn ' ) , for instance, ditegjate ' long-
lived',or ekonomiko-shoqeror 'socioeconomic'; and adjectives derived from names of
places, for instance, tiranas 'of, from Tirana'. In th is essay, 1 concentrate solely on

(14) I suoifedeli (*alla causa) sostenitori

his faithful to the cause supporters

(Cinque 1994.3)

Thus, independently of the structure one assumes for prenominal attributive
adjectives, what needs to be explained is why in Greek, among other languages,
examples like that in (12) are grammatical, contrasting with the ungrammatical-
ity of similar examples in English or Italian (cf. (14)).

I
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adjectives bearing obligatorily an adjectival determiner and, more precisely, on the
DP-internal syntax of these adjectives.

4. The alternation between the presence or not of Case and definiteness marking
on the adjective is reminiscent of participle object agreement in French A1- moved
part iciples , which show number and gender agreement by means of movement
through AgrP (Kayne 1989).

5. That is, for a certain combination of gender, number, and Case, when the ad-
ject ival determiner immediately follows a definite noun, it has a form different from
that in all the other posit ions in which it may appear. It should be noted here that
there are combinations of Case, number, and gender for which the adjectival deter-
miner does not change across all the positions in which it may occur (for more de-
tai ls , cf. section 6). Also, as we wi l l see in more detail in section 6, in the singular
genit ive, dative, and ablative of the feminine, the form of the adjectival determiner
immediately fo l lowing a definite noun is no different from its form in all the other
positions in which it may appear. Rather , for the s ingular genit ive, dative and abla-
tive of the feminine, the form of the adjectival determiner that precedes an adjective
in the definite form (that is an adjective bearing a definite Case ending) is the same as
the form of the adjectival determiner that immedia te ly follows a def ini te noun
(Newmark, Hubbard, and Prifti 1982.181).

6. Genitive is the conventional label for the forms, so called because they corre-
spond to and derive from earlier Greek genitives; some of their functions, however,
are prototypically dative, as in (i):

(i) edosa to vivlio lou Kosta
gave-lSG the book the-GEN Kostas-GEN
'I gave the book to Kostas.'

7. The string to vivlio kalo ( l i t . ' the book good') is ungrammatical as a noun
phrase but acceptable as a sentence, with an understood copula, meaning 'the book is
good', as B. D. Joseph reminds me.

8. But see the fo l lowing examples:
(i) t ipota (to) exeretiko

n o t h i n g the special
' no th ing special '

( i i ) kali (to) exeretiko
some th ing the special
'something special '

9. I will take no stand with respect to the category of FP or its internal structure.
I propose the structure in (22a) as the surface structure. I assume that wi th in FP, the
relative ordering of the adjective and the noun is noun-adjective, in accordance wi th
the i n t u i t i o n tha t the adjective, in the general case, is predicated of the noun; my
proposal, however, does not crucia l ly depend on this assumption. The treatment of
adjectival determiners as re la t iv iz ing heads is not necessarily dependent on the par-
t icular s t ructural configurat ion in which a t t r ibu t ive adjectives are taken to be base
generated wi th respect to the noun they modify. For instance, the analysis of adjecti-
val determiners put forward in this essay is not, a priori, incompatible with an anal-
ysis of at tr ibutive adjectives as a series of heads from left to right within the main DP
structure, the rightmost taking the noun as complement, as in Abney (1987):

( i ) [ D P [ A P l [ A P 2 [ A P n [ N P
Neither is it incompatible with an analysis of at tr ibutive adjectives as occupying the
specifier position of funct ional heads of the main DP structure, along the lines set
forth in Cinque (1994):
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( i i ) [DP [FP1 [API] Fl LFP2 [AP2] F2 ... [APn ] Fn LNP

The structure in (i i) could be taken to be a derived structure rather than a base structure.
Both in (i) and ( i i ) , movement of an XP containing the noun to a projection comple-
ment of D higher than the adjectives, as in (22a) or (23a), is possible.

10. The Albanian Case and definiteness marker, -in in (22), can attach not only
to a noun but also to an adjective (cf. the contrast between (13a) and (13b) in the text
and the relevant discussion), that is, it has more independence than a regular (word-
level) aff ix. Thus one might be led to view it as a c l i t ic . However, in a theory like
that articulated by Zwicky in the introduction of Nevis et al. (1994), which only rec-
ognizes words and nonwords, so that c l i t ics are either deviant words or dev ian t af-
fixes, this form could probably be treated as a "phrasal aff ix." Halpern (1995) treats
the Bulgar ian definite art icle, which shows the same sort of behavior as the corre-
sponding morpheme in Albanian , along these lines. 1 am indebted to B. D. Joseph
for th is observation.

11. In Androutsopoulou (1994, 1995), where 1 look the adjectives to be base
generated as a series of heads from left to right wi th in the main DP structure (cf. (i) in
note 9), I proposed the structure in (i) for the DP in (23b):

(i) [Dp [D
 taj 1 LDEFPI LDEFP2 lj CNP ™'M]j [DEFI ta ] UP kal° li

The two structures in (23a) and (i) are essential ly parallel. DEFP1 in (i) (taken in the
work mentioned above to be essentially an agreement head, named DEFP because its
head is occupied by a token of the definite determiner) corresponds to D/PP in (23a).

12. In Androutsopoulou (1994, 1995), 1 named this projection DEFP. If the
stand taken in this essay is correct, given the paral le l ism between D/PP in (22a) and
(23a) and my DEFP1 in the structure in (i) in note 11, it is conceivable that it w i l l be
possible to show that the DEFP at the head of which sits the definite determiner pre-
ceding vivlio in (24) is ac tual ly another instance of D/PP. 1 leave the issue open for
future research.

13. According to Higginbotham (1985) , 9 - ident i f ica t ion takes place under the
structural configuration of government holding between the adjective and the noun, if
we assume for a DP like that in (26a) the structure in (i) (cf. Abney 1987):

(i) [DP ID l°J UP U kal°J INP IN v i v i i o ] ] ] i .
14. In contrast to Greek, in a language like English, where again the definite de-

terminer is a free morpheme, the ident i f icat ion process in (27b) does not obtain, be-
cause only Greek has "the right kind of def in i te determiner," presumably one that po-
tent ia l ly is referent ial ly weak. I wi l l not pursue fu r the r th is issue here.

15. In (22a), the noun djalin is de f in i t e . However, the ident i f ica t ion process in
(21 b) obtains also in indef in i t e DPs in Albanian, as indicated by the occurrence in
this language of adjectival determiners in indef in i te DPs (cf. section 2 .1) . This is so
because in Albanian indefini teness. l ike def in i teness , is marked morphologically on
the noun (cf. section 2). On the other hand, in Greek indef ini teness and def in i teness ,
are not morphologically marked on the noun, and thus , in indefini te DPs, we do not
expect the ident if icat ion process in (27b) to obtain necessarily. I believe that 6 iden-
t i f i ca t ion , as in (26b), obtains in Greek i n d e f i n i t e DPs in which the adjective is
prenominal , as in ( i ) , while the ident i f ica t ion process in (27b) obtains in Greek in-
definite DPs in which the adjectives are postnominal , as in ( i i ) (cf. (30) and related
discussion in section 6):

(i) ena kalo vivlio
a good book
'a good book'

i



I wi l l assume with no fur ther discussion that for the case discussed in this note, as
well , that is, for the s ingular genitive, dative, and ablative of the feminine (as for all
the other combinations of gender, number, and Case discussed in the text), only the
token of the adjectival determiner immediately following a definite noun is the defi-
nite token of the adjectival determiner, and that the coincidence in the form of the ad-
jectival determiner preceding an adjective in the definite form with the form of the ad-
jectival determiner immediately following a def ini te noun in the singular genit ive,
dative, and ablat ive of the feminine is not related to agreement in definiteness, at
least not in a straightforward way. It may be that the exceptional behavior of the ad-
jectival determiner for the singular genitive, dative, and ablative of the feminine is
related to inherent Case assignment: the irregularity in the paradigm of the forms of
the Albanian adjectival determiner discussed in this note obtains only in the inherent
Cases, geni t ive , dative, and ablative.

17. 1 assume here that the indefinite determiner is not generated under D. In some
ways, the indef ini te ena is more like an adjective than an article; for instance, as B.
D. Joseph points out, it is possible for a c l i t ic possessive pronoun to attach to it, as
in (i), in the same way it attaches to an adjective, as in (ii):

(i) ena mou vivlio ( i i ) to kalo mou vivlio
a mine book the good mine book
'a book of mine' 'my good book'

Furthermore, the possessive clitic cannot attach to the definite determiner, as shown
in ( i i i ) :

( i i i ) *to mou vivlio
the mine book
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( i i ) ena vivlio kalo
a book good
'a good book'

16. In the singular genit ive, dative, and ablative of the feminine, the form of the
adjectival determiner immediately fol lowing a definite noun is not different from its
form in all the other positions in which it may appear. Rather, for the singular geni-
tive, dative, and ablative of the feminine, the form of the adjectival determiner that
precedes an adjective in the definite form (that is, an adjective bearing a definite Case
ending) is the same as the form of the adjectival determiner that immediately follows
a definite noun. An example is the 'substantivized articulated adjective'se ardhmes in
(ia) below, which involves the form ardhmes, an adjective in the defini te form. In se
ardhmes, the form of the adjectival determiner, se, is the same as that immediately
following the definite noun in (28b) in the text. On the other hand, in ( ib) , the form
of the adjectival determiner immedia te ly preceding the adjective afert is te, which
morphologically identical to the adjectival determiner in (28a) because in both (28a)
and (ib) te follows a form in the indef in i te : in (28a), the noun vajze, and in (ib), the
"substativized articulated adjective" te ardhmeje. Also, the form of the adjectival de-
terminer that precedes ardhmeje in te ardhmeje in (ib) is again te, because ardhmeje
is an indefinite form:

(i) a. i
GEN

se ardhmes
DET(DEF) future

'of the future'
b. /

GEN
'of a

nje te
a

near
DET(INDEF)

future'

ardhmeje
future

te
DET(INDEF)

afert
near
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18. I mainta in that examples l ike ( i ) , in which the noun is separated from its
complement and which are also possible in Greek:

(i) o davinazinos o meyalos ja ton Aristoteli
the admiration the great for the Aristotle
'the great admiration for Aristotle'

have the structure shown in ( i i ) . That is, that they involve remnant movement of the
same XP that 1 maintain is preposed in (36) in the text:

( i i ) IDP °\ to/PP [\P '/ Vuvmazmos tfy [D/p o][Agr lp meyalos/. Agr, [ yplVfl ton
Aristotelilj [ t: t^

In ( i i ) , the PP ja tun Aristoteli 'for Aristotle' has moved out of the XP o Vavmazinos ja
ton Aristoteli prior to the movement of the latter to Spec, D/PP. The example in ( i i i )
below should be derived from (36) in the text through the movement, proposed here,
of the PP ja ton Aristoteli to a projection higher than XP:

( i i i ) o meyalos ja ton Aristoteli o 6avmazmos
the great for the Aristotle the admirat ion
'the great admiration for Aristotle'

19. The marked order would be that in (37b), requiring emphatic stress on kokino
and being appropriate in a s i tuat ion in which one wishes to refer "among big books
to the red one."

20. The remark made in note 19, wi th respect to the contrast in (37), applies
here also.

21. In Androutsopoulou (1994, 1995), I took the structure of (38a) to be as in
(i), with subsequent movement of the head of DEFP1 to to the head of DP:

W ID? IDEFPI to [meyalo [DEpp2 '" [kokino [DEt,-p3 to [Np vivlio ]]]]]]]

Construct ions (39a) and (39b) are derived by movement of DEFP3 to Spec, DEFP2
and Spec, DEFP1, respectively; (39c) by movement of DEFP2 to Spec, DEFP1; and
(39d) by movement of DEFP3 to Spec, DEFP2 and subsequent movement of DEFP2 to
Spec, DEFP1. A final step in the derivation of (39a)-(39d) is movement of the hierar-
chically higher DEF head to the head of DP.

22. This difference between the two languages qui te p laus ib ly accounts for an-
other contrast between Albanian and Greek. As shown in (ia), Albanian does not have
spl i t DPs of the sort exemplif ied in ( ib) for Greek. In (ib), the adjective is con-
t ras t ivelv focused:

( i) a .

b.

*te kuqin
DET red-DEF
to KOKINO
the red

bleva fustan
brought dress
ejera forema
b r o u g h t dress

'It is the RED dress that I bought.'
In Androutsopoulou (1997), I propose that examples like ( ib) are derived as in (i i) :

( i i ) a. [rYpforemallyp efera [rjp to kokino tj
b • tF(ocus)P [DP lo kokllw [ i Jk iF(ocus) efemj\ \lpforemai [vp efera tk

through movement of an XP containing the noun, min imal ly an NP, to a sentence-
level projection TP. as in ( i i a ) , and subsequent movement of the remnant DP to a sen-
tence-level F(ocus) P(hrase), as in ( i i b ) . Due to the fact that in Albanian the noun is
obligatori ly left-adjoined to D, the first step in the derivation in ( i i ) , shown in ( i ia ) ,
is unavai lable .

23. If the specifier of D/PP were occupied by an indefinite noun, the head of D/P
would be occupied by the nondefinite token of the Albanian adjectival determiner.

P
j a
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24. It is not correct either, as can be appreciated from the Albanian data in the
present essay, and the work of others — see for instance, the literature dealing with
determiner doubl ing in Scandinavian — that, as Alexiadou and Wilder claim, there is
no evidence cross-l inguistically for the existence of such a projection.

25. The authors remain noncommittal on whether the adjective in (10) is ad-
joined or occupies a specifier position of a functional projection.

26. According to Alexiadou and Wilder, ( l l a ) and ( l i b ) have the structures in
(ia) and (ib), respectively:

(i) a. [rjp to [ big [ red { book ]]]
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Last Resort and V Movement
in Balkan Languages

Maria Luisa Rivero

1. Introduction

This essay deals with language typology and comparative syntax within the
Minimal i s t program of Chomsky (1995). Taking both a synchronic and a
diachronic perspective, it examines aspects of the syntax of verbs in two Balkan
languages with close syntactic ties, Bulgarian (Big) and Greek (Grk). For Rivero
(1994a), Blg and standard Modern Greek (MGrk) display similar clause struc-
tures. The two languages, however, differ considerably as to verb position, with
citation forms for Perfect Tenses already showing a clear contrast. Blg must dis-
play the verb before the auxil iary, as in Cel sum T have read' and not *Sum
del, while MGrk exhibits the auxi l ia ry preceding the verb, as in Exo djavasi
T have read' and not *djavasi exo. I argue that word order differences of this
type derive from movement processes affecting verbs. In Blg, a variety of opera-
tions that satisfy condit ions of the PF interface raise verbs to the comple-
mentizer position or C and apply after spell-out in the PF branch of the gram-
mar. MGrk also raises a verb to C, but the movement applies in the syntax
before spell-out and satisfies conditions internal to the computational system.
Earlier stages and some nonstandard varieties of Grk contrast wi th MGrk in
displaying verb operations in the PF branch of the grammar to satisfy external
conditions, so they have a closer resemblance to Blg.

In the M i n i m a l i s t program, the Last Resort Principle in (1) (Chomsky
1995:257) regulates the necessity of movement:

(1) Last Resort.

Move F raises F to target K only if F enters into a checking relation with
a sublabel of K.

This condition requires that movement be to check the formal features of a func-
tional item against the features of a (usually) lexical item that raises. Movement
is l i c i t only if it f u l f i l l s two clauses. First, the process must establish a

200
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checking domain or raise an element to either adjoin it to the attractor, or to
make it the specifier or the adjunct of the maximal projection headed by that
attractor; I wil l call this aspect the checking domain clause from now on.
Second, a feature in the raising item must match a formal feature of the target,
that is, features cannot fail to match or mismatch; from now on, I wil l call this
aspect the matching clause. The checking relation in (1) is successfully
established only if these two clauses are satisfied. For Chomsky, the Principle
of Last Resort is an intrinsic part of Move in the computational system. In this
view, Move must by necessity be driven by formal feature checking, with other
types of Move a priori excluded.

In this essay I argue that economy conditions, including the Last Resort
Principle, can be violated. I maintain that not all movements are driven by needs
internal to the computational system, or formal feature checking. Some are trig-
gered by external needs of the LF or PF interfaces or what Chomsky calls bare
output conditions. Here I concentrate on PF and examine overt movements that
raise an item a to a target K (a maximal projection) to satisfy a PF condition
imposed by a sublabel of K, not to establish a successful checking relation
between attractee and attractor. This type of movement, then, is in violation of
the Last Resort Principle. In the cases I consider, movement is required for the
derivation to converge at PF, counting as forced violations of the Last Resort
Principle. For Chomsky, cases where a movement that checks formal features
must be overt for the derivation to converge at PF, or the forced violations of
Procrastinate, do not constitute true economy violations. This suggests that the
forced violations of the Procrastinate and the Last Resort Principle I identify in
this paper, or overt movements without formal feature checking, could also
count as not being true economy violations.

Under the perspective I develop, the economy conditions of the Minimalist
model define both a core grammar and a peripheral grammar that deviates from
this core. In this view, the overt operation that complies wi th Last Resort is the
familiar rule in the core of the computational system that operates in the syntax
before spell-out. By contrast, the operation that satisfies a PF condition but vio-
lates Last Resort belongs in the periphery. I argue that this type of rule never-
theless displays the same structural characteristics as the syntactic rule and is not
phonological in nature, that it falls under principles that regulate the syntactic
rule, that it has as a trigger a PF need of a functional category, that it has no ef-
fect on LF, and that it is blocked by overt rules of the computational system
such as Merge and Move. These properties follow if the process applies in the
PF branch of the grammar after spell-out and so in this sense is similar to the
rules that Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) and Chomsky (1995) call stylistic.

In this paper, I argue that MGrk verb movement to C is restr ict ive and
obligatory, which follows if the process applies before spell-out in the syntax as
a formal feature-checking operation that obeys Last Resort. By contrast, standard
Blg and both nonstandard variants and earlier stages of Grk exhibit more varied
verb movements to C with an optional flavor, which follows if these processes
do not check formal features in the syntax and apply in the PF branch to satisfy
external requirements. As stylistic or PF processes do not check formal features,
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they need not obey the matching clause of Last Resort. However, a subset of PF
processes closely resembles syntactic rules in that it obeys the checking domain
clause and only disobey the other clause of Last Resort, but this type too fails to
establish the successful checking relation required by (1).

That principles of economy can be violated but only at a cost can be moti-
vated in view of diachronic evolution. Move in the computational system com-
plies with Last Resort, which determines a core. The PF rules I examine here
violate this principle and so should be more costly than computational rules.
One case supporting this view is the history of verb movement of imperatives
in Grk, discussed in section 2. In the early stages of this language, the process
applies in PF and bears similarities with movements seen in Blg. However, in
MGrk and in some nonstandard varieties, the operation is syntactic, which
means that it came to lose the PF status that once made it parallel to processes
in Big. More technically, the Grk process that once applied to satisfy a PF inter-
face condition and violated Last Resort now applies to successfully check formal
features, or complies with Last Resort (Rivero and Terzi 1995). According to
Rivero 1995, this diachronic change occurs even in those variants that preserve
the PF interface condition triggering the process in its stylistic phase. This sug-
gests that the Last Resort Principle regulates not only computational but also
PF processes. Under the logic of markedness, peripheral rules such as PF pro-
cesses may then acquire a less costly status by conforming to the economy con-
ditions that regulate them.

The paper is organized in two parts. The first sets up the inventory of the
stylistic rules of Blg, concluding with a brief comparison with standard MGrk.
The second deals with Grk and is a diachronic discussion that considers nonstan-
dard varieties.The global claim is that Blg, earlier Grk, and some nonstandard va-
rieties display V-to-C processes that apply in PF, and that MGrk contrasts with
them in lacking such PF operations.

2. Bulgarian

This section attributes differences between Blg and standard MGrk overt V-to-C
movement(s) to a contrast in triggering factors: external or PF conditions in Blg
versus internal conditions or formal feature checking in MGrk. Big V-to-C re-
sponds to PF requirements, which allows movement to affect Vs that do not
check their formal features in C, leading to variety in V-to-C constructions. By
contrast, MGrk V-to-C obeys Last Resort, which restricts the process to Vs that
check their formal features in C. Closer similarities between Blg and Grk are
found when the diachrony of Grk is examined, as in section 2.

Blg shows three interesting kinds of V-to-C movement dist inguished by
type of fronted V and syntactic environment. I claim that each of these move-
ments applies to satisfy a PF condition of the trigger and does not check its
formal features, so it escapes the Last Resort Principle in (1). As to V type, a
first kind of V-to-C is long head movement (LHM), which fronts an untensed V
across a tensed Aux (2a). As to environment, LHM occurs in root clauses but is
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absent from nonroot clauses when just Aux is present (2a-b). When li (Q;
interrogative/conditional), which constitutes the topic of detailed discussion be-
low, is also present, LHM occurs in both root and nonroot clauses ((3a)-(3b)).
Environments where LHM is impossible or blocked include sentences with ini-
tial focus phrases, which I do not i l lustrate; wh-phrases, as in (4a); or Neg, as in
(4b).

Blg(2)

(3)

(4)

a. Cel e knigata.
read PF-3SG book-the
'He has read the book.'

b. Znani [ ce e del knigata. ]
know that PF-3SG read book-the
'I know that he has read the book.'

a. Cel li e knigata?
read Q PF-3SG book-the
'Has he read the book?'

b. Pit am [del It e knigata.]

ask read Q PF-3SG book-the
'I ask if he has read the book.'

a. Kakvo e del?

what PF-3SG read
'What has he read?'

b. Ne e del knigata.
NEG PF-3SG read book-the
"He has not read the book.'

The V-to-C analysis of LHM constructions adopted here originates in the 1988
manuscript of Rivero (1994a), and has attracted considerable attention (see
Rivero 1996 for partial references and some alternatives). Here I defend the view
that the LHM process found not only in Slavic but also in Celtic and Old
Romance applies in PF and shares with other stylistic verb movements identi-
fied below the following list of characteristics.

(I) LHM is s imilar to a syntactic rule in being triggered by a functional
category as attractor. Triggers include the finite auxiliary (= T) in (2a) and the
complementizer li (= C) in (3), whose PF requirements are discussed below.
Styl is t ic rule triggers contrast with syntactic rule triggers only insofar as the
first are entries that in the numeration display a phonological matrix that must
meet well-formedness conditions at PF, while the second usually hold just ab-
stract features and so may escape PF well-formedness conditions.

(II) LHM displays the structural properties of the rules of the syntax or
operates on the basis of hierarchical structure expressed in X-bar terms; it is nei-
ther prosodic nor morphological. Evidence for this idea is given in Rivero
(1996) and includes the asymmetry of LHM application in main and embedded
clauses in (2)-(3), which is better captured in configurational and not prosodic
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terms and is due to the different structural requirements of li and the auxiliary. In
addition, sentences with fronted coordinated verbs such as those in (5) illustrate
that the auxil iary need not follow the first prosodic word in the clause. This
argues against prosodic inversion as first proposed by Halpern (1995). Likewise,
the two verbs and the conjunction in (5) cannot, under the usual assumptions,
form a morphological word with the auxiliary; this argues against the morpho-
logical merger treatment suggested but not t ruly developed in Embick and
Izvorski (1994, 1995), among others.

In the LHM analysis, the verbs in (5) front to C as coordinated heads, and the
auxil iary in I or T is syntactically independent of them, which solves the
problem. Because in this type of derivation LHM does not place the verb(s) in
the checking domain of the attractor sum, a successful checking relation cannot a
priori result in this case, regardless of the feature content of verbs and auxiliary.
However, in other circumstances LHM and other stylistic rules may establish a
checking domain: in (3), for instance, the verb raises into the checking domain
of li in C. I examine the consequences of this in detail later.

(III) LHM as PF rule applies to satisfy configurational PF conditions, not
to check the formal features of the attractor. In cases such as (5), my claim is
that the auxil iary as attractor must appear in PF in the complement of a head
that is visible at that level. Fronting the verb to C fu l l f i l s this structural re-
quirement, for it makes visible a position that takes as its internal or minimal
complement domain in Chomsky's terms (1995) the projection headed by the
auxi l ia ry . These ideas are developed in more detail in Rivero (to appear).
However, the verb may also move into the checking domain of the attractor, as
in (3); thus, the stylistic rule need not differ in output from the ordinary syntac-
tic rule whose aim is to check formal features. However, I argue later that when
the derivation involves a PF process attractee, and attractor do not establish a
successful checking relation, since they do not display matching formal features
even when they form a checking configuration.

(IV) The stylistic rule does not feed LF. In the case of the LHM con-
struction, the fronted nonfinite verb is neither the topic nor the focus of the sen-
tence, however these terms are used. In all the languages with LHM, such con-
structions are by general consensus out-of-the blue and neutral sentences if
declarative and ordinary yes-no questions if interrogative. Another way to express
this is that the sentence as a whole is in focus. This property follows if LHM
applies in the PF branch and so cannot have an input in LF, unlike topicaliza-
lion/focalization, which does.

(V) PF rules are characteristically blocked by Merge and feature checking
Move in the computat ional system, if those operations have an output that
satisfies the PF condition the stylistic rule is intended to satisfy. In particular, a
well-known property of LHM is that it can never cooccur with wh-movement,
as in (4a). This is because wh-movement applies in the syntax to check the for

Blg(5) Vidjal
seen

/'
and

kupil
bought

'I have seen and bought

sum
PF-1SG

the book.

knigata.
book. the

l
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mal features of the wh-phrase, and it also results in a PF configuration that
meets the structural requirements the LHM rule seeks to satisfy. In (4), for
instance, wh-movement lands in Spec-CP, making the C-head of this projection
visible in PF. Thus, by general economy, LHM in the PF branch always blocks
if wh-movement has already applied in the syntactic branch.
There are three major economy principles in the Minimalist program and they
characterize the PF rules affecting verbs as follows.

(VI) Stylist ic rules, inc luding LHM, are like syntactic rules in that they
violate the Procrastinate Principle, most often for convergence at PF. Thus, PF
and syntactic processes arc alike in being involved in derivations that are forced
violations of Procrastinate.

(VII) Styl is t ic rules , and in particular LHM, obey the Minimal Link
Condition. I demonstrate this aspect in detail in Rivero (in preparation), but
omit discussion here. Thus, PF and syntactic processes are both involved in
derivations that comply with locality.

(VIII) Finally, Last Resort is the principle that distinguishes the stylistic
rule from the syntactic rule. The syntactic rule obeys this condition, but LHM,
like other PF rules, fails to establish a successful checking relation. This natu-
rally happens when the process does not establish a checking domain between at-
tractce and attractor, as in (5), and also in cases where it does, that is, when it
moves the verb into the checking domain of the target, as I demonstrate below.
In Blg, a second k ind of V-to-C that applies in PF fronts a tensed V, so differs
from LHM as to V type. As to environment , this tensed V-to-C, dubbed here
f in i te verb movement , resembles LHM. With just c l i t ic pronouns (D) as the
functional trigger, it is restricted to affirmative root clauses ((6a)-(6b)). With li
(Q) as a funct ional trigger, f ront ing occurs in root and nonroot clauses (7a)—
(7b)). Like LHM, this V-to-C is impossible wi th focalization/topicalization, and
with wh-movernent as in (8a). which represent cases of overt Move in the com-
puta t iona l system. Verb f ront ing is also blocked by the presence of Neg, as in
(8b), which results from Merge and not Move in the computational system:

Blg(6)

(7)

a. CeteS ja.

read-PRES.2SG it
"You are reading it.'

b. Znam [ce ja ieteS.\

know that it read-PRES
'I know that you are reading it.

a. CeteS li ja?

read-PRES.2SG Q it
'Are you reading it?'

b. Pitain [CeteS li

ask read-PRES.2SG Q

'I ask if you are reading i t . '

.2SG
'

ja.
itqsg



Finite verb movement resembles LHM in relation to the list of characteristics
that ident ify rules that apply in PF. It is triggered by PF requirements of func-
tional categories such as //' (= C) or clitic pronouns (D or Agr), which impose
different structural conditions, leading to the main clause versus subordinate
clause asymmetries depicted above. Later, I discuss the requirements of li that
trigger f ront ing in all clauses. Blg cli t ic pronouns impose PF conditions
resembling those of the finite auxiliaries: namely, they must appear in PF in the
complement of a head that is visible at this level. In their presence, then, the
application of finite V-to-C is limited to a subset of main clauses and excluded
from all embedded clauses (*Znam ce cetes ja for (7b)). Finite verb movement
is also blocked by computational operations like Merge (the insertion of Neg) or
Move (wh-movement ) . It has no foregrounding effect and therefore no input to
LF, as these verb-initial clauses are topicless or focusless. As to the three econ-
omy conditions, I show later that this rule too escapes Last Resort or fails to es-
tablish a successful checking relation, even when it moves the verb as attractee
into the checking domain of an attractor, such as li in (7). However, this process
is like the syntactic rule in that it violates Procrastinate for convergence at PF—
a forced violat ion—(*Ja cetes), and obeys the Minimal Link Condi t ion, as
discussed in Rivero (in preparation).

LHM and finite verb movement as styl is t ic rules apply under similar con-
di t ions in Blg. However, these are two processes that should be kept apart for a
variety of reasons. One reason is that not all languages need display both of
them; another is that different historical stages of one language may display one
rule but not the other. As to the first reason, Breton and Blg exhibit LHM with
identical properties (Borsley, Rivero and Stephens 1996), but only Big exhibits
stylistic finite verb movement. This difference follows from the PF requirements
of auxiliaries versus cli t ic pronouns in the two languages. That is, the Breton
clitic pronouns, unlike the Breton auxiliaries, need not appear in PF in the com-
plement of a visible head, which, unlike their Blg counterparts, allows them to
be string ini t ia l . Also, most medieval Romance languages display stylistic f inite
verb movement, but only some display LHM. As to the second reason,
Medieval Spanish is like Blg in that it displays both LHM and fini te verb
movement, but post-Renaissance Spanish only displays s tyl is t ic f inite verb
movement and has lost LHM (Rivero 1995). If the two processes are distin-
guished, it becomes possible to seek the factors that underlie these differences,
such as the suggested contrast between the PF requirements of cli t ic pronouns
and auxiliaries in Breton, which, according to some views, might mean that the
first are not clitics while the second are.
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(8) a.

b.

Koga

when

•When

Ne
NEG

ja ce teS?
it read-PRES.2SG

are

ja
i t

you reading it?'

ceteS.

read-PRES. 2SG
'You are not reading it.'



The trigger for this process is the PF condition of the clit ic pronoun, and the
rule blocks if computational means such as Merge in (9b-c) provide the required
structure (*Ne deti ja!, *Ceti ne ja!). Thus, this is an overt rule that violates
both Procrastinate and Last Resort for convergence at PF (*Ja ceti.'). As the
rule cannot always apply, it does not operate to establish a successful checking
relation between clitic as trigger and verb as attractee.

Another rule that may share characteristics with the three processes above is
Stylistic Fronting. Most recently, Styl is t ic Fronting in Faroese and Icelandic
has been treated as an operation driven by a PF feature (Holmberg 1996, 1997).
The similar but not identical s tyl is t ic f ront ing of early Spanish (Lema and
Rivero 1991) and of Blg (Embick and Izvorski 1994, 1995) could also belong in
this category. Embick and Izsvorski propose that in Blg, s tyl is t ic f ront ing
inverts the participle and the auxil iary in nonroot clauses such as the conditional
Ako procel e knigata Tf he has read the book,' in contrast with Ako e procel
knigata. However, this Blg process and the rules listed above show important
differences, suggesting f iner dist inctions among rules we might want to call
styl is t ic . Al ternat ively, stylist ic f ron t ing belongs to a different class. Differen-
ces include the facts that: (a) Blg stylistic f ront ing does not satisfy a precise PF
confi-gurational condition imposed by a funct ional category with a phonological
matrix, (b) it foregrounds the verb or has an input in LF, which the three rules
mentioned above do not, and (c) it is not blocked by computational operations
such as Merge or Move in the sense the three rules listed above are. This makes
the d i s t r ibu t ion of s ty l i s t i c f ron t ing contrast not only wi th LHM, which it
resembles most closely but also with f ini te and imperative verb movements.
Furthermore, (d) s tyl is t ic fronting violates Procrastinate, but not for the reasons
of convergence at PF involved in the other rules, since both the structure with
fronting and the one without front ing are equally well-formed. In other words,
this rule could be involved in derivations that count as unforced violations of
Procrastinate, which the other three rules are not. In addition, I find it significant

Blg
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A third kind of V-to-C with stylistic properties in Blg affects imperative Vs
(9a). Such Vs are restricted to root clauses and are incompatible with inter-
rogative or conditional Q (= li). Imperative V-to-C, then, is an exclusively root
phenomenon but is s imi la r to LHM and tensed V-lo-C in not applying with
Neg, (9b) or after a conjunction, as in (9c).

(9) a. Ceti ja!
read-IMP.2SG it

•Read it!'

b. Ne ja Ceti!

NEG it read-IMP.2SG
'Do not read it! '

c. Ela i ja ceti!
come-IMP2SG and it read-IMP.2SG
'Come and read it!'
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that the order resulting from this Blg stylistic fronting sounds literary or archaic
to many speakers—and is often reported as ungrammatical—while orders
result ing from the three movements I call s tyl ist ic above are completely
unmarked and always reported as grammatical. This suggests that stylist ic
fronting may have been productive in earlier stages of Blg but is now a remnant
with unclear formal properties. As far as I can see, the other rules above are pro-
ductive and do not experience changes. Finally, languages with LHM may lack
styl is t ic fronting altogether, as in Breton; this suggests that the two processes
should be kept apart, even if they bear a resemblance and can be viewed as PF
driven at a deeper level of abstraction.

With the three stylistic verb movement rules in Blg now in place, I will
motivate the idea that they satisfy a PF configurational requirement of the func-
tional category that triggers them but escape the Last Resort Principle in (1)
because they do not involve formal feature matching and so do not establish a
successful checking relation. We saw above that in some cases stylistic rules do
not establish a checking domain for the attractor, as in (5). By contrast, in other
cases they establish such a domain, as in (3) and (7), which last represents a
challenge to the idea that stylistic rules are not in general involved in formal
feature checking; thus, I wi l l now show that it too escapes Last Resort, since no
formal feature matching obtains.

My proposal is that the Blg particle li, which is a functional category with
a phonological matrix and occupies C (Rivero 1993), requires in PF a con-
st i tuent with a phonological matrix (i.e., an overt item) in its checking domain,
which can be an overt phrase in Spec-CP or an overt head adjoined to li, irre-
spective of the formal features this overt item may contain. Another way to
express this requirement is that li imposes a PF condition that mentions a
checking configuration, which is a phonological-like counterpart of the formal
feature-checking condition of the computational system that mentions a check-
ing configuration and in addition a matching clause condition, or the Last Resort
Principle. When the PF requirement of li is not met in the computational
system, it constitutes the trigger for the subsequent stylistic verb movement in
PF. In this view, when computational processes place consti tuents in the
checking domain of li, or when verb movements in PF also place the verb in
that environment, the procedures are not triggered by the need to check the for-
mal features of those constituents against those of li.

In LHM constructions such as Cel li e knigata and Pitam [cel li e knigata]
in (3), li occupies C and attracts the nonfinite verb in main or embedded clauses
in order to satisfy its PF condit ion. The sentences CeteS li ja? and Pitam
[ c e t e S li ja] in (7) exemplify that f ini te verbs are attracted to li in similar
syntactic environments. Even though the verb is in the checking domain of li in
all these cases, it is my view that the two heads do not share what Chomsky
(1995) calls [-interpretable] features, so that the relation that is established does
not count as the successful checking relation required by the Last Resort
Principle in ( 1 ) . In other words, these varieties of LHM and finite verb move-
ment fulf i l l the checking domain condition of Last Resort, or its configurational
part but not its matching clause, or its content part. Here, then, we have



This also suggests that li has no formal feature to be checked against the feature
of the fronted phrase, so it need not impose feature matching, providing support
for the idea that the verb moves in PF to satisfy an external requirement of li.
Thus, front ing to Spec-CP in the computat ional system as in (10) checks an
abstract formal feature either on C or on Spee-CP (but , crucially, not on li),
places an overt const i tuent in the checking domain of li, and satisfies the ex-
ternal PF condition imposed by th is item. Then, by general economy, s tyl is t ic
verb movement in PF cannot subsequently apply.

Rudin, King, and Izvorski (1996) argue that on the one hand //' may contain
an optional focus feature that attracts an NP for formal feature checking in cases
like ( I 0 b ) , and that on the other hand this feature is absent if the verb raises to li
(recall that fronted phrases are interpreted as foci or topics but verbs fronted by
stylistic processes never are). In an earlier work (Rivero 1997) I followed Rudin
(1993) and took li' to contain a focus feature as well but I now think that this
idea cannot be correct. Na Olga in ( I O b ) is undoubtedly a focus but this does not
imply that the lexical entry li bears the required strong formal feature, since in
the corresponding declarative clause wi thout li in (I I) na Olga is also a focus.

(10) a.

b.

Koj
who
•Who

Na
To
•Was

//' dude knigata na
Q gave-3SG book-the to

on earth gave the book to Olga?'

Olga li dadoxte knigata?
Olga Q gave-2SG book-the

it to Olga that you gave the book?'

Olga?
Olga

Blg
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derivations involving a stylistic process with the structural output of rules of the
computational system but which nevertheless fail to involve formal feature
checking.

Several phenomena suggest that the PF checking domain requirement im-
posed by Bulgarian li can be met without formal feature checking. In a few
words, li is highly unselect ive in its requirement from a feature perspective.
First, we jus t saw that both nonf in i t e and f in i te verbs are attracted to this
functional head, which suggests that neither raising head can be intrinsically
equipped with the putative matching formal feature. One of the main uses of li
is interrogative, as in (3) and (7), so it could be assumed that Q is checked in
these questions. However, while a standard assumption is that Q can reside in
(finite) inflection and raise to C, here it would have to reside in the nonfinite V
in Pit am [ce l li e knigata]. Second, phrases that front to Spec-CP in questions
with // can be of the wh-type, as in (10a) but also of the noninterrogative type
in ( I 0 b ) .

( I I ) Na Olga dadoxte knigata.
To Olga gave-2SG book-he
'It was to Olga that you gave the book.'

Arguments to the effect that the phrase before li is a focus can be replicated for
equivalent fronted phrases in declarative sentences without li, as in (I I), so the

Blg
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feature must be independent from li. That is, li occupies C and is thus symp-
tomatic of clause structure but as localization or topicalization applies in a par-
allel way in declaratives and interrogatives, this process must be triggered by a
formal feature in Spec-CP or in C, not by a formal feature of /(' itself. I have al-
ready given a reason why verb movement (either f inite or nonfinite) does not
affect the informational status of the clause, while focalization does: the process
applies in PF and so fails to input LF, while the second is a formal feature-
checking operation before spell-out and may thus input LF.

Blg li can also satisfy its PF requirement by computational means other
than Move, as in (12). Here I propose that da is a lexical entry and is merged
either in Spec-CP (similar to English whether) or as a head adjoined to li in C
(reminiscent of but not identical to English if). This lexical insertion via Merge
satisfies the PF checking domain requirement of li.

(13) Zavali
start- fall
'If it starts

li duzd,
Q rain
raining, we'll

ste
PUT

stay at

si
reflex

home.'

ostanem
remain- 1 PL

vkushti.
at home

Blg

The semantic nature of this feature, then, reinforces my view that li holds
Interpretable features, obviating a parametric choice as to Q. In its conditional
use, li may trigger verb movement, as in (13), and can be preceded by a phrase,
which is not illustrated.Thus, regardless of its Interpretable features, li must hold

(12) a.

b.

Da-li Olga ste ri dade knigata?

da-Q Olga FUT you give-3SG book-the?
'Will it be Olga that gives you the book?'

Pit am se [da-li Olga ste ti dade

(I) wonder da-Q Olga FIT you give-3SG
T wonder if Olga wil l give you the book.'

Blg

knigata}.

book-the

When da is merged into the checking domain of li, stylistic f in i te verb
movement and LHM cannot apply. This blocking effect of da is as expected
under the hypothesis that verb movement applies in PF and therefore depends on
the output of operations that precede spell-out in the computational system
(Merge, in this case).

Li is an entry in the lexicon and so must contain a complex of features but
it seems that they enter into interpretation at LF or are [+interpretable] in
Chomsky's sense (1995) and therefore need not be eliminated or formally
checked for convergence at LF. I have already rejected the option that li bears the
formal feature for focus. The fact that the main use of li is in direct and indirect
questions could suggest that this lexical item holds the feature Q, and that this
feature can be considered [-interpretablej as a parametric choice. Rudin, King,
and Izvorski (1996) point out, however, that li is also used in conditional
clauses, as in (13) from their paper, which leads them to suggest that the feature
is along the lines of nonassertion, not strictly (formal) Q.
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in PF an overt item in its checking domain, with no mention of the matching
clause, or identity of formal features between the two items. In brief, phenomena
relating to Bulgarian li demonstrate that f ini te verb movement and long head
movement are two stylist ic processes that may establish a checking domain,
whi le escaping the matching clause of Last Resort. From this perspective,
stylistic verb movement bears a partial resemblance to the rules of the compu-
tat ional system That is, it may satisfy external needs by using the same
syntactic structure that the syntactic rules use to check formal features or satisfy
internal needs.

Some PF movements, then, establish a checking domain like the rules of
the syntax. However, un l ike the rules of syntax, they escape the matching
requirement. The Last Resort Principle for computational Move was given in (1)
and is now repeated in (14). The PF movements that establish a checking
domain but impose no matching then fall under a condition that resembles Last
Resort (14), as the formulation in (15) suggests.

(16) a. Nevime,
we. not. know

maji-li dnes medovinu. Czech
have-3PL-Q today mead

'We do not know whether they have mead

b. Mate -
have-2SG

li

Q
If you have

c. *Pochyby-li

pochyby
doubts,

any doubts,

, zatelefonujte

call
call information. '

today.'

na
at

informate.
information

mate, zatelefonujte na informate.

(14)

(15)

Last Resort Principle
(in the computational system)
Move F raises F to target K only if F enters into
with a sublabel of K.

Checking Configuration Principle
(in PF)
Move raises a to target K for a to form a checking
sublabel of K.

a checking relation

configuration with a

We just saw that Blg li imposes a PF checking configuration requirement
satisfied by Merge or lexical insertion and overt movements of the computa-
t ional system, inc luding localization. If the PF requirement of // is not satisfied
via computational means, then s tyl is t ic verb movement applies. Slavic lan-
guages that l ist li in their lexicon show more restricted uses for this item, Czech
being an interesting case in point. The use of //' in this language suggests a di-
achronic reinterpretation of the PF condition for li that mentions a checking con-
figurat ion or domain in (15) as the formal condition mentioning a checking
domain and a matching requirement in (14) , or Last Resort. Among others,
Toman (1992) ment ions that Czech li is not used in main clauses and is now
found in literary style in both embedded questions and conditionals, as in (16).
This item must trigger verb f ront ing as in (16a)-(16b)) but cannot be preceded
by a phrase that excludes localization, as in (16e).
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The restricted use of li in Czech suggests that this lexical entry may soon be
lost. However, the literary present register seems to have imposed on li a formal
feature-matching clause in addition to the checking domain condition I hy-
pothesized for Blg. Under this scenario, the nonassertion feature suggested for li
by Rudin, King, and Izvorski seems to be paired to a strong [-interpretablej
feature of the V type found in a nonroot C; this feature can only be checked
under strict matching by the verb with the matching feature. If this view is
correct, the verb movement triggered by li in Czech is not stylistic but a
syntactic raising that complies with both clauses of Last Resort, that is, a
feature in the verb that raises establishes a successful checking relation with the
strong [-interpretable] feature of the projection of li as target, fu l f i l l ing Last
Resort. Thus, it seems that stylistic verb movement is the type of PF process
that is easily amenable to diachronic reinterpretation as syntactic movement,
which our examination of Grk in section 2 will confirm from a different per-
spective. Czech also displays a stylistic variety of finite verb movement in cases
like NapiSe to 'He will write it' and stylistic LHM triggered by auxiliaries,
with properties as in Blg (Rivero 1991). In other words, while the requirements
of the func t iona l head li can now be satisfied only via a verb, the PF
requirements of other funct ional heads such as the clitic pronouns and the
auxiliaries can be satisfied in view of the proper PF configuration, regardless of
feature content as in Blg.

To summarize, PF verb movements display configurational properties like
the rules of syntax but do not check formal features because they fail the
matching clause of Last Resort, even when they comply with the checking do-
main clause. Blg has three verb movement processes that affect the position of
nonfinite, f ini te, and imperative verbs and display these characteristics.

A very brief comparison with standard MGrk concludes this section. It is
clear that this variety lacks both LHM and finite verb movement to C. Thus,
when Blg displays these V raisings, these two languages that arguably share a
common clausal skeleton contrast in word order. When Blg exhibits the order
result ing from LHM as in Procel sum knigata 'I have read the book', MGrk
displays the auxiliary + verb order in (17a), since auxiliaries need not appear in
an X-bar complement position in PF. Where f in i te verb movement applies in
Blg, as in CeteS ja, MGrk displays clitic pronoun + verb order, as in (17b).
When LHM or finite V-to-C is blocked in Blg, the two languages exhibit paral-
lel orders, as expected from their common clausal skelton, including negative
clauses as in Blg Ne sum procel knigata and MGrk (17c). When stylistic verb
movement does not apply in Big, then, the two languages are very similar and
display parallel orders for their negation, modal particles, pronominal clitics, fi-
nite auxiliaries, and verbs.

(17) a.

b.

Exo diavasl
PF- 1 SG read
'I have read the book.'

To diavasa.
it read-PAST.lSG

I read it.'

to vivlio.
the book

MGrk

G



This process may look identical to the Big counterpart that raises the verb past
the clitic in Cell ja! but its status is very different. The MGrk V raises to C to
check a strong formal V feature, so the process is obligatory, which accounts
not only for clitic pronouns after V, as in (18) (*To diavase!), but also for the
fact that negated imperat ives are ungrammat ica l , as in (19) (Rivero 1994a,
Rivero and Terzi 1995). These clear phenomena easily distinguish MGrk im-
peratives from their Big counterparts (Rivero 1994b).
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c. Den exo dlavasl to vivlit
NEC PF-1SG read the book
"I have not read the book.'

V-to-C exists in MGrk restricted to imperatives, as in (18) (Rivero 1994a):

(18) Diavase to!
read-IMP.2SG it
•Read it!'

MGrk

Rivero and Terzi discuss MGrk imperative movement from the perspective of
Greed in (20): that is, the imperative V raises to C to satisfy its own morpho-
logical properties.

(19) *Min to diavase! MGrk

(20) Principle of Greed
(Chomsky 1994.7)

Move raises a only if morphological properties of a i tself would not
otherwise be satisfied in the derivation.

Translated into the later version of Last Resort as in (1) or (14), imperative verb
movement in MGrk applies in the syntax before spell-out and complies with the
two clauses of the pr inc ip le . That is, C as an abstract funct ional category
contains a strong [-interpretable] formal feature that has a counterpart in the verb
with the phonological matrix (= F). Move in the computational system raises V
to the checking domain of C so that the feature on V can establish the required
successful checking relation with the feature on C as a sublabel of CP (= K).
That is, imperative verb movement in MGrk applies to satisfy an internal
requirement of a functional category with an abstract formal feature, while
movement in Blg applies to satisfy an external PF requirement of a functional
category with a phonological matrix, or the pronominal clitic.

Thus, important syntactic differences between the present standard varieties
of two Balkan languages follow from the absence in MGrk of V-to-C rules that
escape Last Resort, since potential triggers for stylistic rules such as MGrk T in
(17a) and D in (17b) do not impose structural PF requirements of the same kind
as their Big counterparts. Another difference is that in MGrk V-to-C ul t imately
responds not to PF but to LF requirements of V encoded as formal features, or
its Logical Mood, which is not the case in Big.
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3. Greek in diachrony

This section shows that if Grk is examined from a diachronic perspective, dif-
ferences from Blg are less striking than the examination of the two standards in
section 2 might lead us to believe. Developing ideas in Rivero and Terzi (1995)
and Rivero (1995), I argue that earlier stages of Grk exhibit PF requirements for
both discourse particles and clitic pronouns resembling those of Blg and V-to-C
rules that escape Last Resort and, in the specific sense defined above, can be
called PF or stylistic operations. Although finite and imperative verb move-
ments in Grk up to the end of the medieval period seem to constitute examples
of such rules, here I concentrate on the rule raising imperatives, which survives
in the later stages of all variants with different properties, and mention finite
verb movement, which is lost in the standard variety, only in passing.

The evolution of Grk verb movement is interesting because it shows the ef-
fect of the Last Resort Principle on historical change. In my view, standard Grk
came to lose the stylistic rule of f in i te verb movement and reinterpreted the
former stylistic imperative verb movement as a core operation that now obeys
Last Resort. I examine data not only from standard MGrk but also from
Cappadocian and Cypriot Greek to reach the conclusion that this change may
occur even when the PF requirements that formerly triggered the stylistic rules
are st i l l present. The changes that led to the situation in standard MGrk are not
language specific, as Spanish in its Castilian variety has undergone a parallel
evolution (Rivero 1995). They constitute examples of how a once peripheral
rule comes to acquire core properties, in view of Last Resort as a principle of
Universal Grammar regulating both the core and the periphery. Economy princi-
ples define a core grammar that under the logic of markedness can be violated but
only at a cost. The Grk rule raising imperatives up to the Renaissance disobeys
Last Resort in the same sense as its Blg counterpart discussed in section 1. In
later periods of Grk and in some nonstandard varieties, however, this rule is rein-
terpreted as a process that falls under Last Resort or acquires core properties. The
rule affecting finite verbs, by contrast, either disappears (standard MGrk) or
retains some stylistic characteristics (Cappadocian or Cypriot Grk).

Imperative verb movement is documented in all periods and dialects of Grk
but with different properties. In Ancient (AGrk), New Testament (NTGrk), and
Medieval Greek (MedGrk), imperative raising does not check a formal feature but
satisfies a PF interface requirement of a functional category with a phonological
matrix such as a discourse particle or a clitic pronoun. By contrast, we saw that
in standard MGrk, and we shall see here that in some present varieties,
imperative verb movement checks a formal V feature located on the verb and the
complementizer. We shall see that the PF requirements of the functional cate-
gories that triggered imperative raising in earlier periods such as the clitic
pronouns are preserved in some varieties but the nature of imperative raising has
nevertheless changed in them. I argue that such a change shows that the Last
Resort Principle regulates Move and may guide diachronic evolution. As a
result, PF interface requirements may remain constant but under appropiate con-
dit ions the raising that once satisfied them is nevertheless reinterpreted as a
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process that checks a formal V feature or satisfies an internal condition of the
core. Imperative verbs display the appropriate features to allow for such
reinterpretation.

Recall that two types of imperative V movement were introduced in the
previous section. In MGrk, the process applies for formal feature checking or
obeys Last Resort, so it is obligatory. By contrast with MGrk, imperatives in
Blg do not raise to C to check a formal feature; V movement to C exists, is
optional, and applies to satisfy a PF need of a funct ional category wi th a
phonological matrix, which is a pronominal clitic.

Rivero and Terzi (1995) assign to the rule that raises imperative verbs in
Ancient Grk properties that resemble in great measure raising of imperative
verbs in Big (section 2), so let us recall their analysis. First, in this stage, Vs
distribute alike, irrespective of their logical or semantic mood. As illustrated for
indicatives and imperatives in (21)-(22), V may either be ini t ial and precede the
discourse particle or appear deeply embedded in its own clause when a con-
stituent precedes that particle. In terms of the present essay the proposal is that
in (21) , verbs raise to satisfy a PF requirement of the discourse particle as a
functional category with a phonological matrix, not to check a formal feature. In
other words, verb movement is optional, as it does not check a formal feature
contained in V against a formal feature of the appropriate functional category,
that is, either C or the particle i tself , which Rivero and Terzi (1995) place in a
different projection from C.

(21) a. Eboulomen men ouk erizein enthade. AGrk

wish- IND. l P NEC contend here
'And I wish(ed) I were not contending here (as I am).'
(Aristophanes, Ranae 866)

b. Patakson men, akouson de.
strike-lMP.2 P listen-lMP.2 P
'By all means strike but l is ten. '
(Plutarch, Themistocles 1 1.3.6)

(22) a. Ego men ouk oida.
I P NEG know-IND.l
'I, lor my part, do not know.'

(Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.4.12)

b. Ta men poiei, to de me poiei.

these P do-IMP.2 these P NEG do-IMP.2
'Do this but do not do that.'
(Plato, Protagoras 325d)

In this view, the discourse particles of AGrk are very similar to Blg li: they are
functional categories that introduce clauses, display a phonological matrix, and
impose PF or external conditions. Those conditions are preferably met through
computational operations such as Merge and Move but otherwise trigger verb

G
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movement in PF such as finite verb movement in (2la) or the imperative verb
movement in (21b). Computational rules block the PF processes, so focalizing
la in (21b), an instance of computational Move that raises this phrase to check a
formal focus feature, prevents the raising of the verb poei. This is like the
blocking in Big of verb movement to li when a phrase is focalized. If discourse
particles like men and de contrast one clause with another, as opposed to focaliz-
ing elements in their own clause, it could then be claimed that the focus feature
checked by ta need not be on men, as I argued with respect to localization and
Blg li above; this suggests that discourse particles may conta in jus t
[+interpretable] features in no need of formal checking but may also impose PF
conditions, a traditional idea now given a new turn . Rivero and Terzi (1995)
front the verb in (21) to a vacant C and locate the discourse particle in a lower
projection, dubbed WP; in this analysis, the verb is not in the checking domain
of the discourse particle, which is unproblematic if the discourse particle bears
no formal features that need checking.

Another consequence of the above analysis is that it accounts for why AGrk
imperatives resemble their Blg counterparts as to negation, as illustrated in
(22b). In contrast with MGrk, AGrk imperatives can be negated. As already
stated, since V need not raise past the particle to check a formal feature, it can
remain after Neg.

To summarize, imperative verb movement raises a verb to a designated
structural slot, here identified as C, but is in AGrk a PF operation to satisfy an
external requirement of the discourse particle. Finite verb movement displays
similar properties in this period.

As Rivero (1995) points out, imperat ive syntax remains unchanged in
NTGrk, as the following examples from Bauer, Arndt, and Gingrich (1967) and
Moulton (1906) il lustrate.

(23) Esesthe oun umeis teleioi. NTGrk
be-lMP.2 thus you perfect
'Therefore, be perfect.'

(Matthew 5.48)

(24) a.

b.

c.

Nun oun poreuesthe en eirenei.
now thus go-lMP.2 in peace
Therefore, now go in peace.'
(Acts of the Apostles 16.36)

Me oun p ho be is the.
NEG thus fear-lMP.2
'Therefore, do not fear.'
(Matthew 10.31)

Me mou haptou.
NEG me touch-IMP.2
'Do not touch me.'
(John 20. 17)
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That is, imperatives (and other Vs) are flexible in distribution and precede parti-
cles or pronouns if no other consti tuent occupies first position (23) but follow
in the presence of a first constituent of any type (24). Imperatives are frequently
negated: (24b)-(24c).Thus, imperatives can be in C and satisfy the PF require-
ment of the particle (23) but they can also be in a lower position (24), the
essential contrast with MGrk. Sentence (24c) is particularly interesting , as it
displays the now impossible Neg and the now impossible clitic pronoun before
V, the two symptoms showing that V need not raise to C in NTGrk impera-
tives.

Less is known about later stages of Greek. However, to make a parallel
with Blg cli t ic pronouns in section 2, Grk complement clitic pronouns can be
used to illustrate that MedGrk imperative raising retains earlier characteristics
and so st i l l satisfies interface conditions, as I now show. For Taylor (1990), ob-
ject clitic pronouns begin to lose Wackernagel properties (Wackernagel 1892)
between Homeric Greek and Classical Greek. That is, in Homeric Greek they are
in second position (2P) in the clause, while in the classical period they no
longer need appear in 2P away from VP but roughly speaking can be in VP and
away from 2P. For Horrocks (1990), by early MedGrk, complement cli t ics no
longer display Wackernagel properties, are encli t ic on the item that precedes
them but dependent on V, and precede or follow this V under well-defined
syntactic conditions. According to Mackridge (1993) (and Rollo 1989, cited by
Mackridge), MedGrk c l i t ic pronouns roughly exhibi t the positions that in
Romance are associated with the Tobler-Mussafia law (Tobler 1875; Mussafia
1886, 1898), wi th a few Wackernagel cases as archaic remnants . In main
clauses, for example, V + CL is clause in i t ia l , and CL + V is found after wh-
phrases and focused elements, recalling the situation described for present Blg in
section 2. From these works, I conclude that from the earliest stages up to
MedGrk, cl i t ic pronouns are phonologically encl i t ic and therefore display a PF
requirement that bars them from ini t ia l position. While re ta in ing this basically
prosodic restriction up to the medieval period, they evolve from (perhaps pure)
Wackernagel clitics in the Homeric period to (perhaps pure) Tobler-Mussafia
clit ics in MedGrk. The Classical period may represent the first of the "mixed"
stages (medieval Spanish is also mixed, as shown in Rivero 1997).

Mackridge (1993.330) finds that CL + V order with preceding focused
const i tuents as in (25) is "valid as much for the imperative as for finite forms of
the verb" and "the placement of the pronoun before an imperative is absolutely
standard in such circumstances in texts from the twelf th to the fif teenth cen-
turies, irrespective of geographical provenance." From this it can be concluded
that in the medieval period, imperative verb movement and f ini te verb move-
ment display properties that are similar to those assigned to Blg in section 2 of
this essay.

(25) Alla me eipe.
Other things me tell-IMP.2
Tell me other things. '

(AE670) MedGrk



Extending to MedGrk a by now familiar analysis, I assume that imperatives need
not raise to C for formal feature checking or to comply with Last Resort and so
can follow clitic pronouns. V raising past clitics fails to distinguish imperatives
from ordinary f ini te Vs in this period. Thus, when the imperative or the finite
verb precedes a clitic, V has raised to satisfy an external requirement of the clitic,
not to check a formal feature, just like in Blg in section 2. In conclusion, this
stage retains the PF-driven process that under appropriate circumstances allows
any V to raise to C, and imperative raising does not yet have the characteristics
that we gave to the process in MGrk.

We just saw that the relevant properties of AGrk remain stable for many
centuries in the history of the language but, crucially, these properties are absent
in some present varieties that have retained clit ics that impose PF conditions
reminiscent of those found in the earlier stages. Some present varieties offer a
picture where imperatives are distinguished from other Vs in syntax, irrespective
of the PF requirements of the clitics. In the standard, imperatives must precede
clitic pronouns, which impose no PF requirement and can be first. It could then
be assumed that earlier stages and the present differ due to the loss of PF inter-
face conditions, which triggers two changes: imperative raising is reinterpreted
as a rule checking the formal feature that V matches with C, while indicative
raising to C cannot be so reinterpreted and is lost. These two changes occurred;
evolution in imperatives, however, is not due to loss of interface conditions,
since some varieties have preserved those conditions and still changed impera-
tives. Present varieties with restrictions on clitics include Cappadocian (Capp)
and Cypriot Greek (CGrk). Based on Dawkins (1916), Janse (1994) shows that
Cappadocian complement cl i t ics display the MedGrk restrictions given by
Mackridge, which leads him to suggest that both systems are identical. For
example, CL is always adjacent to V but in main clauses the order is V + CL in
in i t i a l position, as in (27a), and CL + V with a focused consti tuent or wh-
phrase, as in (27b):

(27) a.

b.

Katevaseii do.
took down him
'He took him down.'

Cis to epken?
who it did
'Who did it?'

Capp
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The equivalent of (25) is deviant in MGrk; it is significant for my proposal that
this order is also deviant in some modern varieties that preserve Tobler-Mussafia
effects. As to imperatives, MedGrk is similar not only to Big but also to early
Romance; for instance, Old Spanish (OSp) clitics may precede imperative Vs, as
in (26) from Rivero (1997):

(26) Mucho
very
'Request it

(Zifar 280)

orgullosamente ge-lo
proudly to.him-it
from him very proudly.'

demandat.
ask-lMP.2

OSp



From my perspective, then, imperative Vs must obligatori ly raise past the cli-
tics, which makes Cappadocian unlike MedGrk. As in MGrk, imperative raising
checks a formal V feature located both in the substantive and the functional
category as target. By contrast, the raising rule for f ini te Vs in (27a) has retained
the characteristics of MedGrk and therefore satisfies interface conditions imposed
by the c l i t i c ; it does not check a formal feature of V, C, or the cl i t ic . PF
requirements of cl i t ics are the same in MedGrk and Cappadocian and differ in
MGrk. Thus, change in imperatives must be independent of those requirements.
I suggest that it is guided by the Last Resort Principle, which regulates not only
the syntactic rules but also the rules that apply in PF.

CGrk imperatives lead to the same conclusion. Terzi (1995) establishes that
in CGrk clit ics have a Tobler-Mussafia status. For example, in nonimperat ive
sentences, V + CL is for strict ini t ia l position, and CL + V goes with a focused
const i tuent :
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Cappadocian, however, is like MGrk, with cl i t ics always postverbal with the
imperat ive (Janse 1994. note 2). Even the particle as, usual ly found with CL +
V order, co-occurs with imperative V + CL, as in (28).

(28) As parpame
PTC take.away-IMP.2

'You take it away!'

la.
it

Capp

(29) a.

b.

Edkiavasa to.
read-PAST. 1 SG it
'I read it.'

Touto to vivlio sou edoken
th i s the book to. you give-PAST.3SG
'This book Mary gave to you.'

i Maria.
the Mary

CGrk

Imperatives, by contrast, must display V + CL order (see (30)). Thus, Rivero
and Terzi (1995) conclude that imperative raising in CGrk complies with Greed:

(30) Touto to vivlio dose
this the book give-lMP.2SG
'This book give to h im! '

ton!
to. him

CGrk

In terms of the present essay, CGrk imperat ive verb movement successfully
checks a formal V feature, or obeys the two clauses of Last Resort. By contrast,
f inite verb movement in (29a) is l ikely to be a PF process that does not check a
formal feature and so disobeys Last Resort, and that s t i l l responds to the PF or
external requirement imposed by the clitic, a topic requiring further study.

The evolution of imperatives to the status shared by these modern varieties
suggests that Last Resort is the guiding force behind their path, with interface
conditions playing a less crucial role; in other words, change in imperatives
mainly depends on the Last Resort Principle imposing formal feature checking
as a valued al ternat ive. From a diachronic perspective, then, Greek is interesting
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because it shows a connection between the two types of imperative raising. All
stages and variants of Grk have this process but with a different status. Up to the
Renaissance, there is no reason to dis t inguish between imperative verb move-
ment and finite verb movement, a situation reminiscent of Big. The two pro-
cesses apply under similar conditions to satisfy interface requirements and not
the internal requirements of the computational system, so they are what I dub
styl is t ic . By contrast, after the Renaissance the difference between imperative
verb movement and f ini te verb movement emerges, and the present varieties I
have examined here have all reached a stage where imperative verb movement is
obligatory and in my terms applies to check a formal feature of V against a fea-
ture of C. Finite verb movement has a different evolut ion: it is lost in the
standard and retained in some present variants in ways that suggest that it does
not respond to Last Resort considerations. That is, while imperative raising sur-
vives as a rule with core properties, finite V raising has a less clear fate.

My suggestion is that imperative verbs are morphologically equipped with
interpretable features naturally connected to s imi lar interpretable features in the
highest functional projection of the clause, or C, that is, Logical Mood in the
Fregean sense. If stylistic movement exists, as in the earlier stages of Grk, these
features that need no checking can be reinterpreted as formal or [-interpretable]
features that trigger movement of the verb to C under Last Resort. Irrespective
of the PF requ i rements c l i t i c pronouns may impose (notice that those
requirements can also be satisfied if the rule is syntactic), this makes the process
obligatory. Fini te verbs, by contrast, do not have this type of interpretable
feature, and their movement either retains a stylistic nature or is lost depending
on whether PF requirements of the cli t ic pronouns are preserved or not. In other
words, I view the change in imperative syntax in languages like Grk and
Spanish, as being based on the "grammaticalization" of a [+interpretablej or
semanticlike V feature into a [-interpretable] or syntactic-like feature, guided by
the principle of Last Resort of Universal Grammar. This solution combines
requirements of both PF and LF as mediated by the syntax. The phenomena I
have discussed have attracted the most a t tent ion from a strictly prosodic
perspective. However, such an approach proves unreveal ing when applied to
these diachronic changes, which to my knowledge have not been discussed in
phonologically oriented treatments of clitics.

To summarize, the diachrony of Greek imperatives suggests that Last Re-
sort as an independent principle of economy regulates not only the movement
rules that apply in the computational system but also those that apply in PF and
display structural properties, or the stylist ic rules. Thus, this principle defines a
core grammar that can be violated but only at a cost. For close to twenty
centuries in the history of Greek, imperative movement has applied to satisfy in-
terface condit ions of funct ional categories wi th a phonological matrix that
include discourse particles and clitic pronouns, and it has violated Last Resort. In
this way, the rule resembles the verb movement rules of the stylistic type found
in present Blg and seen in section 2. The change in imperative syntax that
results in the present varieties I have examined occurs after MedGrk and turns
imperative movement into a core process that checks a formal V feature or obeys
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Last Resort. This change is completed not only in those varieties that lose
interface conditions for c l i t ic pronouns (the standard) but also in some varieties
(Capadoccian, CGrk) that retain them, so it is not caused by the loss of the in-
terface conditions once responsible for triggering the process as a PF operation.
The evolution of Greek is not language particular and has a close counterpart in
Romance, in particular in the Castilian variety of Spanish. This language has
experienced a change that is similar to what has been observed in standard Grk.
That is, it too once had PF verb movement for imperatives, which it reinter-
preted as a syntactic rule, and f ini te verb movement of the stylist ic type, which
it lost while losing interface requirements of c l i t ic pronouns that prevented them
from beint: string in i t i a l .

Note
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62,66, 70 nn 16,17,71 n22,92-98,
106, 123nlO

lackof- ,61,109
Old Church Slavonic, 35
Old Irish, 35
ordering contexts, 130
out-of-the-blue sentences, 129, 133, 135
output condition, 14

parametric variation, 26

8

for to infinitives, 94,101n12
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parasitic gap constructions, 86, 100 n8
particles

discourse, 214-216, 220
focus. See focus
modal, 7,8,9, 10, 14
subjunctive, 55,57, 61,63,68, 69 n4,70

n!8,93, 105, 107, 119, 120, 122nn2,3,
123n6

PF branch, 14,200,201,204,205
PF interface condition, 14,201,202,

204-209,211,216,218
PF movement. See movement
predicates

individual-level, 147
of cognitive state, 82, 83, 84

presuppositional, 128, 132,141,146, 152,
157n36

pro, 8, 10, 14,45-46,49,50,66,71 n27,74,
78,79,84,85,89, 110-111,114,119,
122

referential vs. expletivepro, 89
pro-Drop (Parameter), 8, 17, 18,37n4,59,

67,89,96,
PRO, 5,8-10,14,46ff., 89,94,112-114

arbitrary, 79, 112
anaphoric, 69 n 10, 106, 114,
controllers of ~, 113
See also control

PRO-theorem, 78
Procrastinate Principle, 201,205,206,207
pronouns, 48,70 n 17

anaphoric, 50, 54,61
clitic. See clitics
underspecified, 47-^4-9, 50

prosodic inversion, 204
Proto-Indo-European, 22,27, 32, 38 n 12

questions
echo, 133
yes-no, 133,135,141, 155 n20
wfc-questions, 18,24, 133-134

quirky subjects, 129, 154nl6

raising,9. I I , 13 . 14,51-52,54,59,65,66,
68,70nl6, 74-104,200-227

T raising, 88
See also movement

raising verbs (predicates), 6, 10, 85,88,92,
95

reduced structure, 88

referential vs. nonreferential, 132, 141, 143,
150, 156n31

referential/attributive dichotomy. 146, 150,
157 n38

relative clauses, 13,161, 166, 187-191
restructuring rule, 58, 62,74,88,
resumption, 90
reverse interference, 23
right dislocation, 130,131, 136-138
Romance,6, 11, 18, 38nl5,44,45,47,49,

50,54,55,59,67,71 nn22,28,76, 105,
106, 108, 109, 121, 127, 130, 138, 139,
147,148, 150, 155n27,203,206,217,
218,221

Romany, 26,27,39 n27
Romanian, 3,6,7,8, 12,20,21,24,44,46,

49,54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 61, 62,67,68,70
n 12,71 nn22,23,92, 94,95,96,98,99
n3,186

Sanskrit, 5,27,32
Scandinavian, 156n31, 157n37, 198n24
scope, 147.148, 157 n42
scrambling. 128, 138, 139-144, 146, 152,

153, 156nn28,29
Semitic, 11
Serbo-Croatian, 34, 122n2
Slovak, 9, 35
Serbian, 35
South Asia, 19,22
Spanish, 5, 6,7, 17, 53,54, 59, 109, 137,

138, 154n9, 162,221,206,214,220,
221

Medieval Spanish, 206,207, 217
Old Spanish, 218
Porteno Spanish, 137, 153n5

specific/specificity, 127, 128, 132,139, 140,
141, 144-147, 148, 150-152, 153, 155
n27, 157nn38,41

spell-out, 200,201,210, 213
Sprachbund, 18-19,20, 22,24,26, 33, 36,

38nn9,10,39n27
statives, 84
stylistic. See movement
subject of small clauses, 131
subject dependency. See dependency
subjunctive(s), 3-10,44-73,74-104,

105-126,128
constituent structure of ~, 54, 59,61

67
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subjuntive operator, 96
subjunctive particles. See particles
subjunctive tense, 106,115,117
substitution, 62, 63

thematic properties, 85,86, 88, 89,100
nn7,8

theme as measurer of the event, 85
6 features. See features
6 identification, 169-171, 195nl5
6position(s),53,74,86, 161, 166, 174
6roles, 10, 51,53,66, 67,68, 70nl3, 121
G structure, 51, 66,69nlO
tense, 10,6, 7,9,10, 50, 54-59,62,70 n20,

21,71 n, 25,75,77, 80, 81,105,106,
110, 114-118, 119-122, 124nl3, 124
nn!5,17

future tense, 18,21,34,115, 116, 117,
118

See also features
tense dependency, 57,71 n28
tense operator, 91
Tochanan,27,39n21
topic, 78, 80, 89,90,92,95,133,139,141,

152, 155n26, 157n35
tough movement, 18,20,21
Tsakonian, 5
Turkish, 23,27,38nl7

'uniform'paradigm, 18
Universal Grammar, 4, 12, 14, 18, 20,21,

22,26
Urdu, 22,24

V2 phenomena B. See Germanic
verb(s)

aspectual, 108, 109,117
control. See also control, 105, 117, 123

n7,8
epistemic, 108, 115, 123 n8, 14nl4
imperative, 14, 128,213,214-221
volitional, 6,7, 83, 84,91-96, 105, 106,

108,115
verb cluster, 55,56,57,59,61
verb movement. See movement
voice phrase, 139
VPellipsis, 111, 113

Wackernagel properties. See clitics
Wh-Criterion vs. focus criterion, 134, 139
wh-element/word, 55,96,123 n6, 124nl7,

134-136
wh-extraction, 108
wh-questions. See questions
world dependency, 57,71 n28, 83, 84, 87,

See also anchoring

yes-no questions. See questions

94,95
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